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ABSTRACT

Several variables associated with (i) the lymphocyte
transformation (LT) test, (ii) cell surface markers for identi¬

fying T and B lymphocyte subpopulations, and (iii) neutrophil
chemotaxis in vitro have been studied in healthy individuals and
in patients with suspected immunological abnormalities, usually in
association with recurrent infections.

In normal individuals, lymphocyte transformation in response

to polyclonal mitogens, antigens and allogeneic lymphocytes was

measured by incorporation of radio-labelled thymidine into DNA

(proliferation). Neutrophil chemotaxis to a standard cvtotaxin
(casein) was quantified by measuring distances migrated into
micropore filters. Both of these test systems were optimised to

allow maximal expression of leucocyte responsiveness to the
various stimulants, thereby allowing maximal sensitivity for
subsequent detection of abnormal responses associaxed with
diseases.

Wide ranges of lymphocyte responses to each of the different
stimulants were found in normal volunteers. A fixed relationship
was observed between the responses to the different polyclonal
mitogens [ PHA>ConA>PWM ] in healthy individuals. This may have
been a result of different mitogens' capacities to stimulate
different sub-populations of lymphocytes. Cell fractionation
studies suggested that proliferative responses were attributable
only to the T lymphocyte subpopulation. However, none of the
responses to any of the stimulants correlated with total T cell
proportions in the cultured lymphocyte populations.

When normally healthy individuals were exposed to antigens in
vivo (by immunization or infection), their lymphocytes' respon¬

siveness to all stimulants was depressed or abolished (similar
patterns of lymphocyte responsiveness were found in many of the

patients). In addition, normal lymphocytes could be induced to
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show the same pattern of abnormal responsiveness in LT tests by

prior exposure to antigen in vitro.
Lymphocyte transformation and delayed cutaneous hyper¬

sensitivity (DH) (as correlates of specific cell-mediated
immunity) were not closely associated within the patient group in

general. In most cases of dissociation, DH was found without LT
to specific antigens: in such cases lymphocytes were found to
retain antigen-responsiveness in vitro by lymphokine secretion. In
a minority of cases, LT was found without DH: in such cases

lymphocyte-function-inhibiting serum factors were found-
Patients who had recently started treatment with prednisolone

showed a profound depression of LT responsiveness. However, those
patients on long-term maintainance doses of prednisolone appeared
to have recovered their LT responsiveness to all stimulants except
ConA, and also showed normal neutrophil chemotactic responses.

Abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis was found in one-third of the
patients studied, and these also tended to show low lymphocyte
transformation. Abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis was net found to
be directly associated with other abnormalities of neutrophil
function, but patients who showed raised NBT-reduction by their
neutrophils showed significantly lower chemotactic responses than

patients whose neutrophils had deficient intracellular
microbicidal capacity: these two patient groups did not overlap.
Some relationship was found between neutrophil chemouactic and
microbicidal deficiencies in a case of chronic mucocutaneous

candidiasis.

The general conclusion from these findings is that in most of
the patients studied the expression of abnormalities in these in
vitro tests of leucocyte functions was not a result of primary
deficiencies in the leucocytes themselves, but may have stemmed
from extrinsic factors such as abnormalities of regulation of

leucocyte functions. Thus, the abnormalities found are not

generally considered indicative of a primary immune deficiency,
but rather of some form of active inhibition of the immune system
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in disease states. The clinical consequences for immunocompetence
of immunoregulatory activity in disease requires further
investigation of the regulatory activities. Possible mechanisms
which could account for the changes which were observed in

leucocyte responsiveness In vitro are discussed in relation to
present knowledge of the immune system.
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I. AIMS £E THIS STOQY

This study was undertaken with two related aims in mind. The
more particular of these aims was to improve and characterize
tests of human lymphocyte transformation responses to various
stimulants jLn vitro, in order to provide and to interpret tests of

lymphocyte function for clinical evaluations of cell-mediated
immunity. The more general of these aims was an evaluation of
laboratory tests of leucocyte function set in the context of a

comprehensive laboratory-based system of tests for clinical
evaluation of immune function, to attempt to characterize the
validity of leucocyte function tests as indicators of impaired
immune function.

In investigations of lymphocyte transformation (LT), it was

aimed, through studies of lymphocyte culture conditions and the
nature of the responses assayed, to develop tests of LT which were

quantitative, reproducible, and of suitable technical facility for
repetative "routine" clinical tests. Having established a defined
LT test system, it was aimed to characterize the "normal ranges"
of responses to different stimulants of LT commonly employed in
clinical studies, by studying them extensively in normally healthy
subjects, and to evaluate any relationships between the responses

expressed to different stimulants and any relationships between
these and T cell numbers, as possible indicators of T cell
functional heterogeneity. !

The lymphocytes of patients with a variety of clinical
conditions, of known or suspected association with recognized

immunity deficiency syndromes, were studied to identify where
these differed from characterized "normal" values defined for
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healthy individuals, with regard both to normal ranges of each LT

response and to the normal inter-relationships of LT responses to
different stimulants. Patterns of abnormalities in LT tests in

clinical studies were evaluated in relation to clinical condition

and in relation to findings in other laboratory tests of immune
function, to attempt to establish whether particular abnormalities
or patterns of abnormality in LT tests provided evidence for
clinically significant impairment of T cell function. Studies of
LT were also conducted on normally healthy individuals who were

subjected to exposure to antigen In vivo through immunizations or

documented intercurrent infections, to attempt to extend the
characterization of "normal responsiveness" to cases where a

normal immune system was undergoing activation In vivo- likely to
be encountered in many clinical studies where patients suffer from
recurrent or unusual infections.

In order to extend the range of tests of immune function
provided by these laboratories, against which tests of cell-
mediated immunity (CMI) were to be evaluated, it was necessary to
introduce tests of neutrophil functions. In the first instance, a

test system for measuring neutrophil chemotactic migration was set

up: other tests of neutrophil functions were later provided.

Comprehensive batteries of tests of different aspects of the
immune system ("immune profiles") were conducted simultaneously on

the patients who were investigated: these "immune profiles" were

conducted extensively in a wide range of clinical conditions in
patient studies, and an analysis of the results which they yielded
is provided as a commentary on this form of intense, comprehensive
clinical investigation for possible immunity deficiencies. A more

particular analysis of the relationships between the defined
abnormalities in leucocyte functions which were detected in
clinical studies was possible, without specific reference to the
clinical conditions in which they were detected, to establish any

prima facie relationship between different leucocyte abnormalities
not previously documented by parallel studies of different
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leucocyte functions in quantitative test systems.

II. (I.TNTCAT. EVALUATION QF IMMUNITY DEFICIENCY.

1. HISTORICAL mCKCRQUMD

Immunology has been traditionally associated from its early
days with microbiology, in the field of clinical medicine.
However, recent major advances in the knowledge of the immune
system have documented new clinical emphases for the study of

immunology. One of the most important of these is the study of
immunity deficiency, where affected individuals may present

clinically with moderate to severely impaired immunity which
increases their susceptibilties to microbial infections, neoplasia
and autoimmunity (Sell, 1968; Walton, 1972; Moore & Meuwissen,
1973; Kersey et al., 1974).

Diagnoses of immunity deficiencies can be made in theory by
quantitation and functional evaluation of the various recognized

components of the immune system. However, the immune system is
complex in the array of immunological mechanisms which it
embraces, which in themselves have complex inter-relationships
with each other which are little understood. It is also true that

many of the recognized immunological mechanisms have only been
demonstrated experimentally, in laboratory animal studies in most

cases, and these are not readily adaptable for clinical laboratory
studies and where, in many cases, their clinical significance is
not apparent.

In spite of conceptual and practical difficulties, many

laboratories have attempted to meet the need for clinical
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diagnoses of immunity deficiency by applying series of laboratory
tests of different aspects of the immune system as they are

currently recognized, to provide an "immune profile" of the
clinical cases studied (Urbaniak et al., 1978; Ammann & Fudenberg,
1978). Such immune profiles incorporate as far as possible tests
of immune function which have been demonstrated to be useful

diagnostically in clinically documented cases of immunity
deficiency. The functional relevance of certain of these tests to
the immune system is apparent, and here systematic studies may be
possible: other tests are more arbitrary in their relevance to
immune mechanisms and present at best prima facie evidence of
impaired immunity, and can realistically be treated only
anecdotally. The latter approach is most evident in clinical
evaluation of CMI.

One of the most widely used tests in clinical evaluations of
CMI has been the "lymphocyte transformation" (LT) test, in which
in vitro lymphocyte blast transformation and mitotic responses to
various stimulants have been quantitated (Oppenheim et ai.,_1975).
Clinical studies of LT have been typified by the anecdotal

approach, and in my study I set out to attempt to provide a more

systematic appreciation of LT tests and the interpretation of
their clinical significance as indicators of the status of CMI.

2. PRIMARY CLINICAL SCREENING SYSTEMS

The immune system can be arbitrarily divided into different

"compartments". These are the antigen-specific immune response

(incorporating humoral antibody-mediated immunity, and cell-
mediated antibody-independent immunity) which stems from the

lymphocytes, and non-specific immunity (incorporating the
phagocytic leucocytes and the plasma complement system) which act
in many instances as accessories, recruited by the specific
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elements of the immune system to antigen elimination, but also
have specificity-independent roles in antigen elimination. Much
clinical information can be gained on the integrity of a subject's
immune system from an appreciation of his clinical history
together with the results of a "primary screen" comprised of a

relatively simple series of tests which "dip into" different
compartments of the immune system (Urbaniak et al.f 1978; Ammann
& Fudenberg, 1978).

When such a primary screen highlights a possible defect
within a particular "compartment" of the immune system, more

comprehensive follow-up investigations have tended to be applied
only within that compartment of a subject's immune system.

Consequently, there is little published information on more

comprehensive investigations of the immune system as a whole in
general clinical studies. In these laboratories, the approach to
clinical investigations has been to apply a comprehensive "immune
profile" in as many cases as possible, to which the clinical
studies of lymphocyte and neutrophil functions reported in this
thesis contributed. Thus, the clinical significance of these
studies could be assessed against this comprehensive background of
investigations of general immune function.

3. SECONDARY SCREENING SYSTEMS.

The recent advances in the knowledge of the immune system
have led to the development of a variety of laboratory tests which
can be applied for detailed investigations of the functional

integrity of the different compartments of the immune system. The
systematic and/or comprehensive approaches to such investigations
which are possible within most compartments of the immune system,
as described in the following sections, serve to illustrate many

of the inadequacies in clinical investigation of CMI as it is
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currently practiced.

(i) The Complement System.

The plasma complement system is comprised of a series of

mutually-interacting enzymes whose chain of activation may be

specifically triggered by antigen-complexed antibodies. The

complement system effects lysis, acts as opsonin for phagocytes,
and generates biologically active factors such as cvtotaxins
(Cooper, 1978; Lachman & Hobart, 1978). The complement system is
relatively well resolved and can be studied systematically by
defined functional and quantitative techniques (Lachman & Hobart,
1978) .

Deficiencies of the complement system are often manifested
clinically with a similar pattern of abnormality to deficiencies
in other components of the "humoral axis" (antibody / complement /
polymorphonuclear phagocytes), due to failure of the opsonic and
cytotaxin activities provided by complement (Ammann & Pudenberg,
1978). Susceptibilty to bacterial infections is the most common

clinical pattern in such cases.

(ii) Phagocyte Function.
With complement, the phagocytes provide the major non¬

specific effector elements of the immune system. However, the
biochemical bases of their activities are not well understood. As

some compensation for this, their actions can often be clearly
visualized microscopically (some of the earliest-recognized
immunological phenomena), and a variety of tests of different
aspects or phases of phagocyte function can be undertaken to

provide a relatively systematic scheme for clinical
investigations.

The phagocytes fall into two major classes, the
ploymorphonuclear leucocytes and the mononuclear phagocytes. The
former are closely associated with the humoral axis of immunity,
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and the polymorphonuclear neutrophils are the predominant

leucocytes in human peripheral blood and are the most widely
studied of the phagocytes in clinical investigations. The
mononuclear phagocytes are represented in the peripheral blood by
the monocytes, the third most populous leucocyte class there
behind the neutrophils and lymphocytes, respectively, and in the
tissues by macrophages. These phagocytes have become associated
with CMI in recent studies, but the division of phagocyte
associations to the humoral or CMI axes is somewhat artificial

(Waksman, 1976), and the mononuclear phagocytes have a role in
specific humoral immunity. Because of their relative proportions
and difficulties in isolation, the mononuclear phagocytes have
been less widely studied in clinical investigations and appear to
await any definition of clinically significant abnormalities: they
are not considered in this report. Aspects of neutrophil function
were considered by me, and are reviewed in greater detail below
[V].

(iii) Specific Humoral Immunity.
The effector molecules of humoral immunity are the

immunoglobulins, which have specific antibody activity. A

prerquisite for normal antibody production is a normal,

functionally-intact population of B lymphocytes. If the B cells
are regarded as having antibody production as their major (or
sole) role in the immune system, then quantitation of serum

immunoglobulins and/or specific antibodies is perhaps the best
test of the functional integrity of specific humoral immunity, and
studies of the B lymphocytes themselves can often be relegated to
a subsiduary status in clinical investigations.

Many recent advances in the study of immunoglobulins have
allowed their subdivision into different classes and sub-classes,

evaluation of their physico-chemical structures, and recognition
of relationships between structures and functional activities
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(Richards et al., 1975; Stanworth & Turner, 1978; VanLoghem,
1978; Goodman & Wang, 1978; Caldwell, 1978). Such
characterization of the immunoglobulins has provided a

sophisticated tool for the systematic investigation of humoral

immunity, ranging from studies of B cell membrane Ig relating to

clonal-diversity, B cell functional heterogeneity and ontogeny
(Raff et al., 1973; Vitetta & Uhr, 1975; Franklin, 1976),

through quantitation of Ig levels in serum and other body fluids
(Stites, 1978a; Hauptman & Tomasi, 1978), to measurement of the

expression of specific antibodies to wide ranges of clinically

important antigens, e.g. in autoimmunity, blood transfusion,
tissue transplantation and infectious diseases, and also as direct
measurements of specific humoral responses (Stites, 1978a).

The study of serum immunoglobulins has made a major
contribution to the classification of deficiencies of the humoral

immune system (Stites, 1978a; Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978). However,
the fundamental cellular aspects of humoral immunity, pertaining
to B cell function, remain to be resolved: the ontogeny of B cells
and their regulation by the other major lymphocyte subpopulation,
the T cells, are particularly poorly defined. The influence of
the T cells on humoral immunity is often disregarded in practice
in clinical investigations of the immune system (while recognized
in theory), and it may be somewhat artificial to consider B cell
and T cell functions (traditionally associated with humoral and
CMI, respectively) as separate independent facets of the immune

system (Waksmann, 1976).
Other lymphocyte membrane markers besides Ig have been

employed in B cell studies. These include complement (C3) and
Ig(Fc) receptors, which with membrane-Ig have been used in studies
of B cell functional heterogeneity and differentiation/maturation
(Schrader & Vadas, 1976; Mason, 1976; Rosenberg & Parish, 1977;
Owen et al., 1977; Gillette, 1979; Howard et al., 1979; Lala et

al., 1979; DeGast & Platts-Mills, 1979). Such studies have not

as yet contributed significantly to the clinical investigation of
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cellular aspects of humoral immunity.

(iv) Specific Cell-Mediated Immunity.

Investigations of CMI in both experimental and clinical
contexts suffer from two major drawbacks which impede the
systematic treatment of investigations and force the adoption of a

more anecdotal, descriptive approach to documentation of CMI-
associated phenomena. These difficulties are (a) the hetero¬

geneity and range of immunological phenomena encompassed by "CMI",
and (b) the lack of a single identifiable class of molecular
mediator of CMI which is amenable to quantitation and
characterization (as an equivalent in CMI of Ig in humoral
immunity).

These difficulties and the different approaches which have
been adopted in different laboratories for the clinical
investigation of CMI are discussed in the following sections, to
illustrate the rational behind the investigations conducted for my

studies.
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III. liflHiil!

1. TEE DEFINITION QF OFfIr-MRDTATFD IMMUNITY.

There is no comprehensive or operational definition of CMI
other than, by default, that aria of specific immunity which
operates independently of antibody. A more practical approach to
the description of CMI has developed through experimental and
clinical studies: this is to link CMI to the expression of T cell
functions, as opposed to B cell functions. This is not wholely
satisfactory, because of the interdependence and a degree of
overlap of the known functions of the two lymphocyte
subpopulations, which have not been definitivly resolved, but it
can provide some operational basis for clinical evaluation of CMI.

2. HETEROGENEITY QF T CELL FUNCTIONS.

There are a variety of categories of T cell functions which
are now recognized. Three general categories of functional
activity have received much recent attention in experimental
studies. These are (i) specific effector function [TeJ as seen
e.g. in antibody-independent specific cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(which may be the nearest assayable equivalent in CMI to

quantitation of specific humoral antibodies), (ii) regulatory

helper functions [Th] which act to induce and/or potentiate
specific effector functions (both humoral and cell-mediated), and

(iii) regulatory suppressor functions [TSJ with opposite effects
to helper functions, acting to inhibit or depress specific
effector functions. It now appears, from experimental animal
studies, that these three categories of T cell functional activity
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are mediated by physically distinct subsets of T cells which may

be discriminated from each other by their differential expression
of surface membrane markers (Dennert & Lennox, 1974; Shiku et

al., 1976; Kisielow et al., 1976; Huber et al., 1976; Feldmann
et al., 1977; Parish & McKenzie, 1977).

Recent studies have revealed much evidence for a similar

picture in human PB T cells, based on T cell subset discrimination

by distinct serology (Brouet & Chevalier, 1979), differential
expression of Fc receptors for different Ig classes (Moretta et
al., 1977; Gupta & Good, 1978; Picnler et al., 1979), and
differential expression of a range of other membrane receptors,

e.g. for histamine (Rocklin et al., 1978; DeCock et al., 1978)
or sheep erythrocytes (Horowitz et al., 1975; Okuda et al.,
1977). However, the ontogeny and the relationships between
physical and functional distinctions of human T cell subsets have
not been resolved, and investigations of their potential clinical
significance are still in their infancy. Thus, differential
markers of human T cell functional hetrogeneity have not yet
contributed significantly to the clinical study of CMI.

Other T cell functions, many of which have been recognized
and employed in clinical studies for over a decade, do not fit

readiy into the recently conceived T(s/h/e) subset scheme, and
have not been particularly linked with any defined subset of T
cells. Amongst these functions are the ability to respond in
vitro to polyclonal and specific stimulants by lymphocyte
transformation (LT) (Oppenheim et al., 1975) and/or the release of
lymphokines (biologically active "mediators of CMI") (Rocklin,
1978). These T cell functions, together with enumeration of T
cells in the PB lymphocyte population, have formed the basis of
clinical investigations of CMI in cases of suspected
inmunodeficiency, and are the primary subject of ny study.
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3. CLINICAL EVALUATION OF T CELL FUNCTIONS.

While there have been continuous advances in experimental

immunology over recent years, clinical evaluation of CMI has not

changed essentially since my preliminary evaluation of the

published literature prior to the inception of my studies in 1974,
as can be seen from comparisons of contemporary reviews on the
subject (Asherson, 1972; Cooper et al., 1974; Ammann &

Fudenberg, 1978).
Since the introduction of the sheep-erythrocyte (Er)

technique for T cell identification (Jondal et al., 1972), the

typical clinical investigation of CMI has consisted of various
admixtures of the following tests, depending on the laboratories
in which investigations were conducted: (1) measurement of

delayed-type cutaneous hypersensitivity (DH) to specific recall
antigens, (2) measurement of T cell proportions in PB lymphocyte
populations, (3) measurement of LT responses in vitro to

polyclonal mitogens and/or specific antigens, ana (infrequently)
(4) measurements of in vitro lymphokine release in response to

polyclonal or specific stimulants (e.g. Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978).
As these reviews (above) have indicated, such tests all give

negative results in cases of severe CMI deficiency, such as in
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) and thymic aplasia

(DiGeorge syndrome) where their diagnostic relevance is well
characterized. However, different laboratories have each evolved
their own procedures and priorities in applying and interpreting
such tests in clinical studies. This has largely invalidated any

grounds for inter-laboratory comparisons of such tests in

quantitative terms, and qualitative comparisons are even difficult
because of the different combinations of tests employed by
different laboratories.

Since the inter-relationships of these different aspects of T
cell function are not resolved, and because of the lack of

quantitative standards for comparisons (or techniques),
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significant improvements in the classification of deficiencies of
CMI have not occurred in recent years. With the exception of the
severe T cell deficiencies (the study of which resulted in the

adoption of many of the above tests for general clinical CMI
studies) the diagnostic value of these tests in distinguishing
between the less severe primary and almost all secondary
deficiencies of CMI has never been properly appraised by applying
these tests in general comprehensive clinical studies of immune
function against a background of extensive characterization in the

normally healthy population, as I have set out to do in my study.
While there is a large literature on clinical studies in

which one or other of these parameters of CMI, taken singly, has
been found to be abnormal in various clinical conditions, such

studies contribute little to clinical interpretations of the
significance of abnormalities in these tests as they provide no

other parameters as a basis for comparisons: also, in many cases,

different laboratories' studies of putatively similar clinical
cases yield conflicting results (which may often derive from
invalid comparisons of data arrived at by non-identical

techniques). However, if these tests of different parametrs of
CMI are taken together, with consolidation and standardization of
laboratory procedures, these existing tests might offer better
definition of clinically-significant defects of CMI than they have
done under more empirical investigation regimes. The
contributions which each of these tests offer when considered

individually, in isolation, is as follows.

(i) Deiayed-Type Cutaneous Hypersensitivity (PH).
The phenomenon of DH, expressed as an antigen-specific

anamnestic response, has been known since the end of last century,
and is recognized to involve cooperation between sensitized T
cells and mononuclear phagocytes in vivo (Wing & Remington, 1978).
DH skin-testing has become one of the most widely known clinical
tests of specific CMI and, in spite of the recent development of
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"in vitro counterparts of DH tests", remains one of the better
tests of CMI both from the point of view of evaluation of specific
recall sensitivity and for the testing of the integrity of CMI in
evaluation of immunodeficiency (Waksmann, 1972; Wing & Remington,
1978; Stites, 1978b). Although failure to express DH (anergy) is
well established as an indicator of CMI deficiency (Kantor, 1975;
Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978), the direct relationship between
peripheral manifestation of DH and "cellular immunity" is
indeterminate, particularly because "cellular immunity" as such is
not easily definable (Turk, 1967), and also because DH anergy

cannot distinguish between central and peripheral lesions in CMI.
Other tests of CMI are therefore required to attempt to make such
distinctions.

(ii) X £eH Enumeration.

The duality of the lymphoid-dependent specific immune
response and the association between distinct anatomical sites and
the separate functional maturation of humoral and cell-mediated
immunity were recognized early in the recent phase of advances in
clinical immunology (Glick et al., 1956; Miller, 1961; Good et
al., 1962; Warner et al., 1962; Cooper et al., 1965). However,
the lymphocytes appear homogeneous by conventional morphological
differentiation techniques, and tests for discriminatory markers
which allow the separate recognition of the T and B lymphocyte
subpopulations did not become available for clinical studies until
the early 1970's.

With T cell identification techniques available, it would
appear mandatory, from their operational association, that in
vitro studies of putative T cell functions in relation to T cell
number should be carried out, to evaluate their relationships for
clinical investigations of CMI, especially with regard to

formulating the normal values of any such relationships in healthy
individuals for comparisons to disease states. Quantitative

relationships between PB T cell numbers and various in vitro
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functional parameters have not been established in clinical

studies, except for cases of severe CMI deficiency, where absence
of T cells is accompanied by abolition of the various functional
markers of "T cell activity" (Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978). In many

instances, such clinical cases are almost the sole grounds for the

adoption of some of the putative tests of T cell function which
are popular in clinical studies.

In examining the published literature on the relationship
between T cell number and various tests of T cell function, it

becomes apparent that a probable reason for failure to establish

quantitative relationships may be due to inaccurate total T cell
enumeration in different laboratories. There are various

techniques for T cell identification in humans, but these seldom
agree (Strober & Bobrove, 1975). However, it is not apparent

which, if any, of the different techniques may be the most

accurate, as T cell markers tend to be empirically defined and not

functionally defined (as are, e.g. mlg on B cells).
The most popular and enduring technique for human T cell

identification is the E-rosette technique (Jondal et al., 1972),
where sheep erythrocytes (E) are bound to receptors in the T cell
membrane forming a rosette (Er) which can be seen microscopically.
Other techniques have not gained widespread acceptance, often from
lack of technical facility, such as the use of T-specific antisera
(Aiuti & Wigzell, 1973; Strober & Bobrove, 1975) or differential
expression of virus receptors on T and B cells (Valdimarsson et

al., 1975; Einhorn et al., 1978). Other reported techniques may

lack discriminatory powers, such as various histochemical markers
(Barr & Perry, 1976; Borgers et al., 1977; Kulenkampf et al.,
1977; Knowles et al., 1978), morphology under electron microscopy
(Reyes et al., 1975; Alexander et al., 1976) and cell

electropheresis (Durandy et al., 1975; Vasser et al., 1976).
In my studies, the Er technique was adopted fot T cell

enumeration because (1) it is the most widely used in clinical
studies, giving many published values in health and disease for
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human PB T cell quantitations, (2) there is much clinical evidence
to associate depressed T cell numbers as measured by the Er
technique with impaired CMI (Aiuti et al., 1975; Strober &

Bobrove, 1975; Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978), and (3) the Er

technique was found by me (after suitable modifications) to be

ideally suited for multiple repetative laboratory investigations
in clinical studies.

The values for the normal range of T cell proportions in
healthy adults' PB lymphocytes, by the Er technique, vary

considerably between different laboratories (presented in relation
to my findings, Chapter 2, [D]). It would appear that these
variations may stem from non-uniformity in different laboratories'
applications of the Er technique, as I shall present. While
different values for normal T cell proportions in human PB

lymphocytes which are arrived at by different techniques might to
some extent be attributable to the different markers imputing
different properties to the T cell populations which they define,
the different values obtained in different laboratories ±cr T cell

proportions where the "same" technique (Er) is used points to
technical variation as being responsible for the differences, and
calls into question the validity of some or all of the reported
values for purported total T cell proportions in the normal

population and in clinical studies.
While most laboratories can agree on finding severe T cell

depression, where T cell may be virtually or actually absent, in
cases of severely impaired CMI, there is little intra-iaboratory
agreement on what constitutes a relative or significant depression
of T cell proportions in other clinical cases, including less well
defined primary and most secondary immunity deficiencies (Ammann &

Fudenberg, 1978). A comparison between different laboratories
results show that normal ranges of certain laboratories for T cell

proportions would be considered pathologically abnormal by other
laboratories.

Patients presenting with apparently similar clinical
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conditions but expressing non-uniform immunological parameters

might contribute towards the lack of agreement in different
laboratories' clinical studies of T cell proportions, but the
major reason for lack of agreement is probably lack of uniformity
of method in applying the Er technique. In my studies, I
have therefore attempted to evaluate, and where possible improve

upon, the Er technique, to ensure its sensitivity for maximal T
cell identification and reproducibility for longitudinal and

comparative studies. Also, by employing a T cell quantitation
technique which was optimised for maximal T cell detection, it was

possible to have some confidence in the validity of quantitative
comparisons of T cell number with various T cell functional
parameters. These studies are presented in Chapter 2.

In my preliminary investigations (Chap. 2), three areas were

concentrated on: (1) maximisation and stabilization of Er

formation, (2) complementary enumeration of B cell proportions,
for summation of total lymphocytes identified, and (3) maximal
identification of lymphoid and non-lymphoid cells in lymphocyte
subpopulation enumeration, for counting lymphocytes exclusively.
The initial Er technique which I employed was based on that of
Jondal et al. (1972), but was later modified after Kaplan and
Clark (1974) to use S-2-aminoethylisothiouronium hydrobromide
(AET) treated E indicators to enhance the T-E bond strength,

preventing easy disruption of Er (these will be referred to in
this study as E(AET)r). Other bond-enhancement procedures were

used, as will be described (Chap. 2).
Since techniques have not been developed which can be

routinely employed for simultaneous positive identification of
both T and B cells in a IB lymphocyte population, it is necessary

to study the proportions of each of these in complementary tests
performed in parallel. Therefore, some attention was given in my

study to the relationship between the proportions of the two

lymphocyte subpopulations which were identified, to determine the
success of "complete" lymphocyte identification by both
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subpopulations' markers in combination and to ascertain any

possible representation of either dual (T+B markers) or "null"
(neither markers) lymphocyte subpopulations in the PB population.
B cells were identified routinely by the EACr technique (antibody
and complement coated erythrocyte rosettes), as it has been

reported that the EAC-rosetting (C3-receptor-bearing) lymphocyte
subpopulation and the mlg-bearing lymphocyte subpopulation are

identical in healthy adults (Ehlenberger et al., 1976), and the
EACr test was technically easier than mlg-identification (used as

a confirmatory technique in some cases for my studies). The
importance of measuring B cell proportions complementary to T cell

proportions, and of lymphocyte/non-lymphoid leucocyte
discrimination in lymphocyte subpopulation studies is discussed
(Chap. 2).

(iii) Polyclonal T Cell Responses.
A number of agents have been discovered in recent years which

can stimulate lymphocytes in vitro to undergo responses without

regard to their antigen specificity, i.e. these agents act

pclyclonally. Thus, if a lymphocyte can fulfill the correct
criteria for interaction with such a stimulant (such criteria have
not been elucidated) it will express a response: different

parameters of lymphocyte responses in vitro can be measured.
Responses of lymphocytes to polyclonal stimulants which have

been measured in vitro include a variety of biochemical events
associated with metabolism of active cell growth (lyrsted et al.,
1973; Kay & Lindsay, 1973; Ahern & Kay, 1973; Freedman & Raff,
1975; Pratt et al., 1977), changes in surface membrane
properties such as E-rosetting ability (Katoh & Charoensiri, 1977;
Richie & Patchen, 1978; Schlesinger & Kertes, 1979), secretion
of factors such as lymphokines (Rocklin et al., 1974; Klimpel et

al., 1977; Rasanen et al., 1978), secretion of immunoglobulins

(Janossy, 1976) and expression of direct cell-mediated
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cytotoxicity (Hunninghake & Fauci, 1977).

Antigen-specific responses can also be measured following
polyclonal stimulation, in systems which allow the examination of

specific responses within the "polyclonal milieu". These include
cell-mediated cytotoxicity (Tartoff & Fitch, 1977; Bonavida, 1977;
Pilarski et al., 1977) and antibody secretion (Fauci & Pratt,

1977). Here polyclonal stimulants may not be able to activate
"forbidden" responses outside of a lymphocyte population's "clonal
repertoire", e.g. anti-self responses (Hunninghake & Fauci, 1977).

The most popular of the polyclonal lymphocyte responses which
are measured in clinical studies are events associated with

proliferation and mitoses, and the stimulants which induce such
events have become known as the polyclonal mitogens (Nowell,
1976). The more important of the various mitogens from the
clinical viewpoint, i.e. those used extensively in clinical
studies, are plant-derived lectins with affinities for
carbohydrate moieties on cell membrane glycoproteins and
glycolipids. Amongst these, phytohaemaggiutinin (PEA), poke-weed
mitogen (PWM) and Concanavalin-A (ConA), respectively, have
dominated clinical studies practically exclusively (Oppenneim et

al., 1975; Cunningham et al., 1976).
These mitogens have been used in clinical immunology to

measure mitosis-associated lymphocyte responses in vitro (lympho¬
cyte transformation) in a very wide range of clinical conditions,
since the lymphocyte transformation (LT) test has proved to be a

popular indicator of "general lymphocyte functional capacity". LT

responses to these mitogens have been employed in clinical studies
in many instances because these mitogens have been taken to be

capable of differential stimulation of the T and B lymphocyte
subpopulations. This is especially true of PHA and PWM,

respectively, and has reached an extent that LT to PHA is more

popular than T cell enumeration in clinical studies of CMI, to

judge from the volume of published reports of studies in a wide

spectrum of clinical conditions over recent years. However, the
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relative discriminatory powers of these stimulants and the
clinical significance of the responses (or lack of responses)
which they elicit in human PB lymphocytes in vitro remains
controversial. This is one of the primary areas of investigation
in this thesis. The LT tests and their clinical signifince are

discussed in greater detail below [IV].

(iv) In Vitro Correlates Delayed Hypersensitivity.

Following closely behind the early descriptions of lymphocyte
mitogens in the early 1960's, it was reported that specific
antigens could also stimulate LT (though to a lesser extent than
the mitogens), proveded that the lymphocyte donor had been
previously sensitized In vivo to the stimulating antigen (Waith &

Hirschorn, 1978). LT to specific antigens has become a useful
test for specific sensitization in CMI which can supplement DH

skin-testing In vivor especially in cases where certain antigens

may be unsuitable or inadvisable for In vivo administrations/ and
also in cases of cutaneous anergy (Kantor, 1975; Viljanen &

Eskola, 1977).
The relationship between LT and DH (or CMI in general) is not

apparent. Thus, while both LT and DH generally agree in detection
of sensitization, one is not the strict correlate of the other in
terms of their functional relationship. CMI is recognized to
involve cooperation between specifically sensitized lymphocytes

(usually taken to be the T cells) and other leucocytes, in
particular the macrophages, whether CMI is studied in peripheral
expression as in DH (Wing & Remington, 1978) or in more complex
reactions which are available for experimental study in laboratory
animals (e.g. Hoff & Frenkel, 1974). One of the commonly held
concepts of CMI is that "though non-specific in its expression, it
is specific in its elicitation; the non-specific component is
expressed by the macrophage while the specific component resides
with the lymphocytes" (Nathan et al., 1971).
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Within the field of lymphocyte/macrophage interactions in CM I

investigations, a number of "inflammatory lymphokines" have been
identified over recent years which are released from "activated"

lymphocytes following stimulations in vitro (by mitogens and
antigens). These lymphokines affect functions of other

leucocytes, including lymphocytes themselves as well as

mononuclear and polymorphonuclear phagocytes, and they are often
referred to as "mediators of CMI". Lymphokine evolution by
stimulated lymphocytes in vitro is often regarded as a correlate
of in vivo DH tests (Waksman, 1976; Rocklin, 1978; Morley et

al., 1978).

As with LT tests, release of lymphokines following
stimulation by specific antigen in vitro normally agrees well with
DH.in relation to specificity of sensitization, so that all three
parameters of specific CMI tend to overlap as indicators of
sensitization in the normally healthy population (Rocklin, 1978).
However, these three tests can combine well to complement each
other in clinical studies addressed to investigation of immunity
deficiency, especially where the normal agreement between them may

be found to break down in certain clinical cases. Here, in

combination, they can provide some depth to investigations of CMI

integrity, and when applied in this way probably represent the
closest approach which clinical investigations can make to

systematic study of CMI within the constraints of current
clinical investigation techniques. Unfortunately, these three
parameters of specific CMI are not widely studied in conjunction
in clinical investigations.

A large range of lymphokine activities have been identified:
the biological effects mediated on other leucocytes vary, and may

have leucocyte class specificity and in some cases antigen
specificity (Morley et al., 1978; Rocklin, 1978). Lymphokines
are recognized principally through bioassays of their activities
and their physico-chemical characterization is not yet advanced:
however, it appears that much of their functional heterogeneity is
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also reflected by molecular heterogeneity (Morley et al., 1978).
Further characterization of lymphokines could provide tools for a

more systematic approach to CMI investigation, as has been
provided for humoral immunity by the immunoglobulins. However,
the lymphokines are released in minute quantities compared, e.g.

to Ig, and their functional and quantitative assay is at present

impracticable. The relationship between T cell functional
heterogeneity and lymphokine heterogeneity remains to be
investigated.

The most widely studied of the lymphokines is macrophage
migration-inhibition factor (MIF). It is released in vitro from
human lymphocytes following both polyclonal and specific
stimulation, and is not dependent for its release on lymphocyte
proliferation (Rocklin, 1978). MIF can be released from both T

and B lymphocytes: however, the capacity of B ceils for MIF
release may depend upon the presence of stimulant-activated T
cells (Rocklin et al., 1974; Littman et al., 1976). This to some

extent detracts from a view of B cells as solely involved in
antibody production for the humoral response, and implicates them
in some way with CMI. However, in clinical studies, patients who
are T cell deficient but have B cells (e.g. DiGeorge syndrome) do
not retain an MIF response capacity, while B cell deficient
patients who have T cells (e.g. Bruton hypogammaglobulinaemia) do
retain normal MIF response capacity (Rocklin et al., 1970a).
While certain lymphokines, e.g. lymphocyte mitogenic factor,

appear to be solely T cell products, most of the others which have
been described (especially those affecting general leucocyte
functions) show similar patterns to MIF in the elicitation of
their secretion in clinical and experimental studies (e.g. Eife
et al., 1974; Wahl & Rosenstreich, 1976; O'Reilly et al», 1977;
Gorski et al., 1977; Joffe & Rabson, 1978).

Clinical studies of stimulated lymphokine evolution In vitro
have been most valuable when such studies were conducted in

relation to in vitro LT and in vivo DH to specific antigens.
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Rocklin et al. (1970 b) have demonstrated different degrees of

depression of CMI by these three parameters (LK, LT and DH) in
clinical studies. These depressions ranged from (1) none, where
normal LK, LT and DH responses were found, (2) DH anergy in vivo,
but normal LK and LT responses In vitro. (3) DH anergy, absent LK
but retention of LT, and (4) absence of all three. The LK test

employed was MIF evolution. In this approach to CMI

investigation, there was a possibility of qualitative
interpretations from the inter-relationships of these three
parameters: thus, in (2) the lesion was interpreted as possibly
peripheral, such as a depressed inflammatory response, in (3) it
was possible that there was some lesion in T cell maturation, with
retention of LT but failure to express LK, while in (4) a more

fundamental central failure of T cell function seemed possible
(Rocklin et al., 1970 b).

Studies of LK evolution would appear valuable in clinical
tests of CMI, and a LK assay was included in my studies. While
MIF is perhaps the most widely studied LK, its assay is
technically demanding. Since I already employed techniques for

measuring leucocyte chemotaxis, I decided to measure the evolution
of lymphocyte-derived monocyte chemotactic factor (LD-MCF) in a LK

assay. LD-MCF has been less widely studied in clinical
investigations than MIF, but where it has been studied it shows
similarities to MIF (but not molecular identity) in that it is not

dependent on a lymphocyte proliferative response for induction of
its release, it is released both by T cells and B cells, but shows
T cell dependence, as discussed for MIF (above) (Snyderman et al.,
1972 & 1977; Rocklin, 1978).

In my studies, it proved impracticable to apply this LK assay

generally in all clinical investigations, where DH and LT were

studied routinely. The LD-MCF assay was therefore reserved for
further investigations in depth in certain clinical cases where LT
and DH responses to specific antigens failed to show

correspondence. Investigations of the expression of specific CMI
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by these tests, in a wide variety of clinical conditions, are

presented in Chapter 5.

IV. LYMPHOCYTE TRANSFORMATION TESTS.

1. DEFINITION OE RESPONSES.

The term "lymphocyte transformation" was originally used in

early studies of lymphocyte responses to describe the
morphological changes which lymphocytes underwent, from typical
small "resting" lymphocytes as found on isolation from peripheral
blood to enlarged metabolically active lymphoolastoid cells with
basophilic cytoplasm, often displaying mitotic figures. Responses
were quantitated by haematological differentiation techniques in
fixed and stained preparations from cultures, and expressed as the
percent blast-transformed lymphocytes (Oppenheim et al., 1975).

While the morphological quantitation methods are still used,
the majority of laboratories now use incorporation of tritiated

thymidine (3H-TdR) into newly-synthesised lymphocyte DNA, as a

measure of proliferation-associated DNA synthesis (pre-mitotic),
because of the technical facility and relative objectivity of this
means of lymphocyte response quantitation (Oppenheim et al.,
1975). Because of the latter technical considerations, and also

because of the relative number of laboratories who have reported
studies of LT as a function of 3H-TdR-incorporation, this was the
method of LT response quantitation which I adopted for my studies.

There is a widespread assumption on the part of many

laboratories that LT quantitations by morphological blastoid cell
proportions or by thymidine incorporation are correlates of each
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other. This is not the case, and they are not equivalent.
Blastoid transformation reflects lymphocyte "activation" from the
"resting" small lymphocyte stage, and may be some correlate of an

early phase of responses to stimulants, but does not necessarily
indicate that all such cells will proceed to the DNA-synthetic

phase of the cell growth cycle (Waksman & Wagshall, 1978). This
was evident from some of the earlier studies by cell biologists of

lymphocyte growth kinetics (e.g. Polgar & Kibrick, 1970), but has
caused some confusion in clinical studies, probably stemming
mainly from terminology. In my report, I have used the term

"proliferative responses" to refer to thymidine-incorporation
related studies and "lymphoblastoid responses" to refer to

morphologically-quantitated responses, and have used the term

"lymphocyte transformation" (LT) as a general term for the
measurement of these lymphocyte responses.

. IHE LI TEST IN PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISEASES.

Studies of lymphocyte transformation were first carried out
in the early 1960's, following Nowell's identification of

lymphocyte mitoses In vitro in the presence of PHA, and these
tests became popular in clinical studies when it was recognized
that in severe congenital immunodeficiencies affecting CMI LT to
PHA was depressed or absent, whereas in deficiencies of humoral

immunity alone LT tended to be normal (Oppenheim et al., 1975;
Nowell, 1976). Depressed or absent LT responses became widely
used as indicators of CMI deficiency in clinical studies (e.g.
Gotoff, 1968; Daguillard, 1972).

The development of LT tests for clinical investigations in
suspected immunodeficiency pre-dated other tests of CMI (with the

exception of cutaneous DH) and went some way to fulfilling a

current need in clinical diagnosis and monitoring of therapy in
such cases. The impetus given to the popularity of LT tests by
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the early studies of severe primary congenital immunodeficiencies
has ensured their retention in clinical investigations, despite
the advent of other tests of CMI, and there has been no general
move to re-appraise the clinical relevance of many of the tests of
CMI which are applied in a wide variety of clinical conditions.
One of the most popular tests of CMI has been the investigation of
LT to the mitogen PHA: in many reported clinical studies this may

be the sole test applied.
Where different tests of CMI have been applied in the severe

primary immunodeficiencies, depressed or absent LT responses are

normally found to accompany depression or deletion of other
parameters of CMI: perhaps most significantly these changes are

almost invariably found with marked depression or absence of
detectable T cells (Cooper et al., 1974; Ammann & Fudenberg,
1978). It appears likely that in such cases the deficiencies of T
cell numbers is the primary diagnostic critereon, and the other
tests of CMI, including LT tests, merely reflect this quantitative
depression of functional T cells.

LT tests have proved useful in monitoring of immunotherapy,
such as in the acquisition of LT responsiveness in PB lymphocytes
as a marker of the restoration of some CMI capacity following,
e.g., bone-marrow or thymus transplantation (Ammann et al., 1973;
Basch & Goldstein, 1975; Thong & Ferrante, 1977). However, there
is evidence that only functionally competent ( e.g. LT responsive)
T cells will form rosettes in the Er test for T cell quantitation

(Incefy et al., 1975; Valdimarsson & McGuire, 1977; Verhagen et

al., 1977): thus, as above, T cell enumeration could be taken as

the primary diagnostic critereon.
In less well defined congenital deficiencies affecting CMI

the relationships between T cell proportions and LT responsiveness
in the PB lymphocyte population is not clear, especially since
here there are many conflicting reports by different laboratories
on the depression or not of T cell proportions in putatively
similar clinical cases. While it is generally true that where
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marked depression of T cell proportions has been reported the LT

responses are normally also found to be depressed, it is often
reported that LT responses may be markedly depressed despite

apparently normal proportions of T cells in PB lymphocyte
populations in some cases (Gatti, 1974; Ammann & Fudenberg,
1978). This is also true of the "secondary immunodeficiencies",
where the significance of depressed LT responses is not at all
clear.

3. THE LT TEST IN SECONDARY MMMEICIQO: AND OTHER DISEASES.

In recent years, there has built up an extensive number of
reports of depressed LT (predominantly of lymphocyte proliferative
responses to PHA) in a wide variety of clinical conditions, a

sample of which have been reviewed by others (Oppenheim et al.,
1975; Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978). In such reports, there is a

tendency to equate depressed LT responsiveness with CMI
impairment. While, from the studies of severe primary
deficiencies of CMI, there is an undoubted association between LT

responsiveness and the presence of functional T cells, this may be
some quantitative association, and there is no direct evidence
that the retention of LT responsiveness by T cells (where they can

be detected by the Er tests) is mandatory for mediation of CMI in
vivo. The volume of reports of LT response depression in various
clinical conditions, often not associated with evidence of
clinical impairment of CMI, and the number of conflicting reports

by different laboratories who have studied similar clinical cases,

has to some extent debased the clinical value of LT tests.

In studies of PB lymphocyte LT responsiveness in cases of
unusual susceptibility to microbial infection, it is almost
impossible to resolve "cause and effect" as to whether impaired LT

responsiveness possibly determined susceptibility to infections,
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or whether LT response impairment was a result of infections (or
the immune response to them). In certain clinical conditions
there may be circumstantial evidence to associate impaired LT

responsiveness with an increased frequency of infection, such as

in trauma, stress and ageing (Park et al., 1971; Hagen & Froland,
1972; Berenbaum et al., 1973; Weksler & Hutteroth, 1974;

Ineles et al., 1977; Bartrop et al., 1977). However, in such
cases the relationship between a degree of depression of LT

responsiveness (in no way approaching that seen in primary
immunodeficiencies) and susceptibilty to infection remains
unclear, and offers no answer to the question of relative cause

and effect.

Where there has been no attempt at any integral evaluation of
CMI by, e.g. a battery of known tests, reports of depressed LT
cannot be related to other parameters of CMI, and should not be
taken on their own as indicating CMI impairment until their
clinical significance has been better resolved. Thus, the
functional significance of the ability of PB lymphocytes to
respond to different stimulants in vitro by proliferation, and the
mechanisms and clinical significance of the failure of PB

lymphocytes to express such proliferation, need to be elucidated
in order to promote LT tests to a level where they may be applied
and interpreted systematically rather than recorded as clinically
associated phenomena.

In most clinical studies, including those which I conducted,
the "intrinsic" LT response capacity of PB lymphocyte populations
has been the primary subject for evaluation. However, "extrinsic"
factors can affect in vitro lymphocyte responsiveness in LT tests.
Amongst those which appear important in general clinical

investigations of lymphocyte transformation in disease are the
effects which any therapy given to patients might have on their LT

response capacity, e.g cytotoxic and anti-inflammatory drugs, and
also the effect which patients' autologous sera might have on

their lymphocytes (some measure of the in vivo milieu in which the
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lymphocytes may operate) (Oppenheim et al., 1975). Both of these
conditions were investigated to some extent in clinical cases

which I studied, and are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 where they
are discussed in greater detail.

4. QUANTITATION QF LT RESPQNgES, A® LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE TECHNIQUES.

Quantitation of lymphoblastoid transformation by morphology
has largely been abandoned in clinical measurements of LT

responses in favour of 3H_>pdR incorporation because of the
relative tediousness and some lack of objectivity in the former

(Oppenheim et al., 1975). However, measurements of 3h-tHR
incorporation applied in different clinical laboratories are not
standard or uniform, and the results reflect some correlate of DNA

synthesis and are not equivalent to quantitative analytical
measurements of total DNA.

Since different laboratories have developed their own LT

assay systems to suit local requirements, there is no common

ground for direct inter-laboratory comparison of results. This is
not only true at a quantitative level, since different culture
techniques may qualitatively influence the observed lymphocyte
responses. Intra-laboratory results from LT response measurements
in clinical studies are generally judged to be abnormal in
relation to the normal ranges of equivalent LT responses found in
that particular laboratory for normally healthy individuals: some

reported studies can be criticised for the small sample sizes from
which their normal ranges were determined.

While the frequencies of abnormal responses (and to some
extent the relative degrees of abnormality) can be compared
between different laboratories, there is nevertheless substantial

disagreement on the incidence and degree of LT hyporesponsiveness
in the published literature on a wide variety of clinical cases
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(with some concordance in studies of severe primary immuno¬
deficiencies). Allowing for some degree of heterogeneity between
patients in similar clinical categories, the extent of this
disagreement would still appear to point to the non-uniformity of
lymphocyte culture conditions in LT tests as a major contributory
factor to this disagreement (just as lack of agreement on T cell
proportions probably stems from non-uniform assay conditions for
Er, as discussed above [III,3.ii]). Unlike T cell quantitation,
or to some extent lymphoblastoid quantitation, which can be
expressed in "absolute" terms as proportions of total lymphocytes,
and where the differences between different laboratories' normal

values are clearly apparent, any differences in quantitation of
3H-TdR incorporation in different laboratories* normal values for
LT responses by healthy individuals' PB lymphocytes to equivalent
stimulants cannot be critically analysed because neither the
cultures nor the response-quantitation techniques are standard or

comparable.

Preliminary examination of the literature,—prior to my

studies, revealed that many of the technical variables of LT

response assays were apparently arbitrarily set or not defined in
laboratories engaged in clinical studies. However, there was

considerable evidence from experimental studies, such as of
stimulated lymphocyte proliferation kinetics In vitro
(predominantly mitogen stimulated), that stimulated lymphocyte
proliferative responses are complex and observed responses such as
3
H-TdR-incorporation are affected by many culture variables

(Powell & Leon, 1970; Jasinska et al., 1970; Munakata & Strauss,

1972; Younkin, 1972; Jones, 1973; Lohrmann et al./ 1974a;

Ziegler et al., 1974). Such studies indicated that the
relationships between observed LT responses (lymphoproliferative
or lymphoblastoid) and the proportions of "stimulant-responsive"
lymphocytes in a particular cultured PB lymphocyte population are

complex and not governed by mathematically-simple direct
proportionality (as is often assumed in many clinical studies).
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One the the potentially most important applications of LT
tests are as a "probe" for proportions of lymphocytes expressing
different sensitivities to different LT stimulants, as some

correlate of lymphocyte functional heterogeneity and
subpopulations (see below [5]), so that it is, important to relate
LT responses to some such concept. I therefore aimed in my

preliminary investigations to attempt to standardize those culture
variables which most affected observed ^H-TdR incorporation by
stimulated lymphocytes, at optimal values which might allow some

reasonable assumption of an approach to linearity of the
relationships between observed responses (^H-TdR-incorporation)
and stimulant-sensitive lymphocyte subpopulation proportions
(while also trying to maximise technical facility).

At the inception of my studies, some laboratories were

beginning to give some attention to optimization of culture
variables, and possible areas suggested as being likely to

considerably affect observed 3n-TdR incorporation in LT tests were

lymphocyte density, serum supplement and its concentration,
stimulant concentrations, culture duration, and 3n-TdR specific
activity, concentration, time of addition and duration of addition
to cultures (Yamamura, 1973). The variables which affect LT

assays in which lymphocyte proliferation is measured have since
been reviewed (Oppenheim et al., 1975; Luquetti & Janossy, 1976)
and are discussed in relation to my findings in Chapter 1.

By optimization of culture variables for my standard LT assay

sytem, I aimed to provide (1) an operational basis for a

meaningful interpretation of quantitation of lymphocyte responses

to different stimulants as a reflection of lymphocyte
heterogeneity, and (2) to determine whether this premise was

supported in studies of differential LT responses to different
stimulants in healthy individuals and in clinical cases, to

provide some basis for interpretation of the clinical significance
of LT responses and their depression.
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5. DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSIVENESS ££ £ CORRELATE 0£ T CELL

HETEROGENEITY.

The stimulants which can induce LT responses in vitro can be
grouped into three general classes, (i) the polyclonal mitogens,
(ii) the specific antigens, and (iii) allogeneic lymphocytes
(which stimulate each other in mixed lymphocyte reactions [MLR]).
None of these stimulate all of the lymphocytes in a given human EB
lymphocyte population. It is common to find in clinical studies
that certain of these stimulants, e.g. the mitogen PHA, and to
some extent ConA, are generally referred to as "T cell mitogens".
However, there is evidence, as suggested by Douglas et al. (1969),
that different polyclonal mitogens may selectively stimulate
different distinct subpopulations of human FB lymphocytes, perhaps
in relation to functional or maturational heterogeneity and not
related to specificity. It would appear important for clinical
applications to resolve the question of the level of lymphocyte

heterogeneity at which the phenomena of differential
responsiveness operate, as this could provide valuable clinical
insight, e.g. as to the "maturity profile" of an individual's PB

lymphocytes and their CMI capacity. I therefore proposed to
characterize the inter-relationships of FB lymphocyte responses to
the three most commonly employed mitogens in clinical tests, PHA,
ConA and PWM, and also to take into consideration LT responses to

antigens and in MLR, to establish the normal "patterns" of LT

responiveness in healthy individuals. I also proposed to study
clinical cases according to the same schedule, in a wide variety
of clinical conditions, to determine whether any abnormalities in
LT responses (either absolute, or relative to normal patterns of

inter-relationships) could provide any evidence for the
interpretation of the functional significance of the expression of
differential responsiveness by human FB lymphocytes to different
stimulants in LT tests.

Lymphocyte proliferative responses to antigens can define
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lymphocyte heterogeneity at the clonal level, as discussed

previously (above), but the level of heterogeneity at which
different mitogens and MLR responsiveness operate has not been
resolved. Following the introduction of tests for markers which
could differentiate between T and B lymphocytes, a number of
clinical studies (e.g. Daguillard, 1972; Asherson, 1972; Cooper
et al., 1974) and experimental investigations employing, e.g.,

lymphocyte fractionation into T and B enriched populations and/or
examination of discriminatory markers on stimulated cultured_
lymphocytes (e.g. Douglas, 1972; Greaves & Janossy, 1972;
Greaves et al., 1974) indicated that human LT responses to the

mitogens PEA and ConA were T cell responses, but that a mixture of
both T and B cells responded to PWM. Studies such as these were

chiefly responsible for the widespread use of PHA (and to a lesser
extent ConA) as probes for T cell functional integrity with the
concomitant use of PWM as a probe for "B cell" function in
clinical tests.

While it is generally accepted that PWM can induce B cell
blastoid transformation in cultured human PB lymphocytes, there is
no conclusive evidence that any stimulant can induce human PB B
cells to proliferate in vitro, so that it may be inferred that all
responses measured as a function of 3n-TdR incorporation are a

reflection of T cell activity only in human PB lymphocytes. In
clinical studies, B cell deficient patients with T cells show
normal LT responses to all stimulants (including PWM) as measured

by ^n-TdR incorporation (Cisco & Gotoff, 1974), and it has also
been reported that restoration of CMI (without concomitant humoral
restoration) following thymus transplantation was marked by joint
appearance of both PHA and PWM response potential for LT (Ammann
et al., 1973). Experimental investigation of human PB lymphocytes
f ractioned into T and B enriched populations generally indicate
that proliferative LT responses are solely T cell attributes for
all classes of stimulants (Lohrmann et al., 1974b; MacDermott et

al., 1975; Littman et al., 1976; Janossy, 1976). However, these
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findings are not universal (e.g. Zeylemaker et al., 1974; Potter
& Moore, 1975).

Some insight into the possible clinical applications of the
investigation of differential responsiveness as a correlate of

lymphocyte hetrogeneity is provided by experimental studies in
mice. Unlike human PB lymphocyes, there is evidence that mouse

(splenic) B cells can be stimulated In vitro by polyclonal
stimulants to express proliferation. However, there is evidence
that the more mature mouse B cells lose their "proliferative
propensity", and respond to stimulants preferentially by synthesis
and secretion of Ig instead of proliferating. Further, a spectrum
of "polyclonal B cell activators" (PBAs) has been identified
(which includes PWM) which selectively induce responses in mouse B
cell subpopulations of different maturity, across the functional
maturation profile: here, it is necessary to measure both Ig
secretion and DMA synthesis to determine whether responses have
occurred, and certain wide-spectrum stimulants can induce both
(i.e. they operate across a range of B cell maturational subsets).
Thus, differential responsiveness to different mouse IBA:s can be

employed to determine the proportions of different maturation-
defined mouse B cell subsets in a lymphocyte population and to

give some estimate of the functional potential of a heterogeneous
mouse B cell population (Gronowicz et al., 1974; Coutinho et al.,
1976).

For human PB lymphocytes, no equivalent stimulant has been
identified which can unequivocally stimulate a B cell
proliferative response. Human PB B cells can be induced to

express Ig secretion (e.g. by FWM), but even this response may be
dependent on the presence of PWM-activated T cells (Janossy,
1976). It may thus be possible to regard all human PB lymphocyte
proliferative responses as T cell responses, as discussed above.
It then remains to be determined whether human T cells (like mouse

B cells) express differential responsiveness as some reflection of
functional or maturational heterogeneity, or both, and whether
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this is seen in LT responses or whether other responses, e.g. LK

secretion, must be measured for a fuller appreciation of the T
cell response repertoire.

There is evidence that mitogens stimulate distinct T cell
subsets in human PB lymphocyte populations. Boldt et al. (1972)
have fractioned human PB lymphocytes according to adhesiveness on

nylon wool into populations which differ in their responsiveness
to ConA but not to PHA and PWM, suggesting that the ConA-
responsive population could be contained within the PHA-responsive
population (i.e. one subpopuiation responds to both PHA and ConA,
the other to PHA alone). In contrast, Rawson and Huang (1975)
have employed a radioactive "suicide" technique to eliminate
dividing cells to suggest that destruction of the ConA-responsive
population eliminates the PHA-responsive population, but
destruction of the PHA-responsive population leaves residual ConA-

responsive cells, suggesting that ConA is the more major of the
two mitogens for human PB lymphocytes, as may be the case for
mouse T cells (Stobo & Paul, 1973; Hayry et al., 1976).

Since clinical studies have generally not set out explicitly
to examine the question of differential LT responsiveness, they
have generally not provided data which could help resolve the
question of the level of T cell heterogeneity responsible for the

phenomenon. The different culture systems of different
laboratories and the questionable nature of some laboratories
"quantitative" techniques for measuring LT do not permit

compilation of data on differential responsiveness in clinical
studies, coupled with the fact that in the majority of cases only

single stimulants (e.g. PHA) or few stimulants (e.g. PHA and PPD-

antigen) are most popular for LT studies, the only clear
conclusion from which is that LT responses are absent in the
absence of detectable T cells.

Janossy (1976) has postulated that while human PB B cells
have lost their proliferative-propensity (to become high-rate Ig

secretors) the relatively short range effects which operate in CMI
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mediation in vivo may demand that T cells retain their
proliferative-propensity to enable amplification of CMI reactions

through clonal expansion. Greaves et al. (1972) proposed that
"once a lymphocyte is stimulated (by polyclonal or specific
stimuli) it will express the functional potential for which it is

programmed through differentiation". If the Greaves/Janossy
theories are taken together, it may be that human PB T cells can

exhibit a proliferative response irrespective of functional
heterogeneity or maturity. In this case, LT response

heterogeneity is not a function of these factors but of the
interaction of the stimulant with the responsive cell (i.e. non-

responsive cells are "blind" to the stimulant).

Mitogens bind to most lymphocytes in a population,
irrespective of whether they are responders or not (Greaves et

al., 1972), so that responsive subsets cannot be distinguished by

binding studies. Therefore the assumption that observed LT

responses are a reflection of stimulant-sensitive lymphocyte
subset proportions is necessary for some means of quantitation of
such subsets. However, as I have stated, it is likely that such
an assumption can be made only under optimal, non-limiting culture
conditions in which cells are free to express their full intrinsic
response potential (Luquetti & Janossy, 1976).

Some studies have indicated that lymphocytes may express

different receptors through which different mitogens, e.c. PHA and
ConA, deliver stimulatory signals independently. Thus,
differential responsiveness may be related to the expression of
distinct receptors in lymphocyte surface membranes, where

lymphocytes could respond to more than one stimulant by expressing
more than one unique class of receptor (Kelly et al., 1977). The
nature of such receptors remains unresolved, as does the
relationship of the subpopulations which may express them to any

functionally-distinct lymphocyte subpopulations.
The examination of LT differential responsiveness in human PB

lymphocytes, even empirically, appears appropriate to determine
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(1) the degree of concurrence between clinical studies in which
different stimulants have been employed for similar clinical case

investigations, and (2) as a possible indicatoir of T cell

heterogeneity to extend the clinical potential of LT tests. It
would also appear appropriate to consider a broad spectrum of
stimulants in any such study, to look for possible relationships.
Thus, while specific antigens may define T cell heterogeneity at a

clonal level, it is also possible that the potential for LT to a

given antigen is also determined by the maturity profile of a T
cell clone represented in the PB population, and might show some

relationship to other responses, e.g. to mitogens.
With regard to the level of T cell heterogeneity reflected in

response capacity in MLR, the responsive lymphocytes are T cells
(Bach et al., 1973; Lohrmann et al., 1974b) according to above
theories, but the stimulating lymphocytes are B cells (VanOers &

Zeylemaker, 1977; Hansen et al., 1977). The MLR stimulatory
interaction depends on histocompatibilty differences, but the
nature of interaction has not been defined and appears to resemble

antigenic (clonal) stimulation in some ways and polyclonal
stimulation in others (Zoschke & Bach, 1971; Sheeny et al.,
1975). The level of heterogeneity of T cells represented by their
MLR response potential could be different from both polyclonal
(postulated functional/maturational distinctions) or clonal LT

responsiveness (Zoschke & Bach,1971; Matzinger & Bevan, 1977).
MLR responses were also included in ny investigations, for which a

"standard stimulus" was constructed to attempt to deliver
equivalent histocompatibility differences to the responding
population, using a consistent pool of lymphocytes (frozen) as the
stimulus (see Methods).
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6. RELATIONSHIPS QR LT RESPONSES TQ OTHER PARAMETERS DE IMMUNE

FUNCTION.

While this study is primarily an investigation into
evaluation of CMI by LT tests, it was intended that these tests
should contribute to a more general "immune profile" for

comprehensive evaluation of immune function in clinical studies
(Urbaniak et al., 1978). Evaluation of LT and lymphocyte
subpopulations was studied in parallel with a number of other
tests of immune function in a wide variety of clinical conditions.
In the majority of cases these were patients who exhibited a

clinical history of recurrent and/or unusual infections in whom
some immunity deficiency was suspected, and included some patients
with recignized immunodeficiency syndromes (a complete listing of
clinical cases is given in the Appendix).

Wherever possible, the analyses of patient studies presented
in the results are given for groups of patients with similar
clinical conditions or individual longitudinal -case-studies.
However, because of the heterogeneity of the clinical conditions
studied and because of the difficulties in assimilating patients
into readily identifiable clinical categories, analyses were

conducted by grouping patients on the basis of observed
abnormalities in leucocyte function tests (Chapter 3).

While analyses of clinical investigations of immune function
according to tests of different parameters of the immune system
have been previously presented, those which have been wide ranging
have generally been compilations of results from the clinical
literature, with all its non-uniformities and inter-laboratory
disagreements (e.g. Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978), and as such are

limited to qualitative comment. The analyses which I present are

based on a uniform and relatively comprehensive series of
quantitative tests of immune function applied, in the main, to the
areas of clinical interest in which there has previously been much
disagreement,i.e. possible non-severe immunodeficiency.
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v. S FUNCTION.

1. PHAGOCYTIC LEUCOCYTES.

The phagocytic leucocytes fall into two main classes, the
polymorphonuclear and mononuclear phagocytes, which, with the

lymphocytes, comprise the cellular elements of the immune system

(Douglas, 1978). The polymorphonuclear neutrophils are the
predominant leucocyte class in the peripheral blood, followed in
number by the lymphocytes and mononuclear monocytes, respectively.
The chief representatives of the mononuclear phagocytes are the
tissue macrophages. Because of their relative proportions in

peripheral blood, and their difficulty in isolation either from
blood or tissue, the mononuclear phagocytes have been less widely
studied than the polymorphonuclear neutrophils, and well
characterized clinically-significant defects of mononuclear

phagocytes are rare, and possibly await more detailed studies for
their description. The mononuclear phagocytes were not considered
in this study except for the employment of blood monocytes as

indicators in assays for the lymphokine LD-MCF, and their
inclusion in this laboratory's "immune profile" awaits the
introduction of micro-methods to allow more diversified

investigations from peripheral blood samples.

2. CLINICAL EVALUATION OF NEUTROPHIL FUNCTION.

Clinically significant abnormalities of neutrophil functions
have been described which can arise in three general areas:

(i) deficiency of total neutrophil numbers, (ii) deficiencies in
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neutrophil-intrinsic functional capacity, and (iii) deficiencies
(or excesses) of extrinsic factors which act on or with

neutrophils (Stites, 1978b; Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978; Bjorksten
& Quie, 1977). In my studies, investigations were limited
primarily to intrinsic neutrophil functional capacity.

Studies of neutrophil functions in vitro have shown that
mediation of neutrophil-intrinsic immune effector functions can be
described by a series of events which encompass, respectively,
attraction, localised accumulation, engagement of target,

phagocytosis, and intracellular killing of the target organism

(e.g. Hirsch, 1975). These can be studied morphologically or by

haematological techniques, but apart from tests of certain
apparently relevant enzyme activities the metabolism behind
neutrophil functions and any relationships between them is little
understood (Bjorksten & Quie, 1977). It was not practicable for
me to study a range of neutrophil functions in parallel with
lymphocyte studies, and I therefore selected measurement of
neutrophil chemotactic capacity as a measure of neutrophil
functional capacity. Later, tests of neutrophil NBT reduction,
phagocytosis and intracellular microbial capacity were provided
(Mrs. S.M. Walker [nee Wood]), and where these were performed in

parallel with my studies they were incorporated into analyses.

3. NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTAXIS.

(i)DeSta fif. neutrophil chemotaxis.
The tests of neutrophil chemotaxis currently employed in

clinical studies are generally derived from the Boyden (1962)
technique, in which measurements are made of migration of

neutrophils into a micropore filter across which a gradient of
chemotactic factor is established from a solution of chemotactic

factor on the lower filter face. Responses are quantitated either
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by counting the numbers of neutrophils which emerge on the lower
filter face or by measuring the distances migrated into the
filters by the "leading front" of migrating neutrophils

(Wilkinson, 1974): the latter method was adopted by me.

Studies of human neutrophil chemotaxis have been extensively
reviewed (Wilkinson, 1974), where certain aspects of neutrophil
chemotaxis tests are discussed which do not appear as primary
considerations in many clinical assays but which nevertheless
appear important. Amongst these are optimisation of assay

systems, e.g. pH, culture medium, duration of cultures, filter
pore-sizes and thickness, which can be optimised to give maximal
sensitivity and reproducibility for assay systems, and the choice
of chemotactic stimulant. These are similar considerations to

those which needed to be taken into consideration for optimisation
of lymphocyte function assays, which many clinical laboratories
ignore.

While the basic test conditions for neutrophil chemotactic
assays can be standardized relatively easily, the selection of a

chemotactic stimulant requires more consideration. Neutrophil
chemotactic responses have two components, direction and speed of
migration, and chemotactic factors generally contain both

cytotaxin (direction) and chemokinesin (speed) stimulatory
activities. Their relative effects can be seen in extensive

chequerboard assays which test both relative gradients and
absolute concentrations of chemotactic facors in their effects on

neutrophil migration (Wilkinson, 1974). However, such assays are

unwieldy for all but specifically detailed clinical studies. A
second consideration of chemotactic factor is its relative

definition: in some laboratories this is poorly defined and non¬

standard (e.g. activated serum complement, or bacterial culture
filtrates), and employed without definition of its relative

stimulatory capacity (i.e. in relation to which concentration of a

given factor activates maximal migration).
In my studies, I employed casein as the standard chemotactic
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stimulus, as it is a strong relatively well-defined chemotactic
factor (Wilkinson, 1974) and is available as a standard commercial

preparation. The concentrations at which it was employed were

derived experimentally (Chapter 3).

(ii)Clinical abnormalities neutrophil chemotaxisr and

relationships iQ other abnormalities p£ neutrophil functions.
Clinical studies of neutrophil functions la vitro have shown

an association between depressed intrinsic neutrophil chemotactic
capacity and increased susceptibility to bacterial infections
(Wilkinson, 1974; Clark, 1978). The clinical picture is,
however, complicated by certain contrasting reports such as hyper-
responsive neutrophil chemotaxis in association with bacterial
infections (Hill et al., 1974 a,b,c), and also by the joint
appearance of abnormal chemotaxis with other abnormalities of

neutrophil function, where any association between disease
susceptibility and a particular neutrophil functional activity is
hard to resolve (Quie & Cates, 1978).

The only other intrinsic functional deficiency of neutrophils
which appears clinically significant in predisposition to disease
is in intracellular microbicidal capacity, which appears

heterogeneous in that a variety of enzyme deficiencies are

beginning to be documented which can lead to this (Ammann &

Fudenberg, 1978; Bjorksten & Quie, 1977). While both deficiency
of chemotaxis and deficiency of killing can be expressed together
in some clinical cases, their separate expression supports their
independent clinical significance in disease predisposition.

Other apparent abnormalities of neutrophil function which
have clinical significance (including certain apparent
abnormalities of chemotaxis, phagocytosis and intracellular
killing) may be largely "secondary" in nature, imposed by
extrinsic factors, e.g. deficiencies of antibody, complement or

tuftsin, or in the presence of suppressive factors (e.g. drugs)
(Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978; Bjorksten & Quie, 1977).
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While relationships between abnormalities in different

neutrophil functions which may arise simultaneously in individual
cases have not been documented, it is possible that in some cases

common metabolic defects could lead to these. Also possible but
less probable is that the simultaneous occurrence of both

neutrophil and lymphocyte abnormalities in certain clinical cases

(Ammann & Fudenberg, 1978) may have some common leucocyte-
intrinsic metabolic basis. It might appear more probable that
such combined defects could be taken as evidence of extrinsic

agents affecting leucocyte functions.
Concomitant clinical investigations of neutrophil and

lymphocyte functions in my studies are reported in Chapter 3,
where analyses were conducted primarily at the level of the inter¬
relationships between different aspects of leucocyte functions as

observed, and not by clinical definitions of the cases studied.
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vi.mxmw APQPTSD Em msa SEUDIBS.

The main theme of these studies was the clinical

investigation of leucocyte function, with particular emphasis on

lymphocyte functiom, in cases of suspected immunity deficiency.
The approach which was adopted was (1) to establish, characterize
and modify tests of leucocyte function of some previously-
documented relevance in diagnosis of immunity deficiency, to

provide standard, maximally-sensitive assay systems for detection
of abnormality, (2) to characterize extensively the "normal"
responses in these assays by studying healthy individuals drawn
from a volunteer blood donor population (screened for health at
times of donations when studies were conducted) and to some extent

from members of laboratory staff, (3) to characterize the
responses in these assays in a wide variety of clinical
conditions, possibly associated with immunity deficiency, in
conjunction with other tests of immune function to document and
evaluate the significance of abnormalities of these responses in
the clinical situation.

Since the immune system is recognized to be complex and its
various mechanisms are only partially resolved, clinical
investigations of immune function must necessarily represent some

compromise between the practical and experimental, and require
generalizations and assumptions. As stated by Coutinho (in an

experimental context) "it is obviously very difficult to treat the
generalities of a subject for experts without being either too

simple or too little general" (Coutinho et al., 1976). While
trying to avoid these pitfalls, it was necessary to introduce some

more fundamental aspects of lymphocyte function and
immunoregulation studies to this essentially clinical study, in
order to follow up certain of the clinical observations which were

made and to interpret them. However, in most cases these
introduced concepts as hypotheses for possible future
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investigations of clinical relevance, and the practical

interpretation of current clinical tests of leucocyte function and
their clinical significance in diagnosis of immunodeficiency is
the main theme of the discussion in this report.
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1. MEDIA AND REAGENTS.

(i) Tissue Culture Medium;

TC medium 199 with Earle's salts base and HEPES buffer was

used throughout this study as the basic cell support medium, and
for washing cells. Two different commercial TC 199 preparations
were used: [A] Difco TC 199 (lOx concentrate), diluted into
sterile pyrogen-free distilled water, with added antibiotics and
bicarbonate, and buffered at pH 7.2 with HEPES/NaOH (25mM HEPES)
(from pre-prepared HEPES/NaOH stock solutions derived to give the
required pH and molarity when added at 5ml/100ml of medium;
[B] Gibco Bio-cult TC 199, HEPES buffered and ready for use as

purchased, after addition of antibiotics.
The antibiotics added to A and B were penicillin/streptomycin

(Difco) to give 100 units/100 ug, respectively, per mi of medium.

Only for lymphocyte proliferation studies (LT) was the
culture medium supplemented with 20% (v/v) pooled normal human
serum (PNHS).

(ii) Pooled formal Human Serum (PNHS):
PNHS was prepared by pooling in equal proportions sera from

clotted venous blood (1 unit donations each) from 10 young,

healthy, untransfused male blood donors, according to the

following proportions by ABO blood group: 0 [6], A [2], B [1] and
AB [1], This achieved mutual neutrolization of isohaemagglutinins
(anti A or B) with blood group substances. The serum pools

(approx. 2 litres) were decomplemented (sustained 56°C incubation
for 40 min), then sterilized by pressure filtration and divided
into 5 ml aliquots for storage (-40°C). Random aliquots were

checked for sterility and absence of isohaemagglutinins, and each
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batch was compared to previous batches for LT support capacity
(found to be 100%/ +/- 10%, of ^n-TdR-incorporation by healthy
individuals' lymphocytes responding to PHA, in inter-batch
comparisons).

(iii) Lvmphocvte Stimulants:

MITOGENS

Phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) - (Wellcome, purified PHA-P) the
freeze-dried material was reconstituted to 0.5mg/ml in sterile
distilled water, dispensed in 50ul aliquots (plastic bullets) and
stored at -40°C. For standard LT stimulation, this was added to

cultures to give 1.5ug PHA/ml.
Concanavalin-A (ConA) - (Miles Labs., 3x-recrystallized, in

solution at 50mg/ml with saturated ammonium chloride) this was

held at 4°C, and diluted into TC 199 to 2mg/ml before addition to
cultures for LT tests where it was used at 16ug/ml for "maximal"
stimulation.

Poke-Weed Mitogen (PWM) - (Gibco-Biocult) the freeze-dried
material was reconstituted to 5mg/ml in sterile distilled water,
and stored in lOOul aliquots at -40°C. In standard LT cultures it
was used at 40ug/ml.

ANTIGENS

PPD (purified protein derivative of human tuberculin, Central

Veterinary Labs., Surrey) the freeze-dried material was

reconstituted to 2.5mg/ml in sterile distilled water and stored in
lOOul aliquots in liquid nitrogen vapour (approx. -150°C). It was

used at 7.5ug/ml in standard LT cultures.
Candida Ag (Hal-allergenen, Haarlem, Holland: 10% suspension)

this was obtained from the manufacturer by special arrangement

(prior to addition of preservative in production of skin-test
material), diluted to 2.5mg/ml immediately on receipt and stored
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in lOOul aliqots in liquid nitrogen vapour (if not diluted and
stored in extreme cold, stimulatory capacity in LT declined).
This was used at 20ug/ml in standard LT cultures.

ALLOGENEIC LYMPHOCYTES (for MLR)

Pooled Stimulators (PS) were prepared by pooling together
buffy-coat lymphocytes (obtained at separation of plasma from
fresh units of blood). Buffy-coats (ACD or CPD anticoagulated)
(approx. 2ml) were resuspended in 5ml TC 199, 100 units of
thrombin (bovine, topical: Parke-Davis) were added, and were

defibrinated on glass beads. Lymphocytes were separated from the
defibrinated buffy-coats as for whole blood (below, 2). From 0.5
to 2 xl08 lymphocytes were obtained per buffy-coat.

Buffy-coat lymphocytes from 10 blood donors were pooled
together in approximately equal proportions, in medium 199

suspension, and treated with mitomycin C (Kyowa Co., Japan) at

25ug/ml for 30 min at 37°C, to block their DNA-synthetic capacity.
They were washed x4 in TC 199 and resuspended at 1x10'/ml in

freezing medium (TC 199 with 10% PNHS and 10% dimethylsuiphoxide
[DMSO] [v/v] as cryoprotectant) and immediately drawn up into
plastic straws (0.6ml capacity), sealed in with PVA, and frozen
under controlled conditions as described elsewhere (Barclay &

White, 1977; Urbaniak et al., 1978) and brought to -150°C for
storage in liquid nitrogen vapour.

The lymphocytes were recovered by rapid thawing at 37°C in TC

199, expulsing them from their straws, and washed x4 in TC 199 to
remove any DMSO (toxic at room temperature).

To stimulate in MLR, the PS were used at 3x the responding
(test) lymphocyte density (i.e. at 0.6xl06/ml in standard LT

cultures). These were first deposited by centrifugation, the
supernatent discarded, the responding lymphocyte suspension (in
culture medium) was added, and the two cell populations were then
mixed.
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(iv) Cherootactic Factor:

Casein was used as the standard cytotaxin in neutrophil
chemotaxis studies and as a control in monocyte chemotaxis studies
(for lymphokine assays). Casein stock solution was prepared to

give a final concentration of lOmg/ml: casein (hammerstein, BDH)
was dissolved in sterile distilled water by bringing to pH 11 with
NaOH, then when dissolution was complete bringing back to pH 7.0
with concentrated phosphoric acid. The appropriate amount of lOx
TC 199 (Difco) was added, with HEPES/NaOH buffer (to pH 7.2) to

give a final solution of casein at lOmg/ml in TC 199. This stock
was stored in 2ml aliqots at -40°C, and diluted to the required
concentration (usually 0.5 and 1.0 mg/ml) in TC 199 (A or B, above
[i]) for chemotaxis assays.

2. LEUCOCYTE ISOLATION EBQCSDLiBES.

Except where stated, all leucocytes in these studies were

isolated from peripheral blood (PB) obtained by venipuncture of
the upper volar forearm. Lymphocytes were isolated from
defibrinated blood samples (defibrinated by gentle swirling on

glass beads in sterile 20ml McCartney bottles). Neutrophils and
monocytes were isolated from heparinized (10 units/ml, Evans

Medical) blood samples. All procedures employed aseptic
techniques and sterile disposable plastic containers (Nunclon).

(i) lymphocyte isolation;
Blood samples (5ml aliquots) were layered over Ficoll/Triosil

mixture (specific gravity 1.077) (5ml) in 12ml capacity centrifuge
tubes (V-bottom) and spun at 400 g for 25 min after the buoyant-
density flotation method of Boyum (1968). The lymphocyte band was

removed from the F/T-serum interface (if serum samples were
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required, these were removed before the lymphocytes) and washed x4
in TC 199 (10ml washes), using V-bottom centrifuge tubes.
Individual donor's lymphocytes (usually from 20ml blood samples)
were recombined during washes, and were finally resuspended in 5ml
TC 199 for counting. Lymphocytes were thoroughly dispersed in

suspension before counting and cell transfers, to ensure

uniformity of suspension samples. For counts, 0.1ml aliquots of

lymphocyte suspension were mixed with trypan blue dye (to give
0.1% dye concentration) to aid viability determination (through

dye exclusion capacity), and viable lymphocyte density was

determined in a counting chamber (haemocytometer). Lymphocytes
were distinguished (with practice) from other cell types in this
procedure, but from time to time differential counts were made in

smeared, fixed and stained preparations as a quality check.

Lymphocyte yields were of the order of 1x10^ per ml of blood
sample and routinely approached 100% viability. Red cells were

ignored as contaminants after counting (they could comprise up to
50% of cells in some samples) and no effort was made-±o remove

them where they occurred. Other leucocytes contaminated the
lymphocyte isolates to between 5% and 15% of the total leucocyte

population, routinely. These were chiefly monocytes, with of the
order of 2% neutrophils. However, in clinical studies this
contamination could become more marked, (e.g. neutrophil and/or
eosinophil contamination could rise in certain cases, especially
steroid-treated patients). Where phagocyte contamination was

excessive, iron powder (ex-iron corbonyl, fine) was added to the
cell suspensions which were then incubated at 37°C for 30 min to
allow iron phagocytosis to take place. The phagocytic cells and
residual iron were then removed over a magnet (this procedure was

used rarely, for a few clinical studies).

(ii) Monocytes:

Monocytes could not be isolated relatively pure from blood

samples, and mononuclear cell suspensions enriched for monocytes
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were studied. Heparinized blood was diluted 1:1 in TC 199 and the
mononuclear cells were separated by buoyant-density
centrifugation, as for lymphocytes, but at a lower force (150 g)
for 25 min. The mononuclear cells were not significantly
contaminated with neutrophils, and were comprised approximately of
70% lymphocytes to 30% monocytes: healthy donors' monocytes were

used in the LD-MCF lymphokine assay. Neutrophil contamination was

considerable in certain clinical cases and precluded monocyte
chemotaxis studies in such cases.

(iii) Neutrophil Isolation;

Heparinized blood samples were mixed with 6% dextran 70
(70:30 v/v, respectively), placed in tubes inclined at 45° from
vertical, and left at 37° for 30 to 40 min to permit red cell
sedimentation. The leucocyte-rich plasma was removed and

subjected to buoyant-density centrifugation (see lymphocyte
preparation) at 300 g for 20 min: the mononuclear cells were

removed and the neutrophils were recovered from the cell pellet
below the F/T separation medium. Red cell contaminants were

removed (hypotonic lysis at 0°C for 3 to 5 min in lysing solution
[0.8% ammonium chloride: lOmM potassium bicarbonate: 0J.M EDTA]),
and the neutrophils were washed x3 in TC 199 (neutrophils were

treated more gently than mononuclear cells, with washing
sedimentations at 100 g and resuspension by gentle finger-flicking
the tubes instead of vortex-mixing. For the chemotaxis assay,

neutrophils in TC 199 were used: suspension samples (0.1ml
aliquots) were diluted 1/10 in white-cell diluting fluid (acetic
acid / methylene-blue dye) for counting in haemocytometers.



3. LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE TECHNIQUES.

(i) Standard Assay (Macro) Cultures:

Lymphocytes were suspended at 0.2x106 viable cells/ml (except
where otherwise stated) in TC 199+20%PI®S. Bulk suspensions were

made up of sufficient volume for the different treatments, and
tritiated thymidine (^H-TdR: Radiochemical Centre, Amersnam; TRA
306, specific activity 2Ci/mM, luCi/ul) was added to give luwi/ml,
using a 50ul Hamilton lul-dispenser syringe. Ensuring even cell

dispersions, 4ml aliquots were removed to centrifuge tubes for
each treatment, and the required concentrations of stimulants were

added for the different treatments (using a Hamilton syringe).
The individual treatments were re-mixed, and from each aliquots
(lml) were withdrawn, in triplicate, to round-bottom capped
culture tubes (Nunclon, 7ml capacity). Tnese were placed upright
in racks and incubated for the appropriate times (3 days for

mitogens, 5 days for antigens and MLR) at 37°c in a 5%C02 aar
humidified atmosphere. Unstimulated (baseline) control cultures
were included for each time-period (3 & 5 days).

Cultures were harvested by trapping the lymphocytes in glass
fibre filters (Whatman, 2.5cm GF/C) in a Millipore 305 sampling
manifold under vacuum suction. Each culture was vortex-mixed, and

washed into the filters with 5ml of phosphate-buffered (pH 7.2)
saline (PBS): the filters were then washed x2 with PBS, x2 with

trichloroacetic acid (5%) to precipitate polymeric DMA, and x4
with methanol (to wash out lipids and partially dehydrate),

respectively. The filters were removed to counting vials and left
at 56°C until dry. Scintillation fluid (Nuclear Enterprises,
NE 233) was added to each vial, and radioactivity was determined
in 1 min counts in a Tracerlab Corumatic 200B scintillation

counter set for tritium (53% counting efficiency). Results were

found as mean counts per minute (cpm) per triplicate culture: this
was normally expressed as mean cpm/million lymphocytes (by
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multiplying by 5, since lymphocyte density in cultures was

0.2xl06/rol). It was normally found that individual cultures lay
within 5% of the triplicate means: where one culture disagreed

markedly with the other two in a triplicate, it was rejected and
the closely-agreeing cultures' mean was taken.

(ii) Migrocultures.

Microculture techniques were used in this study to extend the
ranges of tests possible for lymphocytes from a given blood sample
when these were too great for the standard technique.
Standardization of microcultures was the subject of a separate

study, and the technique derived is described elsewhere (Urbaniak
et al., 1978; Barclay et al., 1979).

Microcultures (200ul each) were established at 0.25x106
lymphocytes/ml in 96 well microplates (Gibco-Biocult, ARTE

plates). Except where stated, flat-bottom plates (M29 ARTE) plates
were used. The various stimulants were made up at twice their

required final concentrations and added in half-volumes . (IQGul) to
the plates: similarly, the lymphocytes were suspended at twice
their final density, and added in half-volumes (lOOul) to the
plates, giving the required final cultures with required final
stimulant and cell concentrations. Routinely, TC 199+20%PNHS was

used throughout, but to test serum effects the stimulants were

made up in TC 199+20%PNHS (as normal) but the lymphocytes were

made up in TC 199 + 20% test serum (with lymphocytes in PNHS as a

control), so that test serum cultures contained 10% PNHS with 10%
test serum. Responses of lymphocytes in the presence of test sera

were compared to responses of lymphocytes in the presence of 20%
FNHS alone.

Microcultures were pulse-labelled with ^H-TdR (IRA 306, as

for standard cultures). Pulses were added as 4ul of 1/4 TRA 306
in culture medium (luCi) per well, from a Hamilton syringe,
at 18h (overnight) before culture termination. Microcultures were

of the same duration as standard (macro) cultures. Cultures were
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harvested semi-automatically on glass fibre filter sheets using a

microplate culture harvester (Sam 21a, Cryotech) which punched out
filter discs for each culture. Washes were performed with water
alone. The filter sheets were dried at 56°C, and the filter discs
were removed to scintillation vials for counting, as above.
Results were normally expressed as mean cpm per culture for
triplicates.

(iii) Lymphocyte Pre-incubations with Antigens;

Lymphocytes at normal culture concentration (0.2xl0"/ml) in
TC 199+20%PNHS (25ml aliquots) were placed in sterile universal
containers (Nunclon) with the appropriate concentrations of
antigen and incubated as for normal cultures for the stated times.
The cells were spun down and washed x5 with TC 199 before
resuspension in culture medium (TC 199+20%PNHS) to the original
25ml volumes for counting, to determine viability and survival.
The cells were then re-dispensed as for standard cultures, with
addition of 3g-TdR and the respective stimulants.

(iv) Lvmphocvte-Derived Monocyte Chemotactic Factor 1LQ=H£E1
Assay:

For generation of LD-MCF in culture supernatents, lymphocytes
were suspended in TC 199 (without added serum) at 3.0x10^/^1,
except where otherwise stated, and the same culture times (except
where stated) were used as for LT studies with the different

stimulants. Triplicate 1.0ml cultures were used. Controls

initially included (a) unstimulated lymphocyte cultures to which
stimulants were added immediately prior to harvest, (b) stimulant
in TC 199, without cells, (c) unstimulated lymphocytes and (d) TC
199 alone. Controls a and b did not differ from c and d in

generation of monocyte chemotactic activity, respectively, and

only c and d were retained.
At culture termination, the lymphocytes were sedimented by

centrifugation and the supernatents were collected by decantation.
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If the supernatents were not tested immediately for LD-MCF

activity, they were stored for no more than 5 days (4°c) without

apparent loss of activity. Supernatents were placed as cytotaxin
solutions in chemotaxis chambers (see Chemotaxis [5]), and their
chemotactic activities for freshly-prepared healthy donor's PB

monocytes were determined.

4. LYMPHOCYTE SUBPOPULATION IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES.

(i) 21 cells.

T cells were identified through their ability to bind sheep

erythrocytes (E) around them through membrane receptors for E, to
form erythrocyte rosettes (Er), after the method of Jondai et al.
(1972), but with modifications.

Erythrocytes were obtained monthly from two sheep (each on

alternate months) and were washed and made up as a 10% suspension
in Alsever's solution and stored at 4°C. E suspensions were not
used until after 1 week of storage, and were then used throughout
the month until superceded by the next bleed.

In my studies, two T cell identification procedures were

used, differing in pre-treatment of E. In the first method,
washed untreated E were employed, and these rosettes will be
referred to as Er. In the second method, E were pre-treated with
the sulphydryl reagent AET (S2-aminoethylisothiouronium bromide)
after the method of Kaplan and Clark (1974), and these rosettes
will be referred to as E(AET) r. The rosetting procedures were

otherwise identical.

To prepare E(AET) indicator cells, 1 volume of washed, packed
E was resuspended in 4 volumes of AET solution (0.402g AET in 10ml
of distilled water, adjusted to pH 9.0 with 4N NaOH), and
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incubated at 37°C for 15 min with repeated mixing. The E(AET)
were washed x4 in saline, x2 in TC 199, and resuspended to give a

10% suspension in TC 199+20FCS (foetal-calf serum [Wellcome], E-
absorbed and heat inactivated). This was stored at 4°C and used

for up to 5 days from preparation.
For rosetting, 0.5ml of latex-treated (below, [iiiJ)

lymphocyte suspension (1 to 2 xl06/ml) in TC 199+20%FCS was mixed
with 1 to 2 drops of indicator cells (E or E [AET]) in a V-bottom
centrifuge tube, and pelletted gently (25g for 5 min) by
centrifugation. These were placed at 4°C overnight, then gently

resuspended by slow aspiration in a Pasteur pipette until no

macroscopic cell clumps were seen.

A small aliquot of cell suspension was allowed to rise up

into a Pasteur pipette by surface tension, angling the pipette at
45o from vertical, and this was transferred to a clean glass

microscope slide, where it was drawn out to cover most of the
surface area, leaving a border round the edges, by using the
pipette as a "pen", taking care to use only surface tension (i.e.
creating no friction by making contact between the pipetce and the
slide). Duplicate slides were prepared from each suspension and
dried immediately under blown air at room temperature. The slides
were fixed in methanol (minimum 2 min) and stained with May
Grunwald / Giemsa stain. Dried stained slides were sprayed with

liquid cover glass (Trycolac, Aerosol Marketing & Chemical Co.) to

provide permanent protection for storage and as an aid to
resolution.

Slides were read under normal medium power (x400) microscopy.
Each lymphocyte was identified (as distinct from any non lymphoid
leucocytes present) and scored as a rosette-forming cell (RFC) if
it had 3 or more bound erythrocytes (see Chap. 2). On each slide,
200 lymphocytes were counted and the results expressed as percent
RFC (mean of duplicate slides): duplicates generally agreed well,
to within 3% of each other.
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(ii) £ £aii identification.

(a) EAC-rosettes: this was the standard method of B cell

identification employed in this study. EAC were prepared by

washing 0.5ml of E suspension (as for E-rosettes) and resuspending
to 10ml in saline. Anti-E serum [20ul] (Flow Labs., Rabbit anti-

sheep haemolysin) was mixed in, and the suspension was incubated
at 37°C for 30 min. The "EA" were washed x4 in saline,

resuspended to 10ml in saline, 0.3ml of fresh-frozen human AB
serum (as a source of complement, stored in liq. nitrogen vapour)
was mixed in, and incubated for a further 30 min at 37°C. The EAC

were washed x4 in saline (or more, until no haemoglobin was

evident in the supernatent) and resuspended to 5ml in saline.
Fresh EAC suspensions were made up on the day of tests.

To determine EACr proportions, 0.5 ml of latex-treated

lymphocyte suspension was mixed with 4 to 6 drops of EAC
suspension in a V-bottom centrifuge tube and gently sedimented (as
in the Er procedure). The cell pellets were incubated ar 37°C for
40 min (in a water bath), then resuspended by vigorous aspiration

(compared to Er resuspension, to ensure breakdown of any Er
which may have formed and survived the 37o incubation).

The cell suspensions were placed on slides, dried, fixed,
stained and stored exactly as for the T cell (Er) technique
(above), and the same criteria were used for counting except that
the phagocyte contaminants formed EACr which had to be identified
and excluded from counts.

(b) mig to immunofluorescence was used as a "back up" B cell
identification technique in these studies, principally to compare

estimates of B cells by the two techniques in certain clinical
cases, e.g. hypogammaglobulinaemic patients.

Approximately 5x10^ latex-treated lymphocytes were washed x2
in FA buffer (Difco: PBS pH 7.2, for fluorescent Ab techniques)
which contained 0.2% azide and was cooled to 4°C to minimise
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lymphocyte metabolic activity and prevent "capping" of receptors
on the membrane. The lymphocytes were resuspended in 5 to 7 drops
of 1:6 antiserum in FA buffer/azide (goat anti-human Ig [G,A,M,D],
Miles Labs.) and incubated in an ice/water bath for 30 min, then
washed (x4, FA buffer/azide) and resuspended in the second
antiserum (5 to 7 drops/ 1:6 as above) (FITC-labelled rabbit anti-

goat IgG, Miles labs.) for a further 30 min cold incubation. The
cells were then washed x4 in FA buffer/azide and fixed by adding
0.2ml of 1% paraformaldehyde in PBS (5 min) followed by washing
(x3). Cells to be examined for cap-formation were not fixed. The
cells were resuspended in 1 to 2 drops of FA mounting medium
(Difco) (buffered glycerol pH 7.2).

A drop of cell suspension was placed on a clean glass slide
under a coverslip, and the coverslip edges were sealed down with
clear nail-varnish. The cell suspensions were examined under high

power oil-immersion phase-contrast microscopy (Leitz Grthoplan
microscope fitted with incident U.V. illumination): lymphocytes in
each field were identified positively under phase contrast
illumination, then illumination was switched to U.V. and each

lymphocyte was examined for fluorescent staining, indicating
antibody labelling of membrane Ig (see Chap. 2). On each slide
200 lymphocytes were counted.

(iii) Phagocyte Identification - Latex Treatment.
When the lymphocytes required for culture studies had been

removed from mononuclear cell suspensions, the remainders of the
suspensions were treated with latex particles to identify
phagocytic cells before they were used for lymphocyte

subpopulation studies, to help exclude the non-lymphoid
contaminants from lymphocyte counts.

To each suspension (of the order of 2 to 3 ml) 4 to 5 drops
of latex suspension (1/100 dilution in saline of Dow-Latex, Serva;

particle size l.Ollu) were added, and these were incubated for 30
to 40 min at 37°C in a water bath to allow latex ingestion by
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phagocytes to take place. The leucocytes were then washed x2 in
TC 199 and resuspended at from 1 to 2 xl()6/mi for lymphocyte
subpopulation studies.

(iv) Lymphocyte Subpcpulation Fractionation.
In these studies, lymphocytes were fractioned according to

their E-rosetting ability in to T-enriched and T-depleted

populations. Essentially, this was performed by rosetting
lymphocytes with E(AET) as in the T cell identification procedure,
then following resuspension the suspensions were layered over F/T
and subjected to buoyant density centrifugation, as for lymphocyte
isolation from whole blood.

The non-RFC (T-depleted) were recovered from the interface
band, while the RFC were recovered from the pellet where they
sedimented with the red cells. The red cells were lysed using

lysing solution (see neutrophil preparation).
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5. NEUTROPHIL MQ MONOCYTE £ mis

The chemotaxis measurements made in these studies employed
the leading-front technique for quantitation of neutrophil
migrations into filters: the procedure used was basically that
described by Wilkinson (1974) in the appendix of his book.

(i) Apparatus:

The solutions (1ml) of chemotactic factor (or lymphocyte
culture supernatents in the LE-MCF assay) were placed in Tech Lab
tubes. The chemotaxis chambers which contained cell suspensions
were constructed from plastic disposable tuberculin syringes which
were cut off at a point which determined that cytotaxin solutions
(outside the chamber) was level with cell suspension (inside the
chamber). The cut-off syringes were scrupulously cleaned and
rinsed, and micropore filters were glued to their lower (cut)
faces (UHU glue) to form a barrier through which cells might
migrate. For neutrophil chemotaxis, 3u pore-size filters were

used (Millipore SSWPO 1300) while for monocyte chemotaxis, 8u
pore-size filters were used (Millipore SCWPO 1300). When the glue
had dried, excess filter was trimmed flush with the chamber barrel

using a scalpel.
The TechLab tubes were supplied chemically clean, were used

once and discarded: the chambers were reused after thorough
detergent cleaning and rinsing (to remove all trace of detergent).
Lower sections of chambers were not touched during chamber
preparations to avoid any contamination with skin-associated
cytotaxins.

(ii) Procedure.

Cytotaxin solution (1ml) was placed in triplicates in TechLab
tubes in wooden blocks. The leucocyte suspensions in TC 199 (at 1
million neutrophils or monocytes per ml) were placed (0.2ml) in
the chemotaxis chambers, which were suspended in the TechLab tubes
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by the flanges at their tops, ensuring no air was trapped between

suspension and filter or below the filters. The apparatus was

incubated in a humidified air atmosphere for the required time at
37°C (70 min for standard neutrophil chemotaxis assays, 90 min for
monocyte LD-MCF assays).

To terminate the assays, the chambers were removed, their
contents ejected by a sharp wrist flick, and they were placed
filter down, in their triplicates, in small beakers of ethanol.
The ethanol acted as fixative, and also dissolved the glue

allowing the filters to detach from the chambers.
Each filter triplicate was handled in unison, to prevent

mixing of different triplicates. Filters were rehydrated, stained
with haematoxylin, washed and "blued" in alkaline water,

dehydrated, clarified in xylene and mounted in DPX in their
triplicates on glass slides by flattening under coverslips, as

described by Wilkinson (1974). The distance migrated by the
leading-front of migrating cells was read by focussing on the
origin of rnxgracion (cops or nrrers), rsKing a rrrsc reading err

the micrometer fine-focus adjustment, racking down the microscope

(using the fine-focus) to focus on the furthest position wthin the
filter that contained an even distribution of migrating cells (the
leading front), reading off the second reading from the fine-focus
adjustment, and subtracting the first reading to determine the
migration distance. Five migration distances were made at random
from each filter (not near edges) and the results are expressed as

mean migrations (in microns) for triplicates.

6. IZCHEE TESTS <2E IMMUNE FUNCTION.

Other tests of immune function which are mentioned in this

report, including tests of neutrophil functions, were carried out

by colleagues in these laboratories at the Regional Blood
Transfusion Centre, Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, and are described
in detail elsewhere (Urbaniak et al., 1978).
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CHAPTER 1
t

THE RESPONSES QF PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES FROM

HEALTHY ADDLTS TO A VARIETY QF STIMULI XM VITRO



CHAPTER 1

IMERCDOCTION

The results presented in this chapter are concerned with the
characterization of the responsiveness of peripheral blood (PB)

lymphocytes from normally healthy individuals In vitro to

polyclonal mitogens and other stimulants of lymphocyte
transformation. Section A covers the optimization of the in vitro
culture variables for establishing a standardized culture system;
section B covers the ranges and inter-relationships of the

responses of normally healthy individuals' PB lymphocytes to
different stimulants; section C covers changes in PB lymphocyte

responsiveness in vitro observed in relation to "on-going immune
responses in vivo" in healthy individuals; and section D covers

some pertinent observations on in vitro lymphocyte response

(proliferation) kinetics made under non-standard (i.e.

microculture) conditions.
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A. ESTABLISHMENT AND STANDARDIZATION QF THE LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE

systb-L

Experiments were undertaken to investigate variables which
affect tritiated thymidine (^H-TdR) incorporation by PB
lymphocytes responding to various stimulants in vitror in order to
select optimal culture conditions for quantitation of ^H-TdR-
incorporation as some correlate of the numbers of lymphocytes

responding, (a) to different stimulants (differential
responsiveness), (b) in different individuals, and (c) at
different times (i.e. reproducibility).

Initially, certain variables were fixed within ranges

prevalent in published reports (e.g. tissue culture medium, serum

supplement, incubation times and conditions - see Methods). Unlike

many other culture systems employing "pulse" additions of ^H-TdR
at some hours prior to culture termination, continuous

incorporation was deliberately adopted, by adding -'H-TdR at
culture initiation, because of technical facility (no
manipulations of cultures between initiation and termination) and
minimisation of risks of microbial contamination.

The major variables which were investigated for optimization
were (a) lymphocyte concentration, (b) thymidine concentration/%-
TdR specific activity, (c) stimulant concentrations for maximal
stimulation, and (d) duration of cultures for maximal ^H-TdR
incorporation during lymphocyte transformation (LT). These
variables were investigated by selecting approximate values for
those variables not under investigation in a particular experiment

(by reference to published techniques) and investigating
particular variables singly, then substituting experimentally
derived optimal values for the variables previously set from
reference to publications and re-investigating. This process was

carried out through a series of preliminary investigations. The
important optimization steps are described below.
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1. THE CONTINUOUS INCORPORATION OF 3-H-TdR WITH TIME IN RESPONSE TO

THE MITOGENS PHA, ConA AND FWM.

Responses of EB lymphocytes from normally healthy individuals
to PHA, ConA and PWM were found to normally attain maximal 3H--TdR
incorporation levels between 64h and 72h in culture. These
maximal responses were normally maintained as a "maximal plateau"
until approximately 80h in culture, after which decreases of

incorporated ^H-TdR were observed universally. Since different
individuals showed different magnitudes but similar kinetics for
3H-TdR incorporation, the time-response kinetics of a single
representative individual's PB lymphocytes stimulated by the three
different mitogens are shewn (Fig. 1.1).

Increases in 3h_T(3r incorporation were not found in
unstimulated cultures after 24h, at which time they were

equivalent to 3H-TdR incorporation values in stimulated cultures
(possibly representing In vivo pre-committment to proliferation),
except in certain individuals who exhibited high spontaneous

responses (normal ranges given in Ch.l,B) where unstimulated
TdR incorporation continued to rise up to 72h, as in stimulated
cultures (e.g. see Fig. 1.29).

2. VARIATION £F ^fl-TOR CONCENTRATION IN CULTURE MEDIUM.

The responses of two healthy individuals' PB lymphocytes to
PHA were determined in cultures to which different amounts of 3H-
TdR were added. Incorporation of 3H-TdR by both individuals'
stimulated lymphocytes increased with increasing amounts of 3H-TdR
added to cultures (Fig. 1.2). However, it was found that the
ratio of the responses of the two individuals remained constant
above 0.25uCi/ml of added 3H-TdR, maintaining a constant
differential of responsiveness.

Since culture medium contains thymidine and thymidine
precursors, it appeared that the addition of as little as 0.25uCi
of 3H-TdR/TdR (specific activity 2Ci/mM) overcame any limiting
effects on thymidine incorporation kinetics, so that the observed
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Figure 1.2. Incorporation of ^H-TdT in unstimulated and FHA-stimilated
cultures of two individuals' lymphocytes at 72b with varying

amounts of H-TdR added to the culture medium at initiation,



linear increase was a reflection of effective increases in the

specific activity of the thymidine content of the medium (i.e. the
3H-TdR:TdR ratio). Addition of thymidine to the point at which
insignificant net increases in incorporation with increasing

isotope addition occurred was not considered, since the amounts of
3

H-TdR required would have been uneconomic. For further
investigations, the amount of isotope added was fixed at luCi of
3
H-TdR/ml, to ensure saturation but maintain low levels (a point

of inflexion also occurred at this point on the incorporation
curve, Fig. 1.2, indicating that the rate of increase in amount of

incorporated 3n-TdR with increasing ^H-TdR addition was less at
this point than at higher concentrations of added thymidine and
was therefore less sensitive to dilution error).

3. JHE EFFECTS QF VARIATIONS IN LYMPHOCYTE DENSITY IN CULTURE ON

THEIR RESPONSES TO MITOGENS.

(i) The responses of a healthy individual's PB lymphocytes to PHA
were determined in cultures containing different lymphocyte
densities with a fixed amount of ^h-TcLR per culture (standard
luCi/ml) (Fig. 1.3A). The responses of a second individual's PB

lymphocytes to PHA were determined simultaneously for the same

range of lymphocyte densities but with a variation in ^H-TdR
concentrations in parallel with lymphocyte density (luCi/0.2
million lymphocytes) (Fig. 1.3B). The results are expressed as

H-TdR incorporation/lO® lymphocytes (N.B. these cultures were

approximately equivalent at 0.187x10^ lymphocytes/ml).
In both cases, it was found that incorporation of ^h-tgR

decreased rapidly (per unit cell number and per culture) with
increasing lymphocyte concentrations above 0.2 millions/ml. Tne
results shown in Fig. 1.3B demonstrate that this was not due to

limiting thymidine concentrations at high lymphocyte densities,
and the total amount per culture as well as the amount per unit
cell number were similarly affected. Incorporation in
unstimulated cultures did not vary appreciably with cell density
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and/or ^H-TdR concentration.

(ii) In preliminary experiments, I found that maximal lymphocyte

responsiveness to ConA occurred at 16ug ConA/ml, but was highly
sensitive to ConA concentration (e.g. see Fig. 1.7). To test

( whether lymphocyte density effects might be due to limiting
stimulant concentrations, ConA dose responses were studied for an

individual's PB lymphocytes at different culture concentrations
(Fig. 1.4). For all lymphocyte densities tested, the maximal

responsiveness was exhibited to 16ug ConA/ml. However, the

incorporation of ^u-TdR was again found to be markedly reduced at

lymphocyte densities above 0.2 millions/ml, and tended to lead to

flattening of the ConA dose-response peak at 16ug.
The "inhibition" of lymphocyte responsiveness to mitogens

above 0.2 millions/ml appeared independent of both isotope and
stimulant concentration. Since culture replicates showed
decreased reproducibility with decreasing lymphocyte density in
the linear portion of the cell density curve (below 0.2
millions/ml) due to uneven cell dispertion in dispensing cultures,
the standard lymphocyte density selected for further
investigations was 0.2 millions/ml.
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4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCORPORATION OF 3-H-TdR AND

LYMPHQBLASTOTD TRANSFQRMATION IN VITRO.

(i) The responses of 4 healthy individuals to PHA, ConA and PWM,
and in unstimulated cultures, were investigated in parallel
cultures where 3H-TdR or lymphoblastoid transformation
(morphological) were determined. The relationship of 3H-TdR
incorporation to total blast cells (expressed as a percentage of
the numbers of cells at culture initiation and reflecting cell
survival) is shown in Fig. 1.5B, and the relationship to
uncorrected observed percent blast transformation is shown in Fig.
1.5A. The correlation coefficients and best straght line
relationships are given (from the method of least squares).

The extent of cell division in blast cells could not be

ascertained: the plot of total blasts against 3H-TdR incorporation

(Fig. 1.5B) shows good linear relationship, but it was evident
that considerable cell division had taken place for the
individual's lymphocytes which showed the lowest ^H-TdR-
incorporation response to PHA, where blast cell numbers (109%)
exceeded the starting cell number (this point was not considered
in the statistical evaluation in order to find the degree of
correlation for the other points where possibly little or no cell
division had taken place, as indicated by the high degree of
correlation found).

(ii) The responses of a healthy individual to PHA, ConA (12ug and

16ug per ml), PWM and in unstimulated cultures were investigated
in parallel by 3H-TdR-incorporation and morphological lympho¬
blastoid transformation, as above (Fig. 1.6). Total cell numbers
(transformed + untransformed surviving lymphocytes) [A] and total
lymphoblasts [B] were expressed as percentages of initial cell
numbers. It was found that total lymphoblasts [B] reflected 3H-
TdR-incorporation in equivalent cultures, but from the relative
increases found in total cell numbers [A] it was evident that
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considerable cell division had taken place in the PHA and ConA

stimulated cultures. Again, it was not possible to estimate the
proportion of the initial lymphocyte population which responded to
the different stimulants because the extent of cell division in

any given culture could not be ascertained. Thus, the measurement
of TcdR incorporation appeared the more direct measurement of
the proportions of the original lymphocyte population which
responded to the stimulants by committment to DNA synthesis
(assumed committment to proliferation), since this measurement
would be unaffected by the extent of actual cell division, and the
measurement of responses in the standard lymphocyte culture system

by ^H-TdR incorporation was affirmed.

5. THE DETERMINATION THE CONCENTRATIONS OF PHA. ConA AND PWM WHICH

ME MAXIMAL LYMPHOCYTE TRANSFORMATION STIMULATION.

The responses of 10 healthy individuals to wide ranges of
doubling concentrations of mitogens were determined. The mean

dose-response curves of these individuals' lymphocytes to each

mitogen, with standard errors, are shown in Fig. 1.7. The maximal
response to PHA occurred over the range lug to 8ug/ml, and a

concentration of PHA of 1.5ug/ml, at the low-concentration
shoulder of the maximal PHA response plateau, was selected as

standard for future studies. Similarly, a concentration of

40ug/ml for PWM was selected as standard at the low-concentration
shoulder of the maximal PWM response plateau (which did not show a

high-concentration inhibition over the range of concentrations
tested).

The maximal responses to ConA occurred at a single
concentration (16ug/ml) over the range of doubling concentrations
tested, giving a sharp dose-response peak without a plateau which
was considerably greater at the maximum than at the adjacent (half
or double) ConA concentrations (8 and 32 ug/ml). It was therefore
decided to investigate further the response of PB lymphocytes to
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different concentrations of ConA, namely in short-range dose
response studies around the maximal stimulatory concentration
(i.e. 8, 12, 16 and 20 ug/ml, respectively) to determine the exact

position of the maximum on the ConA dose-response curve and to
determine whether a single "optimal" concentration of ConA could
be employed for maximal stimulation in standard cultures in
studies of different individuals' PB lymphocytes. This short-

range ConA dose-response was incorporated temporarily into the
standard LT test system.
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1. TOE NORMAL RESPONSE PATTERNS £F INDIVIDUALS TQ THE MITOGENS PEA,

ConA AND PWM.

(i) The responses of 37 healthy individuals to maximal
stimulatory concentrations of PHA and PWM, to a range of ConA
concentrations around the maximal (8, 12, 16 and 20 ug/ml), and

spontaneous transformation (unstimulated) were investigated. The
responses of each individual were determined simultaneously to the
different stimulants, and the different individuals were studied
in the main at different times. The ranges of the observed
responses are shown in Fig. 1.8.

The ranges of the responses of these 37 individuals to the
different concentrations of ConA are shown in Fig. 1.9. The

responses of individuals to ConA were grouped together according
to whether their maximal responsiveness to ConA occurred at either
12, 16 or 20 ug/ml (where responses at 12 or 20ug were greater
than 110% of the response at 16ug): no individuals showed maximal

responsiveness at 8ug/ml. The responses of these 3 groups to

mitogens in general were compared as shewn (Table 1.1).
The majority of individuals (25/37) responded maximally to

16ug.ConA/ml [group B]. No significant differences were found
between the general mitogen responsiveness of group B and the
group which showed maximal ConA responsiveness at 20ug/rrtl (5/37)
[group C]. The responsiveness of individuals who responded

maximally to 12ug.ConA/ml (6/37) [group A] tended to be greater
than that of groups B and C, and these differences were

significant in comparing PHA responses (groups A & C) and PWM

responses (groups A with both B & C) (Student's t test, unpaired
means).

The ConA dose-response of a single individual out of these 37
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group A group 9 group C

Maximal ConA response at: 12ug/ml 16ug/ml 20ug/ml

Number of individuals:
(out of 37 studied)

6 25 5

Mean response to cpm/103 lymphocytes *(std. devn)

PHA: 512(133) 410(178) 328(84)

max. ConA: 358(143) 217(186) 212(138)

FWM: 113( 33) 69( 49) 65( 30)

Significant differences (0.05 > p > 0.025) found by Student's t

test (unpaired means) between:

Table 1.1. An analysis of the responses of 37 healthy
individuals' lymphocytes to maximal stimulatory
concentrations of the mitogens PHA, ConA and PWM. The
responses of individuals were grouped together for
comparison according to whether the maximal response to
ConA occurred at 12, 16 or 20 ug/ml.

groups Responses

A / C

A / B

PHA & PWM

PWM



which were studied differed from the others in that his

lymphocytes exhibited twin peaks of responsiveness to ConA

concentrations, at both 12ug/ml and 20ug/ml, separated by a

"trough" in the dose-response curve at the normally maximal

stimulatory concentration of ConA of 16ug/ml. The term
"inversion" of the ConA dose-response curve was introduced to
describe this phenomenon where the response to the "maximal"
stimulatory concentration of ConA was less than that at both "sub-
maximal" and "supra-maximal" stimulatory concentrations. The
maximal responses of this individual to each of the three mitogens
did not differ by more than one standard deviation from the

respective means of the responses of the other individuals to the
three mitogens (Table 1.1).

(ii) The correlations of the responses of lymphocytes to maximal

stimulatory concentrations of the mitogens PHA, ConA and PWM were

evaluated for a number of healthy individuals (which included the
37 described above, [i]}. These responses were plotted against
each other (Figs. 1.10, 1.11, 1.12) and the regression lines and
correlation coefficients for each of the mitogen pairs were

determined (method of least squares). The correlation
coefficients (Table 1.2) showed highly significant correlation
between the responses to PHA, ConA and PWM, taken in pairs, in
individuals showing several-fold ranges in the magnitudes of their
responses to given mitogens. However, when the mitogen responses

were each compared with responses to allogeneic pooled lymphocytes
(PS) in MLR, no correlation was found (Table 1.2). Paired
observations of FWM and MLR responses were not made.

It was also found that the relationships of the magnitudes of
the responses of healthy individuals to these mitogens was in
general PHA > ConA > PWM, although responses to ConA could

approach either PHA or PWM values (never both) in certain
individuals. Only 2/72 individuals showed ConA responses greater
than their PHA responses (Fig. 1.10), and no individual's PWM
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Pignre 1.10. The relationship of lymphocyte responses to PHA. (x) and

ConA (y) determined for 7? healthy indictdeals. The regression

line (y;«a+bx) and the correlation coefficient were determined by

the method of least squares.
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r

number of correlation
X V observations a b coefficient sianificance

PKA ConA 72 -49,067 0.743 0.6919 p < 0.0005

PHA PWM 37 -9,172 0.206 0.734 p < 0.0005

ConA PWM 37 34,570 0.192 0.707 p < 0.0005

PHA PS 23 7,835 0.047 0.367 p > 0.05 *

ConA PS 22 18,590 0.033 0.268 p > 0.05 *

PS = pooled stimulatory allogeneic lymphocytes (i.e. mixed
lymphocyte reaction [MLR] (see text).

* (no correlation)

Table 1.2. The correlations of the responses to.different
stimulants in healthy individuals' lymphocytes, from the
technique of least squares giving the best-fit straight
line ( y = a + bx ) and the sample correlation
coefficients. [see Figs. 1.10 to 1.12]
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response exceeded his ConA response.

(iii) The frequency distributions of the magnitudes of the
observed responses of healthy adults' PB lymphocytes to PHA, ConA
and PWM are shown in Fig. 1.13. The PHA responses are distributed

approximately normally, about the mid-point of the range, so that
the normal range can be taken as two standard deviations around
the arithmetic mean (at the 95% confidence limit). The ConA and
PWM response magnitude distributions showed positive skewing, with
the majority of values falling below the arithmetic mean (as did
spontaneous, unstimulated responses), and "normal" ranges were

approximated as two standard deviations around the mean logio
these responses. Thus the observed and normal ranges (statistical
normal distributions) of these responses were as follows:-

PHA [mean 424,115] normal range 76,863 to 771,366 (n=75)
(observed range 103,530 to 870,473)

ConA [mean 203,866] normal range 40,761 to 1,019,827 (n=73)
(observed range 30,733 to 719,215)

EWM [mean 64,565] normal range 17,783 to 234,422 (n=37)
(observed range 19,805 to 212,643)

spontaneous [mean 3,625] normal range 1,053 to 12,493 (n=75)
(observed range 980 to 15,238)

In subsequent studies, values of these responses which fell
outside their respective normal ranges were taken as abnormal.

A COMPARISON QF THE MEAN RESPONSES OE HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS'

LYMPHOCYTES TQ MITOGENS WITH THE RESPONSES OF THESE LYMPHOCYTES

mm POOLED TOGETHER IN CO-CULTURE.

(i) Peripheral blood lymphocytes from 9 healthy individuals were

suspended in tissue culture medium at 0.2xl0®/ml: equal-volume
aliquots were withdrawn from each suspension to give the

lymphocyte pools (i.e. these contained equal proportions of each
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lymphocyte population at 0.2x10^ total lymphocytes). These were

arranged in one pool of all 9 lymphocyte populations (pool X,
Table 1.3), and three different pools comprised of different
combinations of 6 lymphocyte populations (pools A, B and C, Table
1.3). The responses of individual lymphocyte populations and
pooled lymphocytes to PHA, ConA and PWM and unstimulated are given
in Table 1.3, and individual responses and pool.X responses are

shown in Figure 1.14.
The responses of pooled lymphocytes to mitogens closely

approximated the equivalent means of individual lymphocytes'

responses which comprised the pools, although these individual

lymphocyte populations showed several-fold variations in the
magnitudes of their responses. Any differences between pool

responses and individual response means were small compared to the
standard deviations of the response means (Table 1.3).

Significantly greater ^n-TdR incorporation was found in
unstimulated pools than for means of individual unstimulated
lymphocytes (more than 2 standard deviations of the means in 3
cases, Table 1.3), possibly due to some MLR reactivity in the
pools. However, such "unstimulated" responses in pools were small
compared to their responses to mitogens, since conditions were not

optimal for MLR stimulation with regard to cellrcell ratios or

culture duration (unpublished).

(ii) The responses of individually-cultured and pooled

lymphocytes were also studied in microculture (for microculture
techniques, see Methods). In this case "buffy-coat" lymphocytes
(Methods) were employed, and lymphocyte suspensions were not

adjusted to equal densities before pooling. Lymphocyte cultures
were established at equal densities (0.25xl0^/nil), but "weighted
means" were calculated to take into account the different

proportions of individual lymphocyte populations in the pools
which showed a four-fold range. These lymphocytes responses to

PHA, ConA and PWM are shown in Figure 1.15. The response of the
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Responses in cultures
of pooled lymphocytes

Mean responses of individual % (cool-mean)
lymphocytes in the equivalent mean
pools

PHA X: 228,248 258,297 (37%) -12

A: 216,610 254,583 (42%) -15
B: 271,470 268,370 (34%) 1
C: 260,761 251,936

t

(31%) 3

ConA X: 58,875 61,754 (72%) -5

A: 74,053 68,330 (80%) 8
B: 70,550 63,407 (78%) 11
C: 49,343 53,527 (53%) -8

FWM X: 42,458 49,012 (69%) -13

A: 42,525 51,340 (81%) -17
B: 44,253 53,965 (66%) -18
C: 31,903 41,729 (55%) -23

unstimulated
v. 2,648 1,656 (34%) 60

A: 3,478 1,666 (33%) 109
B: 3,491 1,792 (34%) 95
C: 1,856 1,508 (36%) 23

Table 1-3. Comparisons of the mean responses of individuals to
responses of their lymphocytes when pooled together. All
9 individuals' lymphocytes were pooled [pool X];
individual's lymphocytes were also pooled in random groups
of 6 (pools A, B & C). All lymphocytes were pooled in
equal proportions with respect to each other. The
standard deviations of means of individual lymphocytes
responses (on their own) are given in parentheses as a
percentage of the means. [ see Fig. 1.14 ].
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pooled lymphocytes to PHA (64,210 cpm/culture) coincided with the

weighted mean individual response value (64,717 cpm/culture), and
the pool response to ConA (25,585 cpm/culture) was onlt 7% less
than the weighted mean individual value (27,626 cpm/culture). For

PWM, the pool response was 31% less than the weighted mean

individual value, but in unstimulated cultures the pool response

was half of the weighted mean individual value, giving no evidence
of any MLR reactivity.

. Si£ RESPONSES QF LYMPHOCYTES FROM HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS J£) ££D AND

CANDIDA ANTIGENS AND IN MIXED LYMPHOCYTE REACTION TQ ALLOGENEIC

LYMPHOCYTES.

Lymphocyte responses to antigens and in MLR were determined
in standardized cultures (Methods) which were optimized in

preliminary investigation as for mitogen stimulated cultures.

Essentially cultures were initiated by trie same standard methods
as for mitogen stimulation, but incubated for 5 days instead of 3
to attain maximal ^H-TdR incorporation. Thus, the same lymphocyte
bulk suspensions were divided into aliquots to which the different
stimulants (mitogens or antigens or allogeneic cells) were added,
to make comparisons of differential responsiveness to different
stimulants as valid as possible. The responses of healthy
individuals to the antigens PPD and Candida, and in MLR, are shown
in Figure 1.16. Responses were considered positive if the net

response (above the respective unstimulated 5-day control)
exceeded the mean unstimulated 5-day ^H-TdR incorpration found for
healthy individuals' lymphocytes [5,000 cpm/lO^ lymphocytes] (i.e.
equivalent to a "doubling" of the mean background level).

In 25 healthy individuals' lymphocytes, none failed to show
responses above unstimulated cultures: however, 3 individuals
failed to increase their 3H-TdR-incorporation in MLR by a net
amount greater than the mean background value. The remainder
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showed net responses ranging between 11,025 and 93,818 cpm/10®
lymphocytes, with a mean for all responses at 31,584 cpm/lC)6
lymphocytes (st.dvn. 22,755).

The responses of 27 healthy individuals' lymphocytes to PPD
were determined and for 24 of these their responses to Candida
were determined simultaneously (Fig. 1.16). When net responses

greater than mean unstimulated backgrounds were considered as

positive, 17/27 healthy individuals showed LT responsiveness to
PPD and 12/24 showed LT responsiveness to Candida (63% and 50%

respectively). The positive responses showed wide ranges of
magnitudes.

Of the 24 individuals tested for LT responsiveness to both

antigens, 11 responded to both PPD and Candida [6 giving greater

responses to PID and 5 giving greater responses to Candida]? 8/24
responded to neither antigen; 4/24 responded only to PPD; and 1/24
responded only to Candida. No correlations were found between
positive responses to these antigens or between either of these
antigen responses and responses in MLR, or responses to any of the
mitogens, when different individuals (whose responses to all
stimulants had been evaluated simultaneously) were compared.
However, it was noted that the same individual expressed the
greatest observed responses to PHA, ConA, PPD and Candida and also
showed a high response (57,241 cpm/lO®) in MLR (PWM was not
evaluated for this individual).
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C. CHANGES IN JTHE PATTERNS QF RESPONSES OE HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS'

LYMPHOCYTES 10 MITOGENS JDS VXTRQ TOXJUPWING JN VIVQ IMMUNOLOGICAL

REACTIONS 10 ANTIGENS.

1. JffiE RESPONSES QF £B LYMPHOCYTES FROM A SINGLE HEALTHY INDIVIDUAL

STUDIED AT INTERVALS OVER M EXTENDED TIME PERIOD.

The responses of a single normally healthy individual to
maximal stimulatory concentrations of PHA and PWM, and to maximal
and sub-maximal stimulatory concentrations of ConA (12ug/ml and
16ug/ml) determined at frequent intervals over 526 days are shown
in Figure 1.17. The normal ranges of these responses for
different healthy individuals (presented above) are shown.
Episodes of clinically-documented infections and exogenous antigen
administrations in vivo are indicated.

The individual's lymphocyte responsiveness in general to

mitogens fell during or following periods of infection or

"immunizations", where ConA responses often fell below the normal

range and where the response to the maximal stimulatory ConA
concentration (16ug/ml) was often found to be less than the

response to sub-maximal ConA (12ug/ml). Where ConA dose-responses
were determined at these times (not illustrated) inversions were

found.

Following episodes of infection general mitogen

responsiveness often appeared elevated and ConA responses often

equalled or exceeded PHA responses: during general depression of

responsiveness ConA responses were frequently exceeded by PWM

responses. At other times, the relative magnitudes of responses-

were normal (PHA > ConA > FWM).

Although the magnitudes of the different responses showed
wide ranges, changes in magnitudes normally occurred
simultaneously and in the same direction. When correlations
between responses were determined (as above, Table 1.2) they were
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found to be significant (p<0.001) for PHA:PWM and ConA:PWM. The
correlation between PHA:ConA was less, but still remained

significant (0.005<p<0.01). Although values for this individual's
responses to the three mitogens at times exceeded or fell short of
the respective normal ranges for individuals free from illness
(above, B.2.iii), the mean values for this individual's responses

to each mitogen did not differ significantly from the means for
healthy controls (Student's t test, unpaired means). Values for
spontaneous (unstimulated) 3n-TdR incorporation exceeded the
control normal range following EB-virus infection (sub-clinical
but serologically documented).

i

2. Sffi EFFECT £F INTRA—NASAT. INFLUENZA VACCTNATTON £*N ^HE RESPONSES

LYMPHOCYTES FROM HEALTHY INDJVIPUALS TQ MITOGENS.

The responses of lymphocytes from 8 healthy individuals to

mitogens were determined immediately before and at 7 days

following intra-nasal administration of influenrra vaccine
("Influvac"). Before antigen-administration all 8 gave greater

responses to maximal ConA (16ug/ml) than to sub-maximal ConA

(12ug/ml) (Fig. 1.18). Other concentrations of ConA were not
tested. Following antigen-administration, 7/8 showed a greater
response to sub-maximal ConA than to maximal ConA, and overall
there was a significant increase in responsiveness to sub-maximal
ConA (0.01>p>0.005, Student's t test for paired means). However,
there were no significant changes in responsiveness either to
maximal ConA (16ug/ml) or the maximum ConA response (at either 12
or 16 ug/ml, whichever was greater). No consistent or significant
changes were found for PHA or PWM responses in relation to
antigen-acininistration (Fig. 1.19).
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. HHE EFFECTS ££ SKIN TESTS WITH MIJMPS ANTIGEN £N THE RESPONSES £F

LYMPHOCYTES FROM HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS HQ MITOGENS.

The responses of lymphocytes from 7 healthy individuals were

determined immediately before and at 48h following intradermal
skin-tests with mumps antigen. Of the individuals shown (Fig.
1.20) 5 received skin tests [a to e] and two did not [x and y].
All 5 who received skin tests showed delayed-type hypersensitivity
reactions which were maximal at 48h: individual c received skin-

tests in both forearms, while the remainder received skin-tests at

one forearm site only.
Prior to skin-testing, 4/5 of the skin-tested individuals

responded maximally to ConA at 16ug/ml while the 5th responded

maximally to ConA at 12ug/ml [b]. Following skin-testing. 3/5
showed ConA dose-response inversion [c,d,e] where responsiveness
at 16ug/ml was less than at both 12 and 20 ug/ml. The shapes of
the non-skin-tested individuals' ConA dose-responses did not

change. No significant changes in the overall magnitudes of ConA
responsiveness were found in relation to immunization.

The responses of these individuals' lymphocytes to PHA and
PWM in relation to skin-testing are shown in Figure 1.21. These
did not change significantly as a group in relation to skin
testing (t test, paired means), but the responses of the
individual who received double skin-tests [c] were markedly
reduced following skin testing. No significant changes occurred
in spontaneous ^n-TdR incorporation.

CHANGES IN HHE RESPONSES ££ HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS HQ MITOGENS

FOLLOWING IMMUNIZATIONS HQ HUMAN RHESUS PLQQP-GRQUP ANTIGENS.

Healthy individuals with low levels of anti-Rh antibodies as

a result of previous Rhesus isoimmunization (pregnancy or

transfusion) volunteered to receive immunizations to boost the
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levels of their antibody, as potential serum antibody donors by

plasmapheresis. Each individual received 0.1ml of washed human
red cells which were blood-group genotype selected to match the

recipient's blood group except at the immunizing Rh-antigen: the
cells were given intravenously. Each individual returned at

weekly intervals for follow-up studies (serum Ab levels and PB

lymphocyte transformation responses). Some individuals received
further immunizations, at two-week intervals. In all, 5
individuals were studied, and their antibody levels and LT

reponses to mitogens are shown in Figures 1.22 to 1.26.
All 5 showed either ConA dose-response inversion where

studied, or a shift from 16ug/ml to 12ug/ml in their maximal
responsiveness to ConA, at from 1 to 2 weeks following Rh-
immunization. These changes were not consistent, in that they
were of different durations, different magnitudes and at different
times from immunization in the different individuals: they were

also found to take place whether or not significant changes in
serum antibody levels to the immunizing Rh-antigen took place.
Decreases in the overall magnitude of the ConA response often

preceded rises in specific antibody, and when decreased ConA

responsiveness was found, PWM responses often exceeded ConA

responses. PHA responses tended to show initial falls, but tended
to increase after two weeks from immunization, and in contrast to

showing any reduction by repeat immunizations they tended to show
further increases, reaching supra-normal values in two of the
individuals.

In general, the initial immunization had the most effect on

LT responses to the mitogens. No two individuals showed identical
patterns of change in LT responsiveness: those of individuals 2
and 3 most closely resembled each other.
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5. CHANGES IN Ifffi MITOGEN RESPONSES OF TWQ INDIVIDUALS WHQ RECEIVED
IDENTICAL IMMUNIZATION SCHEDULES SIMULTANEOUSLY.

The responses of two healthy individuals to mitogens were

studied prior to and following immunizations to cholera, vaccinia
and tetanus-toxoid, which they received simultaneously at the
relative times indicated (Fig. 1.27). Their patterens of changes
in LT responsiveness to mitogens contrasted markedly.

Prior to immunization, individual A's LT reponses were within
the upper parts of the respective normal ranges for PHA, ConA and
PWM responses. Following immunization, LT responses to all

mitogens fell dramatically to well below the normal ranges for the
three mitogens: the responses to ConA and PWM were virtually
abolished and the PHA response was reduced to 1% of its pre-

immunization value (day 14 post immunization) - these responses

had still not recovered normal values at 28 days post
immunization.

In contrast, the LT responsiveness of individual £ were at
the lower end of the normal ranges for the three mitogens prior to

immunization, where the ConA dose-response was maximal at 12ug/ml
(responses at 20ugXonA/ml not illustrated). Responses to ConA
and PWM showed little change by day 14 following immunization, but
the PHA response was relatively increased. By day 28, the Li.

responsiveness of individual B had reached high-normal values and
the ConA dose-response was maximal at 16ug/ml.

6. GRANGES IN IHfi RESPONSES OF AN INPIVIPUAL'S £B LYMPHOCYTES TQ

MITOGENS, ANTIGENS AND IN MLR FOLLOWING IMMUNIZATION CHOLERA

Am TETANUS. TOXOID.

The responses of lymphocytes from a healthy individual to

PHA, ConA (dose-response), allogeneic lymphocytes (PS), and PPD
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and Candida antigens were determined prior to and at 5 days

following immunization to cholera and tetanus toxoid. Prior to
immunization LT responsiveness to mitogens was relatively high
within the normal range (Fig. 1.28) and the ConA dose-response was

maximal at 20ug/ml. Mitogen responses were relatively decreased
following immunization, and inversion of the ConA dose-response
occurred.

Prior to immunization, a relatively high MLR response was

expressed, and the response to PPD was positive but the Candida
response was negative. Following immunization, the MLR response

was considerably reduced and the PPD response was reduced to below
the mean background criterion and would have been interpreted as

negative. The response to Candida remained negative. Some
increase in spontaneous 3H-TdR incorporation following
immunization was noted.

. THE KINETICS £F ^H-TdR- INCORPORATION IN NORMAL AND INVERTED ConA

DOSE-RESPONSES.

Lymphocytes from a healthy individual were established in a

series of ConA dose-response cultures which were harvested at
various times from culture initiation (Fig. 1.29A). Incorporation
of 3H-TdR reached a maximal plateau at between 72h and 80h,
followed by a decline after 80h from initiation. The response to
ConA was maximal at 16ug/ml throughout the ascending and plateau

regions of the 3H-TdR-incorporation/time curves. Unstimulated
incorporation did not increase above the value found at 24h post-
initiation.

Three weeks later, the same individual received multiple PPD
skin tests (three sites in each of both forearms) and PB

lymphocyte responsiveness to ConA was evaluated at 48h following
skin-test administration, when DH reactions were maximal. The
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time-course of 3H-TdR incorporation was determined in the same way

as the pre-skin-test study (Fig. 1.29B). Peak 3^-TdR
incorporation values were reached relatively earlier (56h post-
initiation) and declined after this time with 8 and 12ug/rnl
stimulation. The incorporation of 3n-TdR in cultures stimulated
by 16 and 20ug/ml was maintained at 72h. At all times up to and

including the normal termination time (72h post-initiation) the
ConA dose-response displayed inversion, with the response to

16ug/ml less than the responses to 12 and 20ug/ml (in this case

the 16ug/ml response was also less than the 8ug/ml response).
Thus, the inversion of the ConA dose-response appeared as a

relative "anergy" of the response to 16ug.ConA/mi compared to

responses to 12ug.ConA/ml and 20ug.ConA/ml throughout the early

stages of culture, and no evidence of a relatively early maximal
peak to 16ug.ConA/ml followed by a decline to below values of 3h-
TdR at 12 and 20ug.ConA/ml by standard (72h) harvest time was

found.

Increased spontaneous JH-TdR incorporation by FE lymphocytes
was also found following skin-testing. This reached a maximum at
72h post-initiation, showing similar incorporation kinetics to

mitogen-stimulated cultures.

8. PR£-INCUBATION QF LYMPHOCYTES WITH ANTIGEN IN VITRO AND ITS

EFFECTS ON LYMPHOCYTE RESPONSIVENESS TQ MITOGENS.

Lymphocytes were obtained from a healthy individual who had

expressed DH responses to PPD in previous skin tests (at some

months before this experiment). Cultures were established in the
standard way to evaluate LT responses to mitogens and PPD. The

remaining lymphocytes were pre-incubated (see Methods) for 48h
without added PPD [B], or with 1/10 [C], 1 [D] or 10 [E] times the

concentration of PPD (7.5ug/ml) which stimulated maximal 3n-TdR
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incorporation in LT studies.

Following pre-incubation and washing, lymphocyte survival and
viability was maintained at 100%. These lymphocytes were then
established in standard cultures for evaluation of their responses

to PHA, ConA (dose-response) and PWM (Fig. 1.30). Those lympho¬
cytes preincubated without PPD [B] did not differ markedly in
their responsiveness from the freshly-cultured lymphocytes [A]:
both showed similar magnitudes of responses to the mitogens and
maximal ConA responsiveness at 20ug.ConA/ml, but the differences
between ConA responsiveness at 12, 16 and 20ug/ml were less for B
than for A. The response patterns of the lymphocytes preincubated
with 1/10-optimal PPD [C] resembled those of lymphocytes pre¬

incubated without PPD [B], A gradual increase in PHA responses

and decrease in PWM responses was found for cultures A through B
to C.

Distinct changes in response patterns were found for

lymphocytes pre-incubated with optimal [D] and 10 x optimal [E]
PPD, where responses to all three mitogens were relatively reduced
compared to the other lymphocytes [A to C], and changes in the
ConA dose-response were found. These changes in the ConA dose-
response were most marked in the lymphocytes pre-incubated with

supra-optimal PFD [E] where they approached the inverted pattern
(in that the responses to 12 and 16ug/ml, which were equivalent,
were less than the responses to 8 and 20ug/ml), and here the
magnitude of the ConA response shewed the greatest reduction.

The normal LT response of the freshly-cultured lymphocytes to
PPD in 5-day cultures was 24,485 cpm/lO® lymphocytes, with a

baseline (unstimulated ) value of 2867 cpm/10^. Baseline values
for cultures B to E (two days preincubated, washed, then 3 further
days in culture) ranged between 2001 and 3971 cpm/lO^ lymphocytes,
so that pre-incubation with PPD followed by washing did not result
in any LT stimulation resulting in significant 3H-TdR
incorporation.

In a similar experiment in which pre-incubation was carried
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out for only 24h, similar but less marked chenges in LT responses

to mitogens were found with the same range of concentrations of
PPD.

9. AN EVALUATION IN SUMMARY OF THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF ConA

DOSE-RESPONSE INVERSION: COINCIDENCE WITH IMMUNE INTERACTIONS IN

VTVO.

When the pattern of responses to different concentrations of
ConA was investigated for PB lymphocytes from healthy individuals
who were free of documented intercurrent infections and who had

not been recently subjected to immunization by exogenous antigens,
the majority showed a single peak maximum in their ConA dose

response. In the majority, this occurred at 16ug/ml, but others
showed peaks at either 12ug/ml or 20ug/ml. A single individual
out of 37 tested showed ConA dose-response inversion, with twin
peaks at 12 and 20ug/ml, separated by a trough at the normally
maximal stimulatory concentration of 16ug/ml (above, B.l,i).

In contrast, when PB lymphocyte responsiveness to ConA was

examined for normally healthy individuals who had recently been
immunized with exogenous antigens, the majority showed inverted
ConA dose responses. This is summarized in Table 1.4 for the
individuals who have already been described in this chapter for
whom full ConA dose-response studies were carried out. Evidence
for a tendency for altered ConA dose-response characteristics
(possibly inversion) were also found following intranasal
administration of influenza vaccine (above, C.2) and mumps skin
testing (above, C.3) where only a limited number of ConA
concentrations were studied.

Similar patterns of induction of inversion of ConA dose-

responses were found in patient studies, in relation to

therapeutic administration of some human blood products (Table
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Individual Antigen Days * of pre-Ag value Peak(s) of ConA
given post Ag (cpn^lO ly'cytes) dose-response

PHA ConAl6 PWM (ug ConA/ml)
L.W. V,C,T,

T(day24)

A.W. V,C,T,

T(day24)

E.K. C,T

A.K. Rh

Rh

M.D. Rh

J.S. Rh.

0 (696) (501) (112) (16)
11 3* 0.2* 0.6* 12 & 20 (inv.)
25 9-5$ 3.4* 5.3* 12

0 (219) (74) (35) (12)
11 169* 116* 120* 12
25 320* 747* 265* 16

0 {113) (473) (20)
5 23% 42* — 12 & 20 (inv.)

0 (473) (155) (35) (16)
7 63* 2.8* 91* 12 & 20 (inv.)

16 94% 19* 91* 16
22 9% 18* 108* 12 & 20 (inv.)

0 (166) (145) (67) (16)
6 178* 117* 116* 12 & 20 (inv.)

12 228* 133* 179* 12 & 20 (inv.)
19

a f-

^5T/o 79* 129* 12 & 20 (inv.)
26 111% 84* 120* 12

0 (317) (233) (89) (16)
6 117* 71* 100* 16

14 88% 73* 129* 12 & 20 (inv.)
21 118% 57* 161* 12 & 20 (inv.)
28 61% 64* 46* 12

Table 1.4 . Changes in the magnitudes of healthy individuals'

lymphocyte responses to mitogens and in their ConA dose-response

curves following in vivo immunizations with various antigens

(V vaccinia; £ cholera; _T tetanus toxoid; Rh human Rh* red cells
J

to Rh~ volunteers). Pre-immunization values are given in paren¬

theses, and post-immunization values as a percentage of the

respective Mprew value. Inverted ConA dose-responses are indicated

(inv.).



Individual Antigen
given

bays
post Ag

% of pre-
(cpi!/10

PHA

-Ag value
ly'cytes)
ConAl6

Peak(s) of ConA
dose-responses
(ug ConA/ml)

F.P. , whole.* 0 (326) (238) (16)
^blood' 3 38% 4-6% 12 & 20 (inv.)

(1) 4 66% 13% 12 & 20 (inv.)
5 122% 29% 16
6 143% &1% 16

K.M. FVIIIc 0 mm (45) (20)
(2) 1 - 215% 16

5 - 213% 12 & 20 (inv.)

T.M. FVIIIc 0 (207) (20)
(2) (6h) — 25% 12 & 20 (inv.)

1 — 35% 12 & 20 (inv.)
5 - 86% 12

J.ff. FVIIIc 0 (325) (16)
(2) (6h) — 52% 16

1 — 93% 16

K.Mc. FVIIIc 0 (123) (16)
(2) (6h) _ 244^ 16

1 — 149^ 12 & 20 (inv.)
5 - 212% 16

H.S. FVIIIc 0 (384) (16)
(2) (6h) — 84$ 16

1 — 62% 12 & 20 (inv.)
6 — 161% 20

Table 1.5 « Changes in the magnitudes of patients' lymphocyte

responses to mitogens and in their ConA dose-response curves

following therapeutic administrations in vivo of potentially

antigenic human blood products: FVIIIc is human clotting factor

VIII concentrate. "Pre-immunization" values are given in parentheses,

and post-immunization values as a percentage of the respective

"pre" values. Inverted ConA dose-response curves are indicated as

(inv.).
(1) clinically documented transfusion reaction.

(2) haemophiliac patients.



1.5). These patients' responses to mitogens otherwise appeared
normal in magnitude and character prior to therapy.

The appearance of ConA dose-response inversion often did not
correlate with any relative overall depression in mitogen

responsiveness or with depression of ConA responsiveness in
particular, although it almost invariably accompanied depressions
of ConA responsiveness to below the normal range (i.e. absolute
depression).
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D. STODIPS QELUZB Wres JK micrqojltures.

In this section, two experiments are described which
illustrate (1) the effect of lymphocyte density and culture-well

geometry on observed proliferative (^H-TdR-incorporation)
responses to mitogens, and (2) the kinetics of the proliferative
responses to ConA studied by inhibition of ConA stimulation at
different times from culture initiation (using the competative
binder of ConA, alpha-methyl-mannose, to saturate the ConA binding
sites available for interaction with cells). In these

experiments, a microculture system was used (i.e. not the stadard
tube "macroculture" system employed for the majority of studies
reported in this thesis) [see Methods].

1. effects of. culture jhsU geometry X2EL lymphocyte responses.

Lymphocyte cultures (0.20ml) at a range of lymphocyte
densities were established in flat, round [U] or V-bottom
welled microculture plates. The effects of culture well geometry
and lymphocyte density on ^H-TdR-incorporation responses to
mitogens are shown in Figure 1.31. Over the range of densities
tested, the responses of the lymphocytes in V- and U-bottom plates
to PHA and ConA became increasingly inhibited with increasing cell

density, while the lesser PWM response was relatively constant.
Over the identical cell density range, the responses to all three

mitogens in flat-bottom plates appeared to be increasingly
enhanced with increasing cell density.

The effects of culture well geometry and cell density on the
ConA dose-response in microculture are shown in Figure 1.32. None
of these ConA dose-responses were qualitatively similar to those
found id the standard "macro" technique (confirmed in a number of

studies, not illustrated).

2. ConA response kinetics: induction and recruitment.
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Figure 1.31 The responses of a healthy individual's P3 lymphocytes

to PHA (a), ConA (a) and PWM (*) when cultured at

different densities in different culture plates:
\

equivalent cultures were incubated in flat—bottom (F),

round—bottom (U) and V—bottom (V) nicroplates.
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Figure 1,32 The responses of a healthy individual's PB lymphocytes

to a range of ConA concentrations — the effects of

culturing lymphocytes at a range of cell densities

and in different microculture plates.

Cell density (millions/ml); 0.031"; 0.062 □ ; 0.125 a;

0.25 A .

Microculture plates: F flat-hot torn; U round-Bottom and

V V—bottom.

(This individual's responses to PHA and PWM are shown

in Fig. 1. 31).
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Time of addition of oc-Me-mannose (hours from

culture initiation).

Figurel.33 Effects of adding different concentrations of

oi-Me-raannose, a competitive inhibitor of ConA binding,

to ConA-stiraulated lymphocytes at different times

following initiation of the cultures. The concentrations

of oC-Me-mannose in the cultures were doubly diluted from

A (0.3M) to G (h), and the response in cultures without

o6-Me-raannose (ConA alone n) is indicated.



In this experiment, I attempted to confirm some of the
studies of the kinetics of the response to ConA (see Discussion
[E]) which showed that when alpha-Me-mannose was added to cultures
to effectively remove ConA LT-stimulating activity, the
lymphocytes' responses are abolished when the inhibitor is added

during "induction" of the proliferative response (the initial 12h
to 18h) but escape abolition if inhibitor is added at later times.
To extend these studies, I employed a several-fold range of
inhibitor concentrations, so that a range of residual effective
stimulatory concentrations of ConA would be produced, ranging from

complete inhibition to minimal inhibition. Lymphocyte density was

0.125 millions/ml in 0.15ml microcultures in U-bottom wells,
stimulated with 16ug.ConA/ml.

All concentrations of alpha-methyl-mannose effectively
abolished any 3h-Tc3R at 72h culture termination when added during
the first 12h of culture post initiation (Fig. 1.33). However, by
24h post initiation proliferative responses had been induced which
were measureable at 72h: these appeared to remain sensitive to
inhibitor concentration (i.e. were increasingly reduced by

increasing inhibitor concentrations), so that the "post-induction"
component of the ConA response still appeared ConA dependent. The

highest concentration of alpha-methyl-mannose still had an

apparent inhibitory effect even up to 48h post initiation of the
ConA stimulation.
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E. DISCISSION.

l. Standardization s£ Uae lymphocyte culture system with optimization
£f culture variables.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's, measurement of human

peripheral blood (PB) lymphocyte transformation to different
stimulants, especially the polyclonal mitogens PHA, ConA and PWM,
were popularised for clinical studies of deficiencies of cell-
mediated immunity (CMI) (Asherson, 1972; Strober et al., 1972;
Moore & Meuwissen, 1973). At this time, prior to the inception of
my studies in 1974, clinical studies appeared primarily to be
concerned with some qualitative appreciation of whether cultured

lymphocytes responded or not to the stimulants tested, and not
with the relative quantitative nature of these responses.

Although the question of differential degrees of

responsiveness to different polyclonal stimulants had been raised
in clinical studies (Douglas et al., 1969) and was inherent in

many of the later investigations of LT responses to mitogens
(Andersson et al., 1972; Greaves et al., 1974), the quantitative
nature of these responses was considered largely only by cell
biologists who were interested in the kinetics of lymphocyte
proliferation, as stated in the introduction, and ignored by all
but a few clinical studies (e.g. Yamamura, 1973).

Since one of the uses of LT tests in clinical immunology
which appeared to me to be of potential importance diagnostically
was the exploitation of differential responsiveness as a "probe"
for lymphocyte subpopulation proportions, it was necessary to

develope culture techniques from which meaningful quantitative
interpretations of results (3jp-TdR-incorporation as a correlate of
total DNA synthesis) could be based.
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There were at this time (and still are) almost as many

variations in lymphocyte culture techniques for LT studies as

there are laboratories engaged in such studies, and the basis of

my technique was adopted from consensus in the literature,
technical facility, and local laboratory conditions, and resolved
after some preliminary investigations (see Methods). Culture
tubes were employed, pre-dating the currently popular microplate
methods, with TC medium 199 as culture medium supplemented with
20% pooled human serum (a local modification, available as a blood
product, which was found to be markedly superior to any other
source of exogenous serum as a culture supplement). A low
specific-activity ^n-TdR preparation was used, to achieve
saturation thymidine levels without high levels of radioactivity.
A trichloroacetic-acid wash was performed during cell harvesting
at culture termination, so that only 3n-TdR incorporated into
polymeric material was retained for counting. The validity of
these techniques have been affirmed by reviews published during
the period or my scucres (Oppennerm et al., j.y/0^ ^uquerrr a

Janossy, 1976).

The major difference between my culture technique and most
other lymphocyte culture techniques reported is in the addition of
3

H-TdR to the cultures. In my technique the isotope was added at
culture initiation (in fact, it was added to bulk lymphocyte
suspensions before aliquots were dispensed to receive different

stimulants, in order to minimise volumetric error). In most other

systems, the isotope is added as a "pulse" at some hours prior to
culture termination: the duration of such pulses appears to vary

from laboratory to laboratory. Kinetic studies have shown that
stimulated lymphocyte thymidine incorporation increases linearly
(from a pulse) for only a short time (hours) so that longer

exposures to labelled thymidine have been regarded as non-

quantitative: nevertheless, significant correlation between

morphologically quantitated lymphocyte transformation and 3H-TdR
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incorporation (from pulses) as measurements of LT responses to

mitogens have generally not been found (Yamamura, 1973; Oppenheim
et al., 1975; Luquetti & Janossy, 1976). The continuous

thymidine-incorporation technique which I employed was adopted
initially for its technical facility, but was retained when
significant correlation between 3H-TdR-incorporation and

morphological quantitation of lymphoblastoid transformation was

affirmed.

In other studies (unpublished) concerned with the development
of microculture systems, I did not find significant correlation
between morphological and ^H-TdR-incorporation quantitation of
responses, using pulse labelling. It is possible that this may be
due to the lack of synchroneity in cultures containing
heterogeneous lymphocyte subpopulations (Steffan & Stolzmann,
1969): some individuals' lymphocytes may reach maximal DNA

synthesis rates (essentially what are measured by pulse labelling
systems) at different times from other individuals' lymphocytes in
vitro, so that if relatively short-duration pulses .are-employed
differences may be found between individuals which may be
reflections of the times at which their PB lymphocytes attain and
sustain maximal DNA-synthetic rates in vitro. In my continuous-
incorporation system, this difficulty does not arise as cultures
were routinely terminated at a point in the "maximal-incorporation
plateau" (72h post initiation) at which it was generally found
that different individuals' lymphocytes had attained plateau
values and had not shown any decline in incorporated ^n-TdR,
buffering against any asynchroneity in cultures.

Further, the decline in incorporated 3H-TdR which I routinely
observed following the maximal-incorporation plateau, was not
associated with appreciable cell death (it was unusual to find any

marked decreases in cell numbers, even by day 5 in culture, and
increased numbers were frequently found - not illustrated), in
contrast to findings by some others (e.g. Stewart et al., 1975).
Bus reduction in incorporated thymidine in the post-DNA-synthetic
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period may have been due to its secretion from viable lymphocytes
in macromolecular DNA, as reported by Boldt et al. (1977). It is

reported that from 35% to 90% of newly-synthesised DNA can be
secreted in macromolecular form from PHA-stimulated human

lymphocytes in vitro (Rogers, 1976). I therefore propose that the
maximal-incorporation plateau which I found in my cultures
represents a steady-state equilibrium between incorporation of
thymidine into lymphocyte DNA and its secretion from the
lymphocytes in the form of macromolecular DNA: further, the
greater the numbers of lymphocytes committed to a proliferative

response following stimulation (i.e. committed to DNA synthesis)
the higher would be the level of ^H-TdR-incorporation attained at
the plateau, hence giving the a good quantitative relationship
between thymidine incorporation and responding cell proportions
which may have been responsible for the significant correlation
which I found between 3H-TdR-incorporation and lymphoblastoid
transformation.

It is also possible, given these considerations, that 3H-'R3R
incorporation is a better measure of the proportions of responding
lymphocytes than morphological quantitation of lymphoblast
proportions, since cell division and cell death can interfere with
the latter measuring system, as discussed by Oppenheim et al.
(1975). While daughter cell responses could also interfere, with
both measuring systems, these may be negligible in mitogen-
stimulated cultures which may be limited to one round of

replication following stimulation, possibly through intercession
of stimulated regulatory lymphocyte subpopulations (e.g.
suppressors) which may inhibit further responses in vitro (Winger
et al., 1977). I found no biphasic responses in time which could
be taken as evidence of second-generation responses.

Few of the earlier culture systems and many in current use in
clinical tests give consideration to lymphocyte density effects on

3H-TdR incorporation responses, and a popular value for lymphocyte
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density appears to be an arbitrary 1 million/ml (e.g. Stites,
1978b). I have shown that in my culture system the amplitude of
^H-TdR incorporation decreases with increasing lymphocyte
densities above 0.2 millions/ml when expressed as thymidine uptake
per unit cell number (hence my expression of responses as cpm per

million lymphocytes), and at higher cell densities even total
thymidine uptake per culture is less than at optimal cell density:
this was not due to limiting thymidine concentration or limiting
stimulant concentration.

Luquetti and Janossy (1976), in their review of lymphocyte
transformation techniques, state that quantitative determinations
of lymphocyte responses (as a correlate of the proportions of a

cultured lymphocyte population with the potential to express a

response to a given stimulant) can only be carried out under
culture conditions where the responding lymphocytes are allowed to

express their full response potential - i.e. where the observed

response is a function only of the intrinsic capacity of the
lymphocytes in culture to respond. Under conditions of supra-

optimal cell density proliferative potential would appear to be

inhibited, so that at high lymphocyte densities responses cannot
be interpreted (by linear proportionality) as correlates of the

proportions of lymphocyte subpopulations in a given lymphocyte
population in vitro which express sensitivity to stimulation by a

given stimulant. Since many laboratories evidently employ LT
tests in which cultures have not been derived to reflect optimal
cell densities, it is not surprising that there is considerable
disagreement between the findings of different laboratories in LT
tests in clinical studies, even at the level of qualitative
discussion.

Inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation at supra-optimal cell
densities in vitro has been termed "topoinhibition", and the
phenomenon has been described by others (Waksman & Wagshall,
1978). These authors also describe sub-optimal lymphocyte density
effects, which I also observed in microculture studies (Ch.1, D).
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It would therefore appear that for a given culture system and a

given stimulant (or class of stimulant) the optimal conditions for
determining LT responses by 3H-TdR incorporation extend over a
limited range of cell densities peculiar to a given system. These
authors ascribe these effects as functions of the relative

proximity of lymphocytes which settle out on culture vessel floors
during incubation, hence the geometry effects which I observed
(Fig. 1.31), and the proportions of activated lymphocytes. At

sub-optimal cell densities, "activated" lymphocytes are too far
apart to help each other (some short range amplification effect
fails), while at supra-optimal cell densities crowded cells
inhibit each other by some even shorter range mechanism.

Culture-vessel geometry may not only affect the magnitudes of

responses, but may also affect the qualitative nature of
responses, as seen by the changes in ConA dose-response curves in
different culture vessels (Fig. 1.32). Similar observations have
been made in animal studies (DeJong et al., 1977). It should also
be commented on here that I have found that less potent stimulants
(e.g. specific antigens, allogeneic cells) normally show a shift
in their optimal cell density for maximal responses to a higher
range than the more potent stimulants (mitogens): in my standard
macro-system these overlapped at 0.2 million lymphocytes/ml, but
the degree of overlap may be minimal or may not occur in certain
microculture systems (unpublished). Such considerations further
detract from the ability of different laboratories to make direct
comparisons between their LT response studies.

The concentrations of different stimulants which elicit LT

responses employed in different laboratories also appears crucial
for any valid quantitative or qualitative comparisons of results.

Logic would dictate that only under conditions of maximal
stimulation for total activation of responsive lymphocytes could
quantitative comparisons be made, or at least stimulant

concentration should be related to maximal (e.g. an LD50 value),
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whether comparing like with like, as in patient studies, or

different stimulants (i.e. differential responsiveness). Most
laboratories give some attention to deriving stimulant
concentrations in their studies and, because of local variations
in stimulant preparations, etc., there is little to be gained from

comparisons of absolute values for stimulant concentrations, and

only their relative stimulatory effect (in relation to dose-

response maximae) should be taken into consideration.
Some laboratories do not employ only single stimulant

concentrations, but evaluate stimulant dose-response curves in
clinical tests (e.g. Fitzgerald, 1972). In my studies, I decided
to select only single concentrations of stimulants which showed
broad dose-response maximae (more than two doubling
concentrations): this occurred for all but ConA, which showed a

very norrow (single concentration) dose-response maximum, and was

therefore further characterized in dose-response studies.

The findings in this series of investigations (Ch.l, A)
determined the final constitution of the standard culture system
which was adopted for further studies of PB lymphocytes from

healthy individuals and in clinical cases (see Methods).
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2. J2ba ranges .and inter-relationships oL responses to £B lymphocytes
from healthy individuals to different stimulants in vitro.

The normally healthy population was found to exhibit wide
ranges of responses to all stimuli (including their positive
responses to antigens), with several-fold variations between the
upper and lower ends of the observed ranges of responses (Figs.
1.8 & 1.16). This is in agreement with the observations made in
other laboratories where some attention has been given to

optimisation of culture systems for quantitative evaluations of

responses (e.g. Yamamura, 1973), and contrasts with findings in
other laboratories where the assumption may have been made that
normal ranges of responses should refelect some degree of

equivalence in the normal population, and where tests contrive
either experimentally or through mathematical derivation of
results to confine the spread of normal response ranges(e.g.
Fitzgerald, 1972): this may possibly achieve maximal distinction
between normal and severely deficient responses, but cannot be
used quantitatively to comment in intermediate areas of

responsiveness.
The majority of healthy individuals exhibited maximal

responsiveness to ConA at the "optimal" stimulatory concentration
of 16ug/ml: however, approximately 15% responded maximally to

"sub-optimal" ConA (12ug/ml) while a further 15% responded
maximally to "supra-optimal" ConA (20ug/ml). There was some

evidence that the general mitogen resposiveness of the individuals
showing maximal responsiveness to sub-optimal ConA was somewhat
enhanced (Table 1.1). A single individual out of the group of 37
which was considered showed what I have termed "ConA dose-response
inversion", with two peaks of maximal responsiveness at the sub-
and supra-optimal stimulatory concentrations of ConA separated by
a relative trough in the curve at the normally optimal stimulatory
concentration of ConA: his PB lymphocytes' general level of

mitogen responsiveness appeared normal. The phenomenon of
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"inversion" will be returned to below.

When the inter-relationships of different individuals'
responses to the different stimulants were evaluated, highly
significant correlations were found between their responses to the
three mitogens PHA, ConA and PWM (Figs. 1.10 to 1.12), but not
between their responses to specific antigens or in MLR (these also
did not correlate with any of the mitogen responses). Responses to

specific antigens are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
The inter-relationship of healthy individuals' PB lymphocyte

responsiveness thus appeared preserved (PHA > ConA > PWM) despite
considerable relative variations in the magnitudes of different
individuals' responses. The expression of differential

responsiveness to these mitogens did not thus appear to present
evidence that these mitogens might be used as probes for

independently variable sub-sets of T cells in human IB lymphocyte
populations, in which case no correlation between the differential
responses (or even some inverse correlation) could have been
expected. This lack of correlation, indicating independently-
variable responsive subpopulations, can be found in the MLR and

specific-antigen responses.

Evidence from morphological quantitation of transformation
discussed above (see also Ch. 2) appears to indicate that PHA is a

maximal T cell stimulant, eliciting responses from most (ideally,
perhaps all) human PB T cells (evidence that proliferative

responses are not B cell attributes is presented and discussed in
Ch. 2). Thus, the ConA- and PWM-responsive T cell sub-sets may

well be included within the PHA-responsive T cell population, and
overlap is also possible between the ConA- and PWM-responsive
populations, from the proportions of PB lymphocyte populations
expressing responses to these stimulants (Figs. 1.5 & 1.6). This
could to some extent explain the inter-relationship of these
responses. These relationships between differential responses to

mitogens by human PB lymphocytes have not previously been
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characterized explicitly.
As shall be discussed in Chapter 2, there is considerable

evidence that human PB lymphocyte transformation as measured by
3
H-TdR-incorporation (proliferation) is solely T cell dependent.

For the majority of healthy individuals whose PB lymphocyte
responses to these stimulants were determined, their PB lymphocyte
T cell and B cell proportions were also measured (presented in Ch.
2). No correlation was found between LT responses to any of the
stimulants studied and either T or B cell proportions (not
illustrated), which has also been reported by others (Potter &

Moore, 1975). This would appear to indicate that even with a

maximal (potentially total?) human T cell stimulant such as PHA,
an unpredictable and frequently large proportion of human PB T
cells fail to manifest a proliferative response In vitro. In

spite of this, the inter-relationship of the differential

responsiveness expressed by human PB lymphocytes to PHA, ConA and
PWM is preserved in healthy individuals: this is unexplained.

In order to test whether the expression of different levels
of general responsiveness to mitogens might be an active intrinsic
property of different PB lymphocyte populations from different
individuals (e.g. possible expression of different degrees of
suppressor cell activity inhibiting responsiveness to different
extents in different individuals [Shou et al., 1976; DeGast et

al., 1977; Sampson et al., 1977]), experiments were conducted to
determine whether pooled lymphocytes (open to all regulatory
activity in the populations tested capable of being expressed in
allogeneic combinations, such as LT suppression as shown by the
above authors) reflected the mean responsiveness of the individual
PB lymphocyte populations which comprised the pool, or whether

pool responses tended to be relatively lower than this mean,

showing evidence of inhibition being extended to lymphocyte
populations not previously subjected to suppressive influences
(i.e. the relatively higher responders). The above authors have
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used lymphocyte-combination cultures to demonstrate suppressor

cell activity induction in vitro. It was found that the pool
responses generally reflected the mean individual response levels
to mitogens (B,2), even though the differences between individual
response levels to given mitogens were several-fold, so that there
was no evidence of any overt immunoregulatory activity intrinsic
to different individuals' PB lymphocyte populations which might
have been responsible for the wide ranges of mitogen
responsiveness found for healthy individuals.

The stability of pooled lymphocyte responsiveness was

exploited in further studies as a control responder population in
microculture investigations (Barclay & White, 1977), and pooled
lymphocytes were also used as a standard multi-antigen allogeneic
stimulus for investigations of MLR responsiveness (Methods).
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3. Changes in the patterns qL lymphocyte responses in normally

healthy individuals during in vivo exposure £o antigens

This series of experiments was intended to extend the
characterization of "normal responsiveness" to a situation more

closely akin to that likely to be encountered in clinical LT
evaluation of possible immunity deficiency affecting CMI, as in

patients with histories of unusual or recurrent infections, by
studying the behaviour of healthy individuals' PB lymphocyte
responsiveness in relation to incidences of clinically documented
intercurrent infections or exposure to exogenous antigens in vivo
by deliberate immunizations.

The findings from these studies (Ch.l, C) are of primary

importance to the interpretations of LT tests in a clinical
situation, because they demonstrate unequivocally that marked

departures from the "normal" pattern of LT responsiveness, as

determined in the earlier portion of this chapter, can occur in
normally healthy individuals' PB lymphocytes during or following
immune responses in vivo. Some of the levels of responsiveness
found were profoundly abnormal, verging on deletion, while others
remained essentially normal but showed changes relative to pre-

immune-response values. The changes which occurred were not
predictable either in frequency or degree, but two basic trends of

change in LT responses ill vitro following jn vivo exposure to
antigens were discernable, (i) induction of generalized
hyporesponsiveness to all stimulants, and (ii) expression of
inverted or altered ConA dose-responses: these are discussed
below.

The expression of lymphocyte hyporesponsiveness in LT during
infection (infectious mononucleosis) and following antigen
administrations in otherwise healthy individuals has been reported

by others (Thestrup-Pedersen, 1974; Kantor, 1975), and my

observations confirm and extend the characterization of this
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phenomenon (to the extent that it can be regarded as a general

phenomenon for all LT stimulants and a general tendency under
these clinical circumstances). The degree of hyporesponsiveness
in the PB lymphocytes which appeared to be induced ranged from
none through relative depression (with respect to pre-antigen-
exposure values in LT tests) to absolute hyporesponsiveness, below
the normal control ranges and in some cases virtual abolition
(e.g.Figs. 1.17, 1.27A). Although T and B cell proportions were

not studied in all cases, where they were studied in relation to
in vivo immune response inductions they did not show significant
or discernable patterns of change in conjunction with changes in
LT responsiveness (not shown), and remained within normal limits
(Ch. 2), in agreement with the findings of Kantor (1975).

These observations appear to suggest that where lymphocyte
transformation studies are conducted in clinical situations where

patients may be expressing on-going immune responses In vivo as a

result of their clinical conditions, lymphocyte hyporesponsiveness
in LT of some degree may be expected. Even iz such LT

hyporesponsiveness is minimal, it could be detected as significant
in commonly employed study techniques where patient groups are

compared to normal control groups by statistical methods: however,
whether minimal or profound, it is suggested by these findings
that it is not valid to interpret LT hyporesponsiveness alone as

evidence of lymphocyte functional deficiency, since such
abnormalities may be a "normal" expression of human PB lymphocyte
intrinsic proliferative response potential in certain clinical
circumstances.

It then follows that it is possible that many published

reports of LT hyporesponsiveness in a variety of clinical
situations, in the main studies of PHA and/or PFD responsiveness
(e.g. Oppenheim et al., 1975; Amman & Fudenberg, 1978), may simply
be reflections of this phenomenon of a tendency to express LT

hyporesponsiveness during on-going immune responses in vivo, and
not reflections of impaired CMI as many authors have interpreted
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them.

In clinical studies, "one-off" LT tests are thus of limited

diagnostic value, especially in the absence of determination of T
and B cell proportions (where reduced T cell numbers might,
together with LT hyporesponsiveness, tend to suggest possible CM I

deficiency in a single study). Any abnormal LT response should
merit follow-up studies in time, to determine whether the
condition is chronic or whether a return to normal occurs. While

transient human PB lymphocyte hyporesponsiveness in LT tests may

be a normal feature of In vivo immune responses and not direct
evidence for CMI impairment, it cannot be excluded that when LT

hyporesponsiveness is found that it does not reflect some real

impairment of effective CMI, albeit temporary and secondary, e.g.

as might be construed from the phenomenon of antigenic competition
(Kantor, 1975). In that case, findings of chronic LT

hyporesponsiveness in disease might be taken as evidence of a

clinically-significant secondary impairment of effective CMI.
This question requires further investigation for clarification of
the effectiveness of CMI in such cases.

The second phenomenon which was found in relation to the
expression of PB lymphocyte LT responsiveness following in vivo

antigen exposure was inversion of the ConA dose—response: this
phenomenon has not previously been documented for human PB

lymphocytes. A similar phenomenon has been described in one

report to occur when rat splenic lymphocytes stimulated by ConA
are cultivated at "supra-optimal" cell densities (Milthorpe &

Forsdyke, 1973). These authors concluded that the initial
stimulus delivered by the maximally-stimulating concentration of
ConA in their system did deliver a superior stimulation to those
of the sub- and supra-maximal stimulatory concentrations of ConA,
but that under conditions of supra-optimal cell density this
resulted in the more rapid accumulation of "inhibitory
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metabolites" in the maximally stimulated culture than in the less

effectively stimulated cultures, with the net effect of slowing
down the high initial rate of DNA synthesis to below that in the
less effectively stimulated cultures by the culture termination
time (a pulse-labelling system was used for 3H-TdR-incorporation
measurements). This was not the case in my system, as high
lymphocyte density did not introduce expression of inversion (e.g.
Fig. 1.4), and when inversion occurred it was evident from the

very earliest stages of culture as seen by early 3H-TdR
incorporation values (Fig. 1.29B).

It is possible that other parameters of lymphocyte metabolic
activity could have shown some pattern of superior levels in the
"optimally" (16ug/ml) stimulated cultures during early culture

stages, e.g. in the initial 24h, prior to any significant 3H-TdR
incorporation, but this was not tested - principally because

opportunities for study of possible inverted ConA dose-responses
presented infrequently and unpredictably (although it did prove

possible to deliberately induce the phenomenon by in vivo antigen
administration as in Fig. 1.29B).

Studies of ConA dose-response inversion in the normally
healthy population's IB lymphocytes revealed that inversion was

expressed infrequently (1/37 of the subjects in the group studied)
in the normal population, but was expressed frequently in healthy
individuals who had been recently exposed to antigen in vivo,
either through illness or immunization (e.g. Table 1.4), and was

also common where patients with previously normal LT responses

were given potentially immunogenic material during therapies
(Table 1.5). Because of the relative transience of expression of
ConA dose-response inversion (e.g. Tables 1.4 & 1.5), it may be
that this phenomenon occurs with even greater frequency following
antigen exposure in vivo than was observed, since many studies
were made only on single occasions following antigen
administrations, and even where sequential studies were made these
may have missed the occurrence of inversion. It was also noted
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that in addition to ConA dose-response inversion, it was

frequently found that the general (maximal) level of ConA

responses were more sensitive to depression than either PHA or PWM

responses, and ConA responses could be depressed to below an

individual's PWM response, upsetting the normal order of
differential responsiveness described earlier (i.e. PHA > ConA >
EWM) .

Evidence was obtained that, unlike the expression of
different general levels of LT responsiveness in different healthy
individuals not exposed to antigens (Ch.l, B), the expression of
ConA dose-response inversion (and probably the expression of
hyporesponsiveness in LT tests) may be the result of intrinsic
lymphocyte activity in the cultured lymphocyte populations.
Lymphocytes from a tuberculin-sensitive donor could be induced to
exhibit these altered response phenomena by prior exposure in
vitro to PPD (Fig. 1.30): only PPD at or above concentrations
capable of stimulating lymphocyte transformation in vitro induced
these changes, but they were not transformation-associated (i.e.
no associated 3fi-TdR-incorporation activity was observed).
Similar in vitro pre-incubation regimes have been used to induce
suppressor activity in human FB lymphocytes from normally healthy
individuals, i.e. to induce the capacity of such lymphocytes to
inhibit LT responses by freshly isolated human PB lymphocytes to

mitogens, antigens and in MLR in co-cultures (Shou et al., 1976;
DeGast et al., 1977; Hallgren & Yunis, 1977).

While I have been able to confirm these authors observations

(unpublished), my attempts at more extensive characterization of
these phenomena appear at present to point to possible equivocal
interpretations possible when such cell co-culture techniques are

used to demonstrate suppressor induction or expression, which need
to be satisfactorily resolved. These and other possible assays

(e.g. physical identification of Ts subpopulation proportions
[Moretta et al., 1977]) are presently under investigation for
demonstration of suppressor cell activity in this department, for
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potential investigations of immunoregulatory activities in
clinical contexts. If it can be firmly established that inversion
of ConA dose-responses reflects activation or increased activity
of suppressor T cells in human PB lymphocytes, measurement of ConA
dose responses could provide a technically simple, sensitive and

objective assay of suppressor activation in clinical studies. The
evidence presented here for this remains circumstantial, but fits
with the published reports on human PB lymphocyte suppressor cell
activation as discussed above.

In terms of present interpretations which can be made of LT

reponse tests in clinical studies, findings of low general levels
of responses (or hyporesponsiveness) accompanied by ConA dose-
response inversion could be interpreted as likely to be due to on¬

going immune responses in vivo rather than any CMI deficiency: it
is still likely, however, that follow-up studies would be required
and also T cell / B cell enumeration for minimal diagnostic
evaluation. Of perhaps potentially more clinical use is the
measurement of ConA dose-responses as a possible indicator of an

on-going immune response, e.g. as in Rh-isoimmunization and the

therapeutic administration of potentially immunogenic blood
products (e.g. Factor XIII to haemophiliacs) (Tables 1.4 &

1.5). This is presently under investigation.
The appearance of ConA dose-response inversion and LT hypo-

responsiveness may indicate expression of immunoregulatory
activity intrinsic to human PB lymphocyte populations, whether
induced in precursor cells normally present (as would be indicated
from Fig. 1.30) or as a result of release of regulatory

lymphocytes into the peripheral blood. Such phenomena should
probably not be regarded as pathological peculiarities when
encountered in clinical studies, but may be a normal expression of
PB lymphocyte potential under certain clinical conditions
(Asherson & Zembla, 1976; Taylor & Basten, 1976). It is therefore

important to determine the full clinical significance of such
phenomena, i.e. what is normal under certain clinical conditions
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and what represents clinically significant abnormality (e.g.
excessive or deficient immunoregulatory activity). This opens up

a new field of investigation not conceived of in the original aims
of this investigation, namely the investigation of
immunoregulation, which provides new possibilities for the
clinical application of LT tests.
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4. Lymphocyte proliferation kinetics In vitro and proposals for

mechanisms oL abnormal responsiveness expression.

As I have discussed, there is an assumption on the part of

many investigators that the interaction between human P3

lymphocytes and the agents which can stimulate them into
expressing proliferative responses in vitro is quantitative, in
that given optimal non-limiting culture conditions a stimulant
will interact with all stimulant-sensitive cells with

proliferative potential and cause them to enter the active cell-

cycle with committment to eventual DNA synthesis and mitosis (see
Introduction). While many of the restrictions imposed on

achieving optimal lymphocyte culture conditions for studies of
proliferative responses may reflect limiting metabolic
considerations, there is at least one variable affecting

proliferative responses In vitro which cannot be attributed
strictly to metabolic considerations: this is the effect of cell

density, where it appears that for a given stimulant in a given
culture system of given culture-well geometry, there is a strictly
limited range of lymphocyte densities which allow expression of
maximal proliferative (^H-TdR-incorporation, DNA-synthetic)
responses. While reduced responsiveness with increasing cell
density in a given culture system might present a prima facie case

for metabolic exhaustion of culture nutrients, this is in fact not

the case, as equivalent cultures of equal lymphocyte density can

demonstrate inhibition effects by reductions in culture-vessel
floor area on going from flat through round to conical bottom
culture wells (Fig. 1.31).

The high and low density inhibitions of expression of maximal
proliferation are compatible with a mechanism for lymphocyte
stimulation in which at least part of the final observed response

is dependent on cell-cell interactions and not solely on cell-
stimulant interactions. In such a mechanism, primarily-responsive
(directly stimulant-sensitive) lymphocyte sub-sets would appear to
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recruit secondarily-responsive lymphocytes (incapable of direct
interaction with the stimulant) to express a proliferative
response (Jasinska et al.r 1970; Lohrmann et al., 1974a). The
mechanisms through which low and high cell densities interfere
with response expression would appear to be related to cell-cell
proximity in vitro (Waksman & Wagshall, 1978), and it may be that
the recruitment component of responses is what is sensitive to
these effects. These considerations illustrate that the

expression of in vitro proliferative responses by lymphocytes is
complex and that lymphocytes are undoubtedly heterogeneous in
their degrees of sensitivity to direct interaction with
stimulants. It would appear that the premise that observed
proliferative responses are some simple (directly-proportionate)
reflection of the proportions of stimulant-sensitive lymphocyte
sub-sets within a lymphocyte population may not be valid, even

under optimal culture conditions. It could be true if all lympho¬
cytes in a stimulant-sensitive sub-set expressed homogeneous
stimulant sensitivity: however, it may only be true under
conditions of maximal activation, which in turn would appear to

depend upon maximal expression and efficiency of recruitment
within lymphocyte sub-sets displaying heterogeneous stimulant
sensitivity.

Direct evidence for the operation of recruitment is shown in

Figure 1.33. Earlier studies by others of the induction of
responses to ConA, employing the ConA competative inhibitor alpha-
methyl-mannose, demonstrated that induction requiring the
continuous presence of ConA took place over the initial 20h of
cultures, after which the proliferative response could continue
maximally whether or not ConA was present (Lindahl-Kiessling,
1972; Jones, 1973). My studies, employing a range of ConA
inhibitor concentrations, demonstrated that during "induction"
(the initial 12h of cultures), stimulation is exquisitely
sensitive to ConA concentration, where even the slightest
reduction of effective ConA concentration below optimal (the
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lowest concentration of inhibitor added) effectively abolished a

proliferative response as measured at 72h culture duration
(employing an 18h 3h-T<3R pulse for labelling up to culture
termination).

Further, in the "post-induction" period a degree of ConA
sensitivity was still apparent, and remained concentration
dependent: the highest inhibitor concentration still reduced the
proliferative response even as late as 48h from culture
initiation, unlike the earlier reported studies in which the
"post-induction" phase was reported to be stimulant independent-

These kinetics are compatible with the recruitment model of

responsiveness, in which a primary interaction takes place between
directly stimulant-sensitive lymphocyte sub-sets (induction):
these then recruit other lymphocyte sub-sets by promoting their
sensitivity to ConA (hence the apparent sensitivity of the post-
induction phase to removal of ConA, arguing against direct
recruitment to proliferation, independently of ConA). It could be

postulated from this experiment that the primary directly-
stimulant-sensitive subsets which respond to ConA may not
contribute significantly to the final observed proliferative
response, which could be almost entirely recruited.

Waksman and Wagshall (1978) have proposed that suppressor T
cells which can inhibit lymphocyte proliferation may mediate this
effect through the release of a lymphokine IDS (inhibitor of DNA

synthesis): they propose that IDS binds to a receptor expressed

only on "activated" lymphocytes in the Gl-?^36 of the cell growth
cycle and arrests the progrears of the activated lymphocyte through
the cell cycle to the subsequent S-phase and DNA synthesis. They
also propose that IDS-mediated suppression is subject to a

"threshold" effect, in that no arrest takes place in the Gi-?^56
unless sufficient IDS binding to receptors takes place. At other

phases of the cell cycle (including the resting Go-?*1336 Pri°r to
activation) the receptor for IDS is not expressed and cells are

"blind" to its presence.
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I have demonstrated that changes in LT responsiveness and

expression of ConA dose-response inversion may be related to the

expression of intrinsic lymphocyte immunoregulatory activity in
vitrof possibly mediated by suppressor cells. A mechanism can be

postulated from current knowledge of immunoregulatory activity in
which altered LT responsiveness could derive from the effects of

suppressor cells (or other intrinsic inhibitory influences) on the
recruitment phase of jLn vitro proliferative responses by
lymphocytes. Suppressor activation (inhibition of proliferative
responses by human PB lymphocytes) can be induced by most agents
which can stimulate a proliferative LT response, of which the most

popular for studies has been ConA because it can be removed from
cultures subsequently, using alpha-methyl-mannose (Sakane & Green,

1977; Hallgren & Yunis, 1977; DeGast et al., 1977). In the model
for suppression of lymphocyte proliferation proposed by Waksman
and Wagshall (1978), normal PB lymphocyte LT responses may be
found if IDS threshold levels are not achieved in vjtro in the
earlier Gj-phase of responding lymphocyte activation. However,
with increases either in suppressor cell proportions or activity
(or both) in the IB lymphocyte populations, IDS threshold levels
may be reached in vitro which may arrest much of the relatively
late transition of recruited lymphocytes through Gj to DNA
synthesis (S-phase).

Such a model would also be consistent with my observations
that stimulants such as ConA and those requiring longer periods of
incubation for expression of maximal ^H-TdR incorporation (MLR and
specific antigens) may depend to a large extent on recruitment to

proliferation, rather than on direct stimulation, for the

expression of the responses which are found. These would then
show more sensitivity to intrinsic inhibition, hence their
susceptibility to depression or even abolition (discussed further
for antigens, Ch. 5). However, other stimulants may be able to
act more directly on a greater proportion of lymphocytes, e.g. PHA
and PWM, so that a relatively smaller component of the observed
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responses to these stimulants may be recruitment dependent. This
would explain why these responses are rarely abolished while the
ConA, MLR and antigen responses are readily abolished. However,
under conditions of high suppressor activity threshold levels of
IDS could be attained in the early phase of cultures which could
abolish directly-stimulated proliferation, as in the cases of
complete abolition of LT responses in some healthy individuals
following immunizations.

The IDS model can also be used to attempt to explain the

phenomenon of ConA dose-response inversion. As stated by Greaves
et al. (1972), lymphocytes are unlikely to discriminate between
effective stimuli and, when stimulated, proceed to express the
functional potential to which they have been programmed through
differentiation. With ConA, which shows uniquely sensitive dose-
response characteristics, maximal potential activation of

lymphocyte proliferation (or recruitor activity?) may well
coincide with maximal potential activation of ConA-sensitive
suppressor cells, possibly in the "induction" phase of cultures.
If sufficient suppressors (or inducible suppressor precursors) are

activated by the maximal stimulatory concentration of ConA to
achieve IDS threshold levels which could inhibit recruitment to

ConA responsiveness, while at sub- and supra-optimal
concentrations of ConA less efficient activation of suppressors

took place, achieving IDS threshold levels late or not at all

during cultures, the net effect would be ConA dose-response
inversion. In effect, this would appear similar to the model
proposed by Milthorpe and Forsdyke (1973) for rat lymphocyte ConA

dose-response inversion (discussed earlier), where feedback
inhibition in the maximally-stimulated cultures may be mediated
not by toxic metabolites, as they proposed, but by some suppressor

cell product such as IDS.

These models at present remain speculative. However, they
are worth proposing here in order to attemp to come to terms with
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the phenomena of altered PB lymphocyte LT responsiveness in
healthy individuals with normal T cell proportions, following
exposure to antigens jLn vivo. Such phenomena are likely to be
encountered frequently in clinical applications of the LT test:
here it would no longer appear valid to equate LT

hyporesponsiveness with CMI impairment except under special
circumstances (such as in the absence of T cells, where no

response should be expected anyway), and the clinical significance
of LT hyporesponsiveness requires re-examination from the point of
view of possible deranged immunoregulatory activity.

While the models which I have proposed to explain alterations
in LT responsiveness require validation, they are at least a

point of departure for future investigations. Already, clinical
evaluation of apparent "disordered immunity" is moving away from
interpretations of abnormalities as deletions in the general

immunological repertoire to interpretations based often on

apparent abnormal expression of immunoregulatory activity (e.g.
Litwin & Zanjani, 1911', Horowitz et al., 1977b). It would
therefore appear important to clinical immunology than recognized
and quantitative tests of regulatory T cell numbers and function
be introduced, if characterization of CMI and its deficiencies is
to progress beyond the present vague and anecdotal descriptions
which are all that are possible from current clinical literature
reviews (e.g. Amman & Fudenberg, 1978).

While quantitative evaluation of LT responses may continue to
have some role in clinical tests in the way in which they have
generally been applied in the past, but with a better appreciation
of their clinical significance with which to interpret clinical
studies, the future use of LT technology may be aimed at achieving
more deliberate alterations of responsiveness in order to attempt
to quantitate inducible regulatory activities, so that stimulants
of human PB lymphocyte transformation such as the polyclonal
mitogens which have in the past found such widespread use in
clinical studies may continue to find employment in this field.
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F. SUMMARY

Attempts were made to improve and modify the "lymphocyte
transformation test", as measured by tritiated thymidine
incorporation into stimulated lymphocytes, in order to make valid
quantitative comparisons between the responses of lymphocytes to a

range of stimulants both in health and disease. This was achieved
by using continuous incorporation, rather than "pulse" labelling,
with tritiated thymidine, and measuring uptake uptake in relation
to time at a defined optimal lymphocyte density. There was

significant correlation between lymphocyte proliferative responses

(in terms of these variables) and morphological assessment of

lymphocyte transformation.
There was a wide range of thymidine-incorporation responses

when lymphocytes from healthy adults were tested with each of the
polyclonal mitogens: however, for each individual the order of
responsiveness was PHA > ConA > PWM, indicating that the
relationship of differentially-responsive lymphocyte sub-

populations in peripheral blood probably remains relatively
constant in health. While the general levels of responsiveness
varied considerably in different individuals, there was highly
significant direct correlation between responses to the different

mitogens: these were PHA : ConA (p<0.0005), PHA : PWM (p<0.0005)
and ConA : PWM (p<0.0005). In contrast, the responses to

antigens (PPD and Candida) and to a pool of allogeneic lymphocytes
(MLR) were much smaller than responses to mitogens, and did not
correlate with each other or with mitogen responses.

The responsiveness of an individual's lymphocytes to mitogens
was not affected by the presence, in co-culture, of allogeneic
lymphocytes expressing different mitogen responsiveness.

The responses of normally healthy individuals' lymphocytes to
different stimulants appeared to become markedly depressed during
or following immune responses In vivo (to, e.g., smallpox
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vaccination, PPD skin tests, human RhD blood group antigen and

during mild intercurrent infections). The usual magnitude of

responsiveness (PHA>ConA>PWM) often became (PHA>PWM>ConA) at such

times, and in certain cases responsiveness was virtually-
abolished. At these times, the normal "bell-shape" of the ConA

dose-response curve developed a V-shaped trough at its normal
maximal stimulatory concentration, which was termed "inversion".

This apparent jLn vivo antigen-induced depression of the
responsiveness of normal lymphocytes in vitro was studied by pre-

incubating lymphocytes with antigen in vitro before measuring
their mitogen responsiveness, employing concentrations of antigen
(PPD) which by themselves were sub-optimal, optimal and supra-

optimal for stimulating maximal LT responses to the antigen, but
the antigen was removed by washing before any LT responses were

induced. Sub-optimal antigen concentrations did not affect

lymphocyte responsiveness to mitogens, but optimal and supra-

optimal antigen concentrations induced depression of

responsiveness, and the supra-optimal antigen concentration also
induced inversion of the ConA dose-response, similar to the

patterns found following in vivo reactions to antigens.
The significance of these findings is discussed in relation

to published reports of regulatory lymphocyte interactions: their
implications for the interpretation of clinical studies is also
discussed.
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chapter 2

A. ipgmFicmoN GE ixmzxnE sqbpqpuiatiqns IN peripheral JBLQQD

FROM HEALTHY APULTS.

Human peripheral blood lymphocytes are made up of at least
two functionally-distinct subpopulations: these include the T and
B cells, which are not distinguishable by morphology under light

microscopy by conventional haematological staining techniques.
Hoever, the T and B cells have functionally distinct membrane
characteristics which can be employed for visual differentiation
of the two cell types under microscopy. Simultaneous
identification of both cell types is difficult, as will be
discussed, and in my procedures isolated PB lymphocyte suspensions
were sub-divided for independent positive identification and
quantitation of each cell type according to its characteristics.
Each lymphocyte suspension which was examined was thus defined as

having a certain proportion of lymphocytes which were positive for
a given characteristic while the remainder were negative for this
characteristic: the relationship between the subpopulations and
the discriminatory power of the markers for them is described in
section B of this chapter.

My standard procedures for identification of lymphocyte
subpopulations are described in the Methods. It was necessary to
introduce certain modifications to previously published methods in
order to achieve satisfactory results in subpopulation
quantitations, to reflect the true proportions of the various

lymphocytes with given membrane characteristics in human PB

lymphocyte suspensions.
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IDENTIFICATION fiF NON-LYMPHOID LEUCOCyTEg.

Determination of lymphocyte subpopulation proportions was

routinely carried out on the same mononuclear-cell-enriched cell
suspensions used for LT cultures, obtained by buoyant-density

centrifugation of defibrinated peripheral blood (Methods). This
enabled direct comparison of lymphocyte subpopulation proportions
with LT response results: however, lymphocyte suspensions obtained
by this technique routinely contained from 5% to 15% non-lymphoid

leucocytes.

Monocytes were the major contaminant of these lymphocyte
suspensions, and other leucocytes which could occur (in order of
decreasing frequency) were neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils.
Since these contaminants were chiefly phagocytes, latex particles
were added to the lymphocyte suspensions prior to subpopulation
determinations and these were incubated under conditions which

permitted ingestion of latex by the phagocytes. While all
phagocytes did not show latex ingestion, the majority did, and in
conjunction with morphology, this aided the identification of non-

lymphoid leucocytes, allowing more confident identification of
lymphocytes and exclusion of non-lymphoid cells from lymphocyte

subpopulation estimates.

IDENTIFICATION QF T CELLS.

T cells express membrane receptors which bind sheep

erythrocytes [E]. Under suitable conditions, lymphocytes and E
interacted so that the T cells were surrounded by bound E to form
a "rosette" [Er]. The proportions of E-rosette-forming cells [E-
RFC] was estimated by scoring lymphocytes as E-RFC or non-E-RFC.

The enumeration of E-RFC in suspensions was found not to be

satisfactory due to rosette disruption and poor identification of

non-lymphoid leucocytes. A method was therefore devised by which
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E-RFC suspensions were spread on glass slides, dried and stained
by conventional staining techniques (Methods). This resulted in a

marked improvement, enabling greater proportions of lymphocytes to
be identified as E-RFC since rosette breakdown was reduced, and

enabling more confident identification of non-lymphoid
contaminants (therebye excluding these from counts), although

morphological identification was still not as good as in

conventionally-smeared preparations. Hoever, it was impossible to
achieve any improvement in morphology from smearing or depositing
cells by centrifugation, because these led to rosette disruption.

The earlier studies reported here employed the "Er" technique
(see Methods). Later, a modification of this technique was

described which reported enhanced T cell identification through
enhancement of the T - E bond, and this was adopted (see Methods):
this was the E(AET)r technique of Kaplan & Clark (1974). This was

found to give identification of greater proportions of PB

lymphocytes as T cells, as claimed, and was retained for the
remainder of this study.

With the increased bond-strength afforded by the E(AET)r
technique, an increased frequency of complete rostttes was found,
with lymphocytes entirely surrounded by bound sheep red cells, and

multilayer rosettes were often seen (a comparison of the E and
E(AET) techniques is presented below [B]). Typical fields of
E(AET)-rosetted lymphocytes are shown in Plate 1: polyraorph-
nuclear leucocytes are readily identifiable by morphology, but

monocytes are not so readily distinguishable from lymphocytes -

however, by applying a number of criteria (nuclear morphology,
size, staining-density, phagocytic capacity) monocytes could be

distinguished from lymphocytes by the practiced observer. The high
frequency of E(AET)r can be seen in Plate 1.
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3. IDENTIFICATION HI £ CELLS M ROSETTING TECHNIQUES

B lymphocytes, under the appropriate reaction conditions,
will form rosettes (c.f. T cell E-rosettes) with antibody and
complement coated erythrocytes (EACr), through their membrane

receptor for C3. Certain lymphocyte subpopulations, including
most B cells and some T cells, have membrane receptors for the Fc

region of IgG in antigen-antibody complexes (see Introduction),
and can form rosettes with erythrocytes coated with antibody (IgG)
alone (EAr): by using only the IgM fraction of anti-erythrocyte
sera for EAC preparation any interference from EA-rosetting can be
avoided. However, it was found that for EAr formation high
amounts of anti-erythrocyte antibody was required to be bound to
the erythrocytes compared with the amounts necessary in EAC
preparation to give maximal detection of EAC-RPC (Fig. 2.1), and
it was possible to use unfractioned anti-erythrocyte serum for EAC
preparation at dilutions at which no EA-RFC were detected and
which gave comparable sensitivity for EAC-RFC detection to IgM
fractions of the antisera. Both reagents were used (unfractioned
and IgM fractions) in preparation of EAC for the results reported
[B], and no significant differences were found between the

proportions of EAC-RFC detected by the two reagents (t test), so

that results determined by the two different EAC preparations were

combined.

Typical fields of EACr preparations are shown in Plate 2. In

quantitation of EAC-RFC proportions, the exclusion of non-lvmphoid
leucocytes from counts arises as for E-RFC determination. In
contrast to E-RFC determination, in the case of EAC-RFC the

leucocytes which contaminate preparations also tend to bind EAC,
through C3 receptors. However, by applying the same criteria as

for leucocyte identification in E-RFC slide preparations, and by
noting that leucocyte EACr tend to be large and multi-layer while
lymphocyte EACr tend to be much smaller and incomplete (the
central cell is seldom obscured) lymphocyte EAC-RFC proportions
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Figure 2.1, A comparison of the numbers of EACr detected in a

lymphocyte suspension using whole antiserum or the IgM
fraction of antiserum to prepare the sheep red cell reagents.

Percentage rosette formation was given to the nearest whole

number. The nroportions of EAr detected were all less than 154,
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PLATE 2. Typical fields of EAC-rosette preparations.
Lymphocytes forming EACr (arrowed) normally bound only a single,
often incomplete, layer of EAC. Phagocytes formed multi-layer
EACr and were often seen to have ingested EAC.



PLATS 2l> [A] An E(AET) r showing multi-layer binding of E(AET).
Non-RFC (a monocyte and a lymphocyte) are also seen.

[BJ An EACr (arrowed) is seen with two multi-layer EAC-
rosetted phagocytes, one of which has ingested latex particles.



can be quantitated with relative confidence.
High-power fields of E(AET)r [A] and EACr [B] are shown in

Plate 3. Bridging attachment of erythrocytes to lymphoid RFC
membranes can be seen, and can be used to distinguish RFC from
non-RFC under high power in cases of doubt.

4. IDENTIFICATION ££ £ LYMPHOCYTES BEARING MEMBRANE-BOUND

IMMUNOGLOBULINS £Y FLUORESCENT ANTIBODY TECHNIQUES.

Because the rosetting techniques for lymphocyte subpopulation
identification were technically more simple than
immunofluorescence and more accurate and amenable to quantitation,

especially for the elimination of phagocyte contaminants from
counts and because preparations on slides could be stored, these
remained the primary means of lymphocyte subpopulation
quantitation in this study. Identification of B cells with mlg by
immunofluorescence (Methods) was reserved for some comparative-
studies of the expression of subpopulation markers (below, B) and
for certain clinical studies, e.g. hypogammaglobulinemia cases.

Under the reaction conditions described (Methods),

lymphocytes were successfully stained with the fluorescent
antiserum: preparations were firstly examined under high-power
phase-contrast microscopy (x 1600) (e.g. Plate 4A), then the same

field was evaluated under incident U.V. illumination for the

occurrence of labelled cells (Plate 4B). It was not possible to

quantitate fields containing high numbers of cells, as lymphocyte
identification in unstained phase-contrast-observed preparations
was difficult. In practice, each cell was examined individually
for characteristics such as size, regularity of the nucleus and
phagocytic capacity (e.g. Plate 5A), its position in the field was

noted, then illumination was switched to U.V. and the cell was

again examined for the regular "ring" staining characteristics of

mlg-bearing lymphoctes (Plate 5B). In some cases it was helpful
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PLATS [A] A lymphocyte (arrowed) under high-power phase-
contrast illumination.

[3] The same field under U.V. illumination, showing positive
fluorescent staining of the lymphocyte by FITC-anti-Ig.



PLATS H. [A] Lymphocytes (arrowed) under phase-contrast
illumination.

[B] The same field under U.V. illumination, showing only one
mlg-positive (fluorescent) lymphocyte.



PLATE H. [A] A lymphocyte (arrowed) under phase-contrast
illumination.

[B] The same field under U.V. illumination, showing cap-
formation of mlg on the labelled lymphocyte.



PLATE 2* [A] A phagocyte (arrowed) under phase-contrast
iliumonation.

[B] The same field under U.V. illumination, showing labelling
of the phagocyte by FITC-anti-Ig (contrast the labelling pattern
with that of lymphocytes, Plates 5 & 6).



PLATS &. [AJ Phagocytes (arrowed) under phase-contrast
illumination, identified by latex ingestion.

[B] The same field under U.V. illumination, showing positive
labelling of one of the phagocytes by FITC-anti-Ig.



to prepare duplicate suspensions of fluorescent-antiserum-labelled
lymphocytes and allow one preparation to warm up without fixation,
where "cap" formation could take place on lymphocytes - this
characteristic could be used as an aid to resolution (Plate 6),

where non-specific labelling was suspected.
The identification of non-lymphoid leucocytes under phase

contrast microscopy presented problems: the ingestion of latex-
particles was used to identify these cell types, but ingestion was

not universal, so that many such cells were identified from the
typical morphology of those which did express phagocytosis. It-
was also found that many of these cells, especially those
expressing latex phagocytosis, exhibited fluorescent-staining with
anti-Ig (Plate 7). However, the pattern of staining was

characteristically different from that of lymphocytes (Plates 4 to
6), and the label was usually found to be deposited on the non-

lymphoid leucocytes in patches, often correlating in shape with
the irregularities of the cells' cytoplasms. This staining
occurred in only a minority of the phagocytes, but was distinct
(Plate 8): the frequency of fluorescent staining with anti-Ig was

much lower than the frequency of EACr-formation by non-lymphoid
leucocytes, and was presumably due to interaction of the
fluorescent antiserum with Ig already adsorbed to these
leucocytes' Fc receptors Jjq. vivo.
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b. am distribution qe_ arhpgocng subfqruiaxiqns m jeebieessi, sum

Esm smjirn mjum.

1. ehe DISTRIBUTION QF E~RFC, e (AST)-RFC AND EAC~RFC-

The proportions of EAC-RFC in peripheral blood lymphocytes
from 86 healthy adults were determined. Of these 86 individuals,
38 were examined simultaneously for their E-RFC proportions while
the remaining 48 were examined for their E(AET)-RFC proportions

(Fig. 2.2). The proportions of Er detected were much more widely
distributed than those of E(AET)r, and the mean E(AET)r proportion
was significantly higher than that for Er (p<0.0005, t test,
unpaired means). The standard deviations of the E(AET)r and EACr

proportions were of a similar absolute magnitude (4.5S and 5.02,
respectively), while that of the Er was much greater (14.08),
shewing the greater tendency of the latter to vary.

2. JHE CORRELATION BETWEEN El AND EACr, AND BETWEEN E(AETJx AM2 EACt

If all lymphocytes may be categorized as either T cells or B

cells, then, when T cell proportions are plotted against B cell

proportions (percentages) the points should fall on a line whose
formula is x + y = 100, where x is the percentage of T cells and
y is the percentage of B cells in the lymphocyte populations.

The observed values for EACr (above, 1) were plotted against
the corresponding values of either Er or E(AET)r for healthy
individuals (Fig. 2.3). The correlation coefficients and
regression lines (method of least-squares) were determined. The
inverse correlation between EACr and E(AET)r proportions was

significant (0.05>p>0.01), and the majority of these points fell
close to the line [x + y = 100] indicating that almost all
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lymphocytes could be accounted for by the summation of these two

subpopulations. These points were not distributed randomly about
this line: three points fell above it (sum > 100%: some

"overlap"), but the greatest distance of any of these from the
line indicated only a 4% over-estimation (104%). A further 6
points fell on the line. The remainder (38) fell below the line
(sum < 100%: incomplete identification of all lymphocytes).

No significant correlation was found between EACr and Er

proportions, and their sum did not approach close to the line of

complete identification of all lymphocytes although the
distribution of EACr was the same as the distribution of EACr

measured in conjunction with E(AET)r proportions.

3. STUDIES ON LYMPHOCYTE POPULATIONS WHICH WERE ENRICHED IB DEPLETED

E(AET)~RFC.

Lymphocytes rosetted with E(AET) were separated from non-

E(AET)-RFC by buoyant-density centrifugation (Methods), where the
rosetted cells were pelleted through the flotation medium due to
their greater density. The RFC-enriched and RFC-depleted cells
were referred to as the pellet and band populations, respectively.
The distribution of T and B cell markers in these populations was

examined (Table 2.1).
It was found that depletion of E(AET)-RFC (a T cell marker)

left the band population enriched for cells bearing B cell markers
(C3 receptors and mlg): the E(AET)-RFC recovered from the pellet
were virtually pure and contained minimal proportions of EAC-EFC.
The amounts of E(AET)-RFC recovered from the band (depleted)
populations varied, and was considerably greater than the
contamination of the pellets with non-E(AET)-RFC, probably due to
the "positive" selection of the pellet population. It was also
found that summation of E(AET)-RFC and EAC-RFC in the bands did
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Lymphocyte suspension ^AETr ^EACr ^calg

Ij. Original 82 13 —

Band 30 38 —

Pellet 98 2 —

2. Original 84 15 —

3and 16 50 -

Pellet 98 l —

3. Original 85 - 16

Band 54 — 45

Table 2.1. The proportions of lymphocytes bearing various

markers in unfractioned (original) and E —RFC
a r * x

depleted (band) and enriched (pellet) peripheral

blood lymphocyte populations (see text).



Healthy individuals

Hyp©gammagl©bu1in—
aenia patients

$EACr

17 18
10 11

7 13
7 10

9 9
9 12

7 8

22 22

9 11
0 0
0 0
8 8
4 8
8 8
1 1
2 2

r = 0.8263

r = 0.9799

Table 2.2. The proportions ef peripheral blood iymphoeytes

forming EACr or bearing aalg in healthy individuals

and in hypogaminaglebulinaemia patients. The correlation

coefficients (r) for each group is given (the value

of r for the combined patients and controls is O.955),

indicating significant correlation between EACr and

alg proportions. The proportions of EACr and alg did

not differ significantly in either group or for all

individuals (t test, paired means).



not account for all lymphocytes. Many band lymphocytes bound
fewer than 3 erythrocytes in E(AET)-rosetting (several with one or
two firmly bound) which were not scored as E(AET)-RFC: it was

inferred that these may have represented either T cells with low
affinity receptors for sheep red cells or T cells whose receptors

may have been depleted due to mechanical disruption

(centrifugation, resuspension) associated with the separation
procedure

UM RELATIONSHIP BEWEEN EAC-RFC AHD mlg-PQSITIVE LYMPHOCYTES.

Proportions of mlg+ lymphocytes were examined in only a

minority of healthy individuals, and some clinical cases are

included in this study (hypogammaglobulinaemics) which serve to
illustrate the relationships beteen these two markers (Table 2.2).
Significant correlation was found between the proportions of

lymphocytes identified by these two markers over a wide range of
values (afforded by the clinical cases). No significant
differences were found in the mean proportions of lymphocytes
identified by either marker as B cells, although the %mlg+ cell
proportions were higher than the %C3+ cell proportions in certain
cases.
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c. 3m relationship between iffMparars suBTOPPiflxiQN proportions im

m VHRQ JUS RESPONSES ID DIFFERENT STIMULANTS.

1. M ANALYSIS JBI SURFACE MARKERS ££ LYMPHOCYTES WHICH FAIL TQ

EXPRESS LYMPHQBLASTOIP TRANSFORMATION ID MITOGENS.

No correlation (by the method of least-squres) was found
between the relative proportions of T or B cells (E [AETJ r or EACr)
in healthy adult PB lymphocyte populations and the responses of
these lymphocyte populations to any stimulant (mitogens, antigens
or MLR) (not illustrated). It was therefore decided to examine
the cells which responded to mitogens for lymphocyte subpopulation
markers to attempt to examine the selectivity of mitogens for
different lymphocyte subpopulations.

The blast-transformed lymphocytes described in Chapter 1
(Af4) were rosetted with E(AET) by the standard technique. A

typical field from the microscopic examination of these
preparations is shown in Plate 9 (PHA-stimulated lymphocytes).
The predominant cell type was an E(EAT)-rosette-forming
lymphoblast: untransformed lymphocytes of both E(AET)-RFC and non-

E (AET) -RFC types were also found.
Although the majority of lymphoblasts formed E(AET)r, a

number did not, especially those in which pre-mitotic chromosome
arrangements were apparent (Plate 10). Although such cells may

not have been derived from the T cell lineage, it was also
considered possible that T blasts might not express E-receptors at
certain stages of the cell cycle, e.g. prior to mitosis, and that
a study of the markers expressed on the residual non-responding
untransformed lymphocytes might be more valid.

Observations of the E (AET)-RFC proportions in the non-

transformed lymphocytes of the 4 individuals described earlier
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PLATS J2.. A fixed, stained preparation of PHA-stimulated
lymphocytes after 3 days in culture which have been resetted with
E(AET). Rosette-forming lymphoblasts are the predominant cell
type. Non-RFC monocytic cells can be seen (small arrows), and a
non-transformed lymphoid RFC (large arrow, bottorr/left).



pre-mitotic chromosome arrangements can be seen in some
lymphoblasts (arrov/ed), and these appear to bind few E(AET).



PLATS 11. [A] PHA-stimulated E (AST)-RFC
[B] RLM-stimulated E(AST)-RFC

(The relative proportions of lymphoblasts and non-transformed
lymphocytes in A and B can be compared, Non-RFC/non-transformed
lymphocytes are evident in both preparations {arrowed} ).



(Ch. 1, A.4 [i]) were made (e.g. Plate 11). The means of these
observations are given (Table 2.3A): similar observations were
also made on the other individual reported earlier (Ch.l, A.4[iij)
which are also given (Table 2.3B).

In the first experiment (4 individuals) the absolute numbers
of untransformed lymphocytes classified as E(AET)-RFC or non-

E (AET)-RFC were calculated, and are shown as a percentage of the
initial staring numbers of lymphocytes in the cultures (Fig. 2.4).
In stimulated cultures, reductions in the absolute numbers of each

type of untransformed cell were found relative to their numbers in
unstimulated cultures, after 3 days. Reductions in untransformed

lymphocyte proportions were greatest following PHA stimulation,
less for ConA stimulation, and least following PWM stimulation, as

already reported (Ch.l). No clear conclusion could be reached:
while the results could indicate that responsive lymphocytes could
be drawn from both the E(AET)-RFC and non-E (AET)-RFC populations,
the mean cell death in the unstimulated cultures was 25% (Table

2.3A) and in the other cultures it is likely that the ceils which
died were drawn predominantly from the untransformed populations,
and the distortion of the results due to cell death could not be

assessed.

In the cultures from a single individual's PB lymphocytes,
better cell survival was obtained (this approached 100% in
unstimulated cultures) (Table 23B). When the numbers of E(AET)-
RFC and non-E (AET)-RFC in the residual untransformed lymphocytes
were calculated (Fig. 2.5), it was found that there were

considerable reductions in the numbers of E(AET)-RFC remaining in
the stimulated cultures relative to those in the unstimulated

cultures (although there was evidently considerable stimulation of
cell division, this should not have distorted studies on non-

responsive lymphocytes): the reductions in non-transformed E(AET)-
RFC numbers to some extent reflected the levels of transformation.

The numbers of non-transformed, non-E (AET)-RFC showed reductions

only in the PHA-stimulated cultures, and here these reductions
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No. of live cells at ^ Lymphoblast ^^^r non-
Cultures day 3 (fi of original) transformation transformed cells

A. (mean responses of 4 healthy individuals) (std. devn.)

unstia. 73-8(12.4) 3-75(0.9°) 59-25(13.05)
PHA 102.6(21.9) 86.75(2.75) 36.5 (10.66)
ConA 85.6(11.1) 55-0 (5.72) 59-25( 5-74)
PWM 82.4(28.6) 21.0 (3.16) 61.0 (ll.l )

B. (responses of a single healthy individual)
unstia. 103 0 87

PHA 184 92 30

C8nA(l2ug/nl) 143 73 44
C*nA(l6ug/ml) 155 ?8 40
PWM 93 37 72

Table 2.3. Obsevation3 on th9 lymphocytes stimulated with

different mitogens and without stimulation after

3 days in culture.
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were slight, indicating that at least for ConA and PWM the
responsive lymphocytes were drawn from the E(AET)-RFC population,
but suggesting that some B cell activation (but predominantly T
cell activation) may occur in the presence of PHA.

2. CHANGES IN LYMPHOCYTE SUBPQPUIATIQN PROPORTIONS IN HE PERIPHERAL

BLOOD QE A HEALTHY ADULT FOLLOWING ADRENALINE ADMINISTRATION:

DETERMINATION OR SUBPQPUIATION PROPORTIONS AND LI RESPONSIVENESS.

In studies carried out previously in this department (Gader,
1974; Gader & Cash, 1975), it was found that a transient

lymphocytosis occurred following adrenaline infusion in healthy
individuals, to from 2 to 3 times the initial lymphocyte numbers,
with a peak elevation at from 15 to 30 min post infusion
initiation.

In this study, adrenaline was infused into a healthy young

male volunteer by the previously described method (at 7ug per min
for 30 min, following an initial 30 min rest period). Blood
samples were obtained prior to (0 min) and at 15, 30 and 60 min
from infusion initiation. The infusions and blood sampling were

carried out by A. M. A. Gader and S. J. Urbaniak.
Total and differential blood leucocyte counts were carried

out for each blood sample, and lymphocytes were isolated for
studies (the microplate culture technique was used for LT studies)
and these results are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.

Substantial lymphocytosis was found between 15 and 30 min
post infusion initiation with a return to slightly below basal
levels by 60 min (Fig. 2.6A), confirming the earlier observations.
From the relative proportions of T and B cells found (Fig. 2.7A)
their absolute numbers were calculated (Fig. 2.6B). This revealed
that although T cells represented the greater proportion of the PB

lymphocyte population, the rate at which both T and B cell numbers
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increased during lymphocytosis was approximately equal during the
first 15 min: consequently, the relative proportions of B cells
increased and T cells decreased. While the absolute numbers of T

cells continued to increase up to 30 min, the B cell numbers began
to decrease after 15 min: by 60 min both T and B cell numbers had
returned to below basal values at which time the relative

proportions of T cells / B cells was slightly increased relative
to the initial starting value (Fig. 2.IK).

Each lymphocyte culture contained an identical number of
lymphocytes, so that the T and B cell proportions in vitro were

identical to those shown in Figure 2.7A. The responses of these
lymphocytes are shown in Figure 2.7 [B and C], Responses to PHA
and PS (MLR) correlated significantly with T cell proportions
(correlation coefficients 0.94 and 0.99, respectively) and also
showed significant inverse correlation with B cell proportions (T
and B cell proportions showed inverse correlation, and PHA and PWM

responses correlated). The responses in LT to ConA and the
antigens Sk/Sd and FPD showed no relationship to either T cell or
B cell proportions (responses to Candida antigen were consistently
negative).

This pattern of subpopulation and LT response alterations by
PB lymphocytes during adrenaline infusion was in general confirmed
in two subsequent experiments with different healthy subjects.

3. LYMPHOCYTE SOBPOPULATION PROPORTIONS MB IN VITRO LT RESPONSES TQ

MITOGENS IN LYMPHOCYTE POPULATIONS ISOLATED FROM DIFFERENT

LYMPHOID ORGANS: EVIDENCE FOR SYNERGY BETWEEN POPULATIONS IN

MITOGEN RESPONSES.

In studies in this laboratory related to retrospective
assessment of histocompatibility by MLR in cadaver-donor renal
transplants, it was noted that in the majority of cases donor
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lymphr-node lymphocytes responded considerably less well than donor
splenic lymphocytes in MLR to recipient lymphocytes (A.G. White,
unpublished). To further investigate this effect, samples of the
appropriate tissues were obtained at a necroscopy (for kidney
removal): death was due to severe head injury. Cells were removed
by teasing splenic tissue in medium 199, and by flushing out the
lymph-node with medium 199 from a tuberculin syringe, and the
resultant cell suspensions were mononuclear cell enriched by
buoyant-density centrifugation, as for whole blood. Fresh blood
lymphocytes from a normally healthy individual (Le. third-party)
were studied concomitantly.

The cadaveric lymph-node [InJ and splenic [sp] lymphocytes
and the normal donor's PB [pb1] lymphocytes were investigated for

lymphocyte subpopulation proportions ( E[AET]r and EACr ) and were

established individually and in co-culture pairs for LT studies
with PHA and ConA (dose-response).

The lymphocyte subpopulation proportions in these populations
were as follows:

%T cells %B cells

In 87 8

sp 67 26

pb* 78 13

The responses of the individual and paired lymphocytes to the

mitogens are shown in Figure 2.8.
The In and sp lymphocytes were less responsive to mitogens

than the pb' lymphocytes, and while the pb' lymphocytes showed a

normal ConA dose-response pattern (maximal at 16ug/ml) the In and

sp lymphocytes both expressed alternate ConA dose-response
patterns (maximal at the "sub-optimal, 12ug/ml). The In cells
were marginally more responsive than the sp cells to PHA and ConA,
perhaps some reflection of their relative T cell proportions (from
the same individual - not reflected in the third-party situation,
perhaps because of different intrinsic responsiveness of the

lymphocytes).
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Contrary to any expected results (based on the possibility
that splenic and/or lymph-node lymphocyte populations might
contain suppressor cells which could reduce pb' lymphocyte

responsiveness) the co-cultured cells exhibited marked enhancement
above mean individual levels for each pair, to all stimulants.
Ibis synergism was most apparent in the In / sp combination, where
an approximate doubling of the predicted (mean) PHA response

occurred. All unstimulated cultures showed between 2,000 to 5,000

cpm/106 lymphocytes, giving no evidence of any MLR induction at
the time of culture termination (3 days).

4. LYMPHOCYTE SUBPQPULATIQN FRACTIONATION: EFFECT ON LYMPHOCYTE

RESPONSIVENESS IN VITRO.

A PB lymphocyte population from a healthy donor was

fractioned by E(ASTy—roseccmg ano Ducyanc oensiiy eerier—rugauion

into E(AET)-RFC-enriched and E(AET)-RFC-depleted populations:
these and residual unfractioned lymphocytes were investigated for
their LT responsiveness to the full range of stimulants (in
microculture). The subpopulation proportions and LT responses of
these lymphocyte populations are shown in Table 2.4.

Relative to the unfractioned population, the T-enriched
(E [AET-RFC-enriched) population showed considerable enhancement of
responses to all stimulants tested: this enhancement was greater
by proportion than the increase in the T cell content of the T-
enriched population relative to the unfractioned population. The
T-depleted population (which still contained 26% E(AET)-RFC, as

well as a considerable proportion of unidentifiable lymphocytes)
showed depletion or abolition of most responses: the degree of
depletion of responsiveness was greater than the degree of
reduction in T cell proportions, but only a minimal decrease
occurred in the ConA response relative to the unfractioned
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Unfractioned T-enriched T-depIeted

$T (Er) 83 97 26

(EACr) 10 2 59

^H-TdE incorporation, cpn/microculture (net stimulated
above unstimulated)

unstimulated (?2h) 245 534 2,536

PEA 121,177 194,021 54,160

ConA 31,756 101,211 27,939

unstimulated (120h) 172 450 1,620

PPD 1,276 14,234 0

Candida Ag 217 1,140 724

Sk/Sd 0 3,961 7

MLR (PS) 4,573 11,890 0

Table 2.4* Lymphocyte subpopulation proportions and responses

to various stimuli in microplate cultures: the unfractioned

population was isolated from a peripheral blood sample from

a healthy donor, a proportion of the isolated lymphocyte

population was rosetted with E-AET and subjected to buoyant-

density centrifugation to yield T-enriched and T-depleted

populations in the pellet and band respectively (see text).



lymphocytes, and some increase in the response to Candida antigen
was found. The T-depleted lymphocytes also exhibited high
spontaneous levels of ^H-TdR incorporation.
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D. DISCOSSTON

l. Quantitation sdL T. .and B lymphocyte, subpopulations .and distribution
of their proportions in healthy individual's £B lymphocytes.

Conventional lymphocyte subpopulation quantitation techniques
which rely on the differential expression of discriminatory
markers by lymphocyte subpopulations suffer from the outset from
two major criticisms: these are (i) that quantitations are

performed on purified lymphocyte populations extracted from
peripheral blood, where separation procedures might selectively
enrich one or other subpopulation, and (ii) that each
subpopulation is quantitated separately by positive identification
criteria, precluding direct comment on any proportion cf cells
which might express dual markers or no markers ("null" ceils).

Subpopulation enrichment is not believed to occur to any

significant extent during conventional lymphocyte purification,
such as by buoyant-density (Holm et al., 1975; HSyrv et al.,
1977), and the problem of dual or "null" marker subpopulations may

be negligible (discussed below). To a large extent, if these
criticisms remain valid, they must be accepted by most
laboratories and will have a common influence on reported values,
which lends some degree of equivalence to most techniques
including my own. I did not, therefore, consider these as

distinct issues for investigation.

Preliminary investigations of the sheep erythrocyte (E) tech¬

nique for T cell quantitation, after the most popular published
method (Jondal et al., 1972), revealed that phagocyte
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contamination was likely to interfere considerably with lymphocyte

subpopulation quantitations, especially in the wet-mounted
preparations conventionally used for this where differential
leucocyte identification was poor. I therefore devised the fixed,
stained preparatory technique used as standard, which overcame

this problem to a large extent and introduced much improved
technical facility and convenience. This also helped to minimise
any rosette disassociation. Latex particles were introduced prior
to rosetting to aid phagocyte identification. Overnight cold
(4C>C) incubations and the addition of foetal-calf serum were

introduced to enhance the T - E bond, which is weak (either in
itself or in the fact that the "E"-receptor may be dissociated
from the T cell membrane readily) and subject to mechanical break¬
down and spontaneous disruption at 37°C (Steel et al., 1974).
Later in this study, S2-aminoethylisothiouronium hydrobromide
(AET) pre-treated E ( E [AET] ) replaced untreated E, providing
further bond enhancement and improved T cell quantitation, after
the method of Kaplan and Clark (1974).

The relative technical ease and improved discriminatory
powers of the f ixed/stained rosette technique made a rosetting
technique the method of choice for B cell quantitation, and
identification of B cells by their expression of C3-receptors
through EAC-rosettes was adopted as routine. The EAC-RFC
and mlg-bearing lymphocyte subpopulations are identical in healthy
adults (Ehlenberger et al., 1976). No interference in EACr
quantitations was found from EA-RFC (IgG-Fc-receptor-bearing
subpopulations), which can occur in both the T and B cell

subpopulations (Gergely et al., 1974; Krammer et al., 1975; West
et al., 1977). Also, no spontaneous Er-formation occurred under

EAC-rosetting conditions, so that it was permissable to use sheep
red cells for EAC preparation.

Investigations of the proportions of mlg-bearing lymphocytes
(as a B cell marker) were necessary for clinical studies such as

in iinmunoglubulin deficiencies (as presented in the Introduction).
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The immunofluorescent labelling of mlg proved to be technically

tedious, and open to observer subjective error common to wet-
mounted unstained cell preparations of poor leucocyte

differentiation, in spite of phagocyte identification by latex

ingestion. It was also found that a proportion of phagocytes were

labelled with fluorescent anti-Ig, as has been reported
(Preud'homme & Flandrin, 1974): however, their staining pattern
could be discriminated from that of lymphocytes.

Phagocyte contamination of lymphocyte preparations and the
failure to identify (and exclude) these phagocytes from lympho¬
cyte subpopulation quantitations in non-simultaneous
identification procedures (where T and B cells are quantitated
separately) could lead to compound errors. Thus, phagocytes

forming EACr (or labelling for mlg) would tend to be identified as

B cells by the casual observer: this error could be compounded if
phagocytes were included in counts of non-E-RFC in T cell
quantitations, giving overall a falsely-high B cell count and a

falsely low T cell count which would appear to be compatible with
each other.

The success of lymphocyte subpopulation identification

techniques should be measured against the total proportions of
lymphocyte populations identified as expressing differential
markers, to give some measure of short-fall (possible "null"
cells) or overestimates (possible dual-marker subpopulations)
given by the techniques employed. This dictum is not followed in
all laboratories, e.g. where studies are made of only a single

subpopulation, such as T cell proportions on their own, so that it
is not always possible to guage the efficiency of published
reports. In my studies, a comparison of E-RFC proportions with
E(AET)—RFC proportions in the healthy population showed the latter
to be the better indicator of total T cell proportions, because
(i) it was more discriminatory, giving clearer indication of RFC
with more E bound per rosette, (ii) it identified a greater
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proportion of lymphocytes as T cells, with a smaller standard
deviation of results, (iii) the E(AET)-RFC proportions showed
significant inverse correlation to EAC-RFC (B cell) proportions,
and (iv) the summation of E(AET)-RFC with EAC-RFC approached
100% of all lymphocytes. I would propose that my T cell
identification technique by E-rosetting, employing the E(AET)
modification, compares most favourably with other laboratories' T
cell identification techniques, a representative sample of which
are shown in Table 2.5, together with commentary on their major
technical differences in applying the sheep red cell rosette test.

Hie differences in the mean normal proportions of T cells in
human PB lymphocytes reported by different laboratories would
appear to stem principally from technical variations in the E-
rosette test. These may be ascribed to apparent failure to

identify non-lymphoid contaminants in lymphocyte preparations and
rosette disruption. Only Stein (1977) has employed an equivalent

range of modifications to the E-rosette technique to my ow;n, and
arrives at an identical figure for mean T cell proportions in
healthy adults' PB lymphocytes (83%). While these technical
modifications guarantee consistent total T cell identification,
other laboratories have achieved similarly high normal T cell

proportions employing fewer modifications (Sandilands et al.,
1975; Wilson et al., 1975; Han & Minowada, 1976), and it is not

apparent why other laboratories (who generally can agree on mean

normal B cell proportions with my own and the above authors') fail
to identify as many T cells in their studies.

More complete identification of T cells in my technique did
not result in significnt overestimation of subpopulation

proportions, and introduced significance to the relationship
between identified T and B cell proportions (Fig. 2.3). Others
have found that improvements in the E-rosette test afforded by
stabilization of the T - E bond led to the identification of cells

formerly ascribed to a "null" population as T cells (Wilson et

al., 1975), which would be supported by my findings where
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mean

#Er
incubation

4°C o/n
non

ly's
FCS/
other B-E

fs/
stn

30 - - + - -

56 + ■* - ■4 - -

61 + - + _ - -

62
(62)

■f — -A — si 4

(-)

65
' (44)

4 + — 4

(")
mm

67 4 - - - - -

67 + + - + - -

67 -*■ - -A - + -

68 + - - - si -

72 - - - + - -

73 4 i- -A - - -

73 + 4 ■* •* + -

73
(39)

+ — — +
(-)

—

75 * - - - + —

76 - - -A - 4 -

79 - -A ■* + -

79 + + - ♦ si -

80
(62)

+ - — — 4

A)
—

81 4 - -A + + -

83
(68)

4 — * — +

(-)
—

83 + ♦ + ♦ ♦ +

Reference

Brain et al., 1970
Gluckman & Montambault, 1975
Robinson & Lertratanakul, 197?
Schafer et al., 1975

Wenzel & Ichiki, 1977

Jondal et al., 1972
Steel et al., 1974

Birnbaum, 1976

Pang et al., 1974
Okuda et al., 1977
Holm et al., 1975
Yu et al., 1974
Brown et al., 1975

Florey oc Peetoom, 1976
Gilbertsen & Metzgar, 1976
Kaplan & Clark, 1974

Goldberg et al., 1976
Han & Kinowada, 1976

Wilson et al., 1975
Sanailands et al., 1975

Stein, 1977

Table 2.5« The mean proportions of T cells as assayed by E-rosette
formation in healthy humans' peripheral blood lymphocytes as

reported by different laboratories. Technical procedures

(+ used; - not used):- incubation in the cold (4°c)j incubation
overnight (o/n)} non-lymphoid leucocytes identified (non ly's)
(-/•* phagocytes depleted only) j rosette stabilising agents

(FCS/other, e.g. foetal calf serum)} bond-enhancing treatment
: of E (B-E, e.g. AET or neuraminidase)(gf gluteraldehyde-fixed

only); fixed and stained preparations (fx/stn) (not suspension
enumeration in haemocytometer). (See text).



summation of T and B cells leaves little room for such a null

population, in contradistinction to my earlier findings using E
instead of E(AET) as indicator cells. Where untreated E were

used, the line (from the method of least squares) describing the
relationship between T and B proportions (Fig. 2.3) ran parallel
to the B cell axis, indicating that decreasing total lymphocyte
identification was associated with decreasing T cell
identification. When E(AET) were used, the equivalent line lay
closer to the ideal line ( x + y = 100% ) describing T / B

relationship. However, it still showed some tendency to turn away

from the ideal line, towards the B cell axis, demonstrating that
even with the improved ( E [AET]r ) technique increasing shortfall
in total lymphocyte identification was associated with decreasing
T cell identification. This could be interpreted as some residual
tendency (variable) for sub-total T cell identification, but the

apparent relationships between T and B cells, T cell distribution
range, and total identified lymphocytes would suggest that any

such tendency would be within experimental error tolerable in a

clinical test situation.

If "null" cells exist as a separate, independently-variable
subpopulation of lymphocytes, distinct from either T or B cells,
then if there are significant numbers of "null" cells in PB

lymphocytes from healthy adults to account for apparent
"shortfall" in T cell / B cell summation, the observed line

describing the T / B relationship should run parallel to the ideal
line (Fig. 2.3), at a distance below it equivalent to mean "null"
cell proportions: such a relationship was not found. The same

arguement can be used against dual-marker populations, where the
observed line would lie above the ideal line. However, in the

unlikely event that both exist, their effects might cancel each
other out.

It is now recognized that T cells are herogeneous with regard
to their affinity for binding sheep erythrocytes, either through
their expression of the E-receptor or the affinity of their E-
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receptors themselves, and human T cells can be divided broadly
into high- and low-E-affinity subsets (Fudenberg et al., 1975;
Horowitz et al., 1975; Florey & Peetoom, 1976; Okuda et al, 1977).
It is probable that the apparent shortfalls of total T cell
identification in different laboratories represents a variable
failure to identify total low-E-affinity T cells. West et al.
(1977) have demonstrated that in certain clinical conditions

(often associated in different laboratories with low T cell

proportions) there is an increase in the proportions of the low-E-
affinity T cell subset, with a concomitant decrease in the high-E-
affinity subset, but that total T cell proportions remain
unchanged. These authors further suggest that the low-E-affinity
subset may express an IgG-Fc receptor. If such clinical
phenomena are encountered in laboratories employing sub-optimal T
cell identification, they will find decreased T cell proportions
and increased "null" cell proportions (if they happen to retain
the now discredited EAr technique for B cell identification, they

may find increased EAr proportions).
It would appear mandatory that laboratories measuring

lymphocyte subpopulation proportions in clinical situations should
employ optimal techniques before discussing apparent total T cell

proportions. Some appreciation of the literature reveals that
normal T cell proportions in certain laboratories would certainly
appear as pathologically abnormal in others. The heterogeneity of
T cell marker expression and its possible use in further
definition of T cell subsets is a separate but related question:
this might be a potentially useful area for development of
clinical tests.

While it appears probable that lymphocytes in healthy
individuals' peripheral blood are functionally-mature cells of
either the T or B lineage, this cannot be assumed in clinical

investigations. Small to negligible proportions of dual (E and C3

receptor) marker lymphocytes have been reported for normally
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healthy individuals (Chiao et al., 1976), which might be amplified
in disease, as may be supported from reports of dual-marker
populations in T cell malignancy (Radford et al., 1976; Kirov A

Lowenthal, 1976; Toben & Smith, 1977)„ Alternatively, it is
possible that in some cases dual-marker populations represent

artifacts, e.g. the binding by T cells of B-cell-indicators such
as EAC, through Fc receptors (West et al., 1977), as it has been
reported that Fc-receptor binding of antigen-complexed IgG can be
enhanced in the presence of comlexed C3 (Scornik, 1976). The

possibility of de-repressed dual marker expression in malignancy
cannot be discounted, but the limits of present identification

techniques require that such reports be interpreted with some

caution.

T cell Fc receptors bearing extrinsic Ig may have been
responsible for some of the earlier reports of T-cell-intrinsic

mlg (e.g. Moroz & Hahn, 1973; Marchalonis, 1975), which is now

generally discounted. Such extrinsic Ig is shed by lymphocytes
during incubation/washing at 37°C (Lobo et al., 1S75) (which
occurs in my technique during latex-ingestion prior to

subpopulation studies). It is also possible that some reports of
T cell intrinsic mlg may have resulted from cross-reactivity
between certain anti-Ig sera and beta2-microglobulin, a component
of HL-A antigens expressed on all lymphocytes (Gottlieb et al.,
1977).

In T cell enrichment/depletion studies (by E[AETj-rosetting),
there was good evidence for the independence of the E-receptor

population from the mIg/C3-receptor population(s) (Table 2.1).
However, while I found it possible to positively select almost
pure T cells by this method (positive selection of B cells was

less successful due to low numbers of EAC bound), the residual

E(AET)-RFC-depleted population contained considerable residual T
cells identifiable as E(AET)-RFC, and also a large proportion of

apparently "null" cells not found in the unfractioned population.
This may have been due to the preferential selection of high-E-
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affinity T cells in the separation procedure, where only T cells
with numbers of well bound E would be removed: low binding or

readily disrupted E-receptor T cells would be left behind with the
non-E(AET)-RFC (B cells and phagocyte contaminants). The
appearance of this apparent "null" population (Table 2.1) would

suggest that a certain amount of E-receptor depletion from T cell
membranes does take place mechanically in such procedures. Thus,
where there is any doubt about dual or null marker populations,
this might not be well resolved by subpopulation fractionation
studies.

While dual markers may present interpretation difficulties in
cases of malignancy, problems of cell maturity may be encountered
in clinical studies of immunity deficiency where "null" cells

might be postulated to be more likely to be found. Animal studies
have revealed that there are a number of T cell markers which are

expressed at different density on T cell surface membranes

according to T cell functional maturity, so that T cell maturation
can be studied through the induction of changes in such marker
expression, in vitro, e.g. in the presence of thymus extract

(Bach, 1976). Similar studies could be applied in clinical
investigations, although the range of human T cell markers which
are available for study is limited (almost to the E-receptor
alone) (Scheinberg et al., 1976). Substances such as transfer-
factor can promote E-receptor re-synthesis following papain
stripping, in vitro, and can induce normal T cells to increase
their expression of high-E-affinity receptors (Holzman & Lawrence,
1977), and might provide a tool for clinical studies of T cell
maturation.

A third problem encountered in clinical studies of lymphocyte
subpopluation proportions is receptor-blockade. This has been
reported to occur for E-receptors in non-lymphoid malignancies
(Rugarli et al., 1975; Whitehead et al., 1976), where patients' T
cells could be unblocked by extensive washing or papa inisat ion:
in the latter authors' case, patients' sera could re-block
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patients' lymphocytes, but not lymphocytes from healthy
individuals. Such sera did not affect either patient or control
lymphocyte EAC-rosetting capacity.

C3-receptor blockade has been reported in certain
nephropathies, possibly as a result of free activated C3 and/or
immune complexes in patients' plasma in vivo (Smith et al., 1975 &

1977). Sera from these patients blocked C3-receptors on normal
donors' lymphocytes, inhibiting EAC-rosette formation.
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2. The relationship between lymphocyte subpopulations and
responsiveness in LT tests.

At the outset of my studies, the association between
proliferative responses in LT tests and the T cell (not B cell)
subpopulation had not been firmly established and, as presented in
the Introduction, although this relationship has been strongly
affirmed it is still not universally recognized or accepted.
Because of this (and also because no two laboratories' culture

techniques appear to give identical results), it was necessary to
characterize to some extent the relationship between LT
responsiveness to different stimulants and the T and B cell

subpopulations in my culture technique.

In attempting to examine directly the proportions of blast-
transformed lymphocytes in cultures bearing E-receptors (shown to
be a highly discriminatory and reliable marker when E(AET) are

used as indicators, in the preceding section) there was some

evidence that the E-receptor might not be uniformly expressed

throughout the cell cycle, so the study was concentrated on the
residual non-reponsive (untransformed) lymphocytes in these
cultures.

While the order of increasing responses (PHA>ConA>PWM) was

reflected in decreasing proportions of untransformed E(AET)-RPC (T
cells), there was also some decrease in residual untransformed B

cells (non-E [AETJ-RFC) which could have resulted from cell death

(Fig. 2.4), but in general did not support conclusively that B
cells did not transform in response to these mitogens. In a

second study (Fig. 2.5) where cell death may have been minimal,
there was more conclusive evidence that the responsive
(transformed) population were not drawn from the B cells to any

significant extent with the stimulants ConA and PWM, although
there was still some evidence that B cell blastoid transformation

might contribute to PHA responses. This is in agreement with the
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observations of others (Greaves et al., 1972), where it was

suggested that B cells might be activated secondarily to T cells
in PHA-stimulated cultures of human EB lymphocytes by a phenomenon
of "contageous activation". While these results do not answer the
basic question of whether B cells proliferate (incorporate 3n-TdR)
in such cultures, as opposed to expressing blast transformation
alone, they do suggest that even B cell blastoid transformation is
minimal in these 3-day mitogen-stimulated cultures and that the
contribution of B cells to the observed 3n-TdR responses in such
cultures is minimal to negligible. This is important because, as

presented in the introduction, many clinical test systems employ
the mitogen FWM as a "B cell" stimulant in LT tests: these results
support that it is a T cell stimulant only.

PWM-stimulated Ig secretion in vitro by human FB lymphocytes
has been reported (and has been confirmed in my own experiments
where it is currently under investigation). However, the
stimulated Ig-secretion response is assayable only in longer-term
(6 to 8 day) cultures (Wu et al«, 1973; Geha et-aL, 1974;
Witemeyer et al., 1976; DeLaConcha et al., 1977), and may again
depend on "contageous activation" of B cells secondarily to T
cells (Janossy, 1976). The widespread use of PWM as a "3 cell"
stimulant in clinical LT tests may stem from confusion in
terminology, e.g. between morphological quantitation of
transformation and measurement of transformation as a function of

DNA synthesis (3H-TdR-incorporation), as presented in the
Introduction. Cells with plasmablastoid morphology were reported
in PWM-stimulated (but not PHA- or ConA-stimulated) human PB

lymphocyte cultures (Douglas, 1972): however, they were not shown
to synthesise DNA (or Ig, for that matter). It may even be that
such cell types could be associated with lymphokine synthesis and
secretion, not Ig synthesis/secretion, as suggested by Noguchi and
Deodhar (1975). None of the range of stimulants presently used in
measurements of human PB lymphocyte transformation have ever been
unequivocally demonstrated to stimulate B cell proliferation in
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such cultures, and can probably be discounted as activators of B
cell 3n_TdR incorporation in clinical LT tests in general (e.g.
Janossy, 1976).

It cannot be completely discounted that PWM may stimulate
human PB lymphocyte B cell proliferation in certain clinical
conditions. In a reported study of a case of malignant
paraproteinaemia (Campbell et al., 1975), it was found that PB

lymphocytes showed a higher response to PWM than to PHA prior to

chemotherapy, but that this order of responsiveness was reversed
following chemotherapy. This was attributed directly to the
relative proportions of T and B cells in the patient's PB

lymphocytes at these times (i.e. "conventionally" interpreting PWM
as a stimulant of B cell proliferation). An alternative
interpretation might be that in this case the malignant B cells
may have retained a "proliferative propensity" and were able to

respond to PWM by proliferation, unlike normal human PB B cells.
Cisco and Gotoff (1974) reported that hypogammagiobulinaemic

patients (including those with X-linked inheritance, lacking B
cells completely) respond as well to commonly used stimulants of
LT, including PWM, as do normally healthy individuals: this is
confirmed by my studies (see Ch.4 and Appendix). Largely because
of its lack of discrimination for B cells as a differential

stimulant, and because of its general reflection (at a

proportionately lower level) of PHA responses (see Chul), studies
of LT responses to PWM were dropped from routine clinical
evaluations of PB lymphocyte LT responses (studies of ConA dose-
responses were also dropped from routine tests at this time, in
order to minimise studies and improve costs and efficiency).

Lymphocytosis following adrenaline infusion was found

reproducibly in this department (Gader & Cash, 1975), and afforded
an opportunity to study relationships between LT responses to
different stimulants during changes in the PB lymphocyte
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population and subpopulation composition within the a single
individual over a short time, where general changes in
immunological status were unlikely. The observed lymphocytosis

(Figs. 2.6 & 2.7) was due to increases in both T and B cells:
these increased at the same rate to give a changed T:B ratio
(increased relative proportions of B cells) in the early stages of
the infusion, with the obverse at decreasing lymphocytosis.

Similar trends in PB lymphocyte total and subpopulation
proportions have been found after exercise (Steel et al., 1974;
Yu et al., 1977), but were interpreted as due to increases in the
B cell subpopulation only at lymphocytosis in some laboratories,
possibly because both total and relative proportions were not

fully considered (Hedfors et al., 1976). Exercise may be
associated with increased plasma adrenaline (Kotchen et al., 1971;
Gray & Beetham, 1975), so that our phenomenon may be comparable
with exercise studies.

In contrast to the findings of others who found that LT

responses to different stimulants ail dropped during the_initiai
lymphocytosis (Hedfors et al., 1976), I found that only the PHA
and MLR responses dropped together with the relative proportion of
T cells (Fig. 2.7), and throughout the infusion these LT responses

correlated significantly with T cell proportions (and inversely
with B cell proportions). This could imply that in a given
individual, in the absence of overt changes in immune status in
the short term, the PHA and MLR responsive subsets represented
constant proportions of the total T cells despite changes in
relative and absolute T cell proportions in the peripheral blood
(the significance of these relationships is an indicator of the
quality of these tests as quantitative measurements of these
variables). In contrast, the responses in LT to ConA and PPD did
not show any drop with the initial drop in relative T cell

proportions, but did increase with the recovery of relative T cell
proportions in the later stages of infusion. The LT response to

Sk/Sd antigen was intermediate to these two patterns of change.
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Responses to Candida antigen remained consistently negative. The
reasons why the changes in ConA, PPD and Sk/Sd responses did not
follow the PHA and MLR changes with relative T cell proportions is
not clear, but may be some reflection of differential
responsiveness by subsets of T cells which do not remain in
constant proportion to the total T cells during adrenaline-induced
lymphocytosis and its decline. These observations in a single
healthy individual might thus provide more evidence of
differential responsiveness as an indicator of differential T cell
subset expression than could be obtained from studies on different
healthy individuals (Ch. 1) where overall differences in LT

responsiveness could mask the phenomenon of differential
responsiveness, producing the observed PHA:ConA:PWM correlation.

In a study of lymphocytes from different organs from a single
(cadaver) donor in which the different lymphocyte populations
expressed different T:B ratios, somewhat anomalous results were

obtained which cannot be extrapolated to the general population
because of lack of confirmation and because of the clinical

circumstances under which these lymphocytes were obtained. T
cells were found to predominate in both lymph-node and splenic
populations (C,3), although their relative proportion was lower in

spleen than in lymph-node. This contrasts with a previously
reported study (Habeshaw & Stuart, 1974) where B cells were the
predominant lymphocyte subpopulation in the spleen in similar
cadaveric donors: while these differences may derive from
individual variation in subjects, these authors did not achieve
total lymphocyte identification (only 81% of all lymphocytes
identified as either T or B - this leaves room for an additional

19% which, from my above discussion, are likely to be T cells).
Intrinsic LT responsiveness to mitogens was less in either

cadaveric lymphocyte population than in a third-party's PB lympho¬
cytes: the greater responsiveness of the lymph-node lymphocytes
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compared to the splenic lymphocytes may have teen a reflection of
their relative T cell proportions (in the same donor, not related
to T cell proportions in the third-party whose general LT

responsiveness is likely to differ). This was at some variance
with general observations previously made in this laboratory (A.
G. White, unpublished) where cadaveric donor lymph-node
lymphocytes were found to be poor responders in LT tests (to PHA
and in MLR), and again may reflect subject variation. It was

postulated from the previous observations that lymph-nodes might
contain activated suppressor cells, possibly as a result of trauma
and tissue injury before death, and this experiment was designed
to investigate possible suppressor effects by co-culture studies
(as discussed in Ch. 1).

Virtually at direct variance with expected results if
suppressor populations had teen present in either spleen or lymph-
node lymphocytes, marked enhancement of LT responses to mitogens
was found in all co-culture combinations between the two cadaveric

populations and the normal donor's PB lymphocytes. This
enhancement was greatest in the autologous combination (lymph-
node:spleen), and it may be that the enhancements seen when each
of these was co-cultured with the PB lymphocytes resulted from the
cadaveric lymphocytes alone. This phenomenon cannot be readily
explained, and it would not appear valid to attempt to find
plausible explanations for this single set of observations.
Nevertheless, this phenomenon does emphasise that observed LT

responses depend on covert interactions between lymphocytes in
vitro, and that simple relationships between responses and
discrete lymphocyte subset proportions do not exist.

Lymphocyte subpopulation fractionation by E-RFC depletion has
generally shown that LT proliferative responses (^H-TdR-incor-
poration) are solely T cell dependent, and do not derive any

component from human EB B cells (Lohrmann et al., 1974a; Sondel et
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al., 1975; MacDermott et al., 1975; Littman et al., 1976).

However, others' T cell depletions have shown variable results
(Potter & Moore, 1975), or appeared to point to an association
between LT responsiveness and the T-depleted subpopulation (i.e. B

cells) (Zeylemaker et al., 1974).
My results tend to confirm that LT responsiveness is

associated with the T cells primarily. However, I did not achieve
complete fractionation, obtaining virtually pure T cells, but a

mixed T/B population in the T cell depleted residue which probably
was disproportionately enriched for low-E-affinity T cells (Table
2.4). Low-E-affinity T cells may have a degree of identity with

IgG-Fc-receptor-bearing T cells (West et al., 1977), which may, in
turn, have identity with suppressor T cells which can inhibit LT

proliferative responses (Moretta et al., 1977). Thus, my T-
enriched population may have been relatively depleted of

suppressive influences while my T-depleted population may have
been relatively enriched for these, giving the observed
disproportionate changes in LT responsiveness compared to T cell
proportions, from the original unfractioned PB lymphocytes, seen

in both the T-enriched and T-depleted populations.
This again emphasises the limitations of simple quantitative

interpretations of LT responsiveness, where complex inter-cellular
interactions evidently take place to dictate responses in vitro.
Possible inadvertent enrichment or depletion of functionally
distinct lymphocyte subsets might appear likely in subpopolation
fractionation techniques based on non-uniformly expressed cell
suface markers (such as the E-receptor), and their consequential
effects on any assayed lymphocyte response (including LT) are

likely to be unpredictable.
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E. 5MMSX.

The relative proportions of T and B cells in peripharal blood

lymphocytes from healthy adults was re-examined in the light of
newer methodology. T cells were estimated by the rosette

technique, employing several T cell - indicator cell bond
enhancment techniques, including using sheep erythrocytes which
were pre-treated with the sulphydryl reagent AET. The percentages
of B cells were enumerated principally by their expression of C3
receptors, enabling rosetting with antibody and complement coated
erythrocytes (EAC), and also in some cases by their expression of
membrane Ig (using an immunofluorescent labelling technique).
Contaminating phagocytic cells were identified by latex ingestion.
Rosettes were counted in fixed, stained preparations.

The following conclusions were drawn:
1. Complement-receptor-bearing and mlg-bearing cells constitute
the same subpopulation of lymphocytes (B cells).
2. The percentage of "null" cells was negligible when compared to
previous reports, since summation of the proportions of T cells
(E[ALT]-RFC) and B cells (EAC-RFC) approached 100% in most cases.

3. There was no apparent association between the proportions of
either T or B cells in PB lymphocyte populations from different
donors and their capacity to respond to any stimulant by LT as

described in Chapter 1.
4. When human IB lymphocytes are fractioned into T-enriched or T-

depleted populations, responsiveness in LT is primarily associated
with the T cells.

5. When short-term changes are induced in an individual's total
and relative proportions of peripheral-blood T and B cells (during
adrenaline infusion), responses to certain stimulants in LT
reflected changes in T cell proportions while others did not, but
showed different apparently independent patterns of changes.
6. Lymphocytes from different organs containing different
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proportions of T and B cells show complex inter-relationships when
co-cultured in LT tests, indicating that responses are not simple
reflections of the proportions of potentially responsive cells in
lymphocyte populations in vitro.

These results emphasise the difficulties inherent in

comparing T and B cell proportions from different laboratories
employing different variations of techniques: these technical
variations affect both normal and pathological values reported.

The significance of these findings in terms of heterogeneity
and interactions between functionally distinct T cell subsets is
discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

HUmi PERIPHERAL EbQCP NEflTTfrPHTT. gftNOI/XOTE RfiSPCWSIVERSSg JM A

SIANQARDIZEP CHEMOTAXTH ASSAY SYSTEM.

INTRODUCTION

The cell-suspension and cytotaxin-solution medium employed in
these studies was Medium 199, as used for lymphocyte studies, but
without added serum (Methods). This medium satisfied the pH and
divalent cation concentrations previously defined for optimal
neutrophil chemotactic responses (Wilkinson- 1974), and required
no additional protein supplement. However, two different
commercial preparations of medium 199 were used in these studies,
consecutively, which were subsequently found to differ in their
ability to support neutrophil chemotaxis. Consequently, the
results in this chapter are divided into two series according to
which medium 199 preparation was used to record the results.

Casein (Hammersten preparation) is available commercially in
"purified" form and is cheap (the same batch was used throughout
these studies). Casein is a complex heterogeneous mixture of
proteins but its chemotactic activity, unlike many of the
chemotactic stimuli used in different laboratories, has been

relatively well characterized (Wilkinson, 1974) and it was adopted
as the standard stimulus for my studies. Casein stock solutions
(see Methods) prepared consecutively were compared with their
predecessors for identity of cytotaxin activity to ensure standard
stimulations. Casein was also found, in preliminary experiments,
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to be a stronger chemotactic stimulus at the concentrations
routinely employed by me than other commonly employed chemotactic
stimuli, such as activated human serum, and appeared ideally
suited for quantitation of neutrophil chemotactic responses under
conditions of maximal stimulation (optimal for detection of
chemotactic response deficiencies).

In preliminary experimentation, where casein was added (or
not) to the cell suspension medium and added (or not) to the
cytoattractant medium below the chemotaxis chamber filter, at
different concentrations, it was apparent, that casein stimulated
random as well as directional migration of neutrophils, although
the directional component was always apparent as a greater

leading-front penetration into filters against a positive
(increasing) gradient of casein concentration, in confirmation of
detailed studies by Wilkinson (1974). Thus, casein acts both as a

cytotaxin and a chemokinesin (Keller et al., 1977) on normal human
PB neutrophils. In this study I have used the terms "chemctaxis*'
and "migrations! responses" as synonyms to refer to the ooserved
migrations towards a chemotactic stimulus, while recognizing that
such responses depend both on the directed migration and the
amplitude of migration (where the latter is not necessarily
directed).
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A. STMCARDIZATION ££ THE rHR^fTTftXT.q ASSAY" 5XSM AE2 DETERMINATION

QE NORMAL RESPONSE RANGES IN £B NEUTROPHILS FROM HEALTHY

ALS.

1. THE DETERMINATION QF OPTIMAL CASEIN CONCENTRATIONS, mi TIME, KB

MAXIMAL NEUTROPHIL CHEMQTACTIC RESPONSES-

The initial ranging experiments took into account published

techniques: thus the incubation temperature (37°C), time (70 min)
and pH (7.23 to 7.28) were within recommended ranges (Wilkinson,
1974). The casein dose-response curves for neutrophils from 4

healthy individuals are shown (Fig. 3.1). These experiments were

carried out in medium 199-A (i.e. Series 1 responses). All the
individuals responded maximally to casein at lmg/ml: at 2mg/ml and
higher concentrations there was a relative plateau or gentle
decrease of responses, at a sub-peak level, which was a phenomenon
found generally for healthy individuals neutrophils. Tne distance
of this plateau below the peak (at lmg/ml) varied for different
individuals' neutrophils, and for a minority lay close to the peak
value unlike those shown here. The optimal concentration of
casein for maximal neutrophil chemotaxis stimulation was thus
chosen at l.Omg/ml.

To minimise the numbers of readings in each test situation,
it was decided not to test casein dose-responses, but to employ

only the optimal and a sub-optimal concentration. The sub-optimal
concentration was arbitrarily selected as 0.5mg/ml, i.e. half-
optimal, and this was retained throughout the studies reported
here. Unstimulated responses (without added casein, i.e. only
medium 199 above and below the chemotaxis chamber filters) were

also measured routinely in each test. These served primarily as a

technical control and were not intended as measures of random
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Neutrophil chemotaxis: distance (jx)
migrated by leading front
in 70 min.
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Figure 3.1. The casein dose-response of neutrophils from 4 healthy

individuals: distances migrated towards a range of concentrations

of casein in medium 199(A) (see text).



migration.
In the early experiments, the thickness of filters was

measured microscopically on a number of occasions, and this was

repeated regularly throughout the study as a quality check. From
the origin of migration (top) to the maximum of migration (lower
face) thicknesses varied from 139u to 149u, and a maximum observed

value (138u) was set as the limit of migration (FT), i.e. the
limit of readability of the leading front migration (without
emerging on to the lower filter face). It was decided to retain
the arbitrarily selected 70min incubation time, as the initial
experiments showed normal migration to be approximately half-way
to the limit of migration at maximum (lmg.casein/ml), allowing
sufficient margins for possible detections of both raised and
reduced responsiveness in clinical studies of neutrophil
chemotaxis.

. TELE DISTRIBUTION OF TEE RESPONSES QE KEALTHY INDIVIDUALS8

NEUTROPHILS IN JEE TEST SYSTEM - (SERIES 1.)..

The responses of EB neutrophils from 58 healthy individuals
to optimal and sub-optimal stimulatory concentrations of casein,
and in the absence of stimulation, are shown in Figure 3.2. These

responses were determined in medium 199-A (Series 1 responses),
and were in the main determined in parallel with clinical studies
on patients (see later, this chapter). The responses showed
positively-skewed distributions, tailing off to higher migration
values for each range. Projection of two standard deviations
around range means was not, therefore, representative of their
distributions and the observed ranges were taken as a basis for
comparison with clinical results.

The observed ranges for healthy individuals' neutrophil
responses to casein (Series 1) were as follows:
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Figure 3.2- The distributions of the responses of neutrophils from

healthy individuals (58) (First Series) to sub-optimal and

optimal concentrations of chemoattractant (casein) and in the

absence of chemoattractant (unstimulated). Mean values (- ls^)
are indicated.



optimal (l.Omg/ml) - 40 to 105u (mean 60.02u)
sub-opt (0.5mg/ml) - 20 to 90u (mean 43.12u)
unstim. (0) - 7 to 30u (mean 14.26u)

The relationships of individuals' responses to optimal and sub-
optimal casein and in unstimulated controls are presented later
(section B).

3. HEE CQNCENTRATIQI^DEPENPENCE MD TIME-DEPENDENCE 2E THE RESPONSES

OP NEUTROPHILS FROM HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS TO CASEIN IN MEDIUM 199-B

(SERIES 21.

The casein dose-responses of healthy individuals' neutrophil
chemotaxis in Medium 199-B are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. In

Figure 3.3 the concentrations of casein were selected to
illustrate the dose-response curves below the optimal
concentration for maximal chemotaxis stimulation, and in Figure
3.4 the casein concentrations were selected to illustrate the

dose-response curves above the optimal casein concentration. As
for casein dose-response curves in Medium 199-A, maximal
chemotactic responses occurred to casein at lmg/ml, followed by a

relative plateau at higher casein concentrations which again was

lower than the peak (lmg/ml) response (Fig. 3.4). The maximal
distances migrated in Medium 199-B were greater than maximal

migrations in Medium 199-A.
The responses of neutrophils from healthy individuals to the

optimal stimulatory concentration of casein (lmg/ml) in Medium
199-B over a range of incubation times are shown in Figure 3.5.

Although the maximal migrations in Medium 199-B over 70 min were

greater than were found in Medium 199-A in this time, none of the
individuals' neutrophils approached the lower faces of filters
(the limit of migration): however, when incubations over longer

periods (80 to 90 min) were used, leading fronts of migration
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Neutrophil Chemotaxis:

distance (jjl) migrated by
leading fro^t in 70min.
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Figure 3.3 . The casein dose-responses of neutrophils from

4 healthy individuals: distances migrated towards a

range of concentrations of casein. (Medium 199(B) -

see text)•



Neutrophil chemotaxiss distance (/*)
migrated "by leading front in 70nsin.
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Figure 3.4 . Distances migrated by neutrophils from 4

healthy individuals towards a range of concentrations

of casein, showing the plateau of responses at the

concentrations of casein greater than lmg/ml which

were tested. (Medium 199(B) - see text).



Neutrophil ckemotaxis:

Incubation times (minutes).

Figure 3»5« The distances migrated by neutrophils from 3 healthy

individuals during a range of incubation times in the absence

of a ckemoattractant (unstimulated - medium 199 alone) and

towards casein (lmg/ml in medium 199)* The distance to the

lower face of the filters is indicated (fi ), as are

leading fronts which showed emergence of neutrophils on the

lower face of the filters ( • ).



reached the lower filter faces (some at 80 min, all by 90 min).
In clinical evaluations of patients' neutrophil chemotaxis in

parallel with that of healthy individuals in Series 1, the
clinical tests (see later, Fig. 3.12) seldom exceeded the normal

ranges for healthy individuals (Series 1; Fig. 3.2). In view of
this, it was decided to retain the 70 min incubation time for
tests carried out in Medium 199-B (Series 2). Thus, in Series 2

results, increased migrational responses relative to Series 1 were

expected for normally healthy individuals' neutrophils, giving
some greater emphasis to the detection of decreased chemotactic
responsiveness in clinical tests and leaving a smaller margin
(below the limit of migration) for detection of increased
responsiveness.

4. 3HE DISTRIBUTION ££ 5HE CHEMQTACTIC RESPONSES OF NEUTROPHILS FROM

HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS m TIM AMENDED SESTEM (SERIES ZLl MID. M
EVALUATION ££ Sffl RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERIES 1 MD SERIES 2

RESPONSES.

The chemotactic responses of neutrophils from 44 healthy
individuals to optimal and sub-optimal stimulatory concentrations
of casein, and in the absence of stimulant, in Medium 19S-B are

shown in Figure 3.6. In this second series (Series 2), there was

an increased mean migration in each range relative to Series 1. No

overlap between the unstimulated and sub-optimally stimulated
response ranges occurred for Series 2, unlike series 1. Series 2
results showed less marked positive skewing of their distributions
than for Series 1, but it was still discernable and again the
observed range rather than the normal range (two standard
deviations about the arithmetic mean) was taken as the basis for

comparison for clinical tests.
The observed ranges of responses for healthy individuals'
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Neutrophil chemotaxis:
distance (ju) migrated by
leading front in 70 min.
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Figure 3.6: The distribution of neutrophil chemotactic responses
for healthy individuals (44) [Second series}. Legend as
in Fig. 3.2 .



Migration ratio: optimal
sub-optimal
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Figure 3.7. The observed ratios of neutrophil chemotaxis to the

optimal concentration of casein (lmg/ml) and to a sub-optimal

concentration of casein (0.5rag/ml) determined in healthy

individuals in two series of observations (see text). The
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neutrophil cheraotaxis in Series 2 were:

optimal - 64 to 120u (mean 89.43u)
sub-opt. - 46 to 114u (mean 72.56u)
unstim. - 5 to 35u (mean 17.56u)

The differences in the means of the equivalently stimulated

neutrophils in Series 1 and Series 2 were highly significant
(p<0.005) (Student's t test, unpaired means), as shown in Table
3.1. Even the unstimulated migrations, whose means were not

markedly different, still showed a significant difference in means

between the two test systems (0.025<p<0.05), apparently indicating
medium 199-B permitted greater randan migration than medium 199-A.

An examination of the inter-relationships of responses at
different levels of stimulation (see later, Table 3.3) revealed

significant correlation between the migrations to the optimal and
sub-optimal casein concentrations in healthy individuals' neutro¬

phils: therefore, an evaluation of the ratios of these responses

(i.e. optimal/sub-optimal), termed the migration ratio (rm) was
undertaken to attempt to find if this could be used as a basis for
direct comparisons of Series 1 and Series 2 tests. These
migration ratios showed relatively narrow distributions for both
Series 1 and Series 2 studies of healthy individuals* neutrophil
chemotaxis (Fig. 3.7) (and certain patients in each series who
showed neutrophil chemotaxis migration values outside the observed
stimulated ranges also showed abnormal rm values): however,

despite considerable overlap between normal rm values for Series 1
and Series 2, their means were significantly different (Student's
t test, unpaired means) as shown in Ibble 3.1. Further regression
analyses showed that this difference was in fact predictable (see
later, Table 3.3).

i.

In a test of neutrophil chemotaxis in Medium 199-A accidently

incubated in an atmoshpere of 5% CO2 in air' instead of in air
alone as was routine, considerably enhanced maximal chemotactic
migration was found, and was attributed to some pH effect in the
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Observation Mean

(Series l)
Mean

(Series 2)
t value

(unpaired)
Significance

unstimulated 14.26 17.46 1.8194 2.5^p< %

sub-optimal 43.12 72.18 10.4443 p « 0.%

optimal

optimal
sub-optimal

6C.02

1.468

n ^ 58

89.43

1.262

n= 44

9.9513

3.3381

p « o«5$

p < 0.5$

Table 3.1. a comparison of two series of observations of healthy

individuals' neutrophil chemotactic responses to casein. The

two series were carried out under identical experimental con¬

ditions except that different commercial preparations of

Medium 199 were used for each series (see text).

Medium 199 (A.) Medium 199 (®)

Incubation Incubation

5^ C02 in air Air 5$ C02 in air Air

Chemotaxis:
unstimulated 16 18 17 18

optimal 75 63 79 77

pH:
pre-incubation 7.26 7.26 , 7.29 7.29

post—incubation 7.34 7.42 7.30 7.33

Table 3.2. a comparison of an individual's neutrophil chemotactic

responses to casein in medium 199 (a) and medium 199 (B) (see text)

under normal incubation (air) and incubation in 5$ COg in air, for
70 min at 37°C. The pH of the cheraoattractant solutions prior to

and following the incubations are given.



medium 199 induced by the different atmosphere. Although both
Medium 199-A and Medium 199-B had similar pH, v/ithin the
recommended pH 7.2 to pH 7.4 range recommended (Wilkinson, 1974),
and both had equivalent, almost identical, buffer systems (see
Methods), an experiment was designed to test whether these medium
199 preparations diverged in their pH values during incubations.
A healthy individual's neutrophil chemotaxis response to the
optimal casein concentration was measured in both Medium 199-A and
Medium 199-B and incubations were performed in both air, and 5%

002 in air. Hie pH of the stimulatory casein solutions below the
filters were measured immediately prior to and following
incubations. The results are shown in Table 3.2.

The stimulated migration in Medium 199-A in 5% C02 a^r was
found to be approximately equivalent to that in Medium 199-B
(which showed little difference between incubation atmospheres),
while the migration in Medium 199-A in air alone was markedly
below these levels. The lower (Medium 199-A/air) migration was

accompanied by a rise in pH to 7.42, whereas in the other systems
the pH rose only to betwen pH 7.30 to pH 7.34. This appeared to
indicate that in the absence of 002 (i.e. under routine incubation
conditions in air alone), Medium 199-A was more susceptible to pH
increases than Medium 199-B during chemotaxis test incubations:
this may have been the major contributory factor which determined
the relatively lower migrations in Series 1 than in Series 2.
Further tests where these media were incubated without leucocytes,
in air, confirmed the relative susceptibility of Medium 199-A to
pH rises compared to Medium 199-B following an equivalent
incubation (e.g. 199-A samples showed pH 7.39 to 7.44, while 199-B
shewed pH 7.29 to 7.34, following 70 min at 37°C in air).
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B. THE INTER-RELATIONSHIPS QZ HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS' NEUTROPHIL
CHEMOTACTIC RESPONSES TO OPTIMAL AND SUB-OPTIMAL STIMULATORY

CASEIN CONCENTRATIONSr AND THE EFFECT QE THESE RELATIONSHIPS ON

TEE "STATTSTTCATI■Y-ALLCWS?" MM5AL LEVELS OE MIGRATION.

1. REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND CORRELATIONS IN THE VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF

HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS' NEUTROPHIL CHEMQTACTIC RESPONSES MEASURED EI
THE STANDARD TEST SYSTEM.

Within each series of results, individuals' neutrophil
chemotactic responses to (i) optimal and (ii) sub-optimal casein,
(iii) unstimulated responses, and (iv) migration ratios
(optimal/sub-optimal) were paired with each other in turn and
subjected to regression analyses (method of least squares) to give

(i) the "best-fit" straight line for each set of data according
to the formula: y = a + bx (where x and y were the observed
values and a and b constants for each set of relationships);

(ii) the sample correlation coefficient, giving in turn the
statistical significance of the correlation.

As well as constants a and b for each straight line relationship,
the standard deviations of a and b were also computed. These
results are shown in Table 33, where the standard deviation for
each value is given below it in parnentheses.

Highly-significant correlations (p < 0.0005) were found (i)
between optimal and sub-optimal chemotactic responses, and (ii)
between sub-optimal responses and migration ratios (rm). These
relationships were true for both Series 1 and Series 2 results.
Other relationships of less (but still statistically valid)

significance were found: thus, in Series 1, an

unstimulated:optimal correlation was found, while in Series 2 an

unstimulated:sub-optimal correlation and a migration-ratio:optimal
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X / y X y cor.coeff probability that
y° = 0 m

a b

x: s.o. 43.12 60.02 0.7198 P<C.05$ 24.21 0.811

y« opt. (13.78) (13.44) (4.73) (0.104)

x: b'ln 14.26 60.02 0.2632 156 < p < 2.5$
y« opt. (4.50)

x: b'ln 14.26 43.12 0.1275 % < P

■y« s.o. (not significant)

x: s.o. 43.12 1.468 -0.6774 p 0.05$ 2.23 -0.0176

yt r(o/s) (0.357) (0.115) (0.0026)

x: opt. 60.02 1.468 -O.O519 5$ < p

y* r ( 0/ s) (not significant)

x: b'ln 14.26 1.468 -0.1149 5% < P

y» r(o/s) (not significant)

Firs>t Series n = 58
t
i

x: s.o. 72.18 89.43 O.5906 p < 0.05$ 39.84 0.687

yt opt. (14.10) (16.40) (10.65) (0.145)

x: b'ln 17.46 89.43 O.156O 5$ < p

yt opt. (6.85) (not significant)

x: b'ln 17.46 72.18 0.2791 2.5$ ^ p -c 5^
y* s.o.

x: s.o. 72.18 1.262 -0.5230 p 0.05$ 1.875 -O.OO85
yt p(o/s) (0.229) (0.157) (0.0021)

x: opt. 89.43 1.262 0.3602 ljg < p < 0.5^ 0.812 0.0050

y« r(o/s) (0.183) (0.0020)

x: b'ln 17.46 1.262 -0.1455 5^< p

y* r(o/s) ,not significant)

Secoiid Series n=44
, 1 1

b'ln: baseline(unstimulated), s.o.: sub-optimal, opt.: optimal,
r(o/s): ratio of optimal/sub-optimal.

Table 3.3. Correlation of healthy individuals* neutrophil chemotactic

responses and their fit to the line y- a + bx (mean values and (lsj).



correlation were found.

The highly-significant correlations from both series appeared
to indicate a relationship between the responses to optimal and

sub-optimal casein concentrations for stimulation of maximal
chemotactic responses which indicated that where one response was

high the other would be expected to be high also, and where one

was low the other would be low. Further, the inverse correlation
between rm values and sub-optimal responses indicated that where
sub-optimal responses increased they tended to approach the
optimal response in value (and might exceed them to give an rm
value of less than unity (e.g. see Fig. 3.9B).

2. THE COMPUTATION OF STATISTICALLY ALLOWED LEVELS OF CHEMOTACTIC

RESPONSES 2Q OPTIMAL MD. SUB-OPTIMAL CASEIN CONCENTRATIONS.

Selecting those variables which showed highly-significant
correlations for healthy individuals' neutrophil chemotactic
responses to casein in both series of results, namely (i) optimal
and sub-optimal migration values, and (ii) sub-optimal migrations
with migration-ratios, the best straight lines (y = a + bx) were

found (Table 3.3), and maximum and minimum values of x and y were

found for each relationship by substituting maximum and minimum
values of a and b (+ or - twice their standard deviations), to

give ranges of allowable y values for each x value. These
equations are shown in Table 3.4.

The best straight line relationship between optimal and sub-
optimal chemotactic migrations (Series 1) is shown together with
allowed maximum and minimum optimal values for given sub-optimal
values (Fig. 3.8): also shown here are the largest and smallest
observed values for optimal and sub-optimal migrations by healthy
individuals neutrophils (broken lines). Thus only neutrophil
chemotactic responses which are within the observed ranges and
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Series It

A. (y = optimal; sub-optimal)

Regression line y = 24.21 + 0.8llx

y(max) = 33.67+ 1.019x

y(min)=: 14.75+ 0.603x

B. (y= r^; x = su"b-optimal)
Regression line y= 2.23 — 0.0176x

y(max)= 2.46 - 0.0124x

y(min) =s 2.00 - 0.0228x

Series 2:

A. (ys optimal; x= sub-optimal)

Regression line y= 39*84+ 0.687x

y(max)r 61.14+ 0.977x

y(min)=r 18*54 +0.397*

B. (y=: r^; x = sub-optimal)
Regression line y=. 1.875 — O.OO85X

y(max) = 2.189 - 0.00433;

y(min)= I.56I - 0.0127x

Table 3,4 . The best linear relationships (regression lines) and

maximum and minimum ranges taking two standard deviations around

the constants a and b in the regression equation (y= a+bx) for

the values of a and b given in Table 3.3.



Neutrophil chemotaxis: distance (j\)
migrated by leading front towards the
optimal concentration of casein (lmg/ml).

Neutrophil chemotaxisJ distance (^) migrated by leading
front towards a sub-optimal concentration of casein (0.5mg/iri

Figure 3.8. The computed regression line for optimal (y) on

sub—optimal (x) chemotactic responses to casein (o) ana the

maximum and minimum computed range (■ ), derived from the

equations in Table A (Series l). The maximum and minimum

observed values of x and y are indicated ( - - - - ).



also fall between the lines y(max) and y(min) (Fig. 3.8) may be
said to be within the "normal range" allowed by the statistical
relationship between the optimal and sub-optimal chemotactic

migrations.
Using the same computation methods, the relationship between

sub-optimal migration and the migration ratio (optimal/sub-
optimal) can be described in terms of its best straight line and

minimum (rmmin) and maximum (rmmax) statistically allowed values,
together with the smallest and largest observed values (Fig.

3.9A). If these rm values are then used to calculate a range of
allowed values of optimal chemotactic migrations for each value of

sub-optimal chemotactic migration (from rm = optimal/sub-opt.),
the lines generated appear as curves (Fig. 3.9B). Again, only
those values for optimal and sub-optimal chemotactic migrations
which fall within the observed values and between the lines y(max)
and y(min) (Fig. 3.9B) may be said to be within the statistically
allowed normal range of chemotactic responses of healthy
individuals' neutrophils to optimal and sub-optimal stimulatory
concentrations of casein (with respect to stimulation of maximal

migrations).
These two sets of relationships (Fig. 3.8 and 3.93) may then

be combined by superimposing one on the other, to take into
account the highly significant correlations found. This is shown
in Figure 3.10, for the statistically allowed normal range area

derived from Series 1 results: this is the area shown bounded by
the broken line on the plot of optimal v. sub-optimal chemotactic
migration responses.

The observed values (Series 1) for the responses from which
these relationships were computed are shown against the

"statistically allowed normal range" in Figure 3.11. Of the
series of 58 results, only 4 fall outside this area: only one

result fell outside both normal ranges (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9B) which
were used to construct the final allowed range (these were

combined in such a way as to give a minimum, rather than maximum,
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Neutrophil chemotaxis: distance migrated (jx) by leading front
towards a sub-optimal concentration of casein (0.5mg/ml)

Figure 3.1I. The observed values for healthy individuals' neutrophil

migration to optimal and sub-optimal casein concentrations (Series l)

and their fit within the computed allowed normal range (see Fig.3.10).
O computed mean values; □ computed maximum and minimum values as

shown in Fig. 3.9*



size to the finally determined statistically allowed normal range

area).
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THE APPLICATION OE TEE NEUTROPHIL CHEKQTAXIS TEST SYSTEM TQ

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTION TESTS JK PATIENTS KITE A VARIETY OF CLINICAL

cqtoitiqns.

In the following section, the patients which are described
presented with a wide variety of clinical conditions (these are

described more fully in the Appendix, with full laboratory results
for leucocyte function tests). In general, the common feature of
these patients was that they were referred for investigations of
possible or probable defects in their immune systems which might
have been responsible for their clinical histories. Because of
the wide variety of clinical conditions of varying degrees of
diagnostic definition which were studied (Appendix), no general

attempt has been made in the analysis in this chapter to group

patients together on the basis of clinical condition, other than
by common features revealed in the investigations of their
leucocyte (lymphocyte and neutrophil) functions in these

laboratories, except in certain special cases.

THE DISTRIBUTION OE PATIENTS' NEUTROPHIL CBSMQTftCTIC RESPONSES TO

OPTIMAL AND SUB-OPTIMAL STIMULATORY CONCENTRATIONS OF CASEIN:

SERIES 1.

The distribution of patients' chemotactic responses on a plot
of optimal v. sub-optimal stimulations are shown in Figure 3.12,
against the computed "statistically allowed normal range" (which
was derived largely from the responses of healthy individuals'
neutrophils measured in parallel with patients' chemotactic
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responses, as simultaneous controls). Out of the 62 patients
tested, 39 showed normal neutrophil chemotaxis (inside the allowed
area) and 23 (37%) showed "abnormal" chemotaxis (outside this
allowed range). Of the 23 patients who showed abnormal neutrophil
chemotaxis, 50% had values for optimal and sub-optimal migrations
within the corresponding observed ranges for healthy individuals'
chemotaxis, and by these criteria alone would have been classed as

showing no abnormality in their neutrophil chemotactic responses.

In the remainder, the most common abnormality found was

depression of the chemotactic response to the optimally-

stimulating concentration of casein.

Only 2 of the 62 patients showed chemotactic responses to
either casein concentration which exceeded the observed ranges for

healthy individuals: one of these exceeded the sub-optimal
response range while the other exceeded both ranges.

2. THE RELATIONSHIP EETWEEN NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTACTIC RESPONSES AND

LYMPHOCYTE TRANSFORMATION TQ MITOGENS IN CLINICAL STUDIES-.

The neutrophil chemotactic responses to optimal and sub-
optimal casein concentrations of Series 1 patients whose

lymphocyte transformation was also studied, in parallel, are shown
in Figure 3JL3. The symbols for individual patients' chemotactic
responses are chosen to illustrate whether they showed normal or

depressed lymphocyte transformation to mitogens at the time of

study, according to the previously-described normal ranges of

lymphocyte transformation (Ch. 1). The absolute values for these
variables are given elsewhere (Appendix),

In practice, patients either showed (i) normal LT responses

to mitogens, (ii) depressed LT to ConA alone, or (iii) depressed
L*r to both ConA and PHA (none were found with normal LT to ConA

and depressed LT to PHA).
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Depressed LT responses (to PHA and/or ConA) were found in 22
of 62 patients whose neutrophil chemotaxis was also measured. The
numbers showing depressed LT to mitogens were distributed

approximately evenly between those with normal and those with
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis. However, when frequencies were

compared, 52% (12/23) of patients showing abnormal neutrophil
chemotaxis showed depressed LT responses, compared with 28%
(10/39) of the patients showing normal neutrophil chemotaxis.

The different parameters of the neutrophil chemotaxis test
were compared between patients showing normal or depressed LT

responses (student's t test, unpaired means). The mean values in
these clinical goups were as follows:

unstimulated sub-optimal optimal rm LT
15u 53u 65u 1.27 (normal)

17u 43u 57u 1.66 (depressed)

Statistically significant differences were found (1) for the
observed decrease in the response to sub-optimal casein, and (ii)
the increased rm value (0.01<p<0.025) of the neutrophils from
the depressed LT patient group relative to the nomal LT patient
group: unstimulated and optimal migration values did not differ

significantly.

These patients were then re-divided according to whether
their neutrophil chemotaxis was normal or abnormal, and the values
of the LT responses of these patient groups were compared. Values
for LT responses to PHA were significantly lower (0.025<TKG.05) in
the abnormal chemotaxis group than in the normal chemotaxis group

(mean 223,000 cpm/106 lymphocytes, sd 211,000, compared to mean
319,000 cpm/106 lymphocytes, sd 173,000). Both groups had mean
PHA responses below that of healthy individuals (Ch. 1.: mean

424,115 cpm 106 lymphocytes). The responses of both groups to
ConA and in unstimulated cultures (spontaneous 3H-TdR-
incorportation) did not differ significantly.
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It would thus appear that (i) patients with depressed

lymphocyte transformation to mitogens have some associated

tendency to show decreased neutrophil sensitivity to sub-optimal
chemotactic stimulus relative to patients with normal LT responses

and (ii) patients with abnormal neutrophil chemotactic responses

tend to show an increased frequency of depressed lymphocyte
transformation to mitogens and in general lower LT responses to
EHA than patients with normal neutrophil chemotaxis. The analysis
does not allow these relationships to be put in more definite
terms, possibly because of the extreme heterogeneity of clinical
conditions of the patients tested.

In 8 patients who were studied repeatedly (Fig. 3.14), 3
showed consistently normal neutrophil chemotaxis, while 4 snowed

consistently abnormal chemotaxis: 1 showed a change from abnormal
responsiveness to normal for both neutrophil chemotaxis and
lymphocyte transformation (no. 5). One other patient of this
group (no. 7) showed changes in LT responsiveness, from normal to

depressed: neutrophil chemotaxis was abnormal at both times.
Of the 3 patients with consistently normal neutrophil

chemotaxis, 2 showed consistent LT depression while 1 showed
consistently normal LT. Of the 4 patients with consistently
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis, 2 showed consistent LT depression
while 1 showed consistently normal LT : the other (above) changed
frail normal to abnormal LT.

There was thus no apparently strong association between
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis and depressed LT responses in this
group of patients. Although individuals in this group with
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis showed wide variations in absolute
values (for responses to optimal and sub-optimal casein
concentrations), their relative values remained outside the

allowed normal range area on the optimal v. sub-optimal plot (Fig.
3.14), indicating some validity in this approach to determination
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on repeated occasions, at intervals of greater than 1 month.
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responses to both ConA and PHA. The allowed normal range

is indicated (see Fig.3.10).



of the relative normality of neutrophil chemotactic responses.

3. NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTAXIS IE A CASH QE CHRONIC MUCOCUTANEOUS

CA^IDIAEIS: RELATIONSHIP HQ TRANSFER FACTOR THERAPY.

Leucocyte functions in vitro together with other parameters
of the immune system were measured in a 6 year old boy who

presented with chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis with

hypoparathyroidism. This case is presented in detail elsewhere
(Lawton et al., 1976), and aspects of neutrophil function only are

given here.
The patient showed normal LT to mitogens and in MLR, but not

to Candida antigen (and delayed cutaneous hypersensitivity to
Candida was not expressed). The patient also showed abnormal

neutrophil chemotactic responses to casein in the standard assay,

and his neutrophils failed to kill ingested Candida albicans, in
vitro, although other in vitro tests of neutrophil function were

normal (phagocytosis of Candida, phagocytosis and intra-cellular
killing of Staph, aureus. NBT-reduction), and antibody to Candida
was present in his serum.

Therapy with dialysable transfer factor (TF) was administered
subcutaneously at approximately monthly intervals, with eventual
conversion of in vivo DH to a positive response to Candida
antigen, but with no induction of LT responsiveness to the antigen
in vitro, and no general clinical improvement.

Each TF administration had a short-lived effect on the

patient's abnormalities of neutrophil function. The effect of TF

therapy on his neutrophil chemotactic responses to optimal and
sub-optimal stimulatory concentrations of casein is shown in
Figure 3.15. Prior to TF therapy (a and b, Fig. 3.15), chemotaxis
was abnormal; immediately following the first TF administration
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chemotaxis was normal [c] - this reverted to abnormal by two

weeks following TF-1. With one exception either way prior to and

immediately following TF administrations (e and f), this pattern
of conversion to normal chemotaxis by TF followed by reversion to

abnormality within approximately two weeks was generally found
(the intermediate value remained normal between TF-6 and TF-7

[1]). Some time later (several months), this patient's neutrophil
chemotaxis was examined against Series 2 controls, where despite
the absolute values of his responses to optimal and sub-optimal
casein falling within the normal (observed) control ranges, his
migration ratio (optimal/sub-optimal) was abnormal on two
occasions (0.72 and 0.86 - see Fig. 3.7 for normal values, Series
2) despite continued TF therapy.

This patient's younger brother also presented with chronic
mucocutaneous candidiasis (at the time when the above Series 2

tests were carried out). The younger brother showed a similar
pattern of CMI (absent LT and DH to Candida antigen, otherwise
normal). Neutrophil candidacidal capacity was normal, but
neutrophil chemotaxis was abnormal, with a depressed sub-optimal
response (37u) and a raised rm value (2.95) (Appendix: no. 91)
(unpublished).

The neutrophil chemotactic responses of the elder brother
during TF therapy are shown with symbols chosen to illustrate
normal or abnormal candidacidal capacity (Fig. 3.16).
Intracellular Candida killing was normal on 6 occasions and
abnormal on 6 occasions during TF therapy: in 5/6 instances normal
chemotaxis and normal Candida killing coincided - in 4/6 instances

abnormality in both coincided. Transient correction of Candida
killing generally was found immediately following TF
administration, as for corrections of chemotaxis abnormality, so

that although the correspondence was not 100%, the TF therapy did
appear generally to have a simultaneous affect on these two
parameters of neutrophil function measured JLn vitro. Other tests
of neutrophil function, including certain intracellular enzyme
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activities and Staphylococcal killing capacity were normal in this

patient (see Lawton et al., 1976).

4. THE NORMAL RANGE OF NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTACTIC RESPONSES ££ HEALTHY

INDIVIDUALS; SERIES 2 TESTS.

The chemotactic responses of healthy individuals' neutrophils
to sub-optimal and optimal casein concentrations determined in
medium 199-B (Methods) are shown in Figure 3.18 against the

statistically determined allowed normal range (Series 2).
The Series 2 allowed normal range differes from Series 1, and

was determined from the values shown in the equations in Table 3.3
to give the respective curves (as for Series 1, e.g. see Figs.
3.8, 3.9, 3.10), bounded by the upper and lower limits of the
actual observed values: this is shown in Figure 3.17. In Series
2, the allowed range represents a larger fraction of the area

simply bounded by the extremes of the observed values than was

found for Series 1 (e.g. Fig. 3.10), and, as shown in Figure 3.18,
all of the individuals' chemotactic responses fit within the
allowed range area.

5. 2BE DISTRIBUTION £E PATIENTS' NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTACTIC RESPONSES TQ

OPTIMAL AND SUB-OPTIMAL CASEIN CONCENTRATIONS RELATIVE TO THE

ALLOWED NORMAL RANGE - SERIES 2.

Pateints' neutrophil chemotactic responses to optimal and
sub-optimal stimulatory concentrations of casein relative to the
control allowed normal range (Series 2) are shown in Figure 3.19.
In this series, a total of 45 patients were studied (Appendix)
over a period of 1 year: 18/45 (40%) showed abnormal neutrophil
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Figure 3.18. Th© observed values for healthy individuals' neutrophil

migration to optimal and sub-optimal casein concentrations (Series 2)

and their fit within the computed allowed normal range (see Fig.3.17).
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depressed in vitro lymphocyte responses to mitogens)
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chemotactic responses relative to the allowed normal range

(derived from the results of simultaneous studies of healthy
individuals neutrophils, usually in parallel with clinical tests):
only 5 of these showed responses to the optimal casein
concentration which fell outside of the normal (observed) range

for controls (1 above, 4 below), but 14 patients showed responses

to sub-optimal casein which were outside of the corresponding
control range and 11 of these (25% of all patients) fell below the
control range. This contrasts to Series 1, where 3/62 (5%) of
patients showed depressed responses to sub-optimal casein, and
would appear to be some reflection of the relatively increased
migrations afforded by the Series 2 test system lending greater

sensitivity for detection of deficient responses to sub-optimal
chemotaxis stimulation..

Those patients in Series 2 who showed depressed lymphocyte
transformation to mitogens are indicated in Figure 3.19 by
symbols. In Series 2, only 3 patients showed depressed LT to

mitogens, and two showed abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis while the
other showed normal neutrophil chemotaxis. When the absolute
values of LT responses to mitogens were compared in the abnormal
and normal neutrophil chemotaxis groups of patients, no

significant differences were found (Student's t test).

Neutrophil chemotaxis in Series 2 patients was measured in

parallel with a consistent series of other tests of neutrophil
functions in vitro (performed by Mrs. S.M.Walker [nee Wood]), and
the results of these tests were available for comparison with the
neutrophil chemotaxis findings. This is described in the
following sections. Absolute values for these laboratory tests
are given together with clinical details for each patient in the
Appendix.
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6. XBEI RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTAXIS MD. NBT~REDUCTIQN

IN VITRO IN PATIENTS' NEUTROPHILS.

Details of the NBT test applied in these studies are given
elsewhere (Urbaniak et al., 1978). Patients' neutrophil NBT

reductions were divided according to whether they fell within or

outwith NBT reduction ranges for healthy individuals' neutrophils
in (i) spontaneous and (ii) stimulated NBT reduction tests
(stimulation by E.coli endotoxin in vitro).

These sub-divided patients essentially into (i) normal NBT
reduction (ii) raised spontaneous NBT reduction and (iii) low
stimulated NBT reduction categories: these three groups are

represented by different symbols on a plot of the patients

neutrophil chemotactic responses to optimal and sub-optimal casein
(Fig. 3.20).

Neutrophil chemotaxis and NBT reduction were investigated in
parallel in 42 patients. Only 3 of these showed depressed
Stimulated NBT reduction (with normal spontaneous 1ST reduction
for each): 2 of these showed normal neutrophil chemotaxis while 1
showed abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis relative to the allowed
normal range (Fig. 3.20). Of the remaining 39 patients, 13 (33%)
showed elevated spontaneous NBT reduction by their "resting"
neutrophils, while the other 26 (67%) were within normal values
for NBT reductions.

In the 39 patients with either raised spontaneous or normal
NBT reduction, 23 (59%) showed normal neutrophil chemotactic
responses and 16 (41%) showed abnormal neutrophil chemotactic
responses (Fig. 3.20). The frequency of raised NBT reductions in
the abnormal and normal chemotaxis groups were, respectively,
(i) 17/23 (74%) with normal NBT reduction and 6/23 (26%) with
raised spontaneous NBT reduction in the normal chemotaxis group,

and (ii) 9/16 (56%) with normal NBT reduction and 7/16 (44%) with
raised spontaneous NBT reduction in the abnormal chemotaxis group,

so that the relative frequency of raised spontaneous NBT reduction
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was almost doubled in patients showing abnormal neutrophil
chemotaxis compared to those showing normal neutrophil chemotaxis.

The various parameters of the neutrophil chemotaxis test were

compared (Student's t test) in the normal (26) and raised
spontaneous (13) NBT reduction groupings of the patients. Values
for chemotaxis to optimal casein and the migration ratios

(optimal/sub-optimal) did not differ significantly between the
groups, but significant differences were found for chemotactic

migrations to sub-optimal casein and unstimulated migrations, as

follows:

unstimulated migration sub-optimal migration
normal NBT: mean 20.2u (s.d. 7.4) mean 70u (s.d. 27)
raised NBT: mean 14.2u (s.d 3.7) mean 54u (s.d. 26)

Optimal migration in the raised NBT group at 85.5 (mean) was also

relatively reduced compared to the normal NBT group (mean 94)
while the rPvmPv of the former (mean 2.01) was predictably greater
than that of the latter group (mean 1.61). Thus, generally lower

neutrophil chemotactic responses were found for patients with
raised spontaneous NBT reduction by their neutrophils compared to
patients whose neutrophils showed normal levels of spontaneous NBT
reduction. In comparison to normally healthy individuals'
neutrophils, the raised spontaneous NBT reduction group showed low
chemotactic responses to the sub-optimal stimulatory concentration
of casein, while the normal NBT reduction group were in general

comparible to healthy controls for all parametrs of neutrophil
chemotaxis.

When these same patients were subdivided according to whether
they showed normal or abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis, for
comparison of both spontaneous and stimulated NBT reduction
values, no significant differences were found between them
(Student's t test).

Thus, while patients who showed abnormal neutrophil
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chemotactic responses also tended to show an increased frequency
of raised spontaneous NBT reduction by their neutrophils relative
to patients with normal chemotaxis, the actual proportions of

neutrophils reducing NBT were not significantly different between
the two groups. This appears to indicate that there is not a

strict functional relationship between NBT reduction and

neutrophil chemotactic capacity, and that their relationship is
best expressed as a tendency for patients with relatively raised
proportions of NBT reducing neutrophils (in vivo activated?) to
show relatively low responsiveness in chemotaxis to sub-optimal
but not to optimal stimulatory concentrations of casein.

7. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTAXIS AND NEUTROPHIL

PHAGOCYTOSIS <2E CANDIDA IN CLINICAB .TESTS.

Phagocytosis of Candida albicans was investigated in parallel
with neutrophil chemotaxis for 43 of Series 2 patients.
Phagocytosis was determined from (i) the proportions of

neutrophils which expressed Candida phagocytosis and (ii) the mean

number of Candida phagocytosed by each neutrophil (phagocytic
index). Details of these tests are published elsewhere (Wood &

White, 1978; Urbaniak et al., 1978).
Out of the 43 patients, 3 showed a reduced proportion of

neutrophils expressing phagocytosis (Fig. 3.21) relative to

phagocytosis expressed by normally healthy individuals'
neutrophils: none showed any abnormalities in their phagocytic
indices. Since normal values for phagocytosis range between 94%
to 100% of healthy individuals' neutrophils, and these patients
showed values of between 90% and 93%, their defects did not appear

marked.

When the absolute values for proportions of phagocytosis-
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expressing neutrophils, and phagocytic indices, were compared in
patients expressing normal or abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis, no

significant differences were found (Student's t test).

8. .THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEUTROPHIL CHEMOTMIS MD. .TNTRA-CEi.TUT.fiR

KILLING OE CANDIDA LY NEUTROPHILS IN CLINICAL TESTS.

The capacity of neutrophils to kill ingested Candida albicans
was investigated in parallel with neutrophil chemotaxis in studies
of 43 of the patients in Series 2 (Appendix). Candida killing was

expressed as the percentage of ingested Candida killed by
neutrophils in vitro in a given time: details of this Candida

killing test are published elsewhere (Wood & White, 1978; Urbaniak
et al., 1978). Candida killing in clinical tests was judged to be
abnormal if it fell below the observed range found for normally
healthy individuals' neutrophils.

Of these 43 patients, 17 (40%) were found to exhibit reduced
Candida killing while an equal proportion (40%) displayed abnormal

neutrophil chemotaxis (Fig. 3.22). There was no clear association
between these two parameters of abnormal neutrophil function. The

frequency of depressed Candida killing in patients showing
abnormal chemotaxis (41%) was not markedly different from the

frequency of depressed Candida killing in patients showing normal
Chemotaxis (38%).

When the absolute values of Candida killing were compared in
the normal and abnormal chemotaxis groups, they were not

significantly different (Student's t test), so that abnormal
chemotaxis was not associated particularly with deficient
microbicidal capacity for Candida.

When the absolute values of the parameters of the chemotaxis
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test were compared in the normal and low Candida-killing capacity
patient groups, a significant difference was found between them
(0.025<p<0.05) in their migrational responses to the sub-optimal
stimulatory concentration of casein: other parameters did not
differ significantly. The mean response to sub-optimal casein in
the low Candida-killing group was 74u (sd 17), which was

considerably greater than that of the normal Candida-killing group

at 58u (sd 24).
When these values for sub-optimally stimulated chemotactic

migrations were compared to that of normally healthy individuals,
at 72u (sd 14) (see Table 3.3, Series 2), it can be seen that

patients with depressed Candida-killing capacity showed neutrophil
chemotactic responses to sub-optimal casein comparable with those
of healthy individuals, while those of the normal Candida-killing
group were considerably below those of healthy individuals. These
parameters are set out for comparison as follows:

unstim. sub-opt. optimal Jim—
normal Candida killing 17u CPiT 87u 1.85

reduced Candida killing 20u 74u 96u 1.67

healthy individuals 17u 72u 89u 1.26

The responses to the optimal casein concentrations in patients
with reduced neutrophil Candida-killing was greater than that of
both healthy individuals and the other patients (with normal
Candida-killing), although these differences were not significant.
It was also noted that both patients who showed neutrophil
chemotaxis responses to sub-optimal casein which fell above the
observed control range (one of these also fell above the optimal
range) both showed deficient Candida-killing capacity (Fig. 3.22).

It thus appeared that while there was no apparent association
between abnormalities in chemotaxis and deficiencies in

intracellular capacities to kill Candida in clinical studies of
patients' neutrophils, there was some tendency for neutrophils
which express a reduced Candida-killing capacity to express

greater chemotactic migrational responses to casein than found in
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other patients, and to some extent greater than that found in
healthy individuals' neutrophils. Reduced Candida-killing
capacity was found in only 3/12 (25%) patients who showed
chemotactic responses below the respective observed control ranges

for either optimal or sub-optimal casein stimulation, but was

reduced in the two cases of supra-normal chemotactic responses (as
stated above). This contrasts with the distribution of raised

spontaneous NBT reduction in patients' neutrophils (Fig. 3.20), of
which 6/12 (50%) of patients showed evidence of sub-normal
chemotactic responsiveness, while the NBT-reduction of patients
with supra-normal chemotaxis was normal.

9. mi CHEMOTACTIC RESPONSES NEUTROPHILS FROM PATIENTS WITH

RECURRENT PYOGENIC INFECTIONS; CLINICAL COMMENT AND SUMMARY

LABORATORY FINDINGS.

A number of patients with recurrent pyogenic infections were

submitted for clinical investigations of immune function (clinical
details in Appendix, Series 2). These patients responses in the
standard neutrophil chemotaxis test are shown in Figure 3.23
relative to the appropriate allowed normal range (Series 2
controls). Of the 7 patients in this disease group, 4 showed
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis; as a group, the parameters of
their neutrophil chemotaxis did not differ significantly from
those of healthy individuals. Those patients who showed abnormal
chemotaxis expressed this either as a relatively reduced
neutrophil chemotaxis below observed control ranges, or with a low
sub-optimal migration in relation to optimal (i.e. a high
migration ratio ). Only 1 patient showed a reduction of
migrational response to the optimal chemotactic stimulus which
fell below the observed control range. The 2 patients with the
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lowest migrational responses to sub-optimal casein (Fig. 3.23) may

have fitted the clinical description of "hyper-IgE-syndrome
(patients 76 & 78, Appendix) (see discussion [D]). None of the
others of these 7 patients showed clinical evidence of atopy.

Of the "immune profile" tests applied in these laboratories to
evaluate these 7 patients, only abnormalities of neutrophil
function were detected: 1 patient showed no detectable defects, 2
showed deficient Candida-killing by their neutrophils, 3 showed
neutrophil chemotaxis defects only, and 1 showed abnormal
neutrophil chemotaxis in association with a reduced level of
stimulated NBT reduction capacity (this patient showed the lowest
chemotactic responses to either concentration of casein within
this group, Fig. 3.23).
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D. DISCUSSION

1. IHE ASSAY SYSTEM

The technique adopted for quantitation of human PB neutrophil
chemotaxis was based on an assay previously described by Wilkinson
(1974 - appendix), and of the various techniques described in the
literature (reviewed by Wilkinson [1974]), it appeared one of the
most suitable for the basis of a routine clinical test system. The
most attractive features of this assay system were the "leading-
front" quantitation method for measuring migration (giving quick
and objective reading of results, not requiring cell counts or

showing a strict relationship to initial cell density), the short
incubation time of the tests, and the simplicity and relatively
lew cost of the apparatus required.

The various techniques described in the literature for
quantitation of chemotactic responses commonly depend upon

measurements of leucocyte migration through membranes of suitable
pore size towards a solution of chemoattractant, after the method
originally described by Boyden (1962). Different modifications of
the technique depend essentially on different methods of
quantitation of the migration. The original Boyden technique
measured chemotaxis as a function of the numbers of cells emerging
on the lower faces of filters after a fixed incubation time, and

depended on both the speed of migration and numbers of cells added
at the origin (upper filter face): this technique is somewhat
susceptible to error caused by detachment of emerged neutrophils
from the lower filter faces, is cell-number dependent, and

requires cell counting.
The Zigmond and Hirsch (1973) modification of the Boyden

technique introduced the concept of migration-quantitation by
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measuring the distance migrated by the leading edge of migrating
cells from the origin into the filters, achieved by reading the
focal depth of this migration microscopically (see Methods). This

technique does not give readings which are directly proportional
to the initial cell numbers, so that cell dilution errors are

minimised, and it measures cell migration within filters so that
no cell detachment errors occur and incubation times are

shortened.

Neither the Boyden nor leading-front techniques allow for any

heterogeneity in the migrating cell populations. Quantitation of
migrating cell profiles (numbers at different distances between
the origin and leading-front) could to some extent indicate
differences in migration within leucocyte populations. A
homogeneous leucocyte population should display a normally-
distributed migration profile (Wilkinson, 1974), and this is in

general the pattern found for human neutrophils. Shifts in this
profile curve may be used to test the uniformity of action of
chemotaxis potentiating or inhibiting agents (VanEpps et al.,
1978).

Changes in the shape of migration density profiles have been
reported which suggest that human PB neutrophils may not be

homogeneous with regard to chematactic potential and/or cytotaxin
sensitivity (Swanson & Becker, 1976). These authors have
described the induction of a general inhibition of migration
(shift of the curve to the left) accompanied by a concomitant
enhancement of leading-front migration (a second peak, shifted to
the right) of human neutrophils migrating towards C5a, in the
presence of a random-motility inhibitor: thus the "most-
responsive" neutrophils appeared enhanced while the majority of
neutrophils were inhibited in their chemotactic responses by this
factor.

In a different approach to neutrophil heterogeneity in
humans, neutrophils have been fractioned according to their EA-

rosetting capacity (i.e. their affinity for human erythrocytes
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coated with the IgG fraction of a rabbit anti-human erythrocyte
serum) (Klempner & Gallin, 1978). Approximately 80% of PB

neutrophils formed such rosettes well, and displayed greater
functional activities in various in vitro tests, including
chemotaxis, than the poor-EA-rosetting neutrophils. This effect
was not introduced by the separation procedure.

The significance of neutrophil heterogeneity with regard to
different functional assays, including chemotaxis, awaits
clarification in clinical studies. For the purposes of my

investigations, only leading-front measurements were made. If
neutrophils exhibit heterogeneity in chemotactic responsiveness to

casein, then the results expressed are those of the "most-
responsive" leading-front neutrophils. As stated in the
Introduction, the responses assayed have both directional and
migration-amplitude components: these are not distinguished by the

assay.

Hie concentration of casein selected as "optimal" in my assay

was that which stimulated maximal neutrophil chemotactic
migrations (Figs. 3.1, 3.3, & 3.4): above this concentration
(l.Omg/ml) a supra-optimal response plateau was found, at a level
slightly reduced from the maximal peak. This high-concentration
effect has been previously reported and is not restricted to
casein as cytotaxin (Swanson & Becker, 1976), although it is
rarely reported for "activated serum", probably because this is
seldom used at sifficiently high a concentration for this
phenomenon to be manifested.

Although I did not test the effect, it is reported by others
that casein exerts a concentration-dependent effect on random

motility. Data presented by Wilkinson (1974 - Table 3.1) on the
behaviour of neutrophils in the absence of a chemotactic gradient
of casein concentrations show that the random motility stimulatory
activity of casein reaches a concentration-dependent peak, above
which less stimulation of random motility takes place (casein
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concentrations become relatively inhibitory? ) at equimolar casein
concentrations above and below filters in chemotaxis chambers.

This peak of random motility stimulation occurred at a lower
casein concentration than that which was reported to stimulate
maximal neutrophil chemotaxis when used alone below filters to
establish a casein concentration gradient across the filters.

The data of Wilkinson show maximal neutrophil chemotaxis at a

higher concentration than in my system: this effect might be due
to the different culture mediums employed. However, the relative
inhibition of migration by high casein concentrations in my system

might explain the peak/plateau effect which I found in dose-
response studies. Neutrophils migrating towards supra-optimal
casein concentrations might encounter migration-inhibiting casein
concentrations more quickly than those migrating towards the
optimal stimulatory concentration of casein. These effects could
be related to diffusion rates of casein through filters and
saturation of receptors on neutrophils which interact with
cytotaxins and chemokinesins to activate and orient migration. The

peak/plateau effect was found to be useful in qualitative

interpretations of observed responses (see below, [3]).

The introduction of an assay system based on dose-response

sensitivity to casein was rejected for routine clinical
applications, since this would have necessitated study of
migration to a large number of casein concentrations for each

neutrophil population tested, and would have generated data which
would have been unwieldy for statistical analyses. Instead of a

single cytotaxin stimulus (often not defined with regard to
relative chemotaxis stimulatory concentration potency) as used in
many laboratories, some consideration of casein concentration
effects was retained by employing a two-concentration assay

consisting of an optimal and a sub-optimal stimulus: the sub-
optimal concentration was arbitrarily selected as half the

optimal.
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. ICHE normal range QE RESPONSES ££ ££ NEUTROPHILS FROM healthy

INDIVIDUALS IN Hffi CHEMQTAXIS ASSAY.

Two different commercial preparations of Medium 199 were used
in these studies which supported different levels of chemotactic
responses by neutrophils in the assay (apparently related to pH

stability) and necessitated the observed results being divided
into two series (Series 1 & 2) according to the medium used.

Within both series of results, healthy individuals'
neutrophil chemotactic responses showed two highly significant
relationships between variables measured in the assay. These were

between (i) optimal and sub-optimal migrational responses and (ii)
between sub-optimal migrations and migration ratios (i.e. the
ratio of optimal/sub-optimal migration distances) (p<0.0005 for
both). No other relationships of equivalent statistical
significance were found.

Since unstimulated migration did not correlate with either
optimal or sub-optimal chemotactic responses, it was inferred that
these probably were unrelated, and unstimulated values were not
subtracted from stimulated migrations. The unstimulated values
were retained principally as technical controls, where, in
practice, they were found to be low and less than stimulated
values and never masked these.

The observed correlations (above) indicated that (i) where a

high response to optimal casein was found, a high response to sub-
optimal casein should also be expected, and (ii) as the optimal

response increases in value the sub-optimal response tends to

approach it in value and at high responsiveness could exceed it
(this is allowed by the peak/plateau phenomenon, and would be
interpreted as a shift of the peak to the formerly sub-optimal
position). The expression of maximal migration at "sub-optimal"
casein concentrations (migration ratio less than unity) occurred
with very low frequency in Series 1 controls, and not at all in
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Series 2 (Fig. 3.7). Such a left-shift of migrational

responsiveness to casein might indicate an increased sensitivity
to the cytotaxin in neutrophils (provided it does not come about

by abnormal depression of migration to optimal casein to below the
normal range for controls).

Decreased sensitivity to the migration-stimulatory effects of
casein may be seen in two ways. These are (i) decreased
migrations relative to observed control ranges for both casein
concentrations (a possible right-shift of the casein dose-response
could give this pattern with a maximum at a higher casein
concentration - not associated with a falling migration ratio),
and (ii) decreased sensitivity at the sub-optimal casein
concentration alone (seen with an abnormally high migration
ratio).

The different relationships between optimal and sub-optimal

responses can be expressed by equations (Table 3.4) which can be
plotted as lines with extreme ranges. Since the results also had
finite observed ranges, these relationships can be limited to
these ranges. These manipulations are shown (Figs. 3.8 & 3.9)
intermediate to the construction of a "statistically allowed

range" for normal neutrophil chemotaxis which takes into account
these relationships (Fig. 3.10). In Series 1, 54/58 of the
observed results from which the Series 1 allowed range was

constructed fell within the allowed range (Fig. 3.11): in Series
2, all fell within the respective allowed range (Fig. 3.18).
These allowed normal ranges permitted a more qualitative
evaluation of clinical tests of neutrophil chemotaxis than could
have been given by simple comparison of clinical reults to normal
response ranges, and increased the scope for definition of

abnormality.

Although this two-concentration assay system extends the

sensitivity of tests for neutrophil chemotaxis abnormality, it
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still does not differentiate between the directional and amplitude
effects which are constituents of a chemotactic stimulus. The

relationships between the migrations to these two concentrations
of casein are evidently complex. These may not depend only on the
locomotor capacity of neutrophils and their ability to orient
themselves according to signals in their environment, but also on

other factors such as the ability of the directed locomotor
response (chemotaxis) to be modulated by the chemokinesin
properties of the stimulus, e.g. where they could be accelerated
in a dose-dependent manner up to a maximum speed of migration
which could then be relatively inhibited at higher (supra-
optimal) concentrations of chemotactic factor.

3. IDENTIFICATION £F ABNQFMAL CHSMQTAXIS IN CLINICAL STUDIES.

Patients5 PB neutrophils assayed in the standard chemotaxis
test were classed as exhibiting abnormal chemotactic responses if
they fell outside the approporiate (Seies 1 or 2) allowed normal
range (above) defined from parallel studies of healthy
individuals' neutrophil chemotaxis.

In Series 1, 37% of the patients (detailed in Appendix) who
were tested exhibited abnormal chemotaxis by this criterion (Fig.
3J.2), and a similar proportion of Series 2 patients (40%) showed
abnormal chemotaxis (Fig. 3.19). The trend in abnormalities in
Series 1 was towards depressed responses to the optimal

stimulatory concentration of casein (absolute, or decreased
migration ratios), while in Series 2 the trend was towards

depressed migrations to the sub-optimal stimulus (absolute, or

increased migration ratios). These different trends were not

explained, and while they could have resulted from the differences
in the assays dependent on the different Medium 199 preparations
used, which necessitated division into two series, it is likely
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that they may have been related to clinical differences in the

groups of patients in the two series. Since the patients studied
suffered from a wide variety of different clinical conditions

(Appendix), with only small numbers or single patients
representing different clinical categories or syndromes (and where

any clinical categorization was at best difficult), essential
clinical differences between the two series were not apparent. In
the analyses of the leucocyte function tests which were applied to
these patients, categorization and sub-grouping was primarily
carried out only on the basis of observed abnormalities with
respect to different aspects of leucocyte functions (in relation
to findings in healthy individuals). It was noted on this basis
that Series 1 patients expressed a much higher frequency of
abnormal (depressed) lymphocyte transformation responses than
found in Series 2 patients, which might support some overall trend
in clinical differences in the two series, since the LT test

remained unchanged throughout the study.

4. RELATIONSHIP OE AHNQRML NEUTROPHIL CHSMOTAXIS IN CLINICAL TESTS

TQ OTHER TESTS £E LEUCOCYTE FUNCTIONS IN VITRQ.

(a) Relationship la lymphocyte transformation.
Patients in Series 1 were not tested generally for other

parameters of leucocyte function apart from neutrophil chemotaxis
and lymphocyte transformation. Depressed lymphocyte trans¬
formation (to mitogens) occurred in 35% of these patients: when
divided up according to neutrophil chemotaxis abnormalities (as
above, [3]), 52% of the abnormal chemotaxis group showed depressed
LT while only 28% of the normal chemotaxis group showed depressed
LT, and the mean PHA responsiveness of the former group was

significantly less than that of the latter. Approaching the
analysis from the opposite side, it was found that the mean
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neutrophil migration to sub-optimal casein was significantly lower
in the depressed LT patients than in the normal LT patients,
although neither group differed significantly from healthy
individuals' chemotactic responses. Since the general trend in
this series of patients was towards reduced optimal chemotactic
responses (with concomitantly reduced migration ratios), the
observed association between decreased sensitivity to sub-optimal
casein and reduced LT responsiveness was perhaps more significant
than this analysis can present.

It is also perhaps true that in the context of clinical
tests, the best control studies for patients exhibiting a given
parameter are other patients not exhibiting this parameter,

although final referral to healthy individuals is always
essential. It may thus be relatively more important to emphasise
the significant differences between these patient groups in this
study than to emphasise the lack of any significant difference
between either group and healthy individuals.

This analysis of neutrophil chemotaxis in association with
lymphocyte transformation in clinical tests has identified some

tendency, rather than an absolute relationship, for abnormal
neutrophil chemotaxis to occur in conjunction with depressed

lymphocyte transformation in clinical studies. In other words, it
may simply be that if an individual is "ill", there is an

increased chance that he will show both these abnormalities, and
where he does not show one he is less likely to show the other.
This could be interpreted as indicating that, as for lymphocyte
transformation (Chap. 1), neutrophil chemotaxis might become
abnormal secondary to disease processes (such as "activation" of
immune mechanisms ill vivo) and may be reversible or abrogated in
convalescence, i.e. some abnormalities of neutrophil chemotaxis
may be symptomatic rather than idiopathic in the pathogenesis of
some diseases.

The lack of any absolute association between depressed LT and
abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis was also apparent in patients who
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were tested repeatedly (Fig. 3.14). Repetition tended to confirm
earlier findings, and validated the use of the "allowed normal
range" as a criterion by which abnormalities of neutrophil
chemotaxis could be judged. In these cases, there was no

consistent association between apparent neutrophil and lymphocyte
deficiencies: however, one individual did show simultaneous

recovery to normality in both neutrophil chemotaxis and lymphocyte
transformation.

While in vitro studies of neutrophil functions other than
chemotaxis were not generally applied to Series 1 patients, they
were applied in a special study of a case of chronic mucocutaneous
candidiasis in a young boy with hypoparathyroidism, which has been

reported in detail (Lawton et al., 1976). Hypoparathyroidism is
often accompanied by candidiasis, although the relationship
between candidiasis and this endocrine deficiency has not been
established (Blizzard & Gibbs, 1969). The patient was subjected
to calcium-balance restorative therapy at the time of study.

In common with a number of other cases of this apparently

heterogeneous clinical group susceptible to chronic candidiasis
(Valdimarsson et al., 1973), this patient showed normal LT except
for transformation to Candida antigen and DH in vivo to Candida
was not expressed. Humoral immunity was normal (serum Ig levels
and complement components) and specific antibody to Candida was

found, indicating some primary immunological recognition of
Candida had taken place.

Hie patient expressed abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis in the
standard assay. This has been described in some candidiasis
patients (Clark et al., 1973; Gallin, 1975), and deficient

monocyte chemotaxis has also been described in this disease
(Snyderman & Stahl, 1975). The patient did not fit into any other
categories of diseases in which neutrophil chemotaxis deficiencies
have been recorded (Wilkinson, 1974; Amman & Fudenberg, 1978;
Bjorksten & Quie, 1979). His neutrophils phagocytosed J^_ albicans
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normally iji vitrof but were deficient in killing Candida

intracellularly: however, they showed normal phagocytosis and
killing of aureus.

When treated with repeated doses of transfer factor (TF)

prepared locally from human leucocytes, his DH to Candida antigen
became positive but in vitro LT to the antigen remained weak to

negligible, and no clinical improvement occurred. Each
administration of TF transiently restored both chemotaxis and
killing deficiencies in his neutrophils (Figs. 3.15 & 3.16), but
these tended to decline into abnormality again before the next TF
administration (at monthly intervals).

In other cases of candidiasis treated with TF, where

neutrophil abnormalities were found and no clinical benefit ensued
no improvement in neutrophil function was found (Gallin, 1975),
while deficient monocyte chemotaxis in another case was apparently
restored and TF treatment was clinically beneficial (neutrophil
function was not reported) (Snyderman & Stahl, 1975). Subsequent
studies on this patient revealed normal monocyte chemotaxis (not
shown), but since pre-treatment studies were not conducted, any

relationship between monocyte chemotactic capacity and TF
treatment cannot be evaluated.

This apparent linkage in a clinical case between what are

usually regarded as deficiencies in distinct leucocyte lineages

(lymphocytes and neutrophils) might indicate some common cell-
intrinsic metabolism deficiency, since no inhibitors of either LT
or neutrophil candidacidal capacity were found in this patient's
serum (tested on third-party cells) and the patient's leucocytes
were equally deficient in normal sera (chemotaxis was not tested
in "cross-over" studies because of the chemotactic activity of
sera). Some evidence for some genetic basis for this defect was

provided from the presentation of this patient's younger brother
with a similar pattern of clinical and laboratory findings. The
anomaly of abnormal intracellular killing of Candida with normal

staphylococcal killing was not explained, but might result from
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differential susceptibilty of these organisms to different
intracellular "back-up" microbicidal pathways (Klebanoff, 1975):
this might appear to link both deficient candidacidal capacity and
deficient chemotactic capacity to the same neutrophil metabolic
pathway.

Various in vitro tests of neutrophil function can be

depressed concomitantly in some diseases, or occur singly, or in
different combinations, in other diseases, so that there may be
some common and some independent metabolic pathways which can be
affected differently in different defects. Secondary depression
of neutrophil chemotaxis, phagocytosis and microbicidal capacity
have been reported in virus infections (Craft et al., 1976;
Chusid et al., 1977), where other reports have also found

depressed LT (see Chaps. 1 and 5), so that certain mechanisms
Which may induce such secondary phenomena in disease may affect
both neutrophils and lymphocytes.

A number of studies have demonstrated depressed LT capacity
in metabolic insufficiency. This occurs in malnutrition (Amman ~

Fudenberg, 1978), where deficient neutrophil chemotaxis,

phagocytosis and microbicidal capacity have all been found
(Craddock et al., 1974; Gotch et al., 1975; Chandra et al.,

1976; Foroonzanfar et al., 1978), and it appears probable that
both classes of leucocyte show deficiencies of In vitro functional

assays which are secondary to metabolic insufficiency in vivo, and
both are correctable through dietary restoration. Thus, in the
case of malnutrition, common defects in cell-intrinsic biochemical

pathways need not be postulated, as the deficiencies would appear

to be cell-extrinsic, affecting both classes of leucocyte.

Neutrophil chemotaxis may be dependent on mobilization of
intracellular resources of calcium ions, as well as a minimum
extracellular calcium ion concentration (Becker, 1975; Gallin,

1975). Hypoparathyroidism results in reduced in vivo calcium ion
concentrations, which, as suggested by Gallin (1975), cannot be
excluded from the pathogenesis of neutrophil chemotaxis
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deficiencies in calcium-deficient patients. While the patient
reported here was on calcium maintainance therapy (Lawton et al.,
1976) and while his neutrophils were studied in medium containing
sufficient extracellular calcium ions, it is nevertheless possible
that the patient's neutrophils may have suffered from some

intracellular cytoplasmic deficiency of calcium. It is also
possible that TF therapy could have delivered an array of
immunologically non-specific biologically active factors capable
of potentiating both neutrophil and lymphocyte metabolisms (Andron
& Ascher, 1978), amongst which could have been factors capable of
transient restoration of, e.g., neutrophil intracellular calcium
ion reserves, thus effecting transient restoration of chemotaxis
(and candidacidal capacity ?).

It is not necessary to postulate that such an effect need
take place through the neutrophils' calcium ion reserves, as there
are many possible agents which might be delivered in TF which
could potentiate neutrophil chemotaxis, such as ascorbate (Goetzl
et al., 1974) and prostaglandins (VanEpps et al., 1978).

Neutrophil deficiencies can arise in other metabolic
disorders such as liver disease (Feliu et al., 1977) , or in
diabetes (Hill et al., 1974 e) where deficient neutrophil
chemotaxis is corrected in vitro by insulin. It is thus not

necessarily true that any apparent association between lymphocyte
and neutrophil abnormalities in this patient are related to cell-
intrinsic common metabolic pathway deficiencies, but may be

independent defects (e.g. arising primarily in the lymphocytes and
secondarily in the neutrophils - perhaps secondary to calcium

deficiency in the case of the latter). In other patients with
chronic candidiasis which were studied in these laboratories,

neutrophil abnormalities were not found (Appendix), whether or not
these patients benefitted from TF therapy: none of these patients
were hypoparathyroid (although some were diabetic).
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(b) Relationship M abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis io other
abnormalities oL neutrophil functions in vitro in clinical, issta.

In addition to investigations of patients' neutrophil
chemotaxis, investigations of spontaneous/stimulated NBT

reduction, Candida phagocytosis and intracellular killing of
Candida were carried out on Series 2 patients, as well as

investigations of lymphocyte function. Depressed LT responses

occurred too infrequently in Series 2 patients for statistical

analyses: however, the frequent occurrence of abnormal neutrophil
chemotaxis despite normal LT responses emphasises the lack of any

strict relationship between these, as discussed above (a), and may

also indicate some overall trend in clinical differences between

Series 1 and Series 2 patients.

(i) The relationship between neutrophil chemotaxis and NBT
reductions:

The results presented (Fig. 3.20) show that -

Hie frequency of raised spontaneous NBT reduction is almost twice
as great in neutrophils showing abnormal chemotaxis as in those
falling within the allowed normal range.

There is no significant difference in NBT reduction quantitation
(the proportions of NBT reducing neutrophils) in the groups

showing either normal or abnormal chemotaxis.
In the groups showing either normal or raised spontaneous NBT

reduction, the latter show lower chemotactic responses than the
former (significant at sub-optimal chemotactic stimulation), and
the latter were also less responsive in chemotaxis than healthy
controls.

These results could be interpreted as indicating that there
may be an association between neutrophil activation (presumably in
vivo) to expression of raised spontaneous NBT reduction and a

tendency to express reduced responsiveness to chemotaxis
stimulation. However, there is no overall correlation between
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these two functional tests, and it is evident that abnormal

neutrophil chemotaxis is not invariably accompanied by raised NBT
reduction activity.

In contrast, quantitative direct correlation between NBT-

reducing neutrophil proportions and neutrophil chemotactic
responsiveness has been observed in patients with active bacterial
infections (Hill et all., 1974 b,c), so that elevated chemotactic

responses might have been expected to accompany elevated
spontaneous NBT reduction in clinical tests. However, when these
authors studied patients in which the active bacterial infections
were confined to the skin (Hill et al., 1974 a), only raised
neutrophil chemotaxis was found, with no increased NBT reduction:

they therefore concluded that these two parameters of neutrophil
function were not directly related, but that both might be

independently stimulated simultaneously by active bacterial
infections in certain clinical circumstances. Stimulation of

neutrophils in vitro by salmonella endotoxin resulted in a

concomitant increase in both NBT reduction and chemotactic

responiveness (Hill et al., 1974 c), and it was suggested that

hyperactive chemotactic response potential might represent an

early neutrophil response to bacterial infection: such

hyperactivity in patients' neutrophils was found to decline with
antibiotic therapy, and were not found in febrile patients who
were not suffereing from bacterial infections. Mediators of
neutrophil activation to the expression of hyperactive chemotaxis
or raised NBT reduction could not be found in patients' sera.

In Behcet's disease, where patients display hyper-reactive
cellular inflammatory responses to minimal non-specific skin
trauma, neutrophils also display chemotactic hyperactivity in
vitro (Sobel et al., 1977). However, these neutrophils do not
display increased spontaneous NBT reduction, and their stimulated
NBT reduction is low. Neutrophil random motility in vitro was also
low. In the patients studied by Hill et al. neutrophil random
motility was normal. In general, reports of abnormal neutrophil
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chemotaxis in disease tend to be of reduced chemotactic capacity,
and Hill suggests that the failure of other laboratories to
observe chemotaxis hyper-responsiveness may be due to failure to

selectively study the acute phase of bacterial infections.
A raised neutrophil NBT reduction is widely accepted as an

indicator of possible pyogenic infection in clinical tests, with
certain exceptions (Freeman & King, 1975). The significant
reduction in neutrophil chemotactic responses which I found
associated with increased spontaneous NBT reduction, in keeping
wth the general trend in clinical observations but in contrast to
Hill's observations, might indicate some differences in Hill's
chemotaxis assay from mine. In these authors' assay, the Boyden
technique was used, with an E.coli culture filtrate as the
chemotactic stimulus. Differences between neutrophil chemotaxis
measured in the Boyden or leading-front assays have been
demonstrated (Swanson & Becker, 1976), but in the opposite
direction, i.e. the higher values were found in the leading-front

technique. Some cytotaxins act on certain leucocyte classes and
not on others (reviewed by Wilkinson, 1974), so that it is
possible that differences in cytotaxins between assays could give
apparently different results in clinical tests, especially if
neutrophils display heterogeneity in cytotaxin sensitivity
(Klempner & Gallin, 1978). However, it is most likely that the
apparent differences in these studies were due to clinical
differences between patient groups.

While the patients which were reported to express hyperactive
chemotaxis were actively infected at the time of study (and

responded to therapy, with reductions in chemotactic activity),
the patients which I studied (detailed in the Appendix) presented
with a wide variety of clinical conditions, often of unknown
aetiology and/or with suspected immunity deficiency: the patients
which I studied with bacterial infections were usually studied
because they were susceptible to persistent, unusual or recurrent
infections. Where Hill and associates have studied such patients,
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they tend to find decreased chemotactic capacity, in agreement
with other laboratories (see Introduction), and do not report

hyperactive chemotaxis (Hill et al., 1974, d, e). Hill and Quie

(1974, 1975) have also reported a clinical syndrome characterized

by recurrent pyogenic infections, eczema, atopy and raised serum

IgE (hyper-IgE-syndrome) in which deficient neutrophil chemotaxis
is found: in two patients with apparent hyper-IgE-syndrome which I
studied (Fig. 3.23), dificient neutrophil chemotaxis was found, in
support of these authors' findings and emphasising that different
findings by us probably stem from clinical differences and not
from essential differences in the chemotaxis assay systems.

Where abnormal neutrophil chemotaxis is not a cell-intrinsic

defect, and where raised spontaneous NBT reduction is found, it is
assumed that such changes can be induced by cell-extrinsic, blood-
born factors. From observations that neutrophil NBT reduction can

be raised following haemodialysis (Winchester et al«, 1973),
Raeburn (1974) has postulated that elevation of IB neutrophil NBT
reduction could take place following the removal of some inhibitor
of activation of NBT reduction, contrary to most interpretations
that NBT reduction is induced by an activator. Other studies of

neutrophil function following haemodialysis have demonstrated
reduced cytotaxin sensitivity (Miller, 1975). Recent studies have
indicated that extensive plasma complement activation can take
place during haemodialysis, causing increased neutrophil
adhesiveness, and leading to pulmonary leucostasis and neutrophil
dysfunction (O'Flaherty et al., 1978). A certain degree of
neutrophil adherence appears necessary for In vivo neutrophil
deployment, e.g. for extravasation to inflammatory sites, and this
can be reduced by therapeutic administrations of steroids in vivo
(Brubaker, 1974). However, in agreement with many other
laboratories, I have not found depressed neutrophil chemotactic
capacity in steroid-treated patients (Chap. 4), so that impaired
adhesiveness to a degree which can lead to impaired in vivo
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inflammatory accumulation may not be sufficient to impair
chemotaxis in vitro.

I could thus be postulated that impaired chemotaxis found

following haemodialysis, and in some of the patients which I
studied who showed raised NBT reductions, might be brought about

by some in. vivo activation process, leading possibly to neutrophil
hyper—adhesiveness which might retard spontaneous and sub-

optimally-stimulated migration, but not optimally-stimulated
migration. However, there are many biochemical activation
processes which are becoming recognized as having roles in
leucocyte function regulation which, as for lymphocytes (Waksman &

Wagshall, 1978), may lead to potentiation of one cellular function
while inhibiting another: thus, NBT reduction and chemotaxis
potential in neutrophils could be differently modified by related
or identical regulatory processes (e.g. Bass et al., 1978; Henson
et al., 1978).

(ii) Neutrophil Phagocytosis and Chemotaxis:
Only 3 of the patients in Series 2 showed low phagocytosis

of Candida, so that it was not possible to evaluate differences in
chemotaxis between groups of patients showing normal or reduced
phagocytosis (because of the small number in the latter group).
There were no overt, obvious differences in the chemotactic
capacity of the latter. No significant differences were found in

phagocytosis between patients showing normal or abnormal
chemotaxis.

Since both chemotaxis and phagocytosis depend upon membrane
movement, it might have been expected that some association might
have been apparent between abnormalities in both in clinical
tests. However, in diseases where neutrophil membrane function

may be compromised, such as "lazy leucocyte syndrome" and Chediak-
Higashi syndrome, phagocytosis is usually normal while chemotaxis
is impaired (Miller, 1975). Some cases of abnormal phagocytosis
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with normal chemotaxis have also been reported, and it has been

postulated that activation of the phagocytic response could lead
to depression of chemotactic responsiveness (Miller, 1975). The
latter relationship might be related to decreased chemotactic
sensitivity found in the patients with raised NBT reduction.

It is possible that in these studies, the assay system used
for phagocytosis measurements was not optimised for maximal
sensitivity, and could not indicate clearly small deviations from
normality in phagocytosis. Since the normal control range in
these studies for phagocytosis was 94% to 100% of healthy
individuals' neutrophils, and the patients identified with
abnormal chemotaxis showed between 90% and 93% phagocytic
neutrophils, they may not have had any major defects, or the assay

may not clearly have demonstrated their degree of impairment.

(iii) Neutrophil Candidacidal Capacity and Chemotaxis:
The results presented (Fig. 3.22) show -

Reduced candidacidal capacity occurred with equal frequency in
patients showing either normal or abnormal chemotaxis, so that
neutrophil candidacidal and chemotaxis abnormalities were not

apparently associated.

Neutrophils showing reduced candidacidal capacity tended to

express greater chemotactic migrational responses than neutrophils
from patients with normal Candida killing: this difference was

significant at sub-optimal chemotaxis stimulation.
It was also noted that two patients who showed supra-normal

migration in chemotaxis showed deficient Candida killing.
Deficient Candida killing was, if anything, more associated with
enhanced chemotaxis than with depressed chemotaxis in clinical
studies, perhaps due to some "compensation" mechanism. None of
these patients showed complete abolition of killing capacity, so

that it is possible that if they could deliver sufficient
neutrophils in an inflammatory response in vivo (by enhanced
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chemotaxis), they might cope with an immunological insult almost
as well as individuals who delivered lower proportions of
neutrophils with more aggressive microbicidal capacities.
Nevertheless, either deficiency in microbicidal capacity or

deficiency in chemotactic capacity in neutrophils appeared equally

capable of predisposing individuals to recurrent pyogenic
infections (Fig. 3.23).

(iv) A Summary of the Relationship between Neutrophil
Abnormalities in Clinical Tests:

The frequencies of the distribution of abnormal chemotaxis,
raised spontaneous NBT reduction, and deficient intracellular
Candida killing, taken singly and in various combinations in the
patients which were studied, are shown in Table 3.5. As discussed

above, patients who showed raised NBT reduction tended to show low
chemotactic responses, while patients showing deficient Candida
killing tended to show high chemotactic responses: the differences
in chemotactic capacity of the high NBT-reduction and low Candida-
killing groups were significant at the sub-optimal casein
concentration, and the difference at the optimal casein
concentration was only just outside the 5% level of significance
(0.1>p>0.05): the migration ratios for these two groups did not
differ significantly, so that it appeared that relative to the

Z

normal distribution of chemotactic responses to optimal and sub-

optimal casein the raised NBT-reduction group fell below or in the
lower end of the normal range while the deficient Candida-killing
group fell in or above the upper end of the normal range (Figs.
3.20 & 3.22), with a negative association between raised NBT-
reduction and deficient Candida-killing in neutrophils as some

general rule in these clinical tests.

Thus, while a total of 60% of all patients (Series 2) showed
either raised NBT-reduction and/or deficient Candida-killing,
these segregated into 20% showing raised NBT-reduction alone and
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Neutrophil function test: Number of Frequency

Chemotaxis NBT Candida killing patients (*)

▲ A ▲ 11 (24)

▲ A ® 11 (24)

A © ▲ 4 (9)

A ® ® 1 (2)

® ▲ A 7 (16)

A ® 4 (9)

® ▲ 5 (11)

© 2 (5)

Table 3.*5 « The occurrence of normal (* ) or abnormal (© )

responses by neutrophils of patients (Series 2) in

different in vitro neutrophil function test which

were applied simultaneously to individual patients'

neutrophils.



33% with deficient Candida-killing alone, and only 7% (3/45
patients) with both.

The relatively high levels of neutrophil chemotactic

responsiveness associated with Candida-killing deficiency might
have arisen from this apparent negative association between NBT-
reduction elevation and Candida-killing capacity, rather than any

positive association between high chemotaxis and deficient

Candida-killing. Hypo-responsiveness to stimulation of NBT-
reduction in vitro (with endotoxin) was found in only 3 patients,
only one of whom showed a Candida-killing deficiency. It is
possible that the patients who displayed reduced Candida-killing
were in some way rendered insensitive to in vivo activation
processes which might normally, in disease, have raised their
spontaneous NBT-reduction levels and concomitantly reduced their
chemotactic responsiveness. Thus, a failure to express increased

spontaneous NBT-reduction in certain clinical circumstances,
rather than any failure to express stimulated increases of NBT-
reduction in vitro, might be a general clinical characteristic of
those patients who failed to express normal intracellular Candida
killing by their neutrophils.

The patients which were studied were clinically

heterogeneous, and while certain of these may have exhibited
pathogenic, neutrophil-intrinsic abnormalities, it is also
possible that in the majority of cases the defects which were

observed in neutrophil functions could have arisen secondarily to
a normal or distorted response to the patients' disease processes.

Neutrophil chemotaxis was not studied in relation to the
capacity of normal or clinical sera to modify patients' or healthy
individuals' neutrophil chemotactic responses in vitro, because of
the inherent chemoattractants in sera. However, neutrophil
phagocytosis and killing of Candida were studied in relation to
this. The Candida-killing deficiencies which were observed all
appeared to be neutrophil-intrinsic, and only partially restored
(if at all) by normal sera: patients' sera were not remarkably
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inhibitory for normal neutrophils' Candida killing capacities.
All patients' sera were tested for complement components (Urbaniak
et al., 1978), and a proportion of sera were examined for anti-
Candida antibody, as opsonin, especially where patients exhibited
deficient Candida killing (S. Walker, manuscript in preparation):
deficient Candida killing was not associated with any complement
or antibody opsonic deficiency.

Hill has interpreted enhancement of neutrophil chemotactic
responses in immunologically uncompromised patients during active
bacterial infection (in association with increased spontaneous NET
reduction in some cases) as representing an early activation
response necessary for PB neutrophils to mount a quick
inflammatory response (Hill et al., 1974, a,b,c), and that
increased NBT-reduction was independent of this, but could occur

simultaneously. Patients' sera did not mediate these effects, but
pre-incubation in vitro of neutrophils with endotoxin not only
stimulated increased NBT reduction, but also enhanced chemotaxis:

pre-incubation with either normal or patients' sera whose
complement had been pre-activated with zymosan did not affect

subsequent neutrophil chemotactic responses (Hill et al., 1974,
c). Microbicidal activity was not investigated in Hill's
patients.

In Behcet's disease, where hyperactive skin inflammatory
responses can occur (e.g. to a pin-prick), above normal neutrophil
chemotaxis occurs but spontaneous NBT-reduction is not raised and
cannot be stimulated in vitro by endotoxin (Sobel et al., 1977):
these patients also display reduced oxygen-consumption by their
neutrophils during la vitro phagocytosis. In this disease, these
effects were in part neutrophil-intrinsic, but some activity was

ascribable to serum factors, so that these patients' "intrinsic"
neutrophil responses could have resulted from la vivo conditioning
by some factor.

In other clinical conditions, depression of microbicidal
capacity and of sensitivity to stimulation of NBT-reduction la
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vitro can occur without significant changes in neutrophil
chemotactic capacity, e.g. in viral disease (Craft et al., 1976).
It is possible that patterns of hyper- and hypo-activity in
different aspects of neutrophil functions In vitro represent
different facets of homeostatic regulatory mechanisms which
control the immune system: regulatory factors which promote one

function might inhibit another, and/or complex relationships could
exist between activation and deactivation of different neutrophil
functions.

It might therefore be possible that neutrophils which display
reduced Candida-killing capacity may actually be reflecting some

insensitivity to activation of their intracellular microbicidal
biochemical pathways in certain patients, rather than deficiencies
in these microbicidal pathways: such neutrophils might also
express insensitivity to activation processes which lead to
concomitant reductions in chemotactic capacity, e.g. increased
adhesiveness, which may accompany increased NBT reduction. In
this context, Hill and Quie (1974, 1975) have described patients
with atopic eczema and raised serum IgE who are suscepible to
recurrent pyogenic infections: such patients show reduced
neutrophil chemotactic responses in vitro but otherwise normal
neutrophil function, and can show raised NBT reduction during
infections. This neutrophil hypofunction appears to be induced by
histamine which is released in above normal amounts in vivo in

atopy.
Histamine may be one of the more important chemical mediators

of homeostatic regulation in the immune system (Clark et al.,
1977; Furukawa & Altman, 1978). Other chemical mediators which
can affect neutrophil chemotactic responses have been identified,
e.g. prostaglandin-E2 (VanEpps et al., 1978), which can both
potentiate and inhibit chemotaxis, depending on concentration.
Many mediators with leucocyte regulating activities appear to act
on their target cell's cytoplasmic cAMP:cGMP ratios, potentiating
some functions and concomitantly inhibiting others. Some of these
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regulators are catecholamines or catecholamine-like in their
actions (Ignarro et al., 1974; Lehmeyer & Johnston, 1978).

While neutrophil hypofunction in a variety of diseases can be

neutrophil-intrinsic or mediated by demonstrable serum factors
directed towards cells (reviewed by Wilkinson, 1974; Amman &

Fudenberg, 1978; Bjorksten & Quie, 1977), the changes in
neutrophil chemotactic responsiveness which I have observed in
clinical studies could in many cases have ensued from changed in
vivo levels of immunoregulation, which might be a normal response

to disease in certain clinical conditions, so that the general

relationships which were found between different abnormalities of

neutrophil functions in clinical studies may have emerged to some

extent from common regulatory activities found in disease but not
apparent in healthy individuals. Such regulators might not
readily be identifiable in serum in functional assays with normal

neutrophils, as found for histamine in atopics' sera (Hill & Quie,
1974), as they may be produced transiently and be quickly bound by
cells in vivo to trigger their effects.

This interpretation is not intended to detract from the
genuine neutrophil-intrinsic defects which probably occurred in
some of the patients who were studied. However, as in the studies
of lymphocyte transformation (Ch.l), it is difficult to

distinguish between cell-intrinsic defects and cell-extrinsic
defects arising secondarily to normal (or distorted) regulatory
activity in the immune system. Further studies of possible
changes in neutrophil functions in vitro in relation to the
kinetics of immune responses in healthy individuals, and also of
immunoregulatory factors which can modulate neutrophil functions,
are required to better distinguish between primary and secondary
deficiencies of neutrophil functions and for the evaluation of the
clinical significance of these.
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E. sajaaBi

Studies were undertaken to attempt to define, in patients
with various suspected "immunological abnormalities", any

relationships between defective neutrophil locomotion in vitro in
a chemotaxis assay system and any other in vitro tests of

neutrophil or lymphocyte function. The "normal responses" of
peripheral blood neutrophils from healthy individuals were first
established: this was achieved by measuring the distances migrated
into micropore filters towards optimal (maximal) and sub-optimal
(half the maximal) stimulatory concentrations of casein, a

recognized leucoattractant. When these migration distances were

plotted on x:y axes, it was possible to define statistically a

"normal area of migration" within the graph.
Neutrophils from a number of patients with various

immunological abnormalities in association with recurrent
infections had "chemotactic values" outside this normal area.

While some of these patients suffered from recognized diseases or

syndromes (e.g. chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis, hyper-IgE
syndrome), by far the larger proportion did not have firm clinical
diagnoses.

An attempt was made to classify patients by comparing
neutrophil chemotaxis with (a) their lymphocyte transformation
responses to polyclonal mitogens, and (b) with other neutrophil
functions demonstrated jn vitro (NBT-reduction, phagocytosis and

killing of Candida albicans).
This attempt at classification illustrated that abnormal

neutrophil chemotaxis in clinical tests was often associated with
depressed lymphocyte transformation, but could also occur when

lymphocyte transformation was normal. These findings were

consistent in some patients studied longitudinally. Abnormal
neutrophil chemotaxis was not apparently linked dependently with
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other abnormalities of neutrophil functions: however, patients
who displayed raised spontaneous NBT-reduction in their
neutrophils appeared distinct from patients whose neutrophils
displayed reduced intracellular candidacidal capacity, and these
formed mutually-exclusive patient sub-groups. The neutrophil
chemotactic migrations of the former sub-group (raised NBT) were

significantly less than those of the latter (reduced candidacidal

capacity).
The expression of abnormal neutrophil functions in vitro and

the association of such abnormalities with different clinical

conditions is discussed in relation to regulatory control of

neutrophils.
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Immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory drugs are widely used
in the clinical treatment of diseases involving immunologic
processes, including inflammatory and neoplastic diseases and in

organ-graft rejection. The most widely used of these drugs which
are likely to be encountered in clinical investigations are the
glucocorticosteroids, which have assumed major importance in the
chemotherapy of inflammatory and immunologically-mediated
diseases.

In this study, the leucocyte functions described in the

preceding chapters (lymphocyte subpopulation proportions and LT

responses, and neutrophil chemotaxis) were investigated in
relation to steroid therapy in some clinical studies. Lymphocytes
were studied in all cases, but neutrophils were studied only in
the last group. The patient groups which were studied were (i}
renal transplant patients - compared with renal dialysis patients,
(ii) patients with recurrent bronchial asthma who were studied in
relation to initiation of courses of steroid therapy, and (iii)
patients with recurrent respiratory infections and/or bronchial
asthma on long-term steroid treatment, compared to clinically
similar patients not on steroids (here, hypogammaglobulinaemia

patients who suffered from recurrent respiratory infections were
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also included in the study). In all cases, prednisolone was the
corticosteroid employed for therapy: renal transplant patients
were additionally iramunosuppressed with azathioprene.

A. IH VITRO LYHPBQCYTE FUNCTION TESTS OS RENAL TR&SSRLMI

RECIPIENTS mi REt^L FAILURE PATIENTS m HflEHCPIftLYSIS

Lymphocyte responses to the mitogens PHA, ConA and PWM,

together with unstimulated (baseline) LT, were measured for
immunosuppressed renal transplant recipients and for renal
dialysis patients not on immunosuppressive drugs. For the
purposes of this study, the transplanted patients were divided
into good and poor graft-function groups according to whether
their clinical values were above (poor) or below (good) 2Gmg/l for
average serum creatinine and 500mg/l for blood urea (thus, poor

graft function patients were uraemic as well as dialysis
patients). The poor graft-function group were generally subjected
to more intensive immunosuppressive therapy than the good group,

and the former group contained two newly-engrafted patients
(within two months prior to study) ( a Fig. 4.1 to 4.5), and two

patients who died within three years of this study (b Fig. 4.1 to
4.5). The remainder of the engrafted patients received grafts at
least 6 months before this study, and did not reject in the

ensuing three years.

Spontaneous ^H-TdR incorporation was significantly raised in
the poor graft-function group (Fig. 4.1) relative to both the good
graft-function group (p<0.005) and the dialysis group

(0.025>p>0.01). The responses of these patients to PHA, ConA and
PWM are shown in Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
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Figure 4«1« Unstimulated H-TdR incorporation in 72h cultures of

lymphocytes from renal transplant patients and from renal

dialysis patients (see text). Open symbols indicate repeat

tests. The observed range of unstimulated ^H-TdR incorporation

in healthy individuals' lymphocytes is given (see Ch. 1, B).
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Figure 4*2. The responses of renal transplant patients and

untransplanted renal dialysis patients to PHA (unstimulated

"^H-TdR incorporation subtracted) . Open symbols indicate repea

tests. (See text). The observed range of PHA responses for

healthy individuals' lymphocytes is given (see Ch 1,B).
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Figure 4.3» The responses of lymphocytes from renal transplant

patients and untransplanted renal dialysis patients to ConA

(unstimulated ^H-TdR incorporation subtracted). Open symbols

indicate repeat tests. (See text). The observed range of ConA

responses for healthy individuals' lymphocytes is given (see Ch 1,
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Figure 4«4. The responses of lymphocytes from renal transplant

patients and from untransplanted renal dialysis patients to PWM

(unstimulated "^H-TdR incorporations subtracted). Open symbols

indicate repeat tests; symbols containing triangles indicate

where ConA responses were less than the PWM responses. (See text)

The observed range of PWM responses for healthy individuals'

lymphocytes is given (see Ch 1, B).
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A proportion of the patients in each group showed depressed
responses to these mitogens (to below normal ranges): the greatest

frequency of these low responses occurred to the mitogen ConA. In
the dialysis patients, all their responses tended to be
distributed around the lower limit of the normal ranges of mitogen

responses, whereas for the transplanted patients (both groups)

responses were distributed throughout the normal ranges (although
these tended to be low for ConA responses).

No group differed significantly in their ConA responsiveness,
and the good and poor graft-function groups did not differ
significantly in PHA and PWM responsiveness. However both

transplanted groups showed greater responsiveness to PHA and PWM
than the dialysis patients: these were significant at (i) good:

dialysis - PHA, 0.01>p>0.005, PWM, 0.025>p>0.01; (ii) poor:

dialysis - PHA, 0.025>p>0.01. It was also found that a

proportion of patients from each group were more responsive to FWM
than to ConA, unlike the order of responsiveness found for healthy
individuals (PHA>ConA>PWM).

Lymphocyte subpopulation proportions were determined for
these patients using the Er and EACr techniques (Fig. 4.5).
Dialysis patients showed normal proportions of these lymphocyte
subpopulations, but a number of transplanted patients (in both

groups) showed reduced T cell proportions or increased B cell

proportions: these were frequently (but not always) associated.
While in some cases there was association between low mitogen
responsiveness and low T cell numbers, in other cases there was

not, so that there was no overall correlation.
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Ik IBS J QSL EREPHISPMHS THERAPY IS HIE HI VTZRQ JMHIE

HUB BBQEBIMt MEMk

Eight patients with bronchial asthma were investigated for LT

responsiveness to mitogens, antigens and in MLR, prior to and
following short courses of prednisolone therapy. Each patient had

daily administrations of prednisolone, orally, according to the

dosage schedule shown in Table 4.1. Peripheral blood samples were

obtained for LT studies on the first day (prior to therapy) and on

the last day shown (following therapy).

The patients' pre- and post-therapy LT responses are shown in
Figs. 4.6 to 4.8. Lymphocyte subp>opulation proportions were not
determined. Logarithmic scales are used to show responses in
order to illustrate both normal and low responses together. The

responses shown are net of background (unstimulated) ^H-TdR
incorporation, since abnormally high backgrounds were frequently
found.

The majority of these patients showed normal LT

responsiveness prior to therapy: however, patients 4 and 5 showed

depressed MLR responsiveness. Following therapy, there was a

tendency for marked reductions in LT responsiveness to all
stimulants. This was found especially for patients 1 to 5, whose
ConA responsiveness were virtually abolished, as were MLR

responsiveness in all but patient 1. In general, the patients who
showed marked reductions in LT responsiveness were those who had
received more intensive prednisolone therapy, either in terms of

higher daily doses or greater total administration. The responses

of patients 6, 7 and 8, who received less intense therapy, showed
little change from pre-therapy values.

Prior to therapy, these patients showed normal spontaneous

(unstimulated) 3g_TdR incorporation. Following therapy,
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Patient No: _1. 2. _3 . 4* j). 6_. 7_. _8.
No. of days on 59656672
prednisolone

Prednisolone dosages (mg)
Initial daily 60 20 40 40 40 20 20 20

Final daily 30 20 10 40 20 20 20 20

Total 215 180 155 200 170 120 140 40

Mean daily 43 20 26 40 28 20 20 20

P responses post--prednisolone (/£ of pre--prednisolone response)
unstim 152 628 1325 4013 748 62 274 162

PHA 29 21 15 98 67 73 216 171

ConA 0 0 0 0 0 47 130 227

PWM 12 8 8 48 136 - - -

MLR 4 0 0 0 0
"

C i

-j- 193 ■JftQ
✓

PPD 5 4 58 0 38 30 256 629

Table 4.1. The initiation of prednisolone therapy in patients with

chronic bronchial asthma and recurrent respiratory infections.

Patients' LT responses were determined at from 0 to 3 days prior

to initiation of prednisolone therapy and at the stated number of

days (above) post-initiation (see also Figs. 4*6, 4-7 & 4.8).
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spontaneous 3n-TdR was increased in 7 of the 8 patients
lymphocytes. This exceeded normal backgrounds (for healthy
individuals' lymphocytes) in three of the more intensely treated

patients.

Comparisons of pre- and post-therapy values (Student's t

test, paired means) showed significant changes in ConA

responsiveness (p<0.005) and in spontaneous ^h-ToR incorporations
(0.01<p<0.025). PWM responses were tested in only 5 of these
patients, and also showed significant changes (0.005<p<0.01). It
was also found that in some patients (both prior to and following
therapy), PWM responses exceeded ConA responses (open symbols,
Fig. 4.7). This was not found in healthy individuals (Chap. 1),
but also occurred for renal transplant patients (Fig. 4.4). When
patients were considered only as a group (t test unpaired means),
the changes in LT responsiveness in relation to therapy were

significant only for PWM.
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C. A COMPARISON QL IMMPNQSPPPRESSEP MP. NQN-IMHUNQSUFPRSSSEP

PATIENTS' LSPQPCYTE FUNCTIONS Ii3 RECURRENT RESPIRATOR! INFECTIONS

CASES.

The patients who were studied were subjected to routine
immune functions tests on a single occasion each. They were

referred for such investigations because of histories of
recurrent repiratory infections, often accompanied by
bronchiectasis/ bronchial asthma (clinical details are presented
in the Appendix, Series 1). The patients were grouped according
to whether or not they were receiving long-term prednisolone
therapy at the time of study. A third group of non-prednisolone-
treated patients with recurrent respiratory infections, namely
hypogammaglobulinaemics, were also included in this study for
comparisons. Three other patients on similar prednisolone therapy
for diseases other than respiratory complaints (see Appendix) were

also included in the study (open circles, Figs. 4.9 to 4.14), but
were excluded from statistical comparisons.

The LT responsiveness of these patients were distributed

throughout the normal ranges of responsiveness with the exception
of the prednisolone-treated group's responses to ConA which fell
at or below the lower end of the normal ConA response range.

Significant differences in LT responsiveness between groups was

found only in the case of ConA stimulation, where the
prednisolone-treated group was significantly less responsive than
both the untreated group and the hypogammaglobulinaemics
(0.005<p<0.001). Two of the predisolone-treated patients also
failed to show LT responses in MLR.

The proportions of T and B cells in the prednisolone-treated
and untreated groups did not differ significantly from each other
or from normal, whereas the hypogammaglobulinaemics showed raised
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T cell proportions and low (to absent) B cell proportions,

differing significantly from the untreated (0.005>p) and treated

(0.05>p>0.025) patients.

The chemotactic responses of these patients neutrophils in
the standard assay are shown in Fig. 4.14, in relation to the
control-determined allowed normal range (Series 1, Chap. 3), by
which standard they appear normal. No differences in the absolute
values of the response parameters (unstimulated, sub-optimally and

optimally stimulated, and migration ratios) were found between

groups.
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D. DISCUSSION.

The mechanisms of corticosteroid actions, with special
reference to human leucocytes, has been the subject of a number of
recent reviews (Claman, 1972; Baxter & Harris, 1975; Bach et al.,

1975; Fauci et al., 1976; Stevenson, 1977). My investigation was

not concerned with mechanisms, but was directed at attempting to
characterize steroid-therapy-related effects on in vitro leucocyte
function tests, to provide some means of interpreting clinical
observations as possible steroid-related or non-related phenomena.

Where patients were subjected to prolonged prednisolone
therpy, no overt differences in lymphocyte transformation or

neutrophil chemotaxis from normally healthy individuals were

found, except that prednisolone-treated patients tended to be
hyporesponsive to ConA in LT tests, often showing greater

responses to PWM than ConA. It may thus appear that steroid
therapy has some relatively selective inhibitory effect on ConA-
responsive lymphocyte subpopulations.

Prolonged prednisolone therapy did not appear to affect PB

neutrophil responsiveness in chemotaxis. However, in the steroid-
treated patients which fell outside the recurrent respiratory
diseases study groups (Figs. 4.9 to 4.14), abnormalities in both
LT tests and neutrophil chemotaxis were frequent, and it may be
that these were disease-related rather than therapy-related
(clinical details in Appendix).

Initiation of steroid therapy appeared to have a profoundly

depressing effect on LT responses in general, and in particular to
ConA and in MLR (with PPD-antigen responses also frequently
abolished). PHA and PWM responses were frequently reduced to
below normal ranges.

Immunosuppressed renal transplant patients, irrespective of
graft function, showed better LT responsiveness than non-
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transplanted dialysis patients. It may be that this could be
related to uraemia, as even the poorer graft-function patients
were less uraemic than the dialysis group.

In both the poor graft-function transplanted group and in
bronchial asthmatics newly initiated to steroid therapy, raised

spontaneous lymphocyte proliferation was found. Follow-up
studies of this phenomenon in transplanted patients conducted in
these laboratories (A.G. White et al., 1979) have demonstrated

that increased spontaneous lymphocyte proliferation in. vitro may

be associated with sensitization preceding graft rejection, and
also with viral infections. Fresh peripheral blood from these
patients did not contain lymphoblasts, but these appeared (and
entered DNA synthesis) after overnight culture. Similar conditions

may have operated in the newly-treated bronchial asthmatics v/hich
I studied. In such cases, presence of antigen in vivo could
provoke lymphocyte sensitization which might not be expressed in
an immunosuppressive milieu, but which might be expressed upon

removal of lymphocytes from such a milieu to in vitro culture.
Some of the spontaneous 3H-TdR incorporations were of the

order of magnitude of LT responses to mitogens. However, in most
cases there were considerable, even normal, LT responses to

mitogens net of unstimulated values, and it may be that the
spontaneous responses which I observed after 3 days in culture
were dependent on replication of an initially small lymphocyte
subpopulation through successive generations, while mitogen
responses proceeded through normal induction and one round of
replication (Chap. 1). In post-therapy bronchial patients who
showed profound reductions in ConA responsiveness, proliferation
in ConA-stimulated cultures was even less than in unstimulated

cultures (often elevated), so that there appeared to be some ConA
induced inhibition of spontaneous proliferation.

Lymphocyte subpopulation proportions were studied only in the
long-term steroid-treated patients, and not in relation to
initiation of steroid therapy. Although some trend of increased T
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cell proportions and decreased B cell proportions was observed,
this was not significant. Where total and differential leucocyte
counts were available, they showed low normal lymphocyte numbers
in these patients' peripheral blood samples.

These observations agree with the general findings in other
laboratories (e.g. Fauci et al., 1976). Prednisolone administered
to healthy volunteers causes temporary lymphocytopenia and mono¬

cytopenia with granulocytosis: during lymphocytopenia (maximal at
6h post administration) there is some tendency for a relatively
greater fall in T cell proportions than in B cell proportions,

although this is neither marked nor found by all laboratories
(Fauci & Dale, 1974; Yu et al., 1974; Clarke et al., 1977; Cooper
et al., 1977). These authors also generally find that PB

leucocyte numbers and proportions return towards normal by 24h,
with some tendency for continued elevation of granulocyte numbers
and possible overshoot of lymphocyte recovery. Prolonged daily
administration of corticosteroids generally appears to lead to
some resistance to steroid-induced phenomena (Fauci et al., 1976;

Cooper et al., 1977).
Unlike steroid-sensitive animal species, human IB lymphocytes

are not lysed by corticosteroids in vivo or in vitro, and the
lymphopenia brought about following administration in vivo is
believed to be brought about by unidentified parameters affecting
leucocyte redistribution and recirculatory capacity (Fauci & Dale,

1975; Hunninghake & Fauci, 1977; Glasser et al., 1978).
With continuation of daily steroid administrations, the

initial marked lymphocyte hyporesponsiveness (by most criteria)
tends to return to low normal values (Knight et al., 1975; Fauci
et al., 1976), but such effects vary in different individuals,
different corticosteroid preparations and different dosage
schedules and routes, so that there is no general consensus in
clinical studies (Claman, 1972; Fauci et al., 1976).
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Lymphocytes are not overtly inhibited from expressing LT

responses in vitro in the presence of steroid concentrations of
the orders attainable in vivo by pharmacological doses, but are

inhibited at higher concentrations in vitro by many parameters of
measurement of responsiveness to mitogens: this inhibition is
most marked if steroids are present during induction of LT

responses (i.e. the first 24h) (Yu et al.r 1976; Fauci et al.,
1976; Smith et al., 1977; Webel & Ritts, 1977), but some

inhibition is also noted in the post-induction phase (Smith et

al., 1977). In contrast, potentiation of LT responses to mitogens
has been noted with low steroid concentrations added in the post-

induction phase of cultures (Webel & Ritts, 1977).
In my study, it would appear that the marked depression of

responses following initiation of steroid therapy is not likely to
be disease related, while the same observation of depressed LT

responses in patients on longer-term steroid therapy might be
interpreted as abnormal if found. The overt changes in LT

responses following therapy-initiation could be primarily related
to changes in lymphocyte subpopulation subset proportions in the
PB population, induced by steroids. This might be similar to the
conditions operating during adrenaline infusions or exercise,
described in Chapter 2.

It has been demonstrated that prednisolone can counteract the
effects of exercise (adrenaline-associated) on lymphocytosis, by

suppressing entry of lymphocytes into the peripheral blood, with a

preponderant effect on T cell lymphocytosis (Yu et al., 1977). It

may thus be that agents such as steroids and adrenaline exert some

lymphocyte subset selectivity on entry and exit from the
peripheral blood, affecting differential LT responsiveness to
different stimulants by IB lymphocytes. This does not appear to
alter the proportions of high- and low-E-affinity T cell

subpopulations in the case of steroids (Kelly & Sheil, 1977).
Although steroids promote granulocytosis, they also inhibit

granulocyte accumulation in inflammatory lesions In vivo: however,
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in vitro tests of granulocyte function in corticosteroid-treated

patients generally indicate normal function, including neutrophil
chemotaxis (Fauci et al., 1976; Glasser et al., 1978), although
NBT-reduction may be reduced in some cases, and In vivo
granulocyte impairment is generally attributed to decreased

ability to extravasate. This may be brought about by decreased
adherence potential (Fauci et al., 1976) or through steroid-
mediated effects on the microvasculatory system (Lewis & Piper,
1975).

In the patients which I studied, abnormal neutrophil
chemotaxis was not found. However, this was not studied in
relation to initiation of steroid therapy, where the most marked
abnormalities in lymphocyte LT responses were found, so the
possibility of steroid-mediated effects on neutrophil chemotaxis
in this clinical situation cannot be ruled out. This is so

particularly because some laboratories have identified some

effects of steroid therapy on neutrophil function, as discussed
above. Among these effects are increased random motility, and
decreased sensitivity to chemotactic factors: these might not be

directly due to steroid effects on neutrophils, but could depend
indirectly on release of factors following steroid interactions
with macrophages (Stevenson, 1977).

Although the major effects of steroid therapy on in vitro

leucocyte functions may be related to leucocyte redistribution in
vivo, several reports have demonstrated effects of corticosteroids
on leucocyte metabolism in vitro (reviewed by Baxter & Harris,
1975). In light of recent interpretations of immunoregulatcry
mechanisms, especially with regard to lymphocyte function (Waksman
& Wagshall, 1978), the reported synergistic inhibition or

potentiation of corticosteroids and adrenergic-receptor-
stimulators of certain lymphocyte responses (Hadden et al., 1970 &

1971; Ellul-Micallef & Fenech, 1975; Lee, 1977; Yu et al., 1977)
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is of interest in possible interpretation of the mechanisms of
corticosteroid-induced immunosuppression.

It is also important for general clinical considerations
regarding these in vitro leucocyte function tests and their

applications and interpretations that a number of other
therapeutic agents have been reported to depress LT responses -

these may not be administered for anti-inflammatory or

immunosuppressive effects. Such agents include sex steroid
hormones {Wyle & Kent, 1977; Mendelsohn et al., 1977), salicylate
(Gabourel et al., 1977) and pnenytoin and carbamazepine (Sorrel &

Forbes, 1975). Other substances with LT-depressing effects have
been described (Oppenheim et al., 1975; Amman & Fudenberg, 1978).
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E. SM[.

The effects of corticosteroid treatment on patients' in vitro

lymphocyte proliferation and neutrophil chemotaxis responses were

studied. Patients receiving corticosteroids in association with
bronchial asthma with recurrent respiratory infections were

compared with patients with similar clinical manifestations but
not receiving this form of therapy. Renal transplant recipients,
who received corticosteroids, were compared with non-transplanted
renal failure patients who were on haemodialysis.

The lymphocytes of steroid-treated patients consistently
showed depressed responses to the mitogen ConA when compared to
the controls and to healthy individuals. For the other mitogens
{PHA and PWM) and other stimulants, the steroid-treated patients'

lymphocyte responses fell within the lower parts of the respective
normal ranges for healthy individuals' responses. These did not
differ significantly from controls, except for the renal

transplant group whose responses were significantly higher than
the non-steroid-treated dialysis patients.

Particularly marked depression of LT responses to all
stimulants were found during the initial week of corticosteroid

therapies, when elevated (spontaneous) lymphocyte proliferation in
vitro was also found. Elevated spontaneous lymphocyte

proliferation was also found in renal transplant recipients in
association with poor graft function.

There were no statistically significant differences between
patients receiving corticosteroids, control patients, and healthy
individuals, in terms of their neutrophil chemotactic responses.

Hie interpretations of these findings in relation to steroid

therapy are discussed in the following terms.
(1) The initial depression of lymphocyte responsiveness following
initiation of prednisolone therapy may result from alterations in
the subset composition of the recirculating PB lymphocyte
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population.
(2) Such alterations may revert towards a normal distribution
with continued tharapy, with a concomitant return to normal LT

responsiveness.
(3) The failure of the ConA response to return to normal may

indicate that ConA-responsive subsets of lymphocytes do not return
to the peripheral blood with continuation of steroid therapy
and/or that the induction of proliferative responses by ConA
differs from induction by other stimulants.
(4) Situations where spontaneous lymphocyte transformation is
raised in vitro. e.g. graft-rejection, might be related to a state
of in vivo "sensitization" whose expression may be repressed by
the steroid therapy.
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MEASUREMENT fiE ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC CELL-MEDIATED IMMUNITY



CHAPTER £

MEASQREMEMT QF ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC CKT.Ti-MEDTATFD IMMUNITY

i C ,/k

In this chapter, three different parameters of CMI in humans
to specific antigens were investigated. These were delayed
cutaneous hypersensitivity (DH) - measured In vivo, and in vitro
measurements of lymphocyte transformation and release of lympho-
kine (LD-MCF), in response to the antigens PPD and Candidin. No
extensive study of DH responses of healthy individuals to these
antigens, involving numerous skin tests, was practicable: the LT

responses of healthy individuals to these antigens has been
described (Chap. 1).

In clinical investigations of a wide variety of patients (see

Appendix for clinical details), both DH in vivo and LT responses

in vitro were determined, in most cases simultaneously, and it was

possible to investigate the relationship of these two parametrs of
CMI. An assay system for measuring release of the lymphokine LD-
MCF into lymphocyte culture supernatants was established, and an

investigation of the relationship between LT and LD-MCF responses

was conducted. In the final section of this chapter, some

clinical cases are presented in which the normal agreement between
the different parameters of specific CMI was found to break down.
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A. AN INVESTIGATION QE JBE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PELAYSP

HYPERSENSITIVITY M VIVQ ANQ LYMPHOCYTE TRANSTORMAIIQN M VFJFQ,

IN PATIENTS WTffl A VARIETY OF CT.TNTCAT. COTOITIONS.

The patients whose "immune profiles" were investigated in
these laboratories exhibited a wide variety of clinical conditions
which were not amenable to sub-categorization (Appendix): this
ruled out any statistical analysis of individual patient groups,

and the patients were considered without sub-division. Any
children below the age of 14 were excluded from the study because
they were unlikely to have received BCG-immunization to

tuberculosis, and may not have exhibited PPD-specific CMI.

Using the criterion for a positive LT response to an antigen
described in Chapter 1 (where positive responses must exceed back¬

ground unstimulated responses by a net amount greater than the
mean background ^n-TdR incorporation in healthy individuals'
lymphocytes in 5-day cultures - i.e. 5,000 cpm/10® lymphocytes),
the frequencies of positive responses to PPD and Canaidin in the

patients were determined.
29 patients were tested for LT responses to PPD: 12 (45%)

showed positive responses (compared to 63% of healthy individuals
- Chap.l.).

32 patients were tested for LT responses to Candidi n: 6 (19%)
showed positive responses (compared to 50% of controls - Chap.l).

In studies of these patients' DH responses to these antigens,
72% showed positive skin-test reactions to PPD and 44% to
Candidin. Thus, the frequencies of la vitro LT responses were much
lower than the frequencies of la vivo DH responses in the
patients: the relative order of reponsiveness (PPD>Candidin) was

preserved in both test systems. The patients' DH response

frequency to these antigens was similar to control LT response

frequencies, so that the patients' LT response frequencies

appeared low compared to either of these frequencies.
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Figure . A comparison of patients' lymphocyte responses in vitro

to PPD antigen with their in vivo skin test responses to this

antigen, determined simultaneously. Incidences where in vitro

lymphocyte responses to PHA (■), ConA (a) and in MLR (•) were

depressed to below the observed ranges for healthy individuals'

lymphocyte responses are indicated. The minimum values at which

responses were taken as positive are indicated (- ).
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Figure 5«2« A comparison of patients' lymphocyte responses in vitro
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Candida antigen, determined simultaneously. Incidences of depressed

lymphocyte responses in vitro to other stimuli are indicated (symbols
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The magnitudes of individual patients' responses in DH (mm
induration) compared to the magnitudes of their LT responses (net
3H-TdR-incorporation) are shown for PPD responses (Fig. 5.1) and
Candidin responses (Fig. 5.2). The magnitudes of the LT responses

are ranked in each figure for easier appreciation. The negative
cut-off points are indicated (mean controls' background - Chap.
1), and the status of LT responses to the other stimulants tested
(PHA, ConA and in MLR) are recorded by indicating depressions of
these responses where found.

No correlation between the magnitudes of DH and LT as

parameters of specific CMI was found in these patients, and in
several cases there was no qualitative correlation with responses

by one parameter but not the other. In most of the latter cases,

LT responses failed to accompany DH responses, but the inverse
pattern, LT without DH, was also found. There was no general

tendency for absence of LT responses to antigens to occur as a

part of general LT hyporesponsiveness (i.e. with depressed
responses to the other stimulants tested).

The magnitudes of individual patients' responses to both the
antigens were also compared, for DH (Fig. 5.3) and for LT (Fig. 5.
4). No correlations were found: further, when only positive

responses were considered, still no correlations were found.
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B. m INVESTIGATION ££ HE .RKTfflST; DLL HE LYMPBQKINE "LYMPHOCYTE

DERIVED MONOCYTE QEMOmTlTC FACTOR" (IP-MCF) Hi SUPERNATSNTS QP

ANTIGEN AMD MITOGEN STIMULATED LYHPHXYTE CULTURES Hi RELATION ID

EYMPBOOTE PROLIFERATION JUL

It was not possible to study the relative expression of LD-
MCF release and 3n-TdR incorporation by stimulated lymphocytes in
parallel cultures under identical culture conditions where either

response was optimal. This is illustrated in Fig. 5J5. In serum-

free cultures, little 3jj_TdR incorporation occurred (PPD
stimulated a response above background unstimulated only at the

highest lymphocyte density tested, 3 x lC>6/ml)f whereas in normal
serum-enriched cultures for LT, PPD stimulated above background at
all cell densities (N.B. the ^n-TdR-incorporation was directly
proportional to lymphocyte density only up to 0.75 x 10^/ml ).
Stimulated LD-KCF release was found in serum-free cultures above

0.4 x lO^/ml and increased with cell density. However, in serum-

enriched cultures, an equivocal pattern of chemotactic activity
for monocytes was found (serum contains cytotaxins for monocytes)
which was not interpretable. It was of interest to note that in
serum-enriched cultures there appeared to be some unexplained

"consumption" of chemotactic activity in PPD-stimulacec cultures
at higher lymphocyte densities.

To study the relationships between lymphokine release and
proliferative responses (LT) in healthy individuals' lymphocytes
in vitro, it was decided to assay these two parameters of CMI in
respectively optimised culture conditions for maximal responses,

rather than under identical conditions. Unless otherwise stated

in the following section, LD-MCF and LT responses to the various
stimulants were assayed as described (Methods).
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Figure 5.5. A comparison of H-TdR incorporation and lymphocyte-

derived monocyte chemotactic factor activity in lymphocyte

cultures after 5 days incubations ■ PPD—stimulated cultures;

□ unstimulated cultures; cultures in Medium 199 + 20$

pooled serum; cultures in Medium 199 alone. PPD-stimulated

cultures contained 20^ig PPD/ml and this amount of PPD was added

to unstimulated cultures immediately prior to harvesting their

supernatents for the monocyte chemotaxis assay.
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to which PPD was added immediately prior to harvesting of

the supernatents for LD-MCF assay.



The pattern of LD-MCF release following PPD stimulation
(serum-free medium) was relatively consistent for different
individuals, whereas the pattern of 3H-TdR incorporation in LT
(also in serum-free medium) varied for different individuals.

This is illustrated when Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 are compared. In
contrast to the former, a peak of 3n-TdR incorporation was found
in the latter at 1.5 x 10^ lymphocytes/ml. In neither case did
the cell density relationship of LD-MCF release compare to the

cell-density relationship of 3H-TdR incorporation in serum-free
cultures.

When the time courses of LD-MCF release and 3j]-TdR

incorporation were compared under respectively optimised
conditions, no apparent relationship in their kinetics was found
(Fig. 5.7). Although both reached maximal values after 3 days in
culture following antigen stimulation, considerable early release
of LD-MCF was seen both in stimulated and unstimulated cultures,

unlike the pattern of ^h-TcIR incorporation where stimulated values
rose steadily above unstimulated values to peak on day 3 with a

subsequent steady decline. The LD-MCF in both stimulated and
unstimulated cultures declined from day 3 onwards, but the rate of
decline was greater in unstimulated cultures than in stimulated
cultures: the differences between stimulated and unstimulated LD-

MCF release were therefore greater on days 4 and 5 than earlier in
the culture period, and more favourable for assay. A late
increment in LD-MCF release was found (day 7) which was not seen

for 3H-TdR incorporation, and may have been due to some second-

generation response (e.g. recruitment without proliferation - see

discussion). No late LD-MCF release occurred in unstimulated

cultures.

The responses of an individuals to different concentrations
of PPD as measured by LT and LD-MCF (respectively optimised) are

shown in Fig. 5.8. The LD-MCF response peaked at 20ug PPD/ml,
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Figure 5*7 « The kinetics of the release of LD-MCF relative to the

kinetics of lymphocyte transformation: lymphocyte transformation

was measured by the routine culture method (0.2 million lympho¬

cytes/ml in 199 + 20pooled serum), while LD-HCF was measured
in supernatents of cultures at 3 million/ml in serum-free 199,
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while the LT (3H-TdR incorporation) was still increasing at the

highest concentration tested (30ug PPD/ml). However, both dose-

response curves were relatively flattened over the concentrations
tested, so any differences were not marked.

This experiment also illustrates some control parameters: PFD

alone, incubated without cells, is not chemotactic; the
chemotactic activity of PPD-stimulated culture supernatents is
reduced on dilution into medium 199; while PHA is much the

greater stimulant of LT responses when compared to PPD (e.g. see

Chap. 1), PPD is equivalent if not better than PHA as a stimulant
of LD-MCF release.

The response of lymphocytes to PHA assayed by LD-MCF release
is shown in Fig. 5.9, for different lymphocyte densities (A), and
for different times from culture initiation (B) (each studied in

different individuals' lymphocytes). As found for PPD, PHA-
stimulated LD-MCF release increased with increasing lymphocyte

density (i.e. more cells to release LD-MCF, probably not more LD-
MCF release per cell). PHA-stimulated LD-MCF release was apparent

by 3 days, at which time LT responses to PHA are maximal (Chap.
1). However, in the case of LT responses (in serum-enriched
medium) to PHA, responses become inhibited at cell densities above
0.2 x 106/ml (Chap. 1). The relationship of LT responses to cell

density in serum free cultures following PHA stimulation are shown
in Fig. 5.10, where 3n-TdR incorporation (A) and Sg-Leiacjlne
incorporation (a correlate of protein synthesis) were determined
in parallel cultures. While neither's incorporation kinetics
appears to replicate the LD-MCF release curve, it would appear

that the 3n-Leucine incorporation was more closely allied to LD-
MCF release than 3g-TdR incorporation..

The effect of different monocyte densities on the release of
LD-MCF by lymphocytes in vitro is shown in Fig. 5.11. The
presence of varying concentrations of autologous monocytes with a
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Figure 3*9 « LD-MCF activity in PHA-stimulated lymphocyte cultures

(■) relative to LD-MCF activity in unstimulated cultures (□ ).
i

A. 3-day cultures of an individual's lymphocytes at different

lymphocyte densities.

B. Lymphocytes from a different individual cultured at 3 million

per ml for different lengths of time. All culures were in

serum-free medium 199*
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Monocyte chemotaxis to lymphocyte
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Figure 5«H» PPD-stimulated LD-MCF activity in culture supernatents

from cultures in serum-free medium 199 which each contained

3 million lymphocytes per ml, hut contained different numbers

of the lymphocyte-donor's monocytes. The observed range of each

triplicate result is indicated.



Monocyte chemotaxis: distance (^i)

Figure 5.12. The migration of the leading front of an individual's

monocytes towards different cytotaxins at different times.

Lymphocyte culture supernatents are represented by squares and

fresh medium 199 is represented by circles. Solid symbols

represent the addition of PPD (20pig/ml) (i.e. solid squares

represent stimulated lymphocyte culture supernatents). The

dashed line (M) represents the limit of migration at the lower

face of the filter in this experiment.



fixed number of lymphocytes appeared to have no significant effect
either on total or net stimulated LD-MCF release in reponse to
PPD.

The response of the assay (third-party) monocytes to LD-MCF
can be contrasted to their much greater response to the cytotaxin
casein (Fig. 5.11). It was generally found that responses to
stimulated lymphocyte culture supernatents (LD-MCF) were much
inferior to responses to casein at its maximally-stimulating

concentration (lmg/ml, as for neutrophils - Chap. 3).

The time-course of assay monocytes' chemotactic responses to
casein and to LD-MCF-containing culture supernatents and other
culture negative controls for evaluation of ID-MCF stimulation are

shown in Fig. 5.12. Where there appeared to be stimulation of
chemotaxis (with casein, and with lymphocyte culture supernatents
- whether stimulated or not), there was increasing divergence of
responses with time which appeared to be related to relative

cytotaxin activiry. Tne meoium preparations (witn anct witnouc
PPD) remained lowest in time, and the increasing migration with
time here may have represented random migration. Monocytes

migrating towards casein reached the lower filter face by 90min
(so that responses to casein were best read after 70min). The
value of 90min for migration assays was retained for the less
potent LD-MCF stimulus for routine assays. Preliminary
observations of monocyte chemotactic responses to casein (and also
in a few cases studied with LD-MCF) indicate that different

individuals' monocytes respond to different extents to the same

stimulus. Because of the nature of the LD-MCF assay, requiring
fresh monocytes from a healthy individual each time, the results
of different experiments were not regarded as comparable
quantitatively. Also, because of its relative technical demands,
it was not adopted for routine application in clinical studies.
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C. DISSOCIATION JM POSITIVE RESPONSES 2Q ANTIGENS EI DELAYED

COTAHBODS HYPERSEMSITIVITr REACTIONS IN VTVO AND LYMPHOCYTE TRANS-

EQBHmON IN VITRO: CT.TNTCAT. ORSFTRVATTfg-JS.

l. Positive delayed cutaneous hypersensitivity associated with
absence oL lymphocyte transformation.

Cutaneous DH reactions to antigens were consistently found
without corresponding in vitro LT responses to these antigens, on

a number of occasions, in two patients suffering from chronic
mucocutaneous candidiasis. Each of these patients' lymphocytes
were tested for LD-MCF responses in vitro to antigens, in parallel
with lymphocyte transformation measurements.

Patient 1:

This patient consistently failed to show In vitro LT

responses to the antigens PPD, Candidin and Sk/Sd, but showed
cutaneous DH to these same antigens in vivo. LT responses to

mitogens (PHA and ConA) were low, often below control normal

ranges, while LT responses in MLR were normal.
The LD-MCF-release responses of the patient's lymphocytes to

these antigens and PHA are shown in Fig. 5.13, together with LD-
MCF-release responses by lymphocytes from two healthy individuals
to the same stimulants. All showed net stimulated increases of

LD-MCF release with all stimulants, including Candidin for the

patient's lymphocytes. Both the healthy individual's lymphocytes
showed positive LT to all stimulants, while the patient's
lymphocytes did not respond to any antigen by LT and exhibited
depressed responses to PHA.

Patient 2: 1

This patient differed from patient 1 in that positive LT to
PPD and normal responsiveness in LT to PHA and ConA were found,
but without LT responses to the antigens Candidin and Sk/Sd.
However, the p>atient showed normal positive DH to all three
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antigens in vivo. This patient also showed normal net stimulated
LD-MCF release to all stimulants, including Candidin (not
illustrated), as found for patient 1: in a healthy control's

lymphocytes tested in parallel, neither LD-KCF-release nor LT were

found to Sk/Sd, while a second control responded normally to all
stimulants by both in vitro parameters.

In both patients and in the corresponding controls no

correlations were found between the magnitudes of LD-MCF-release

responses and LT (^H-TdR-incorporation). It was also found that
while LT responses to PHA can be from 10- to 100-fold greater than
LT responses to antigens, LD-MCF-release responses to PHA were

often inferior to LD-MCF-release responses to antigens.

2. Positive lymphocyte transformation responses in vitro to

antigens in which 211 responses in vitro were not found*

Two patients with pulmonary tuberculosis were studied in the
"immune profile" to assess the status of their immune systems.
Each showed normal immune function in the different tests of the

immune system applied in these laboratories (detailed in
Appendix), including in vitro leucocyte functions where normal LT

responses to mitogens, MLR and the antigens PPD, Candidin and
Sk/Sd were found. Skin testing was not carried out with PPD for
clinical reasons (possible adverse reaction), but was carried out
in later clinical evaluations. These patients failed to show any

DH responses in vivo to any of the antigens which were tested,
including those to which their lymphocytes responded normally in
vitro in LT.

In further evaluations, it was found that when these

patients' lymphocytes were cultured in the presence of their
autologous serum (with normal serum additionally present to buffer
against possible test-serum deficiencies) (Methods), their LT
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responses to the stimulants employed in routine LT tests were

inhibited or abolished. Their sera also inhibited or abolished LT

responses of normally healthy donors' lymphocytes: these
inhibitions were generally less marked for mitogen stimulation and
more pronounced with antigen stimulation. Their sera did not
contain either lymphocytotoxic antibodies or anti-leucocyte
antibodies (leucocytotoxin or leucoagglutinins), and lymphocyte

viability in cultures in the presence of their sera was maintained
as well as in control serum (PNHS). One of these patients was

studied in detail throughout the course of her illness, and the
effects of her serum on LT responses was noted.

The effects of this patient's serum on lymphocyte
transformation in vitro (described in detail elsewhere - Barclay
et al., 1979) is shown in Figs. 5.14 to 5.16. Samples of serum

were obtained at intervals during acute illness (days 0, 9 & 13,
Figs), and during convalescence (later days, Figs) and were tested
in lymphocyte culture as described (Methods). Lymphocyte
responses (3H-TdR-incorporation) in test sera are expressed as a

percentage of their corresponding responses in control serum

(PNHS) to each stimulant. This to some extent relieves the

variation found between different individuals' intrinsic LT

responsiveness (e.g. as described in Chap. 1) in the

representations presented of the results (Figs 5.14 to 5JL6).
In a cross-over experiment (Fig. 5.14) patient's serum (day

0) had a variable inhibitory effect on both autologous and
allogeneic lymphocytes - the effect was minimal on PSA responses

but maximal on PPD responses. In contrast, the healthy donor's
serum supported normal transformation by autologous lymphocytes
(at or above levels in PNHS), and while showing a variable effect
on patient's lymphocytes did not inhibit any of the patient's
responses to these stimulants to less than 65% of the responses in
PNHS.

In patient's serum samples collected serially through her
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illness, different LT-inhibiting capacities were found (Fig.

5.15). Maximal inhibition (100%) was found at day 9, during her
acute phase: this declined by day 13 (still in the acute phase)
and continued to decline into the convalescent phase, where her
serum permitted responses to all stimulants, including PPD. Some
increase in serum inhibitory activity was noted in late
convalescence (day 202), but this did not coincide with any

exacerbation of her illness.

The patient's maximally-inhibiting serum (day 9) was tested

against a number of autologous lymphocytes from healthy donors, in
parallel with their autologous sera. The patient's serum

abolished LT responses to all stimulants by the autologous
lymphocytes (Fig. 5.16), while the healthy donors' sera supported

autologous lymphocyte responses which ranged around the responses

found in control serum (PNHS) - the less intense the

stimulation, the wider the range.

The patient's serum, especially the day 9 sample, was

examined in these laboratories for anti-leucocyte antibody
activities: none were found.
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a discussion

Antiaen-specific in vitro.

Where the correlation between in vivo DH and in vitro LT to

antigens has been examined in different laboratories for healthy
individuals' FB lymphocytes, these two parameters of specific CM I
have generally agreed well, at least qualitatively if not

quantitatively (Oppenheim, 1969; Pekarek & Kreji, 1974; Viljanen
& Eskola, 1977). In the clinical study reported here, no such
correlation was found. While the patients' DH responses

corresponded in frequencies with the frequencies found for healthy
individuals' LT responses (healthy individuals' DH responses were

not examined), the patients showed reduced LT response frequencies
relative to both their DH responses and control LT responses.

This could suggest, taking into account that DH and LT correspond
as indicators of specific CMI in healthy individuals (supported by
my observations in the few cases where it was possible to study
this), that the patients exhibited depressed LT responses but,

possibly, relatively normal In vivo DH. The reduction of the
frequency of in vitro LT responses (to Candidin) in hospitalized
patients relative to the healthy population, not in general
reflected by concomitant reductions in responsiveness to mitogens,
has been noted elsewhere ( Alford, 1973 ).

These findings suggest that evaluation of LT responses to

specific antigens in vitro may not be among the best tests of
specific CMI sensitization for clinical studies. In contrast,

they do suggest that evaluation of LT to antigens may be useful in
assays of immunological capacity in clinical studies where they

may indicate some impairment of intrinsic lymphocyte response

potential not detected using mitogens as stimulants, although, as

for findings of depressed responsiveness to mitogens (Chap. 1),
the clinical significance of such observations is not apparent.
It is also true that if specific antigens are used as stimulants
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in LT studies, responsiveness (CMI sensitization) cannot be

expected for all individuals, so that, unless LT responses are

always determined with corresponding in vivo DH assessment, no

explicit interpretations can be made from the absence of LT to a

given antigen in individual cases studied, and can only be

compared to expected frequencies in control populations for groups

of patients studied.
As presented in the Introduction, the human PB lymphocytes

which express proliferative responses in vitro are T cells (see
also Chap. 2). Antigen specificity is clonal (Zaschke & Bach,
1970), although more than a single clone can be activated to

proliferative responses, e.g. through antigen cross-reactivity
(Levis & Dattner, 1977; Stashenko & Schlossman, 1977). It is not

clear how the clone-expanding proliferative responses of
putatively memory T cells are related to other T cell functional
characteristics, many of which can be shown to be proliferation-
independent, at least in vitro. (Introduction).

It is possible that the T cells which express proliferative
responses to specific antigens in vitro are predominantly memory

cells which mediate help for various lymphocyte effector functions
(Oppenheim, 1969; Bloom & Jiminez, 1970), so that in certain
cases following antigen challenge in vivo the development of LT
response potential to the challenging antigen can appear to
correlate with the development and expression of humoral antibody
responses, i.e. B cell effector function (Benezra et al., 1969;
Ruben et al., 1973; TenNepal et al., 1977; Lopez & O'Reilly,
1977). It may therefore be that in vitro T cell proliferative
response potential to specific antigens, while indicative of
sensitization, is more associated with the afferent inductive limb
of the immune response than the efferent effector limb of either
CMI or humoral immunity as seen in either specific DH or antibody

responses in vivo (Cohen & Livnat, 1976).
Given the clonal nature of antigen-specific LT response

potential, it would appear from the quantitative levels of LT
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responses to any given antigen compared to LT responses to

mitogens that some non-specific recruitment to proliferation must
occur in antigen-stimulated lymphocyte cultures (Chap. 1).

Antigen-stimulated lymphocytes release non-antigen-specific
mitogenic factors which could amplify responses through
recruitement to give the observed values (e.g. Seravalli, 1976;
Geha et al., 1977). Other changes affecting large proportions of

lymphocyte populations In vitro can be found within the first few
hours following antigen addition to cultures which may support
evidence for non-specific recruitment mechanisms operating in
vitro (e.g. Felsburg & Edelman, 1977).

If LT responses to specific antigens in vitro show primary
and secondary activation kinetics, as discussed in Chapter 1, and
are highly dependent on recruitment (v/hich may be supported from
the relatively long - 5 day - maturation of cultures to
maximal 3h-t<3R incorporation), there may be some logarithmic
rather than linear relationship between 3h-T<3R incorporation in LT
and the proportions of antigen-specific lymphocytes in a given
cultured PB lymphocyte population. Here, small relative
reductions in number or inhibition of function of the primarily-
responsive clones might markedly depress total (observed) in vitro
proliferation: this could explain why in general clinical studies
patients' LT responses to antigens appear susceptible to abolition
while their in vivo DH to the same antigens (effector dependent )
appear to be preserved relatively intact.

Antiaen-specific stimulation nf lymphokine secretion in vitro.

The majority of lymphokines assayed as in vitro correlates of
specific cmI are not antigen-specific in their biological actions,
but their secretion is activated following specific interactions
between sensitized lymphocytes and antigen (or polyclonal

stimulant), as presented in the Introduction.
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In my study of LD-MCF-release relative to LT, in vitro, there
was no apparent relationship in terms of response kinetics which
could imply that these two parameters of lymphocyte activation
were dependently linked other than by some common dependence on an

antigen-specific interaction, although it was impossible to study
both under identical culture conditions (also, to some extent

affirming their relative independence).
It was also found that while the degree of monocyte

chemotaxis stimulatory activity was in general low in such
lymphocyte culture supernatents compared to cytotaxins such as

casein at their optimal concentrations, the apparent LD-MCF
release in antigen-stimulated cultures was as great or greater
than that in cultures stimulated with polyclonal mitogens such as

PHA, which stimulate several-fold greater LT (^H-TdR-
incorporation) responses than antigens. It is possible that this

might be some reflection of a form of differential responsiveness,
where different proportions of lymphocyte subpopuiations might be
activated to express different functions by these different
stimulants, i.e. the selectivity appears different depending on

which activity expressed is assayed.
While these results would support previous more detailed

reports that many of the inflammatory lymphokines are relatively
proliferation-independent in their expression by lymphocytes (see
Introduction), so that patients who fail to express in vitro LT
responses to antigens may retain in vitro LD-MCF-rel ease potential

following antigen stimulation, it was not possible, because of the
relative technical demands of the LD-MCF assay, to apply it

generally in clinical studies to evaluate the relationships
between these two in vitro parameters of specific CMI and in vivo
DH. Instead, follow-up studies were undertaken where discrepant
results were found between LT and DH in some clinical cases.
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Discrepant results Dy different specific-CHI assays la patients.

In the first pair of patients which are reported, normal DH
was found without LT responsiveness: both patients retained the
capacity to express a stimulated LD-MCF-release response in vitro,
which possibly allowed them to express DH in vivo. These cases

contrast with the findings of Rocklin (1970,b), discussed in the
Introduction, where apparent increasing CMI impairment was

associated with the successive disappearance of DH, lymphokine-
release, and finally LT, respectively. The cases which I studied
might be regarded as exhibiting some temporary impairment of
intrinsic LT potential, possibly mediated by suppressor cells as

discussed in Chapter 1, which might not interfere with their
effector cell potential. If so, this would support the
interpretation that a finding of depressed LT responses may not be
of great clinical significance in terms of indicating either any

impairment of CMI, or any lack of specific CMI-sensitization.
In the second pair of patients, the findings were more in

accord with Rocklin's (1970,b) observations, in that LT was

retained while DH was not expressed (assuming sensitization!).
Here, the detection of a lymphocyte-transformation-inhibiting
serum factor appeared clinically important. These have been
reported in other clinical cases, as reviewed elsewhere (Barclay
et al.f 1979). In Rocklin's study, possible LT-inhibiting serum

factors were not discussed, but could have contributed to the

findings. Work in these laboratories is continuing to attempt to
characterize the nature and clinical significance of such factors.
While it is not possible to test the effects of sera readily on la
vitro lymphokine release because of the interference from serum

constituents in lymphokine assays, the preceding discussion would
indicate that LD-MCF and LT may be relatively independent in

expression following common or related inductive interactions. It

may thus be that such serum lymphocyte-inhibiting factors act on

the inductive stage of such interactions: this might explain their
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potential to inhibit both LT in vitro and DH expression in vivo.
The nature of serum inhibitory factors is not known, but it may be
that they represent a form of immunoregulatory activity: their
appearance in clinical cases might thus represent some exaggerated

response by an immunoregulatory mechanism to, e.g., excessive

exposure to antigen in vivo, as may occur in chronic inflammatory
diseases (Barclay et al., 1979).

While any one of the assays of CMI which I have discussed
here may be usefully applied in tests for specific CMI-
sensitization in healthy individuals, it would appear that the
best clinical approach to evaluation of CMI-sensitization would be
to combine as many different assays of CMI as possible to ensure

detection of sensitization or to rule out sensitization, since not

all clinical cases may retain responsiveness by all parameters of
CMI measurement. This combination-assay approach would also be
valuable in the assessment of CMI itself in clinical studies of

immunocompetence, as it may permit where breakdown in correlation
of different parameters of CMI is found some more detailed
interpretation of the potential mechanisms resulting in "apparent
CMI impairment" and their possible clinical significance.
Immunodiagnostic procedures might thus render more clinically
relevant information by applying various tests of different
parameters of CMI, possibly employing a single or small number of
stimulants (whether specific or polyclonal), rather than by
applying a single parameter to a large number of stimulants such
as in LT tests as described in Chapter 1, where while the latter
can yield a number of results for interpretation, the

interpretation of the results yielded by the former approach may

be more readily undertaken and more clinically significant.
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E.

Specific cell-mediated immunity (CMI) as assessed by (a)

delayed-type (DT) skin responses in vivo, and by (b) lymphocyte
proliferative responses and (c) the release of lymphokine

(lymphocyte-derived monocyte chemotactic factor [LD-MCF] ) in
vitro in response to antigens was evaluated in a number of
patients with various "suspected immunological abnormalities".

The findings were as follows.
(1) There was no correlation between DTH in vivo arid LT responses

in vitro to the same antigen in patients.

(2) In general, the frequencies of positive DTH responses to
different antigens in patients corresponded to the frequencies
with which healthy individuals' lymphocytes showed positive LT

responses to the respective antigens (healthy individuals were not
skin tested). However, patients' lymphocytes showed relatively
lcwer frequencies of positive LT responses to these antigens.

(3) In addition to patients who showed positive DTH without
positive LT responses to an antigen, patients were also found who
exhibited positive LT responses without positive DTH responses.

(4) Following stimulation of healthy individuals' lymphocytes in
vitro, the elaboration of the lymphokine LD-MCF and LT (3n-TdR
incorporation) differed in their kinetics and showed marked
differences in the respective culture conditions for optimisation
of each response type. These two types of response appeared to
represent relatively independent manifestations of lymphocyte
activation by antigens.

(5) Two patients were studied whose lymphocytes did not express in
vitro LT responses to antigens, but who did express DTH to these

antigens in vivo. Their lymphocytes were found to express LD-MCF
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release in vitro in response to these antigens.

(6) Two patients were studied who did not show in vivo DTK to

antigens but whose lymphocytes showed LT responses to these
antigens in vitro*

Hie significance of these findings of altered CMI in disease
is discussed in terms of our present knowledge of the immune
response.
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Conventions and Abbreviations Used in Appendix Tables

Table X: Summary of clinical diagnoses and abnormalities detected
in "immune profile" screens (other than leucocyte
functions) for the patients whose leucocyte function
tests are reported in Table 2.

Abbreviations used:

Immunoglobulins G=IgG, A=IgA, M=IgM, E=IgE

Antigens S - Streptokinase/Streptodornase }

Ab - antibody
QIC - chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis

DH - delayed-type cutaneous hypersensitivity
hypogamma - hypogammaglobulinaemia
inf. - infection

RA - rheumatoid arthritis

recr. - recurrent

KRI - recurrent respiratory infections
RUL - right upper lung '

RURTI - recurrent upper respiratory tract infections
sp - specific

M - Mumps
T - Trychophyton
P - PPD (tuberculin)
C - Candida

j

} used with DH

}

}
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(Abbreviations)

staph - staphylococcal
steroids# - on corticosteroid therapy when tested
URTI - upper respiratory tract infection

Conventions used:

( x )h = x is high (above normal values): if x is superscripted
with h in addition, x is very high.
( x ]d = x is depressed (below normal values).

Number (No.) refers to the patient number in Table 2

Age is given in years or as fractions of years (months/12)
Sex M = male, F = female

Each summary is given as, respectively:

diagnoses, humoral abnormalities (immunoglobulins, complement
components and specific antibodies), and delayed-
hypersensitivity unresponsiveness (to the antigens listed).

Only those abnormalities which were detected on testing are given.
While the "immune profiles" of these patients were generally
applied comprehensively, omissions of individual tests which were

not applied in individual cases are not shown (such tests were

generally omitted because individuals' general clinical pictures
were in keeping with normality in the respective aspects of their
immune systems to which any omitted tests applied).
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Table 2: Leucocyte function studies in vitro.

i. MLR and antigen LT responses are reported net of
unstimulated background (5-day): those responses

considered negative are enclosed in parentheses.
ii. ConA dose-responses: ~ peak at 16ug/ml

/ peak at 20ug/ml
\ peak at 12ug/ml
V "inverted" (trough at 16ug/mi)

iii. DH responses are reported as mm induration: those
considered negative are enclosed in parentheses.

iv. Lymphocyte subpopulation proportions are reported as

presented in Chapter 2.
v. Neutrophil function tests:

Abbreviations

Chemotaxis - unstim (unstimulated), sub-opt (sub-optimally

stimulated), optimal (optimally stimulated), rm (migration
ratio - optimal/sub-opt) (see Chapter 3.)

mr(spont) - % neutrophils reducing NBT spontaneously
NBT(stim) - % neutrophils reducing NBT after endotoxin
stimulation.

% phagocyt - % neutrophils shaving phagocytosis of Candida
% Cand. kill - % of ingested Candida killed by neutrophils

(see Urbaniak et al. (1S7S) )

N.B. All responses considered abnormal in relation to normal

laboratory findings (healthy individuals) are written in heavy

print, like this sentence.
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APPENDIX; TABLE 1

Patients' clinical diagnoses and "immune profile" abnormalities

{these patients' leucocyte function tests results are given
Appendix Table 2)



JSCLt MSi Sex Diagnosis f laboratory findings & comment

1. 10 1-1 Glomerulonephritis, recr. inf.: (G,M)d, [E,C3,C4]h.
2. 14 M Recr.inf., hypogamma., chronic serum hepatitis.
3. 7/12 F Chronic benign neutropenia of infancy: [Gjh, (Rebuck

skin window response)a.
4. 37 M Chronic purulent bronchitis, RRI, pneumococcal

pneumonia.
5 25 F Bronchiectasis, cavitating RUL pneumonia, RRI.
6. 20 F Salpingitis, unresponsive to therapy: DHd.
7. 64 M Bronchiectasis, RRI: (G,M,A,E)d, (Sp.Ab's)d,

DH(S,P,C)d.
8. 21 F Chronic suppurating bronchitis, RRI, sinusitis,

asthma: DH(S,P,C)d.
9. 28 F Bronchiectasis, purulent bronchitis, asthma, RRI:

[M]h, (Ab-tet)d, DH(S,P,C)d.
10. 40 M RRI, pneumonia, arthritis, hypogamma..:—{G,A,M,E)a,

(Sp-Ab's)d, DH(S,P,C)d.
11. 54 F Chronic asthma, bronchiectasis, RURTI: [A]h, DH{S,P)d

Steroids#.

12. 40 F Vasculitis, polyarthritis: [A,CE50,C3,C4]h,
DH(P,C)d.

13. 4 M Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis.
14. 33 M Wegener's granulomatosis: [G,A,CH50,C4] h, Steroids#.
15. 45 M Chronic bronchiectasis, RURTI: [G,A,CH50]h, (DH)q
16. 10 N Hypoganraa.: (G,A,M,E)d, (sp. Ab's)d.
17. 10 M Hypogamma.: (G,A,M,E)d, (sp. Ab's)d, [C4]h.
18. 9 M RURTI, transient hypogamma.: [E,C4]h, (G,A)d.
20. 3/12 H RURTI, pyogenic inf. <

21. 2 H Recr. bacterial inf. (skin, lungs), hypogamma:
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22. 48 F Asthma, bronchiectasis: [A]h, DH(S,P,C)d

23. 71 F Asthma, bronchitis, eczema, erythema nodularis:
[A,E]h, DH(S,P,C,M)d.

24. 44 F RURTI, bronchiectasis: [G,A,CH50]h, (E)d.
25. 35 F Wegener's granulomatosis: [G,M,C3]h, DH(S,H,T)d.
26. 50 M Severe rheumatoid arthritis.

27. 19/12 H Staph, abscesses, viral URTI's: [CH50]h.
28. 6 M Haemophilus inf., hypogamma.
29. 28 F Recr. inf.

30. 33 F Bronchiectasis, RURTI.
31. 41 F QIC: [E]h, DH(C)d.

32. 72 F Chronic skin infiltration, recr. viral inf.:

[CH50,C4]h, (G,E)d, DH(S,P,C,M)d.

33. 71 M Kiyxoedema: [M]h, (A,E)a, DH(S,P,C,M)d.
34. 42 M RRI, fevers, adenopathy, amyloidosis: [CH50]h, (E)d,

r>urq\^

35. 12 M Juvenile RA: [G,A]h, DH(P,C)d.
36. 20 M Herpes zoster, infectious mononucleosis: DH(S,C,M)d.
37. 34 F Arachnoiditis.

38. 52 M Polycythemia vera, recurrent cellulitis (legs):
[M,Eh]h. Steroids#.

39. 17/12 F Acute myeloid leukaemia: (G,CH50,C4)d.
40. 64 M TB, alcoholoism: [G,A,C3]h.
41. 14/12 F RURTI, osteomyelitis, mental retardation: [M,A]h,

(G,E,CH50, sp.Ab's)d.
42. 69 F Polycythemia vera, urticarial lesions: DH(S,P,C,M)d.
43. 2/12 F ?Wiskott-Aldrich syndr.: [A,M,C3]h, (G,CH50,

sp.Ab's)d. 1

44. 38 F Recr. staph, inf., post acute renal failure: [CH50]h,
DH(M)d.
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45. description under No. 81 (i.e. Series 1 & 2 tests)
46. 9/12 F Rear, bacterial inf., eczema (? hyper IgE syndr.):

[Eh,C3]h.
47. 9 F Recr. staph, abscesses.
48. 11 F Recr. skin inf. (staph/strep) (? hyper IgE syndr.):

[Eh,C3,C4]h.
49. 10 F Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis: [M,E^,C3]h.
50. 19 F RRI, bronchiectasis: (G,C3]h, DH(P,T)d.
51. 21/12 M Recr. oral thrush, eye inf.'s: (E)a.
52. 19 F Lupoid reaction to Mantoux BCG.
53. 54 F RRI, focal bronchitis: [G,C3]h, DII(P,T)a.

54. 21 F Diabetes mellitus, ketoacidosis: [M,E,C3,C4] h,

DH(C)d.
55. 11/12 M RRI(bacterial): [Mjh, (E)d.
56. 25 F Prolonged viral plantar warts: [CH50]h.
57. 43 M Recurrent infections.

58. 51 M Recurrent infections.

59. 67 M Hyxoedema, recent bronchial pneumonia: [C3,C4]h,
(M)d, DH(C)d.

60. 2 M Recr. bact. inf., abscesses, meningitis: [M]h.
61. 46 F Gut malabsorption (? sarcoid or Crohn's): (Mjh.
62. 38 F Eosinophilic granulomatous dermatitis: [M,C3]h,

(C4)d, DH(C,M,T)d.

63. 15/12 M Congenital rubella syndr., IgA dysgamma: [Mjh,
(A,CH50)d, DH(S,C,T)d.

64. 3 F Influenza (two sibs with fatal encephalopathy of
unknown cause): [C3]h.

65. 59 M Recr. meningitis: [CH50]h, DH(S,C,M,T)d.
66. 5/12 M Recr. inguinal abscesses, staph, inf's.: [M,C3]h.
67. 32 M Recr. pleurisy & pneumonia: (A)a, DK(P,M,T)d.
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68. 33 F Skin rash, neutropenia: [C4]h, DH(SfP,M,T)d.
69. 30 F CMC.

70. see 58.

71. 29 F RRI, Hypogamma: (G,A,M,E & sp.Ab's)d.
72. 24 M Acute myeloid leukaemia.
73. 30 F Cytomegalovirus inf. - recovery phase: [A,M^jh.
74. 19 M Down's syndr., severe mouth ulcers: [A,M,CH50,C3]h,

DhT(M)d.

75. 30 F Relapsing polyneuritis (Guillain-Barre1 syndr.):
DH(M)d.

76. 11 F Recr. staph, skin inf., eczema: [Ehjh, DK(C,T)d.
77. 30/12 F Recr. pyogenic inf.: [A,M,C3]h.
78. 19 M Osteomyelitis, eczema, psoriasis: [Ehjh, DH(S,T)a.
80. 21 M Acute Guillain-Barre' syndr.
81. 20 F Past renal transplant recipient (immunosuppressed),

severe perineal warts, TF treatment: [Eu]h, (G,A)d,
DH(P,C,M)a. Steroids#.

82. 39 F CNS sarcoidosis: [C4]h, DK(C,T)d.
83. 32 F Severe Guillain-Barre' syndr.

."=3<CO 11 M Chronic osteomyelitis, skin infections: [C3,C4]h,
(CH50)d.

85. 12 F RRI, hypogamma: (G,A,M,E)d.
86. 35 M Pulmonary fibrosis, chronic URTI, bronchiectasis,

atopy: [A,E^,C3]h, DH(S,C,M,T)d Steroids#.
87. 61 M TB (slow progress).
CO CO . 79 F Guillain-Barre' syndr: [C4]h, (E)d, DH(S,M,T)d.
89. 19 M Recr. pyogenic inf.
90. 33 F QIC, diabetes mellitus: DH(M,T)d.
91. 10/12 M CMC (brother of patient described in Chap.3): [M]h,

DH(S,C)d.



*

92. 29 F Recr. pyogenic inf.: [C3]h, DH(MrT)d.
93. 20 F Recr. urinary-tract inf. (XX karyotype).
94. 9 H Recr. severe viral inf.: [C3]h, (G)d, DH(CfT)d.

95. 9 F Ataxia telangiectasia: [M]h, (A)d, DH(M,T)d.
96. 36 M Pyoderma gangrenosum, ulcerated skin lesions:

[ArC3,C4]h, DH(M)d.
97. 8 F Recr. pyogenic inf.: [E,C3]h.
98. see 33.
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APPENDIX: TABLE 2

Results of JLn vitro assays of patients' leucocyte functions

(see Appendix Table 1 for clinical diagnoses and otber documented
immunological abnormalities)



No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Date 310574 030074 060674 100674 100074 130074 180074 240674

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpn\/103 lymp]
unstim (d3)

tocytes
13.0 8.8 13.6 42.0 4.6 2.3 3.0 5.9

PHA 172 257 914 572 333 316 160 281

ConA 42 186 141 301 283 103 90 93

BflM 7 70 101 75 74 81 30 57

ConA d-r
/V

\ \ \

unstim(d5) 13.7 7.9 30.1 6.9 4.6 9.6 5.2

MLR (1.91 8.6 5.9 19.0 12.3 15.1 9.2

PPD

Candida

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond;es

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation

57

propert

76

:ions

50 52 79 78 87 75

%Er fAETl

%EACr 6 31 27 15 7 8 8

% m-Ia 8

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (microi

unstim

is raign ited)

4 12* 8 10 1 r—
XD 11 8

sub-opt. 70 74* 55 66 76 48

optimal 87 90* 82 81 70 101 56

1.24 1.49 1.23 1.33 1.17

NBT(spont)
NBTfstiml

% phaqoevt.
% Cand. kill

* Monocyte chemotaxis in 3u filters (neutropenic patient)
SERIES 1 PATIENTS
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No. 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16*

Date 240674 010774 110774 180774 190874 031074 031074 090974

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpn\/103 lyrap]
unstim (d3)

locytes
2.9 1.4 2.1 1.4 3.5 15.5 3.7 2.0

PHA 239 14 114 177 175 634 476 409

ConA 43 0.9 32. 54 42 763 211 146

PWM 42 4 25 31 32 273 103 35

ConA d-r \
A

/ /

unstim(d5) 2.0 0.7 3.2 2.7 5.8 3.2 2.4

MLR (0.6) (0.6) 9.7 36.7 97 17.9 18.2

PPD (3.5) (0.3) 0 0

Candida

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond;es

. DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ll ">4-1
aatiUi

74

propor i
75

:ions

75 80 34 na 72 82

%Er (ART)

%EACr 30 4 15 12 14 16 15 0

% m-Ia 0

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migr£

16

ited)
18 9 14 1 o 21 10

sub-oot. 49 42 51 68 48 41 55

optimal 65 59 72 78 58 49 69

rm 1.33 1.40 1.41 1.51 1.21 1.20 1.25

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phagocvt.
% Cand. ki]l

* Brother of patient 17
SERIES 1 PATIENTS
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No- 17* 18 19 20 21 J 22 23 24

Date 090974 230974 031074 091074 O kD M O -J 101074 101Q74 241074

CHI & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpr/10^ lynp]
unstim (d3)

oocytes
3.4 1.7 1.2 2.0 3.7 3.8 1.0 2.2

PHA 554 289 425 575 862 506 451 442

ConA 264 180 148 339 292 63 12,5 193

PWM 110 45 72 135 185 54 49 103

ConA d-r /
/V

\ / / /
/ \

/V

unstim(d5) 2.4 1.2 1.2 1.5 2.8 2.2 1.3 3.7

MLR 15.9 6.4 3 0.9 38.2 7.0 (0.4) (3.8) 9.2

PPD (1.2) (1.0) (3.6) (0.8) (0.8) 6.7 13.6 26.5

Candida

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respondses

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation

84

nrArvnv

70

i Ann
iO

82 66 86
!

71 38 82

%Er (AET)

%EACr 0 22 11 20 3 1 Q 34 16

% m-Ig 0

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (irticror
unstim

is mxgrc

8

ited)

6 31 12 8 12 11 20

sub-opt. 55 42 50 33 34 31 40

optimal 67 58 53 31 39 59 50 60

1.22 1.38 1.04 0.94 1.15 1.28 1.61 1.50

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt.
% Cand. kill

* Brother of patient 16
SERIES 1 PATIENTS
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No- 25 25 27 28 29 30 31 32

Date 251074 011174 051174 031274 051274 280175 100275 080475

Q1I & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpay'lO^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

locytes
3.5 20.6 2.4 3.4 2.5 3.5 26.9

PHA 457 347 340 247 205 282 210

ConA 200 126 5 9 120 176 10

PWM 89 41 9 102

ConA d-r
A

V V \ \
/\

V

unstim(d5) 1-9 14.2 1.6 1.7 8.2 19.5

MLR (0.9) 0 0 7.9 27.2 22.2

PPD (0.4) (0.9) 0 9.6 11.6 (3.7)

Candida 7.6 (0.7) (4.3)

In vivo skin-test

DhT - PPD

respond;es

. DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

O p+-i oniXCi C.JL V—'i A

57

propert
65

:ions

58 68 67

%Er (AET) PP 86 34

%EACr 7 14 9 15 24 8 16 41

% rc-Ig

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migre

11

ited)

33 8 10 12 9 35 12

sub-opt. 49 51 35 36 27 45 35

optimal 60 47 45 47 42 52 50 61

1.22 0.92 1.29 1.31 1.56 1.27 1.43 1.69

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt.
% Cand. kill

SERIES 1 PATIEKT5
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No. 33a 34a 35 36 37 38a 39 40

Date 040375 040375 240375 140475 300475 030275 060675 160075

Qll & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpsiv/lO^ lyup]
unstim (d3)

oocytes
0.4 0.4 4.6 4.1 4.7 14.0 35.3 28.8

PHA 9 1 312 120 306 11 487 195

ConA 0.3 0.3 424 79 76 5 15 0

H'JM

ConA d-r \ \

unstim(d5) 0.4 0.4 4.9 6.9 4.6 30.7 3) .5

MLR 0 0 60.4 18.2 (3.4) 0 0

PPD 0 (0.2) 5.4 9.3 0 0 11.8

Candida 0 0 29.8 (4.6) (2.8) (1.1) 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respondpes

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation proport:ions

%Er (AET) 74 63 82 85 63 38 77 94

%EACr 5 A 18 7 12 12 7

% m-Ia

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micro:

unstim

is migrc

13

ited)

11 17 16 46

sub-opt. 48 24 37 48

optimal 51 60 62 29

1.06 2.5 1.68 0.65 0.60

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phagocyt.
% Cand. kill

SERIES 1 BKTTEHT5
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No. 41 42a 43 44a 1 45a 46 47 48

Date Lnr-r-oCOo 140775 150775 2007751290775 080075 290075 131075

Q1I & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpVlO-^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

locytes
5.7 1.2 16.4 1.7 2.2 10.7 2.1 6.4

PHA 171 153 506 48 518 254 321 111

ConA 12 338 16 82 143 109 48

FWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 0.8 3.1 2.1 8.9 2.2 4.6

MLR 11.6 21.1 24.3 64.8 22.8 16.7

PPD (0.2) 7.6 5.3 0 0

Candida (0.5) 10.3 26.2 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respons;es

10

DH - Candida 0

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

T p +- "i o*-"*(J.U » l_ WA X propert:10ns

%Er (AET) 68 81 66 87 92 83 81

%EACr 11 1 8 5 -t rs

lo 10 7

% m-Ia

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migrc

36

ited)

10 11 15 13 11 11

sub-opt. 105 42 32 57 51 88 59

optimal 125 95 31 77 40 82 84

rm 1.19 2.26 0.97 1.35 0.78 0.93 1.42

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt. 98.5 97.5 98.5

% Cand. kill 21 30 27

SERIES 1 PATIENTS
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No. I 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56

Date 1131075 271075 221075 031175 041175 121175 201175 021275

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cprr/103 lympl'
unstim (d3)

oocytes
5.4 4.5 1.2 1.5 0.8 2.9 8.3 2.1

PHA 693 428 125 241 102 446 904 347

ConA 75 219 108 73 408 708 141

PWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 3.0 3.3 1 .1 3.1 1.2 8.7 1 .5

MLR 6.5 0 13.3 0 8.9 63.1 (2.5)

PPD 0 5.6 (0.8) 0 (3.9) 0 79.5

Candida 0.3 1.0 0.2 0 10.2 9.1 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respomses

0 7 5 7 12

DPI - Candida 5 10 0 7 5 (4)

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation propori ;ions

%Er (AET) 73 94 79 90 81 77 72 83

%EACr 10 6 12 5 5 8 12 16

% m-Ia

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migri

18

ited)
18 17 22 29 24

sub-opt. 56 79 86 83 36 100

optimal 84 70 81 85 51 100

1.50 0.89 0.94 1.02 1.42 1.00

NBT(spont) 17 6 5 7 4

NBT(stim) 44 43 43 39 39

% phaqocvt. 97.5 97.5 97 99 98 99.5

% Cand. kill 23 23 19 23 17.5 23

SERIES 1 PATTEUES
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No. 57a 58a

Pate 171105 110975

CMI & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpm/lO^ lympj
unstira (d3)

locytes
2.3 1.3

PHA 210 18

ConA 215 0.8

Ml

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 2.3 19.4

MLR

PPD 0 0

Candida 0 0

In vivo skin-test
DH - PPB

respons ;es

DH - Candida 5

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

llation proport:ions

%Er fAETi 85 78

%EACr 21 6

% m-Ig

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migrc

10

ited)
6

sub-opt. 19 25

optimal 31 56

% 1.63 2.24

NBT(spont) 4

NBT(stim) 47
• — -■ ' -

% phaaocvt. 97

% Cand. kill 23 1

SERIES 1 PATIENTS
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No. 10a 10b 10c 25a 25b 32a 32b 32c

Date 010774 150774 180275 291074 191174 080475 070775 000975

CMI & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpm/lO^ lyrnp]
unstim (d31

rocytes
1.4 3.7 1.8 3.5 4.4 26.9 9.8 2.9

PHA 14 108 95 457 298 210 173 71

ConA 0.9 38 17 200 83 10 4 9

FWM 4 21 89 35

Cor#, d-r \
A

V \ V

unstim(d5) 0.7 0.9 1.9 2.1 19.5 2.7

MLR (0.6) 5.9 (0.9) 20.5 22.5 28.7

PPD 0 (0.4) 0 (3.7) 0

Candida 0 (4.3) 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

responr;es

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

llation proport
78

:ions

57 65

£Er (AET) 93 34 89 87

%EACr 4 5 4 7 7 41 11 5

% rrt-Ia 8

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (microi

unstim

ns migr^

18

ited)

16 12 22 18

sub-oot. 42 49 53 36 46 38

optimal 59 60 60 61 75 68

*"TT1 1.40 1.22 1.13 1.69 1.63 1.79

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt. 96

% Cand. kill 27

(Repeat tests, series 1)
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No. 33a 33b 33c 33d 34a 34b 34c

Pate 040375 100375 290775 180875 150374 040375 100375

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/lO^ lynp]
unstim (d3)

locytes
0.4 6.8 2.0 3.8 0.4 16.8

PHA 8.8 53 97 191 0.7 412

ConA 0.3 0 18 110 0.3 0

PWM 64

ConA d-r V \ \ V

unstira(d5) 0.4 4.5 3.9 0.4 7.6

MLR 0 0 13.5 0 r\

V

PPD 0 0 20.0 (0.2) 0

Candida 0 (1.1) 7.4 0 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respons;es

7 8

DH - Candida 6 6

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation proport:ions

71

%Er (AET) 74 72 94 81 b.5 7

%EACr 5 16 <1 14 15 7

% Rl-lN 12

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (microi

unstim

is migre

13

ited)

21 11

sub-opt. 48 59 2t

optical 5.1. 61 60

1.06 1.03 2.5

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt.
% Cand. kill

(Repeats, series 1)
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No. 38a 38b 38c 1 38d 20a 1 20b | 20c
Date 103027 >112057^i1160675112087^ 1091074107077^128077^ 1

OH & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpm/lO^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

oocytes
14.0 122.2 21.7 23.6 1.9 1.0 1.5

PHA 11 41 262 121 575 44 130

ConA 5 12 0 0 339 0 57

HIM 135

ConA d-r \ /

unstim(d5) 4.6 128.6 110.4 7.9 1.5 1.3

MLR (3.4) n 25.7 48.1 38.2 26.2 .

PPD 0 0 0 14-1 (0.8) (0.4)

Candida 2.8 0 0 4.7 0.5

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respons;es

DH - Candida
•

Lymphocytg sutopopi
%Er

llation proport:ions

/-r
OD

%Er (AET) 38 51 54 82 79

%EACr 1 4 7 <1 20 C- 14

% Jft-Ia 0

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (inicror

unstim

as migrc

16

tted)

17 16 8 12

sub-oot. 75 20 20 5 33 67

optimal 49 35 41 21 31 61

rm 0.65 1.75 2.05 4.2 0.S4 0.51

NBT(spont)
NBT(stim)

% phaaocyt.
% Cand. kill

(Repeats, series 1)
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No- 1 44a 44b 45a 45b 42a 42b 57a 57b

Date 1280775 190875 290775 291075 140775 020975 171175 111275

an & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/lO^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

oocytes
1.7 5-5 2.2 3.6 1.2 5.6 2.3

PHA 48 490 518 171 153 218 210

ConA 16 70 82 17 0.6 215

H'JM

ConA d-r

unstim(d51 3.1 3.2 2.1 0.8 Op 1
~> D * A 2.3

21.1 44.2 24.3 11.6 0

PPD 7-6 7.2 (0.21 (1.41 0

Candida 10.3 19.9 (0.51 0 0

In vivo skin-test

dh - pro

respond;es

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

llation propor^:ions

%Er (AETl 87 81 92 81 90 85

%EACr 8 8 5 11 5 21

% nr-Ig

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (microi

unstim

is migr£

11

jted)

23 13 15 10 14 10 23

sub-opt. 32 41 51 48 42 39 19 80

optimal 31 57 40 42 95 72 31 75

ritl 0.97 1.39 0.78 0.88 2.26 1.85 1.63 0.94

NBT(spont1 5.4 4 7

NBTfstiml 39 47 32

,% phaaocyt. 99 97 99

% Cand. kill 28 23 25

(Repeats, series 1)
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No. 58a 58b 58c*

Date 110975 061175 191175

OH & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cpVilP lymphocytes
unstim (d3) 1.3 2.4

PHA 18 65

ConA 0.8 22

PWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 19.4 0.8

MLR (3.4)

PPD 0 0

Candida 0 (0.3)

In vivo skin-test responses

PH - PPD

DH - Candida

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation proport:ions
■

%Er (AET) 78 84 87

%EACr 6 12 0

% m-Ia

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is mign

6

ited)

30

sub-opt. 25 20

optimal 56 83

. m 2.24 4.15

NBT(spont) 18

NBT(stim) 32

% phaqocyt. 96

1 Cand. Kill 1 14

(Repeats, series 1) * post-splenectomy
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No. 59a 60 61a 62 63 64 65 66

Date 171275 291275 210176 210176 020276 110276 160276 160276

Qll & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cprn/lO^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

locytes
29.2 18.7 16.9 5.3 23.0 4.4

PHA 265 45 361 479 547 266

ConA 105 4.9 138 86 382 185

PWM

ConA d-r /
/V

/

unstim(d5) 17.4 3.2 8.7

MLR 17.5 7.7

PPD (1.0) 0 17.6

Candida (0.7) 0 (2.4)

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

responsses

0 30

DM - Candida 0 0

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation propertnons

%Er (AET) 88 88 90 77 70 76

%EACr 6 9 8 12 4 10

% m-Ig 6

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chamotaxis (microi

unstim

is migrc

14

ited)

19 11 12 8 16 13

sub-oot. 83 58 70 60 62 70 72

optimal 84 99 84 85 72 85 96

1.01 1.71 1.20 1.42 1.16 1.21 1.33

NBT(spont) 8 8 8 5 4 18

NBT(stim) 34 38 32 28 37 30

% phaaocyt. 99 99 98 99 98 90

?i Cancl. Kill 24 26 24 26 26 16

SERIES 2 PA3TEKE5
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No. 67 68 69a 70* 71a 72 73 74

Date 180276 120376 310376 070476 090476 210476 300476 070576

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTP - cpm/103 lymp]
unstim (d3)

locytes
6.8 3.3 3.7

PHA 328 83 732

ConA 62 48 635

Hm

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 7.2 2.7 3.8

MLR 20.3 41.0

PPD 0 (0.4V 5.2

Candida (0.1) 0 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond;es

(3) 6

DH - Candida 8 12

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

il p4-i' r\r>ULU UXV/i ( proport.X V-/A XO

%Er (AETl 85 75 88 90 82

%EACr 13 8 8 9 22

% m-Ia 6

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (microi

unstim

is migre

30

iteb)

17 34 27 17 23 22

sub-opt. 51 59 53 55 124 76 67

optimal 109 81 82 95 130 101 77

*-tt> 2.14 1.37 1.55 1.73 1.05 1.33 1.24

NBT(spont) 7 4 9 3 7 9

NBT(stim) 35 28 < 24 35 39 25

% phaaocyt. 98 93 97 96 98 99 97

% Cand. kill .21 . 30 22 14 3 22 23
*see also no. 58, series 1

SERIES 2 PATIENTS
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No. 75 76a 77 78a 79a 80a 81a* 82a

Date 100576 120576 190576 260576 160676 270576 270576 010676

CMI & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LIT - cp^/lO^ lympj
unstim (d3)

pcytes
3.3 3.3 3.3 7.3 5.1 8.6

PHA 324 646 476 72 387 529

ConA 251 448 392 68 324

FWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 2.6 4.3 3.9 4.3 4.2

MLR 21.0 33.9 19.0 0 21.2

PPD 23.7 0 5.3 (0.8)

Candida (3.9) (0.7) (0.2)

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond

25

;es

7

DH - Candida
_ 10 0

Lymptiocyte smiDpojpi
%Er

CLation propert:ions

%Er (AET) 78 56 80 73 91 50

%EACr 10 27 15 6 12 10

% m-Iq

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chernotaxis (micror

unstirn

is migre

16

ited)

12 14 9 23 t 4 11 13

sub-opt. 71 34 34 10 84 -m 102 33

optimal 87 76 69 36 107 i nc 112 42

rm 1.23 5.43 2.03 3.60 1.27 0.85 1.10 1.27

NBT(spont) 8 6 12 5 2 15

NBT(stim) 44 38 28 27 30 12 12

% phaaocyt. 99 96 97 99 98 95

% Cand. kill 25 23 1 18 23 23 23
^see patient45, series 1
SERIES 2 PATIENTS

25



No. 83 84 85a 86 87 88 89 90

Date 020676 020676 070676 080676 300676 200776 120876 250876

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

CT - cpra/10-5 lympl
unstira (d3)

locytes
69.6 6.1 4.5

PHA 528 539

ConA 453 215 513

FUN 204

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 22.7 3.8 3.3 13.8

MLR 15.5 17.7 28.7 46.8

PPD (3.2) (0.7) 42.6 32.9

Candida (0.9) 0 22.8 10.6

In vivo skin-test responses

DH - PPD 8 6 (2) 5

DH - Candida (3) 12 20 7

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

il af i /Ar>
* .1 >1 * » L I

nrnnAri -1 r»n c?
— _I_ Wi ikj

%Er (AET) 78 72 >99 79

%EACr 15 14 <1 i. j

% m-Ia <1

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chenotaxis (micror

unstim

is migrc

12

ited)

31 18 23 16 18 14 15

sub-opt. 52 31 70 51 83 42 38 29

optimal 88 89 100 57 111 89 83 55

,, rm 1.69 2.87 1.43 1.12 1.34 2.12 2.18 1.9

NBT(spont) 16 1.2 9 3 7 11 14 12

NBT(stim) 40 33 10 28 36 39 36 41

% phagocyt. 97 98 93 95 97 98 96 97

% Cand. kill 25 23 23 24 24 25 26 14

SERIES 2 PATIEKTS
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No. 91 92 1 93* 94 95 96 97 98#

Date 270870 0709761130975 210970 271076 011176 021176 031170

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/103 lympj
unstim (d3)

oocytes
6.6 12.1 17.5 4.5 4.4 16.9

PHA 485 531 325 188 426 143

ConA 383 472 137 61 356 105

FWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 5.1 7.0 15.3 -) Q 12.2 9.6

MLR 23.7 37.8 28.6 25.4 (4.3) (3.9)

PPD (0.2) 19.4 (3.2) 0 (1.2) 8.2

Candida (0.5) (4.3) 8.7 0 (0.9) (2.3)

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respondjes

35 7 7 (4)

DH - Candida 5 0 10 5 15

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation r>y rvrv-*«- 4-
KXJL V^j^vyjL i.:ions

{
I

%Er (AET) 66 79 84 91 1 86 87

%EACr 20 10 10 11 1 10 10

% m-Ia 13 i

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is mign

12

itea)

19 27 10 18 20 17 30

sub-oot. 37 87 43 77 92 . 48 107 104

optimal 109 82 93 84 67 87. 108 118

^TTl 2.95 0.94 2.16 1.09 0.73 1.81 1.01 1.13

NBT(spont) 18 10 10 15 18 20 6 5

NBT(stim) 32 38 34 42 33 26 38 22

% phaaocyt. 98 97 98 99 97 98 98 96

% fend, kill 29 32 32 „
28 ,12.. 25 . 17 27. * VflQQj

. K1-1.-L I i ->z ->Z ZO iz ^ I
*sister of patient 8b#see patient 33, series 1
SERIES 2 PATIENTS
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No- 59a 59b 61a 61b 69a 69b 71a 71b

Date 171275 031176 210176 250276 310376 020476 090476 040576

Q1I & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/lO^ lymp]
unstim (d3)

oocytes
29-2 12.9 18.7 5.8 4.2 3.9

PHA 265 73 45 138 429 159

ConA 105 44 4-9 57 448 138

PWM

ConA d-r

unstim(d51 17-4 7.2 3.5 O c

MLR 17.5 0 10.9 o

PPD (1-0) (0.5) 0 0

Candida (0.7) (0.5) (0.7) 0

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond;es

7 -7
/

DH - Candida 7 8

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation propert:ions
i

%Er (AET) 88 82 88 89 90 91

%EACr 6 9 9 11 1 C
2 } 9 8

1 m-Ig 6 8

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migr£

14

ited)

34 11 34 17

sub-opt. 83 129 70 53 124

optimal 84 111 84 82 130

1.01 0.86 1.20 1.55 1.05

NBT(spont) 8 4 3

NBT(stim) 38 28 35

% phaaocyt. 99 97 98

% Cand. kill 26 22 3

(Repeats, series 2)
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No. 76a 76b 78a 78b 79a 79b 79c

Date 190576 290676 260576 230676 260576 160676 011276

OH & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/103 lynpi
unstim (d3)

locytes
3.7 6.6 3.3 3.1

PHA 287 346 476 132

ConA 233 333 392

RJM

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 6.7 5.7 "3 O 2.9

MLR 12.5 21.8 19.0 (4.3)

PPD 0 (3.2) 5.3 (3.8)

Candida 0 (0.6) (0.7) (0.5)

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respons3es

5 18

DH - Candida (2) 0

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

ilation propert:ions

%Er (ART) 90 76 77 1 80 72

%EACr 6 12
t

6 1 15 7

% m-Ig

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is migrc

12

ated)

9 23 9 / ^ 20

sub-opt. 14 10 50 16
*

84 73

optimal 76 36 123 3 07 107 93

^]71 5.43 3.60 2.46 6.69 1.27 1.27

NBT(spont) 6 5 12 8

NBT(stim) 38 41 27 35

% phaaocyt. 96 96 99 97

% Cand. kill 23 22 23 29

(Repeats, series 2)
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No. 80a 80b 81a 81b 82a 82b 85a 85b

Date 250575 150575 270576 041076 010676 150676 070676 010776

Oil & LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

LTT - cpm/lO^ lyrnp;
unstim (<33)

oocytes
7.3 8.4 5.1 8.6 5.5 4.5 9.2

PHA 72 437 387 529 308 498

ConA 68 325 324 98 513 385

FWM 204 113

ConA d-r

unstim(d5) 4.3 S 3 4.2 6.9 "5 O

MLR 0 (4.6) 21.2 0 28.7

PPD (0.8) (3.3) (4.9) 42.6

Candida (0.2) (0.4) (0.8) 22.8

In vivo skin-test

DH - PPD

respond

7

;es

9 30

DH - Candida 0 0 0

Lymphocyte subpopi
%Er

llation proport:ions

%Er (AFT) 73 81 91 79 50 58 >99 95

%EACr 6 18 12 16 10 16 <1 <2

% m-Ia <1 <2

NEUTROPHIL FUNCTIONS

Chemotaxis (micror

unstim

is mign

13

jted)

20 11 37 13 16 18

sub-opt. 123 99 102 93 33 88 70

optimal 109 121 112 93 42 98 100

0.89 1.22 1.10 1.00 1.27 1.11 1.43

NBT(spont) 5 35 2 10 15 8 9

NBT(stim) 30 30 12 29 12 23 10

% phaaocyt. 98 96 97 95 98 93

% Csnd. Kill 23 26 25 23 25 23

(Repeats, series 2)

30
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